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INTRODUCTION 

This description of the methods used by the Division 
of Crop and Livestock Estimates of the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics in collecting and analyzing 
statistical data relating to crop and livestock produc- 
tion and related subjects, has been prepared by the 
Washington statistical staff of that division to meet 
a widespread demand for information concerning the 
operation of the United States crop-reporting service. 
A number of articles have appeared from time to time 
regarding individual phases of the crop-reporting 
work, but nothing in the nature of a complete descrip- 
tion of this work has been published heretofore. 

The main text was first prepared by Charles F. 
Sarle, formerly of this division, and was revised and 
amplified by W. F. Callander, Joseph A. Becker, 
Charles G. Carpenter, and others. 

The sections covering special reports were prepared 
by: Joseph A. Becker, field-crop reports and farm- 
income reports; S. R. Newell, fruit reports; Paul L. 
Koenig and Eeginald Royston, truck- and canning- 

crop reports; C. L. Harlan, livestock reports; J. B. 
Shepard, dairy reports; S. A. Jones, poultry reports; 
and S. R. Newell and Roger F. Hale, farm-price 
reports. ^^ V. C. Childs, cotton reports. 

The crop-reporting service of the United States is 
an impartial agency, operated in the United States 
Department of Agriculture in cooperation with 35 
of the States and 300,000 voluntary crop reporters, 
for the collection, collation, and publication of statis- 
tical data relating to acreage, condition, and produc- 
tion of crops, number and production of livestock, 
prices of farm products, and related information. 

It has been developed in response to a continuous 
and insistent demand for information which no other 
agency has been able to supply. 

The primary purpose is to provide adequate, 
accurate, and timely information concerning crops 
and livestock for crop and livestock producers. This 
information is also of value to handlers and consumers 
of farm products, and to those who provide products 
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and services needed by farmers; hence, it is of direct 
or indirect value to nearly everyone in the United 
States. 

Crop reports represent the collective reports of 
thousands of individual farmers concerning their 
farm operations or concerning conditions with which 
they are intimately acquainted. 

Information supplied by the crop reporters concern- 
ing crops and livestock in their communities or on 
their own farms is collated and analyzed by the Crop 
Reporting Board in Washington as a basis for the 
crop reports. 

The monthly crop reports containing crop forecasts 
are prepared and published under very strict laws and 
Department regulations which prevent the contents 
of the reports becoming known, except to the Secre- 
tary of Agriculture, the Crop Reporting Board, and 
its employees, before the moment previously set for 
publication. 

The crop reports are published in mimeographed form 
for immediate distribution and are printed in Crops and 
Markets, a monthly publication of the Department of 
Agriculture. As soon as they are released, summaries 
are distributed by mail, telegraph, telephone, and radio. 

DEMAND FOR CROP AND LIVESTOCK REPORTS 

Few services rendered by the United States Govern- 
ment aiïect as many persons directly or indirectly as 
does the crop and livestock reporting service. Farmers, 
farmers' cooperative organizations, dealers in agricul- 
tural products, sales departments of industrial concerns 
that sell farmers everything from soap to automobiles, 
bankers who finance the movement of the crops at har- 
vest time, and railroads that move the crops and live- 
stock, all use the crop reports in some way. Many of 
the agencies that buy farm products have always had 
their own private sources of information, but they use 
Government forecasts not only as a check on their own 
reports, but frequently as a base from w^hich to start 
the next succeeding report. 

Banking institutions study the Government esti- 
mates of crop acreages and crop prospects and of live- 
stock numbers and production as a guide to the demand 
for funds that they may be called upon to advance for 
financing farmers through the producing and the mar- 
keting seasons. Railroads use the crop reports as a 
guide in allocating the supply of freight cars. Manu- 
facturers, merchants, dealers, and business men use 
crop reports in planning their operations so that the 
machinery, farm equipment, and supplies will be avail- 
able to farmers when and where needed. Costly and 
annoying delays are avoided and, to the extent that 
they thus avoid losses, business men can not only render 
more efficient service, but can afford to sell at lower 
prices. 

Business men are using statistics more than ever 
before. Business interests and industries that use the 
agricultural products as raw materials as well as those 
that sell their finished product in rural communities 
have an immediate interest in Government crop reports. 
Economic forecasts and business analyses depend in 
appreciable measure upon crop statistics. The sales 
department of at least one of the well-known automo- 
bile manufacturers uses Government reports in locating 
areas of rural prosperity. One of the large lumber 
companies uses crop and livestock reports as a basis for 
making changes in its sales program. The statistical 
department of one of the largest soap manufacturers in 

the country makes extensive use of cotton and hog 
reports as the basis for its purchasing program. 

Advertising agencies frequently use the data to plan 
advertising campaigns. One small circus often uses crop 
reports in planning its itinerary. Buying, production, 
sales quotas, and organization policies are based to a 
large extent upon what agricultural producers have 
done in the past, their present production possibilities, 
and the trend in types of farming in areas of interest to 
these industries. Prospective settlers frequently make 
use of the governmental agricultural statistics to enable 
them to locate to best advantage in areas best suited 
to the type of farming they wish to follow. 

The great importance of basic statistical agricultural 
information to all agricultural and marketing agencies, 
and to all industrial, financial, and transportation agen- 
cies, contacting with agriculture, makes necessary a 
wide and accurate understanding of the problems and 
difficulties of crop and livestock estimating. 

Definite information regarding agricultural produc- 
tion can be obtained by either of two methods: (1) By 
taking a complete census enumeration of every farm in 
the country or (2) by making the best possible estimate 
on the basis of obtainable information by an unbiased 
Government agency. Monthly reports are necessary 
if the production of different crops that ripen at different 
times of the year in various parts of the country is to be 
known before the marketing season is over. Florida 
potatoes are harvested and marketed in early spring, 
whereas Michigan and Maine potatoes are harvested in 
the fall and are sold throughout the winter. A com- 
plete agricultural census could not be taken and tabu- 
lated and the results made available in time to be of use 
during the marketing of a potato crop. Usually about 
2 years are required, after the taking of a United States 
census, before the complete results can be published. 
The expense of taking such an agricultural census every 
year would be prohibitive. It is only through unbiased 
forecasts and estimates of agricultural production that 
the farmers, and the public generally, can have timely 
information concerning the supply of agricultural com- 
modities during the marketing season. 

IMPORTANCE OF ACCURACY 

Estimates and forecasts of production must be as 
near accurate as possible in addition to being honestly 
and efficiently prepared. Accurate official estimates 
of crop production by States and for the United States 
are fundamental to the best development of American 
agriculture. No constructive, intelligent program for 
agriculture can be made or carried through without 
them.    The supply of farm products is usually by far 

the most important factor in determining the prices 
farmers will receive. The part of the supply that is 
sold, multiplied by the price received, determines the 
gross cash income from agriculture, which in turn 
affects the purchasing power of an important part of 
the nation's consumers. 

Official estimates that are higher than the actual 
quantity that is finally produced would work a direct 
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hardship on farmers and indirectly on those who sell 
goods to farmers by causing a lower price to growers 
and a smaller growers' income than would have been 
warranted if the size of the crops had been accurately 
known at the time of sale. Low prices might so in- 
crease the rate of consumption of a given product that 
a shortage would occur before the next crop would 
become available and the consumer might be forced to 
pay high prices late in the season. Farmers seldom 
benefit materially from the high prices paid late in the 
marketing season because the product has usually left 
their hands before that time. 

Official estimates that would regularly understate 
the quantity actually produced are sometimes thought 
of as advantageous to farmers in that they would 
result in prices higher than the actual supply would 
justify. Such advantage could be only temporary, 
for buyers would soon learn to allow for any constant 
understatement of this kind in the official estimates 
of production, and lower prices would be paid for 
subsequent crops even when the estimates had become 
more accurate, and prices would continue to be lower 
until the biased reports of previous years had been 
forgotten. 

Prices that are higher than warranted by the supply 
may result in decreased takings on the part of con- 
sumers. In the case of nonperishable farm products, 
like grain and cotton, curtailed takings mean larger 
carry-over into the next crop year. This increased 
carry-over increases next year's supply, and therefore 
tends to decrease the price for the new crop. 

The accuracy of forecasts made early in the season 
must necessarily be judged by the crop prospects at 
that time rather than by the harvest 3 or 4 months 
later. Losses may result from a severe early freeze 
such as occurred in the Louisiana sugar belt on Decem- 
ber 3 and 4, 1929, when half of the cane crop was 
frozen and one sixth of the acreage was eventually 
abandoned. Floods or hail sometimes destroy crops 
on sizable acreages within a few days or even a few 
hours. On the other hand absence of usually damaging 
factors, such as absence of frosts for several weeks 
after their usual time, may add several hundred thou- 
sand bushels to the corn crop or many bales to the 
cotton crop. Such influences on crop production 
obviously cannot be foreseen. 

The nearest approach to accuracy attainable is the 
goal of the Crop Reporting Service. 

THE DEVELOPMENT PERIOD 

NINETY YEARS' GROWTH 

The crop reporting service of the United States is 
the result of more than 90 years of gradual development. 
Some of the important events are: 
1839—$1,000 appropriated by the Congress to the Patent 

Office for distribution of seeds and collection of 
agricultural statistics. 

1855—James T. Earle, President of the Maryland Agricultural 
Society, tried to collect information concerning crops 
through State agricultural societies, and he advocated 
collection of such information by an ''agricultural 
department of the general government.'* 

1862—Orange Judd, editor, American Agriculturist, collected 
monthly crop reports from his subscribers and pub- 
lished the results. 

1862—United States Department of Agriculture was estab- 
lished by act of May 15 (12 Stat. 387-8, An act to 
establish a Department of Agriculture), and the 
agricultural statistical work was taken over from the 
Patent Office. 

1863—Monthly or bimonthly reports on condition of crops 
were published, based upon voluntary reports from 
crop correspondents in each county. 

1866—Regular reports were begun on condition, acreage, yield 
per acre, and production of important crops, and on 
numbers of livestock. 

1867—Regular annual reports were begun on prices of farm 
products. 

1882—Part-time State statistical agents were appointed and 
required to maintain independent corps of crop 
reporters. 

1896—A new, separate, and larger corps of crop reporters, 
known as township reporters, was established. 

1900 to 1914—Crop specialists and regional field agents were 
appointed for personal field observation and 
inquiry. 

1905—Crop Reporting Board was organized. 
1906—Keep Commission i recommended that the United 

States Department of Agriculture make forecasts of 
crop production. 

1908—Monthly collection of prices of farm products was begun. 
1909—Laws were enacted safeguarding Government crop 

reports. 

1 The reports of the Keep Commission on department methods relating to oflScial 
crop statistics and the investigation of the Twelfth Census report on agriculture, in 
compliance with S. Res. No. 135. (Being transmitted to the Senate on May 29, 
1906, by President Roosevelt and printed as Doc. 464, 59th Cong. 1st Sess.) Reference 
is to a report dated Jan. 6, 1906, signed by C. H. Keep (chairman), L, O. Murray, 
J. R. Garfield, Gifford Pinchot, committee on department methods. 

1911—Reports of crop acreages on crop reporters' own farms 
were established as indication of acreage changes. 

1912—The Crop Reporting Board began to forecast production 
of important crops prior to harvest. 

1914—Full-time State agricultural statisticians were appointed, 
their   duties   combining   those   of   the   former State 
statistical agents and regional field agents. 

1914—Truck-crop reports were initiated. 
1919—First objective field counts were made by the agricultural 

statistician in South Carolina. 
1919—Data were collected concerning numbers of poultry. 
1922—Pig survey through rural mail carriers was made for first 

time. 
1923—Livestock-reporting work was organized. 
1924—Rural mail carrier acreage survey was initiated. 
1925—Highway  frontage  of  crops  as  measured  by  a ''crop 

meter" attached to an automobile was first used to 
indicate acreage changes. 

1927—Dual inquiries from Washington and field offices were 
discontinued in a few States. 

1929—Practical appHcation of correlation methods to forecasts 
of crop production was made. 

1932—Township reports were handled by branch offices and 
dual system of reports was discontinued, except for 
cotton. 

THE BEGINNING 

There is ample evidence in the letters of James T. 
Earle, president of the Maryland Agricultural Society, 
and elsewhere, to indicate that prior to 1839 farmers 
were somewhat resentful of profits made by dealers 
and speculators in farm products through the circula- 
tion of misleading reports concerning crops, and through 
producers' lack of knowledge of market values. There 
was evidently considerable agitation and discussion 
concerning the possibility of producers having adequate 
and accurate information regarding crop production 
before their crops had gone to market. Some pressure 
must have been exerted to induce Congress to make 
even the $1,000 initial appropriation for aiding agri- 
culture by distributing seeds and by the collection of 
agricultural statistics in 1839. Sixteen years ^ later 
Mr. Earle, being dissatisfied with the results obtained 
in the collection of agricultural statistics by the Patent 

2 Earle's letter dated Centerville, Queen Anne County, Md., July 16,1855. 
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Office, seems to have brought the matter to the fore, 
when, in a circular letter sent to the presidents of the 
other State societies, he said: 

DEAR SIR: For the promotion of the farming interest of 
the country, we are anxious to procure the earliest reliable 
information possible of the crops, that the same may be laid 
before the farmer to guide him in the selection of the best time to 
dispose of the fruits of his labors. The duty should properly 
be imposed upon an agricultural department of the general 
government; but in the absence of such provision, and in view 
of the artful practices of speculators and others, operating most 
disastrously through the base venality of the public press, 
upon this leading interest, the obligation is devolved upon us. 

The question arises, how shall we best discharge it? Shall we 
rest content, as heretofore, to do nothing; to sit with our hands 
before us without an effort to secure that information which by 
concert of action is entirely within our reach; to see our brother 
farmers robbed of 20 to 30 percent of the labors of their hands. 
by the superior information and cunning of the astute purchaser, 
nierely from an indisposition on our part to make that exertion 
necessarv to secure the important end we should earnestly labor 
to accornplish? The answer is but too plain, and pronounces 
¡such a course to be altogether unworthy of sensible men. Let 
this charge, then, of inefficiency, of want of energy to secure our 
own interest, no longer rest upon us; but if we have not already, 
let us at once so organize the societies of our respective States 
as to make them efficient in procuring this information so all- 
important to the farmers. 

Let us have gentlemen of intelligence and reliable judgment in 
each county of our respective States, connected not only by 
position as officers, but by interest, too, with our State societies, 
that we may have a right to call on for information touching 
the crops of their different localities. They can be directed to 
forward their reports to some selected officer, whose duty it 
should be to collate them and disseminate the information 
thus deduced through the public press, and by circulars trans- 
mitted to each of the State Agricultural societies of the Union. 

At the same time Mr. Earle sent out a questionnaire 
to individuals and county societies in Maryland 
asking them to report by October 10 following the 
state of the crops, whether above or below an average, 
and the causes that had beneficially or prejudicially 
affected the crops. Apparently these efforts were not 
very successful so far as the immediate collection of 
statistics was concerned, but they must have had con- 
siderable effect in keeping the desirability of systematic 
crop reports before the agricultural public. 

Seven years later Orange Judd, editor of the Ameri- 
can Agriculturist, sent a circular to his subscribers 
containing five inquiries, one for each month from May 
to September. He published the results. So far as 
available records show, the efforts of these two men, 
Earle and Judd, were the first systematic efforts in the 
United States to obtain prompt and reUable crop 
reports. 

The continued recommendations of the Commis- 
sioner of Patents that the agricultural work be separa- 
ted from that of the Patent Office, together with the 
growing demand for information concerning crop 
production, and the demonstration by the American 
Agriculturist that systematic crop reports were feasible, 
apparently contributed to the establishment of Ithe 
United States Department of Agriculture in 1862 with 
a provision that the Commissioner of Agriculture 
should— 
acquire and preserve all information concerning agriculture, 
which he can obtain by means of books, correspondence, and by 
practical scientific experiments (accurate records of which 
experiments shall be kept in his office), by the collection of 
statistics, and by any other appropriate means within his power. 

The first appropriation for collecting agricultural 
statistics by the United States Department of Agricul- 
ture was provided for by the Appropriation Act of 
February 25, 1863. For the fiscal year ended June 
30, 1865, the first distinct and separate provision was 

made for collecting agricultural statistics^ the amount 
appropriated being $20,000. 

In the summer of 1863 the Commissioner of Agricul- 
ture published monthly and bimonthly reports on 
condition of crops, these reports being based upon 
voluntary reports from crop correspondents in each 
county. Regular monthly reports on condition of 
crops and annual reports on acreage, yield per acre, 
and production of important crops and numbers of 
hvestock on farms January 1 were begun in 1866. The 
next January (1867) annual reports on priées of farm 
products were initiated, these prices being for the crops 
of the previous year. The year 1866, therefore, marks 
the real beginning of a continuous series of agricultural 
statistics under the direction of the United Stares 
Department of Agriculture. 

The work was gradually developed along the original 
lines until 1912, when the Crop Reporting Board, 
which had been organized in 1905, began to forecast 
production of important crops prior to harvest. 
Meanwhile very stringent laws had been enacted cover- 
ing the preparation and publication of crop reports 
so as to prevent premature disclosure of their contents 
which might affect the market value of crops. With 
the organization of the Bureau of Statistics in 1903 
and its reorganization in 1914 under the name of the 
Bureau of Crop Estimates, definite recognition w^s 
made of the value of the statistical work of the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture to the people of the United States, 
particularly to farmers and stockmen. 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

The principal base for crop statistics is the infor- 
mation collected by the Bureau of the Census; the 
work of the crop-reporting service is primarily that of 
estimating comparable data for intervening years. 
The Sixth Federal Census, made in 1840, contained 
items relating to agricultural production but it w^as not 
until the Tenth Federal Census in 1880 that both the 
acreage and the production of crops were enumerated. 

Practically the only source of information for the 
Department of Agriculture ^s statistics of acreage, yield 
per acre, production, condition of important crops, 
numbers of livestock on farms January 1, and farm 
prices by States, from 1866 to 1881, was a voluntary 
staff of county reporters with their assistants in each 
county. In 1882 State agents were appointed in 
each State on a part-time basis. These agents soon 
built up a small list of crop correspondents. 

The township list of crop correspondents who 
reported directly to Washington had its beginning in 
1896. By 1926 this list was composed of nearly 40,000 
reporters as the list of county correspondents was 
merged with the township Hst in 1925. During the 
period from 1900 to 1914, several crop specialists and 
regional field agents were appointed and the reliability 
of the estimates was improved by having trained nien 
traveling about observing at first-hand the condition 
of the growing crops and checking up on the harvest. 
In the reorganization of the service in 1914 these 
special agents were allocated to individual States and 
the personnel was placed on a civil-service status. 
Full-time agricultural statisticians were appointed in 
practically every State. 

Another list of reporters, designated as field aids, 
was established at that time. These field aids report 
to the State statisticians. This list had its beginning in 
the lists of correspondents built up by the part-time 
State statistical agents and other lists developed by 
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the regional si^ecialists. By 1926 it, too, included 
more than 40,000 reporters. 

With the development of the crop-reporting service 
the corps of voluntary reporters of various kinds 
increased from about 4,000 in the late seventies to 
some 300,000 in 1931, including individual-farm 
reporters, price reporters, dairy reporters, livestock 
reporters, truck-crop reporters, and so forth. 

Prior to 1927 practically all schedules of inquiry 
were sent not only to Washington lists of correspond- 
ents but also to similar lists maintained by the field 
offices, the returns from the two lists being used as 
checks against each other. This plan of dual reports 
was developed when the field offices were small and 
inadequately manned. 

With the gradual expansion of the service, the field 
offices have been placed under the supervision of well- 
trained, experienced, agricultural statisticians, ade- 
quate technical and clerical assistants have been 
obtained, and modern statistical equipment has been 
provided, so that the raw data secured from the 
schedules can be competently collated and analyzed in 
the field. 

As a result of this development, beginning in 1927, the 
dual system of reports has been gradually eliminated 
until at present dual reports are confined largely to 
cotton in the more important cotton States. Prac- 
tically all of the lists of township and price reporters 
have been transferred to the field offices and are used 
by them; in most instances each field office now has 
twice as many reporters as formerly. A large list of 
cotton-crop reporters is still maintained in Washington 
on account of the highly speculative nature of this 
crop. A limited list of dairy reporters is also main- 
tained in Washington. In addition to the regular 
monthly inquiries, the field offices now handle all of 
the rural mail carrier surveys as well as many other 
special schedules of inquiry. The work in each field 
office is reviewed and checked periodically by a tech- 
nical representative of the Washington office, in order 

to maintain uniformity in  the editing, compilation, 
and handling of the various reports. 

TYPES OF INFORMATION 

The recording of the annual production and value of 
crops and numbers of livestock was the basic objective 
of the crop-reporting service when it was inaugurated 
in the sixties. Although monthly figures on the con- 
dition of the gro^\ing crops were of much current inter- 
est, such information was considered of secondary 
importance. In fact it was not until 1912 that the 
condition figures were interpreted in terms of probable 
production at harvest. 

Many miscellaneous functions were undertaken from 
time to time, such as estimates of stocks of grain on 
farms March 1 and at the close of the crop year, esti- 
mates of the quantity of a given crop shipped out of the 
county where grown, estimates of the quaUty of the 
harvested crop, and estimates of rate of marketing. 

Even in the early years of the organization, informa- 
tion concerning the production of crops and livestock 
in foreign countries was obtained and published 
regularly. 

Various types of information of general economic 
importance were included from the beginning of the 
service. An inquiry concerning the rate of farm wages 
was first made in 1866, and was repeated every few 
years until 1909, when it was placed on an annual basis. 
The collection of monthly prices of farm products re- 
ceived b}^ producers, of prices paid by farmers, of farm- 
land values, of data concerning the supply of and de- 
mand for farm labor, of montlily rate of marketings by 
farmers for staple crops, and of fertilizer sales in cotton 
States, was begun in the decade from 1908 to 1918. 
The collection of information concerning farmers' in- 
tentions to plant crops and to breed livestock, dispo- 
sition of grain and potato crops, cattle, sheep, and lambs 
on feed, milk and egg production, production of meat 
animals, and farm income by States, are new projects 
which have been inaugurated during the last 10 years. 

PRESENT SCOPE OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK REPORTS 

The crop-reporting year really begins in December 
of the calendar year preceding harvest when estimates 
of the acreage planted to winter wheat and rye are 
made. At the same time reports as to the condition of 
the crop in percentage of normal are published. No 
further reports on growing crops with the exception of 
some of the early truck crops in the Southern States 
are published until April, when a report is made on the 
condition of winter wheat and rye, including a forecast 
of production. This report also covers the condition 
of fall-sown oats and barley in the Southern States, but 
no forecast of production of these crops is made as no 
estimate of the acreage is made until July. 

The December estimate of planted acreage of winter 
wheat and rye is revised as of May 1 to allow for aban- 
donment, the acreage then estimated being the ^^ acre- 
age remaining for harvest.'^ Condition reports and 
forecasts of production are again made as of June 1 for 
winter wheat and rye and a report is also made as to 
the condition of oats and barley for the entire country. 
Estimates of the planted acreage of all crops, including 
a further revision of the acreage remaining for harvest 
of winter wheat and rye are made as of July 1, together 
with reports as to the condition and forecasts of produc- 
tion of nearlj^ all crops. The condition leports on prac- 
tically all of the crops are carried each month from July 

until harvest. The yield per acre is estimated shortly 
after the close of harvest. Just prior to harvest, crop 
correspondents are asked to report on the probable or 
expected yield per acre of the more important crops. 
This is used in connection with the condition reports 
and certain other factors in forecasting yield. 

The first cotton report relates to acreage in cultiva- 
tion on July 1. Monthly forecasts of probable ginnings 
follow at monthly intervals until December. 

Reports on condition and probable production of 21 
fruit and nut crops begin with the April report on 
peaches in the Southern States and continue through- 
out the growing season. For truck crops, the reporting 
season begins with reports made in September on inten- 
tions to plant winter truck crops in the Southern States 
and continue throughout the year untillate cabbage is 
harvested in the Northern States. Reports are pre- 
pared for 21 truck crops for fresh consumption and 11 
crops for canning. 

In December a general summary of acreage, yield, 
and production of each crop is prepared as a résumé of 
the crop production of the year. 

The first livestock report, relating to breeding inten- 
tions for spring farrow, is published late in December. 
An annual livestock inventory as of January 1 is pub- 
lished in February, and this is followed during the year 
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by estimates of the pig, lamb, and calf crops, by reports 
on their development and probable marketings, and by 
estimates of cattle and lambs on feed at specified dates. 

Reports on farm-milk-production trends and upon 
poultry- and egg-production trends appear monthly 
throughout the year with supplementary information 
relating to feeding and pasture conditions. 

During the first months of the year estimates of farm 
utiUzation and sale of all agricultural commodities are 
prepared as a basis of the report on farm value, gross 
income, and cash income from farm production. In 
evaluating production and sales, farm prices gathered 
monthly for the major commodities, and at the close 
of the marketing season for other commodities, are 
used. 

A typical calendar of reports is shown in the copy of 
the announcement for 1932 which follows: 

PKOGRAM OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK REPORTS IN 1932 

The monthly crop reports prepared by the Crop Reporting 
Board are published, as required by law, at exact hours on 
specified dates. The dates shown below are the usual dates 
but it is sometimes necessary to change the dates from year to 
year to avoid Sundays and holidays. 

A number of other reports issued by the Division of Crop and 
Livestock Estimates are also Usted, the dates shown being 
subject to some variation. 

These reports are given general distribution by wire to the 
press and by radio to the general public. Mimeographed copies 
are distributed directly and by mail to crop reporters, other 
farmers, and such other persons as have need for prompt infor- 
mation. The reports are also printed in the monthly statistical 
periodical Crops and Markets for permanent reference. 

REGULAR MONTHLY CROP REPORT DATES FOR 1932 

REPORTS ON COTTON 

Published at 11 a.m., eastern standard time 

May 20. Revision of the report on acreage, yield per acre, 
and production of cotton in the previous season, and reduction 
from full yield per acre due to boll weevil and other causes. 

July 8. Report on the acreage of cotton in cultivation on July 1. -'   ...       ..............■^^- 

August 8. Reports as of August 1 on condition, probable 
total ginnings, and indicated probable yield per acre. 

September 8. Reports as of September 1 on condition, prob- 
able total ginnings, and indicated probable yield per acre; and 
an estimate of the acreage of cotton abandoned since July 1. 

October 8. Report as of October 1 on probable total ginnings 
and indicated yield per acre. 

November 9. Report as of November 1 on probable total 
ginnings and indicated yield per acre. 

December 8. Report as of December 1 on estimated probable 
total ginnings and indicated yield per acre; and estimated 
acreage of cotton abandoned since July 1. 

REPORTS ON CROPS OTHER THAN COTTON 

United States data published at 3 p.m., eastern standard time; State data at 5 p.m. 
or 9 a.m., the next day. 

March 9. Reports covering stocks on farms on March 1, and 
shipments out of county, of corn, wheat, oats, barley, and rye; 
also the merchantable percentage of the previous corn crop. 

April 8. Reports on condition as of April 1 of winter wheat, 
rye, and pasture; for certain States reports on condition of 
oats, peaches, and potatoes; also stocks of corn, wheat, and 
oats on farms on April 1. 

May 10. Reports as of May 1 covering area remaining for 
harvest, condition of crop, and forecast production of winter 
wheat and rye; condition of tame hay and pasture, and stocks 
of hay on farms; and for certain States, reports on condition of 
oats, potatoes, peaches, pears, grapes, cherries, citrus fruits, 
and miscellaneous fruits and nuts. 

June 9. Reports as of June 1 on condition and forecast 
production of winter wheat, rye, peaches, and pears; condition 
of spring wheat, oats, barley, hay, pasture, and apples; and 
for certain States, reports on condition of potatoes, grapes, 
cherries, citrus fruits, and miscellaneous fruits and nuts. 

July 11. Reports as of July 1 on stocks of wheat on farms; 
acreage, condition, and forecast production of corn, spring 
wheat, winter wheat, rye, oats, barley, flaxseed, rice, hay, 
potatoes, sweetpotatoes, tobacco, sugar beets, sugarcane for 
sirup, sorgo for sirup, and hops; acreage and condition of dry 
edible beans, peanuts, soybeans, and cowpeas; condition and 
indicated production of apples, peaches, pears, and miscella- 
neous fruits and nuts; condition of pasture, and velvetbeans; 
and for certain States reports on condition of grapes, cherries, 
and citrus fruits. 

August 10. Reports as of August 1 on stocks of oats and 
barley on farms; yield per acre and indicated production of 
winter wheat and rye; acreage, condition and forecast produc- 
tion of buckwheat, grain sorghums, and broomcorn; condition 
and forecast production of corn, spring wheat, oats, barley, 
ñaxseed, rice, hay, dry edible beans, apples, peaches, pears, 
grapes, potatoes, sweetpotatoes, tobacco, sugar beets, sugar- 
cane for sirup, sorgo for sirup, hops, and miscellaneous fruits 
and nuts; condition of pasture, peanuts, soybeans, cowpeas, and 
velvetbeans; and for certain States reports on production of 
cherries and condition of citrus fruits. 

September 9. Reports as of September 1 on condition and 
forecast production of corn, spring wheat, oats, barley, buck- 
wheat, flaxseed, rice, grain sorghums, broomcorn, tame hay, 
dry edible beans, peanuts, hops, apples, peaches, pears, grapes, 
potatoes, sweetpotatoes, tobacco, sugar beets, sugarcane for 
sirup, and sorgo for sirup; condition of alfalfa seed, clover for 
seed, timothy seed, pasture, soybeans, cowpeas, velvetbeans; 
and for certain States reports on condition of citrus fruits, 
condition and production of miscellaneous fruits and nuts, and 
acreage and production of cranberries. 

October 10. Reports as of October 1 on yield per acre and 
indicated production of spring wheat, oats, barley, tame hay, 
dry edible beans, broomcorn, and hops; condition and forecast 
production of corn, buckwheat, flaxseed, rice, grain sorghums, 
peanuts, potatoes, sweetpotatoes, tobacco, sugar beets, sugar- 
cane for sirup, sorgo for sirup, apples, pears, and grapes; 
production of peaches; condition of alfalfa seed, clover seed, 
timothy seed, pasture, soybeans, cowpeas, and velvetbeans; 
and for certain States reports on condition or production of 
citrus fruits, and miscellaneous fruits and nuts. 

November 10. Reports as of November 1 on stocks of corn 
on farms; weight per measured bushel of grains; estimates of 
yield per acre and production of corn, buckwheat, flaxseed, 
rice, grain sorghums, broomcorn, dry edible beans, peanuts, 
potatoes, sweetpotatoes, tobacco, sugar beets, sugarcane sirup, 
and sorgo sirup; acreage, yield per acre, and production of 
alfalfa seed, clover seed, sweetclover seed, timothy seed, cow- 
peas, soybeans, and velvetbeans; production of apples, grapes, 
and pears,* and for certain States reports on condition or 
production of citrus fruits, and miscellaneous fruits and nuts. 

December 15. Reports on revised acreage, yield per acre, 
production, farm price, and farm value of all crops for which 
such estimates are made during the year. 

December 20. Reports as of December 1 on acreage and 
condition of fall-sown winter wheat, and rye for harvest the 
following year. 

INTENTIONS-TO-PLANT REPORTS 

Intentions-to-plant reports.—(Issued about March 26 and 
August 26.) These reports show farmer's' intentions to plant 
spring-sown crops, except cotton, as of March 1 and fall-sown 
grain as of August 5, and are published in Crops and Markets. 
Mimeographed summaries are published in Washington on 
announced dates. State summaries containing data of interest 
in individual States are issued (after the data are published in 
Washington) by agricultural statisticians for each State. 

WHEAT STOCKS IN COUNTRY MILLS, ELEVATORS, AND WARE- 
HOUSES 

Wheat stocks in country mills, elevators, and warehouses 
on March 1, April 1, and July 1, are published about the 15th 
of the respective months. These reports are published in 
mimeographed form in Washington and are printed in Crops 
and Markets. 

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE PRODUCTION 

Fruit and nut crop reports.—State statistics on fruit and nut 
crop production are included in the regular monthly crop 
reports issued about the 10th of each month. Three or four 
days later, a more comprehensive report on Fruit Crop Pros- 
pects is usually issued; in this the statistical reports are combined 
with State notes, with a summary on each crop, and with 
interesting foreign crop items.    Rarely are estimates made of 
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the quantity of production utilized for canning, drying, or 
other manufacturing, but all sucli fruit-utilization information, 
when available for publication, is included in the fruit-prospect 
report. Except for strawberries there are no established series 
of estimates on small-fruit production, current information 
being limited to such notes as may appear in the fruit prospect 
report. 

Potato and sweetpotato reports.—The detailed statistical 
reports on production of potatoes and sweetpotatoes, by States, 
are issued in .the regular monthly crop reports, and usually 3 
or 4 days later in a crop prospect report similar to that on the 
fruit crops. Several special reports on potatoes are also issued 
during  the   year,   the  following  being  the  more   important: 

(1) Report on merchantable potato stocks on hand January 
1 in 37 late and intermediate States, including an analysis of 
the utilization of the late potato crop and the reported acreage 
growers intend to plant the coming year. The report is 
generally available about February 1. 

(2) Reports on commercial early potato production in 19 
States, chiefly in the South but extending as far north as New 
Jersey, Maryland, Kentucky, Missouri, and Nebraska; includes 
reports regarding intended commercial acreage, issued from 
November to March; production reports from April to August, 
and later, summaries for the season. 

Other vegetable and truck crop reports.—State statistics are 
compiled and issued covering the commercial production of 
various important vegetable and truck crops. The reports are 
divided into two distinct series as follows: 

(1) Commercial truck crops for shipment, commonly called 
truck-crop reports, comprising estimates in strawberries, can- 
taloups, watermelons, and the principal vegetables that are 
grown for shipment by rail, truck, or boat to markets more or 
less distant from the point of production. Local or market- 
garden production is not at present included in these estimates 
except in instances in which the local sales occur as a minor 
phase of the shipping enterprise. In most of the reports the 
estimates are grouped by States according to marketing seasons. 

(2) Truck crops for commercial manufacture, commonly 
called canning-crop reports, comprising estimates of the princi- 
pal vegetable crops utilized by canning and packing establish- 
ments, including pimientos, cabbage for sauerkraut, and 
cucumbers for pickles. 

The truck- and canning-crop reports are released principally 
in the form of commodity sheets, each containing current 
statistics and crop comments for one or more groups of States. 
At occasional intervals, a collection of timely crop news items 
are issued without statistical matter. The dates for release of 
reports are regulated according to the usual season of the 
commodity in each group of States. 

1932 COMMERCIAL TRUCK-CROP REPORTS 

Approximate dates for the release of reports containing 
State details on planting intentions, preliminary estimates of 
acreage planted, and the first forecasts of production are here 
shown in seasonal groupings of States and areas. In the last 
column, the months in which condition reports are usually 
available are indicated by numbers from 1 to 12; that is, 1-4 
indicating January to April, 11-5 November to May, etc. Con- 
dition inquiries are made as of the first of the month and reports 
are released on or about the 9th. 

The States included in the various seasonal groups listed for 
each truck crop (early, intermediate, etc.) may be found in the 
December 1931 issue of Crops and Markets, pages 523-532. 

TABLE 1.—Commercial truck crops, grown primarily for shipment 

Crop ana group 

Artichokes: California.. 
Asparai?us: 

Early  
Late  

Beans, lima; 
Fain  
Early  
Intermediate (1)  
Intermediate (2)  

Beans, snap: 
Falli  
Early (1)  
Early (2)  
Second early  
Intermediate (1) — 

intended 
acreage 

Sept.   9 
Mar. 16 

do. 
Apr.    9 

Sept. 9 
Nov. 9 
Feb. 9 
Mar. 16 
._do-—. 

Planted 
acreage 

Sept.   5 

Jan.   16 
-do  

Oct. 9 
Apr. 23 
May 23 
June   9 

Oct. 9 
Jan. 9 
Apr.    9 
.__do  
May   9 

First 
crop fore- 

cast 

Mar. 
May 

Nov. 
May : 
June 
...do-. 

Nov. 
Jan. 
Apr. 
May 
May 23 

Condi- 
tion 

(1st of 
month; 

2- 6 
4- 6 

10- 1 
4- 6 
5- 7 
6- 8 

10-12 
1- 3 
3- 5 
4- 6 
5- 6 

TABLE 1.—Commercial truck crops, grown primarily for 
shipment—Continued 

Crop and group 

Beans, snap—Continued 
Intermediate (2)  
Late (1)  
Late (2)  

Beets: 
Early  
Second early  
Intermediate  
Late  

Cabbage (including sauerkraut) 
Falli  
Early  
Second early  
Intermediate  
Late (domestic)  
Late (Danish)  

Cantaloups: 
Early  
Second early  
Intermediate  
Late  

Carrots 
Falli  
Early.  
Second early  
Intermediate  
Late  

Cauliflower: 
Fall and winter i  _ _ 
Early  
Late (1)  
Late (2)  

Celery: 
Fall and winter i  
Early  
Second early  
Intermediate  
Late (1)  
Late (2)  

Cucumbers: 
Fain  
Early (1)  
Early (2)  
Second early  
Intermediate  
Late  

Eggplant: 
Falli  
Early  
Second early  
Late  

Lettuce: 
Early  
Second early  
Intermediate.  
Late (1)  
Late (2)  

Onions: 
Early  
Intermediate  
Late  

Peas, green: 
Early  
Second early  
Intermediate (1)  
Intermediate (2)  
Late (1)  
Late (2)  
Late (3)  

Peppers, green: 
Falli  
Early: 

W inter  
Spring  

Second early  
Intermediate (1)  
Intermediate (2)  
Late  

Potatoes, early: 
Early (1)   
Early (2)  
Second early  
Intermediate  

Spinach: 
Falli  
Early  
Second early  
Intermediate  
Late  

Strawberries: 
Early (1)  
Early (2)  
Second early  
Intermediate  
Late  

Tomatoes: 
Falli  
Early (1)  
Early (2)  
Second early  

Intended 
acreage 

Mar. 16 
May 9 
Aug.   9 

Oct. 9 
Feb. 9 
Apr. 9 
July 9 

Sept. 9 
Oct. 9 
Dec. 9 
Mar. 16 
May 9 
June   9 

Feb. 9 
Mar. 16 
_.do  
May   9 

Sept. 9 
Oct. 9 
Feb. 9 
Apr. 9 
June 9 

Aug. 9 
Dec. 9 
June 9 
Aug. 9 

July 9 
Oct. 9 
Dec. 9 
Mar. 16 
June 9 
Aug. 9 

Sept. 9 
Feb. 9 
Mar. 16 
-do...-. 
Apr. 23 
May 23 

Sept. 9 
Feb. 9 
Mar. 9 
May 9 

Sept. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Apr. 
July 

Nov. 9 
Mar. 16 
.-do__... 

Dec. 9 
Feb.    9 
.-do  
Mar. 16 
—do..-. 
Aug. 9 
Oct.    9 

Sept.   9 

Nov. 9 
Feb. 9 
Apr. 23 
May   9 
-do  
Aug.   9 

Jan. 
Feb. 
•Mar. 
..do. 

Aug. 9 
Sept. 9 
Feb. 9 
Apr. 9 
July 9 

, 9 Sept. 
-.do..-. 
..do.... 
-do.... 
.-do.._. 

Sept. 9 
Nov. 9 
Feb. 9 
Mar. 16 

June 9 
Aug. 9 
Oct.    9 

Dec. 9 
Mar. 9 
June 9 
Aug. 9 

Oct. 9 
Dec. 9 
Feb. 9 
May 9 
Julv 9 
Aug. 9 

Apr. 9 
May 9 
June 9 
June 23 

Oct. 9 
Dec. 9 
Mar. 9 
June 9 
Aug. 9 

Nov. 9 
Feb. 9 
July 9 
Sept. 9 

—do._- 
Dec. 9 
Feb. 9 
July 9 
Aug. 9 
Sept.   9 

Nov. 9 
Apr. 9 
Apr. 23 
May 23 
June 9 
July    9 

Nov. 9 
Apr. 23 
July 9 
Aug.   9 

Nov. 9 
Mar. 9 
Apr. 23 
June 9 
Sept.   9 

Jan. 9 
Apr. 23 
June 23 

Feb. 9 
Apr. 9 
May 9 

-_do  
June 9 
Sept. 9 
Nov. 9 

Oct.    9 

Jan. 9 
Mar. 9 
June   9 
.-.do  
.-do  
Oct.    9 

Feb. 9 
Mar. 16 
May 9 
May 23 

Oct. 9 
Dec. 9 
Mar. 16 
July 9 
Sept.   9 

Dec. 9 
Jan.    9 
...do  
-.do  
.-.do  

Nov. 9 
Jan. 9 
Mar. 9 
Apr. 23 

First 
crop fore- 

cast 

June 9 
Aug. 9 
Oct.    9 

Jan. 9 
Apr. 9 
June 9 
Sept. 9 

Dec. 9 
Jan. 9 
Apr. 9 
June 9 
Aug. 9 
Sept. 9 

May 9 
June 23 
July 23 
Aug.    9 

Nov. 9 
Jan. 9 
Apr. 9 
June 9 
Sept. 9 

Nov. 9 
Mar. 9 
Aug. 9 
Oct. 9 

Nov. 9 
Jan. 9 
Mar. 23 
July 9 
Sept. 9 
Oct.    9 

Nov. 9 
Apr. 23 
May 23 
June 9 
July 9 
Aug.   9 

Nov. 9 
Apr. 23 
July 9 
Aug.    9 

Dec. 9 
Mar. 23 
May 23 
July 9 
Oct.    9 

Apr. 9 
June 23 
Aug.   9 

Feb. 9 
Apr. 9 
May 9 
May 23 
June 9 
Sept. 9 
Nov. 9 

Nov.   9 

Feb. 9 
May 9 
June 23 
July 9 
Aug. 9 
Oct.    9 

Apr. 9 
May 9 
May 23 
June   9 

Nov. 9 
Jan. 9 
Apr. 9 
July 9 
Oct. 9 

Jan. 9 
Mar. 9 
Apr. 9 
May 9 
May 23 

Nov. 9 
Feb. 9 
Apr. 23 
May 23 

Condi- 
tion 

(1st of 
month) 

5- 7 
7- 9 
9-11 

10- 5 
3- 5 
5- 6 
7-10 

10- 1 
11- 4 
2- 6 
5- 7 
6-10 
7-10 

4- 7 
5- 8 
6- 8 
7- 9 

9- 2 
10- 4 
3- 6 
5- 7 
6-10 

9- 1 
1- 5 
7-10 
8-11 

8- 3 
11- 5 
3- 8 
5- 8 
6-10 
7-11 

^12 
3- 6 
4- 6 
5- 7 
6- 8 
7-10 

9-12 
1- 7 
6- 8 
7-10 

10- 3 
3- 5 
4-6 
5-10 
&-11 

11- 5 
5- 8 
6-10 

12- 4 
3- 6 
4-6 
4- 6 
5-8 
8-11 

10-12 

10-12 

1- 4 
5- 6 
5- 7 
6- 8 
7-10 
9-11 

12- 5 
4- 7 
4- 7 
5- 8 

9-12 
11- 4 
2- 5 
5- 9 
8-11 

II- 5 
1- 5 
3- 5 
4- 6 
4- 6 

10-12 
1- 5 
3- 6 
4- 7 

1 The crop in the "fall" group furnishes the earliest supply in a new-crop season, 
starting to market in the fall and early winter months preceding the main season. 

1 The crop in the "fall" group furnishes the earliest supply in a new-crop season 
starting to market in the fall and early winter months preceding the main season. 
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TABLE 1.—Commercial truck crops, grown primarily for 
shipment—Continued 

Crop and group 

Tomatoes—Continued 
Intermediate  
Late (1)  
Late (2)  

Watermelons: 
Early  
Second early  
Late  

Intended 
acreage 

Mar. 16 
May 23 
June 23 

Feb. 9 
Mar. 16 
May 16 

Planted 
acreage 

May 23 
June 23 
Aug.   9 

Apr. 9 
May 9 
July    2 

First 
crop fore- 

cast 

June 23 
Aug. 9 
Sept.   9 

May 9 
June 23 
Aug.   9 

Condi- 
tion 

(1st of 
month) 

5- 7 
6-10 
7-11 

3- 7 
5- 8 
6- 9 

TABLE 2.— Truck crops for commercial canning or manufacture 

Crop 
C anners' 
prelimi- 

nary 
plans 

Intended 
acreage 

Planted 
acreage 

Produc- 
tion fore- 

cast 
Condition, bi- 

monthly reports 

Asparagus: 
California Jan.   12 

Aug.   8 
July  11 
June 23 
July  11 

—do  
June 23 

July  11 
May 19 

July  21 

Mar. 10 
May   9 
July   11 

Mar.   9 
Others 

Beans, green lima.. May   9 
Apr.    5 
May   9 

Apr.  14 
Apr.    5 

Apr.  14 
Mar. 17 

May 19 

Jan.     5 

Sept. 23 
July    9 
Sept. 23 

Sept.   9 
Aug.    9 

Sept.   9 
June 23 

Sept.   9 

Mar. 10 

June 9-Sept. 23. 
Beans, snap Feb.  18 May 23-Sept. 9. 
Beets.   - June 9-Oct. 9. 
Cabbage  (for sauer- 

kraut).   Do. 
Corn, sweet Feb.  18 May 23-Sept. 23 
Cucumbers         (for 

pickles) June 23-Sept. 23. 
Peas, green  
Pimientos: California 

and Georgia 

Jan.   21 May 9-July 23. 

Spinach: 
California 
Others 

Tomatoes.. _   .. Feb.  18 Apr.   14 Aug.   9 June 9-Oct. 9 

MISCELLANEOUS CROP REPORTS 

Louisiana sugarcane, sugar, sirup, and molasses.—These reports 
show Louisiana sugarcane acreage, production, and distribution, 
and production of cane sugar, sirup, and molasses. PreHminary 
data are pubHshed in December and revised data are published 
in the spring (usually in May) by the Washington and New 
Orleans offices.    Summaries are published in Crops and Markets. 

Sugar beets and beet sugar.—These reports show acreage, pro- 
duction, farm price, and sugar content of sugar beets, and extrac- 
tion and production of beet sugar. Preliminary data are issued 
in December and revised data are issued in the spring (usually 
in May) by the Washington office. These reports are printed 
in Crops and Markets and data from them are published else- 
where, as circumstances demand or permit, by branch offices in 
interested States. 

Bean production by varieties.—This report shows production 
of dry edible beans, by varieties, in each State; is published annu- 
ally in Crops and Markets (usually December) ; is mimeographed 
for separate distribution. 

Commercial fertilizer used on cotton, and sales of fertilizer in 
cotton States.—These are complementary annual reports usually 
pubHshed in August in Crops and Markets. 

Reduction in yields from stated causes.—This report is based on 
an annual survey of farms of crop reporters and is published in 
Crops and Markets. Data for cotton are usually published in 
June and data for corn, wheat, oats, potatoes, and apples are 
usually published in the fall. 

Corn: Utilization for grain, silage, hogging down, grazing, and 
forage.—This report is supplemental to the December prelimi- 
nary estimate of corn productiçn and is usually published in the 
December issue of Crops and Markets. 

Tobacco by types {acreage, production, and value).—This is an 
annual report complementary to the tobacco data published in 
the December crop report. It is usually distributed with the 
mimeographed December crop report and is published in Crops 
and Markets for January. Forecasts of tobacco production by 
types are also published monthly from July to November with 
the monthly crop reports of the Crop Reporting Board. 

LIVESTOCK REPORTS 

(Published about the 15th of the month at noon, eastern standard time, except as 
noted) 

January: Annual estimate of number and value of different 
species of livestock on farms January 1 issued at Washington 
about January 26.    Estimate of cattle on feed January 1 ; middle 

of January, issued at Washington. Estimate of sheep and lambs 
on feed January 1, issued at Washington. 

February: Estimate of wool shorn and pulled previous year, 
issued at Washington. Estimate of mohair production; middle 
of February, issued at Washington. 

March: Report on size and condition of early lamb crop; 
second week in March, issued at Washington. Report on con- 
dition of Flint Hills and Osage pastures, issued at Denver. 

April : Estimate of cattle on feed April 1, issued at Washington. 
Report on development of early lamb crop, issued at Washing- 
ton. 

May: Report on development of early lamb crop, issued at 
Washington. 

June: Report of the June 1 pig survey, issued at Washington. 
Report on shipments of cattle into Flint Hills and Osage 
pastures, issued at Denver. 

July: Estimate of the lamb crop, issued at Washington. 
Preliminary estimate of the wool shorn, issued at Washington. 

August: Estimate of cattle on feed August 1 and report on 
demand for feeding cattle, issued at Washington. Report on 
fall marketings of western-cattle, issued at Denver. Report on 
fall marketings of western sheep, issued at Denver. 

October: Report on the cattle feeding situation, issued at 
Washington. Report on the lamb feeding situation, issued at 
Washington. 

November: Report on the cattle feeding situation, issued at 
Washington. Report on the lamb feeding situation, issued at 
Washington. 

December: Report on the cattle feeding situation, issued at 
Washington. Report on the lamb feeding situation, issued 
at Washington. Report on the fall pig survey, issued at 
Washington. 

For most of the above reports issued from Washington, State 
reports are issued in the most important livestock States, and 
regional reports are issued from the Denver and Sacramento 
regional livestock offices. 

Monthly reports on range and livestock conditions in the 
western States are issued from Denver regional office and State 
reports are issued by most of the western States. 

DAIRY REPORTS 

Milk-production trends.—This is a monthly report on the 
milk-production situation, published about the 20th of each 
month. It includes statements on the general dairy situation, 
records of production per cow, percentage of milk cows being 
milked, grain being fed, pasture conditions, changes in numbers 
of milk cows, plans of farmers with regard to increasing or 
decreasing their herds, changes in freshening dates, prices 
being received for dairy products, feed-costs, feed-price ratios, 
and notes on other statistics, obtained by the Department of 
Agriculture, of interest to dairymen. This usually consists of 4 
pages of text and 2 pages of charts prepared for correspond- 
ents of the Department in return for voluntary cooperation 
in furnishing reports and also available to a limited number of 
others on request. 

Statistical supplement to milk-production trends.—This occa- 
sional or monthly publication gives in detail, by States, the 
statistics summarized in milk-production trends and shows the 
statistical method used in drawing the conclusions reached. 
It varies from 10 to 50 pages, mostly tables, mimeographed. 
Prepared for agricultural statisticians, research and extension 
workers in dairying, executives of manufacturing corporations 
and cooperatives, and dealers in dairy products. Available to 
a limited number of others on request. 

POULTRY AND EGG PRODUCTION REPORT 

Hens and pullets in farm flocks.—This report shows the num- 
ber of hens and pullets of laying age, and the number of eggs 
laid per flock and per 100 birds, on the 1st day of the month; 
is published in a mimeographed statement issued by the Divi- 
sion of Crop and Livestock Estimates about the middle of each 
month and is printed monthly in Crops and Markets. The 
statement shows the number of young chickens on hand each 
month from May to July and in October. The number of 
pullets of laying age and the number not yet of laying age are 
shown in October, and the number of pullets being saved for 
layers is shown in December. 

A monthly index of relative farm prices of chicken and eggs, 
and of feed for poultry, with the relations between the index of 
feed prices and those of poultry products, are also available in 
mimeographed form at about the same time as poultry and 
egg production, and the material is printed in Crops and 
Markets. 
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FAKM PRICE AND WAGE REPORTS 

(These reports are not available for general distribution) 

Average prices of farm products received by producers.—This 
report is issued in mimeographed form from the Washington 
office on or about,the 28th of each month. The report shows 
currently for the United States, average prices paid producers 
for 26 farm products as of the 15th of each month with com- 
parisons; relative farm prices of crops, livestock, poultry, and 
livestock and poultry products; indices of farm prices, by groups, 
and for all groups; estimated prices of 34 farm products currently, 
by States; corn-hog ratios for the United States, the North Central 
States, and Iowa; indices of prices farmers pay for articles 
purchased, and Bureau of Labor Statistics indices of wholesale 
prices of nonagricultural, agricultural, and food products; farm- 
wage index numbers; and an index of the general wage level. 

One page of each issue is devoted to a discussion of current 
changes in farm prices and a brief analysis of factors affecting 
prices paid producers for farm products. Price data from this 
report and excerpts from the discussion of farm prices are 
published the following month in Crops and Markets. 

Distribution of the mimeographed report is limited to news- 
papers, economists, business statisticians, Federal and State 
extension workers, and others who have a definite need for 
these data immediately upon release. 

Farm labor and wages.—This quarterly report is released in 
mimeographed form from the Washington office on or about 
the 11th of every January, April, July, and October, and is 
printed about 3 weeks later in Crops and Markets. It contains 
average wage rates per month and per day, with and without 
board, for farm labor; a statement of supply and demand for 
farm labor by States, geographical divisions, and for the 
United States, wage rates and supply-demand statistics by 
geographical divisions, with comparisons; an index of farm 
wages for the United States; and a brief discussion of current 
wage-rate changes. 

Distribution of the mimeographed report is limited to 
statisticians, economists, State and Federal extension workers, 
and others who show they have a definite need for the informa- 
tion immediately upon release. 

Wholesale prices of commodities.—This mimeographed state- 
ment of wholesale prices of 27 articles commonly bought by 
farmers, is issued at the Washington office on or about the 12th 
of each month. It includes production statistics on 16 articles 
of industrial importance. The data are selected from bulletins 
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Department of 
Commerce. It is issued periodically for State statisticians 
of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, only. Some of the 
data are republished in reports to crop reporters sent from the 
field office. 

PRESENT SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

In the main, the information for the regular reports, 
hke those on acreage, condition, and yield of various 
crops, numbers of livestock, production of livestock 
products, and farm prices, is received from voluntary 
reporters upon schedules or questionnaires which they 
fill out about the 1st of the month and immediatelv for- 

the State department of agriculture or the college of 
agriculture in the preparation and pubHcation of crop 
reports. Every State agency that published system- 
atic crop reports cooperated with the United States 
Department of Agriculture (fig. 1). This cooperation 
eliminates  duplication  of  crop  reporting work  and 

THE UNITED STATES CROP-REPORTING SERVICE 

A   Branrh office cooperating with State Board 
^ or Department of Agriculture 

^      Brar\ch office cooperating with State-Agricultural 
College or Experiment-Station 

p> Branch office not cooperating 
with Statt agency 

States 
cooperating 

□ Stares 
not cooperating 

FIGURE 1.—The crop-reporting service was maintained by the United States Department of Agriculture and cooperating State agencies in 35 States, and bv the United 
States Department of Agriculture alone in 13 States, in 1932.   Some changes have occurred since then. 

ward to the branch offices in the States. About 9,000,000 
schedules of more than 400 forms are used annually. 
Typical schedules used in obtaining current information 
from farmers are shown in figures 34 to 59, inclusive. 

In January 1933 there were 41 branch offices in the 
States. In 35 States the branch office cooperated with 
materially strengthens the crop-reporting service. 

Data supplied by crop reporters on schedules are 
supplemented by check data in the form of enumare- 
tions and by other data based on personal travel and 
inspection of growing crops by the agricultural statis- 
tician in each State, by special field counts, by inter- 
views with well-informed men throughout the State, 
and by information obtained by telephone and tele- 
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graph when necessary. The agricultural statisticians 
obtain information from State and local officials, 
county agricultural agents, and representatives of hor- 
ticultural societies, of livestock associations, and of 
other organizations. The agricultural statisticians 
send with their regular reports to the Crop Reporting 
Board, comments on each crop in their States, explain- 
ing conditions as of the date of the report and stating 
what changes in weather, soil condition, plant diseases, 
and insect pests, and conditions of growing crops, have 
occurred since the previous report. Weather Bureau 
reports are used to supplement or confirm the informa- 
tion obtained by the Division of Crop and Livestock 

Estimates directly through its own field service. 
Schedules returned by reporters to the agricultural 

statisticians in each State are sorted by districts, or by 
counties, are tabulated and averaged (both with and 
without weights), and are summarized separately for 
each class of reporter, for each crop, by districts, and 
the results are transmitted to Washington by mail or 
by telegraph. The schedules received by mail at the 
Washington ofiice are sorted, tabulated, and averaged 
in the same way. For convenience in the tabulation 
and weighting of the reports from crop reporters each 
State is divided into about nine homogeneous crop- 
reporting districts (fig. 2). 

THE CROP REPORTING BOARD 

The Crop Reporting Board, which was established 
by the Secretary of Agriculture in 1905, is responsible 
for the preparation of the monthly crop reports of the 
Department. The technical staff of the Division of 
Crop and Livestock Estimates in Washington are per- 
manent members and two or more agricultural statis- 
ticians from field offices of the Division are designated 
as temporary members for each report. For cotton 
reports under a special law the membership of the 
Board must consist of 2 members from Washington in 

each member of the board with a copy for each 
speculative crop.^ This sheet shows in parallel col- 
umns opposite each State: (1) The weighted average of 
the returns of the correspondents to the agricultural 
statisticians; (2) the individual estimate of the agricul- 
tural statistician, whether or not it differs from the 
weighted average reported by his correspondents; (3) 
the weighted average of the special reports, if any, for 
the crop under consideration; (4) the estimate of the 
Board for the previous month; (5) the estimate of the 

CROP-REPORTING   DISTRICTS 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FIGURE 2.--Each State is divided into not more than 10 crop-reporting districts to facilitate tabulation and analysis of data received from the crop reporters, 
is a substantially homogeneous area.   A few changes have been made since this map was drawn in 1931. 

Each district 

addition to the chairman and at least 3 supervising 
field statisticians from field offices in cotton States. 
For other reports, the number of active members may 
be increased, but 2 or more must be from the branch 
offices. The members of the Board are assisted by 
such of the Washington staff of the Division of Crop 
and Livestock Estimates as may be necessary. 

PREPARATION OF THE MONTHLY CROP REPORT 

In preparing the monthly crop reports a sufficient 
number of tabulation sheets are prepared to supply 

Board for the same crop for the same date the year 
before; and (6) the 10-year average of the estimates of 
the Board for the same crop and date. A blank column 
is provided in which each member can enter his indi- 
vidual estimate based on the data before him. 

The Crop Reporting Board also has the written 
comments of the agricultural statisticians, explaining 
what has happened during the previous month in each 
State regarding  weather, soil  condition, progress of 

3 Cotton, corn, winter wheat, spring wheat, and oats in the leading States. 
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cultivation, relative quantity of fertilizers used, 
presence or absence of insect pests and plant diseases, 
effect of these and other factors, appearance and 
apparent condition of the crop, and prospective yield. 

After examination of the data regarding each State, 
the members of the Board separately and indepen- 
dently, make a definite decision without consultation 
with any other member; and each enters a figure 
expressing his conclusion opposite the name of each 
State in the blank column provided for that purpose. 
When a forecast of yield per acre is to be made the 
Board utilizes scatter diagrams and charts which show 
the relationship of the reported condition or yield per 
acre of the crop to the final yield per acre at harvest 
time for a series of years. In arriving at a forecast of 
the yield per acre for a given crop in a particular State, 
allowance must also be made for trends in yields, the 
presence of plant diseases or insect infestation (as the 
cotton boUweevil), the earliness or lateness of the 
season and whether it has been a dry or wet season to 
date. 

After the Board members have made their individual 
estimates, the chairman of the Board enters them in 
parallel columns on one sheet. When the individual 
estimates of all the members are in close agreement 
the median figure is usually adopted. If there is much 
difference between the individual estimates, all the 
evidence before the Board is carefully reviewed and 
discussed until an agreement is reached. 

The data for the non-speculative crops are assembled 
by States and analyzed by one member of the Board, 
who sets down condition and yield figures as ascertained 
by him. This analysis is reviewed by another member 
of the Board, after which these basic State figures are 
assembled by the clerical staff and the necessary 
computations of probable total production are made 
by crops. 

The estimates of acreage in July, and again in 
December, are made in the State branch offices, by 
the State statisticians in conference with a member of 
the Crop Reporting Board who visits the State at 
that time for the purpose of jointly reviewing all data 
then available. These estimates are later reviewed in 
Washington by other members oí the Board and finally, 
on crop-report day, are combined with the indications 
of yield per acre to form the estimate of crop produc- 
tion. 

WTien the basic State figures for a given crop have 
been determined by the Board, the necessary compu- 
tations are made by expert statistical clerks to ascertain 
the probable total production for each State. State 
totals are then combined to ascertain totals and 
averages for the United States. 

As soon as the computations are finished and checked 
the results are again reviewed by the Board. 

The figures are then entered in tables which show 
State and United States comparative data; usually 
for the previous month or year and 5-year or 10-year 
averages. These tables, with comments concerning 
the various items, are immediately mimeographed or 
multigraphed. They constitute the report. Sample 
reports for the United States are shown in figures 
60 to 65 (pp. 95 to 100). 

A few minutes before the time set for the release 
of the report, the Secretary of Agriculture enters the 
Board room, reviews the work of the Board, and 
approves the report. 

A sufficient number of copies are run off to supply 
representatives of the press and a limited mailing list, 

PUBLICATION OF THE REPORT 

After the crop report has been approved by the 
Secretary of Agriculture, and about 1 minute before 
the time set for its release, copies are carried by the 
chairman of the Crop Reporting Board, under guard, 
to an adjoining room and are laid face down beside 
about a dozen telegraph and telephone instruments. 
Representatives of the various press associations and 
others who wish a copy of the report are required to 
stand back of a line about 3 feet distant from the 
instruments. On the stroke of the clock, at a signal 
from the designated official, they rush to their instru- 
ments, seize their copies of the report, turn them over, 
and promptly flash the figures over the wires for 
publication all over the country that afternoon or 
the following morning. Each of the press represen- 
tatives has been furnished in advance a skeleton or 
outline of the report with the columns blank so that 
he knows exactly where to look for the different 
figures. The release of the details by States takes 
place a few hours later. 

Wliile the press representatives are transmitting 
the report to their journals, the Crop Reporting 
Board telegraphs, in code, the State and United 
States figures to its branch offices in each State, where 
the data are entered on forms previously set up, and 
copies are furnished the same day, by the agricultural 
statistician, to all State and local papers that desire 
them. 

The Crop Reporting Board meets also to prepare 
the intentions-to-plant reports, the reports on stocks 
of wheat in country mills and elevators, the annual 
inventories of livestock, and the two pig-survey 
reports made in December and June. All other 
reports are prepared by the technical member of the 
Washington staff directly responsible for the particular 
commodity with the assistance of other members of 
the technical staff. These reports are released after 
review by the chairman of the Crop Reporting Board. 

The summaries of the crop report that are issued 
to the press on crop-reporting days show totals for 
the United States and the totals for each State for all 
the principal crops. The full details for all crops are 
published in Crops and Markets. Radio talks based 
upon the crop reports are made—those on cotton the 
day of the reports, and those on other crops on the day 
following the reports. Thé final and revised estimates 
for a long series of years are published annually in the 
statistical section of the Yearbook of the United States 
Department of Agriculture, for reference and as a 
permanent historical record. 

Practically all crop reports and current statistics 
relating to agricultural production in the United 
States that now appear in newspapers and magazines 
originate with or are based upon the Government 
crop reports, although sometimes the source of infor- 
mation is not mentioned. Figure 3 shows the sources 
and distribution of United States crop reports. 

DATES OF PUBLICATION 

The dates and time for the publication of the crop 
reports are fixed at the beginning of each year by the 
Secretary of Agriculture, in accordance with laws and 
regulations governing the time of publication of the 
various reports. 
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It is^ provided by law that one cotton report shall 
be issued each month from July to December, inclu- 
sive, simultaneously with the ginning reports of the 
Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce; 
and limitations are placed on their contents. 

Announcements of dates and character of the forth- 
coming crop reports are published regularly in Crops 
and Markets. In order that the crop reports for all 
States may be on a uniform and comparable basis, 
the 1st of the month has been adopted as the date to 
which the reports on all crops shall relate, except for 
crops which are of a more perishable nature or for 
which condition frequently changes rapidly, as in 
many of the truck crops. 

Most of the schedules returned by crop reporters 
reach the State offices by the 3d of the month and at 
least 2  days  are required  thereafter  to  open,  sort, 

tabulate, and summarize the returns for transmission 
to the Washington office. The 8th, 9th, or 10th of 
the month is, therefore, the earliest practicable date 
on which the reports can be published. Depending 
upon the occurrence of Sundays and national or State 
holidays, the report date varies from the 8th to the 
11th of the month. 

SAFEGUARDING THE REPORTS 

Many of the crop reports are forecasts of production 
and future supply and, if known in advance of publi- 
cation, could be used unfairly for speculative purposes. 
It is therefore necessary to surround the preparation 
and publication of the crop reports with every possible 
safeguard to prevent advance information from being 
obtained or utilized by unauthorized persons. 

THE UNITED STATES CROP-REPORTING SERVICE 
SOURCES AND DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMATION 

200.000 INDIVIDUAL  FARM SURVEYS 
BY «MiOOO RURAL MAIL 

CARRIERS 

RAILROADS 
LIVtSTOCK AND GRAIN SHIPMENTS AND 

RECEIPTS BY STATIONS 

MAOIO BROADCASTS FROM 
WASHINGTON AND ABOUT 

FORTY-FIVE OTHER  STATIONS 

LOCAL AND  METROPOLITAN 
DAILY AND 

WEEKLY   PAPERS 

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE  OF 
AGRICULTURE AND SEVENTY FIVE 

ADHERING COUNTRIEÎ5 

FIGURE 3.—Individual reports from crop correspondent.s are summarized in Washington and in 41 branch oflBces.   The Qovernment crop reports are prepared from these 
summaries by the Crop Reporting Board.   More than 65,000 separate forecasts and estimates are made and published each year. 

FEDERAL LAWS GOVERNING CROP REPORTS 

The basic acts of Congress providing for crop reports 
are: 

Act of May 15, 1862 (12 Stat. 387-388): 
SEC. 1. There shall be at the seat of government a Department 

of Agriculture, the general design and duties of which shall be 
to acquire and to diffuse among the people of the United States 
useful information on subjects connected with agriculture in the 
most general and comprehensive sense of that word.    *    *    * 

SEC. 3. That it shall be the duty of the Commissioner of 
Agriculture to acquire and preserve in his Department all infor- 
mation concerning agriculture which he can obtain by means 
of books and correspondence, and by practical and scientific 
experiments (accurate records of which experiments shall be kept 
in his office) by the collection of statistics, and by any other 
appropriate means within his power; *    *    *    jj^ shall also 

make special reports on particular subjects whenever required 
to do so by the President or either House of Congress, or when 
he shall think the subject in his charge requires it.     *    *    * 

Act of March 4, 1909 (35 Stat. 1088, 1111): 
SEC. 123. Whoever, being an officer or employee of the 

United States, or a person acting for or on behalf of the United 
States, in any capacity under or by virtue of the authority of any 
department or office thereof, and while holding such office, 
employment, or position shall, by virtue of the office, employ- 
ment, or position held by him, become possessed of any informa- 
tion which might exert an influence upon or affect the market 
value of any product of the soil grown within the United States, 
which information is by law or by the rules of the department 
or office required to be withheld from publication until a fixed 
time,  and shall willfully impart,  directly or indirectly,  such 
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hifonaation, or any part thereof, to any person not entitled 
under the law or the rules of the department or office to receive 
the saïïie; or shall, before such 'information is made pubhc 
through regular official channels directly or indirectly speculate 
in any such product respecting which he has thus become pos- 
;sessed of such information, by buying or selling the same in any 
quantity, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned 
mot more than 10 years, or both: Providedy That no person 
shall be deemed guilty of a violation of any such rule unless 
prior to such alleged violation he shall have had actual knowl- 
edge thereof. 

SEC. 124. Whoever, being an officer or employee of the United 
States and whose duties require the compilation or report of 
statistics or information relative to the soil, shall knowingly 
compile for issuance, or issue, any false statistics or information 
as a report of the United States shall be fined not more than 
$5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both- 

Act March 4, 1909, chapter 301 (35 Stat. 1039,1053): 
* * * That hereafter the monthly crop reports, which 

shall be gathered as far as practicable from practical farmers, 
and which shall be issued on or before the 10th of each month, 
shall embrace statements of the conditions of crops by States in 
the United States with such explanations, comparisons, and infor- 
Miafeion as may be useful for illiastrating the above matter, and 
that it shall be submitted to and officially approved by the 
Secretary of Agriculture before teing issued or published: *   *   * 

Act May 27, 1912 (37 Stat. 118): 
That the Secretary of Agriculture be directed to cause the 

Bureau of Statistics of the Department of Agriculture to issue a 
report, on or about the first Monday in July of each year, show- 
ing by States and in total the number of acres of cotton then in 
cultivation in the United States. 

Act May 3, 1924 (43 Stat, L. 115): 
* * * That hereaft/er the Secretary of Agriculture shall 

discontinue acreage reports based upon farmers' intention to 
plant cotton and shall cause to be issued between July 1 and 
De^mber 1 semimonthly reports as to the condition, progress, 
and probable production of cotton. No such report shall be 
approved and released by the Secretary of Agriculture until it 
shall have been passed upon by a cotton crop reporting com- 
mittee or board consisting of five members or more to be desig- 
nated by Mm, not less than three of which shall be supervisory 
field statisticians of the Department of Agriculture located 
in different sections of the cotton-growing States, experienced 
in estimating cotton production and who have first-hand 
knowledge of the condition of the cotton crop based on recent 
field observations, and a majority of which committee or board 
shall be familiar with the methods and practices of producing 
cotton: Provided^ That the foregoing reports as of the following 
dates, August 1, August 16, September 1, September 16, 
October 1, October 18, November 1, November 14, and Decem- 
ber 1, shaU be released simultaneously with the cotton-ginning 
reports of the Bureau of the Census relating to the same date, 
the two reports to be issued from the same place at 11 o'clock 
antemeridian of the eighth day following that to which the 
respective reports relate. When such date of release falls on 
Sunday or a legal holiday the report shall be issued at 11 o'clock 
antemeridian of the next succeeding workday. 

SEC. 2. All laws and parts of laws inconsistent with the pro- 
visions of this act are hereby repealed to the extent of such 
inconsistency. 

Act April 2, 1924 (43 Stat. 31): 
The Director of the Census shall furnish to the Department 

of Agriculture immediately prior to the publication of each 
report of that Bureau regarding the cotton crop the latest 
available statistics hereinbefore mentioned, and the said Depart- 
ment of Agriculture shall publish the same in connection with 
each of its reports concerning cotton.     (Sec. 2.) 

That in addition to the information regarding cotton in the 
United States hereinbefore provided for, the Director of the 
Census shall compile, by correspondence or the use of published 
reports and documents, any available information concerning 
the production, consumption, and stocks of cotton in foreign 
countries, and the number of cotton-consuming spindles in such 
countries. Each report published by the Bureau of Census 
regarding cotton shall contain an abstract of the latest available 
information obtained under the provisions of this section, and 
the Director of the Census shall furnish the same to the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture for publication in connection with the re- 
ports of that department concerning cotton in the same manner 
as in the case of statistics relating to the United States.    (Sec. 5.) 

That the reports of cotton ginned to the dates as of which 
the Department of Agriculture is also required to issue cotton 
reports shall be issued simultaneously with the cotton-crop, 
reports of that Department, the two reports to be issued from\ 
the same place at 11 o'clock antemeridian upon the eighth day 
following that to which the respective reports relate. When 
such date of release falls on Sunday or a legal hoUday the reports 
shall be issued at 11 o'clock antemeridian on the next succeeding 
workday.     (Sec. 6.) 

January 1927 (appropriation act for fiscal year begin- 
ning July 1, 1927): 

* * * Yov collecting, compiling, abstracting, analyzing, 
summarizing, interpreting, and publishing data relating to agri- 
culture, including crop and livestock estimates, acreage, yield, 
grades, staples of cotton, stock, and value of farm crops, and 
numbers, grades, and value of livestock and livestock products 
on farms, in cooperation with the extension service, and other 
Federal, State, and local agencies: * * * Provided further^ 
That no part of the funds herein appropriated shall be available 
for any expense incident to ascertaining, collating, or publishing 
a report stating the intentions of farmers as to the acreage to 
be planted in cotton: Provided further, That no part of the funds 
herein appropriated shall be available for the preparation of 
midmonthly reports of cotton estimates for the months of July, 
August, and November    *    *    *^ 

Act March 3, 1927 (44 Stat. 1372): 

That of the reports issued by the Secretary of Agriculture, 
pursuant to the act entitled ''An act authorizing the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture to issue semimonthly cotton crop reports 
and providing for their publication simultaneously with the 
ginning reports of the Department of Commerce", approved 
May 3, 1924, only five shall be issued hereafter, one as of August 
1, one as of September 1, one as of October 1, one as of November 
1, and one as of December 1, each of which shall state the con- 
dition and progress of the crop and the probable number of 
bales which will be ginned, these reports to be issued simul- 
taneously with the cotton-ginning reports of the Bureau of the 
Census relating to the same dates, the two reports to be issued 
from the same place at eleven antemeridian of the eighth day 
following that to which the respective reports relate. When 
such date of release falls on Sunday or a legal holiday the report 
shall be issued at eleven antemeridian of the next succeeding 
workday."    (Sec. 5.) 

The Secretary of Agriculture shall cause to be issued a report 
on or before the 10th day of July of each year showing by States 
and in toto the number of acres of cotton in cultivation on July 1, 
to be followed on September 1 and December 1 with an estimate 
of the acreage of cotton abandoned since July 1.     (Sec. 6.) 

These acts of Congress provide for the collection 
and publication of agricultural statistics and prohibit 
any employee concerned in the preparation of the 
Government crop reports from (1) Speculating in any 
product of the soil and thereby becoming financially 
interested in the effects of the crop reports on market 
prices, (2) knowingly compiling or issuing any false 
statistics, and (3) furnishing any information, directly 
or indirectly, concerning a forthcoming crop report in 
advance of the time specified by the Secretary of 
Agriculture for the publication of the report. The 
penalty for a violation of this statute is a fine not to 
exceed $10,000 or imprisonment not to exceed 10 years, 
or both. 

The work of the Division of Crop and Livestock 
Estimates itself is so systematized and arranged that 
no individual—no clerk who handles the returns and 
no member of the Crop Reporting Board, not even the 
Secretary of Agriculture—has any means of knowing 
what the United States total or average for any crop 
will be until the final computations are made and 
approved behind locked and guarded doors a short 
time before the report is released to the public. 

The reports from the agricultural statisticians in the 
branch State offices in the several States are separated 
from the Department's regular mail in the Washington 
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City Post OíRce, and are delivered by special messenger 
to the Secretary of Agriculture or his assistant person- 
ally, by whom they are placed unopened in a steel mail 
box fastened with two separate locks. The key for 
one lock is kept by an official in the office of the 
Secretary of Agriculture and the key for the other lock 
is kept by the chairman of the Crop Reporting Board. 
The schedules returned by the voluntary cotton- 
crop reporters to the central office in Washington come 
directly to the Division of Crop and Livestock Esti- 
mates and are separated by classes, by States, and by 
districts within States. Each class of report is listed 
separately and district totals are obtained^ and verified. 
These district totals are then transferred to State sub- 
total summary sheets, two for each State. One sub- 
total sheet has arranged upon it columns and lines for 
computing and weighting the State subtotal for about 
half the districts, the other for the remaining dis- 
tricts. The two sheets for each State are computed 
by separate clerks, and verified by two additional 
clerks. No State averages or totals are made. Each 
sheet is sent in a separate sealed envelope to the office 
of the Secretary of Agriculture,  and placed in the 

locked receptacle which also contains the reports from 
the agricultural statisticians. 

On the morning of the day of the report, the châÈÎrman 
and one other member of the Board pröcee^E with a 
guard to the office of the Secretary of Agrictilture where 
the reports are delivered to them by the Secretary's 
representative. The chairman and the Board member 
then return, under guard, to the rooms of the Crop 
Reporting Board and the doors are immediately locked. 

Under this arrangement no one has access to suffi- 
cient data to even approximate the final figures until 
the Board assembles and the doors are lockexL 

While the Board is in session all telephones and bells 
or buzzers in the crop-reporting rooms are disconnefcted, 
the Crop Reportiiig Board and its computers are l(^ked 
in, and a gnard is stationed at the outer door, so there 
can be no communication with the outside werld. 
The Secretary of Agriculture is admitted to the Board 
rooms shortly before the time set for the release^ in 
order that he may review and approve the report. 

Telegrams relating to crop reports between branch 
State offices and headquarters at Washington: are in a 
secret code which is frequently changed. 

DEVELOPMENT OF CHECK INFOEMATIOí«í 

The Crop Reporting Board is making every effort 
to develop and use data collected by other agencies 
to check or verify the accuracy of the official forecasts 
und estimates of crop production and to supplement 
the usual sources of information. These * ^ check data ", 
as they are called, are derived from various sources. 
Since 1840 the Federal Bureau of the Census has made 
an enumeration of agricultural production at 10-year 
intervals and also in 1925. In about one third of the 
States, the agricultural agencies, with the help of 
their local assessors, make an annual or biennial 
enumeration, either at the beginning of or during the 
growing season, of the acreage to be planted or harves- 
ted, or after the close of the season of the acreage 
harvested. Some of these enumerations were begun 
as early as 1850. For most States, the number of the 
different species of livestock returned for taxation has 
been available for many years, in some instances 
antedating the middle of the last century. 

The actual count of the bales of cotton ginned, 
made by the Bureau of the Census through one or 
more paid agents located in each cotton county, is 
undoubtedly the most satisfactory type of check data 
available. Tobacco warehouse sales reports of the 
producer's first-hand sales of tobacco (resales excluded) 
are available for recent years in most of the important 
tobacco States. The car-lot shipments of fruits and 
vegetables as reported bj' the railroads to the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics since 1919 serve as a useful 
check on the estimates of the commercial production, 
and, when combined with information on the utili- 
zation of the crop, are dependable indications of the 
total farm production of many fruit and vegetable 
crops. Changes from year to year in the production 
of Maine potatoes, for example, are definitely reflected 
in the number of car-lot shipments of potatoes 
originating in that State. 

Increasing use of the motor truck for hauling farm 
products to market in late years has tended to lessen 
the effectiveness of the car-lot shipment check upon 
the estimated commercial production of many com- 
modities, but rail shipments still constitute one of the 

most important types of check data. In s^pttered 
instances records are available on market receipts hj 
motor truck to supplement the records OïIL earJot 
unloads. In a few areas, records are procured throusgh 
State highway or inspection services of truck passings 
of produce over certain roads, bridges, etc. ^Ûthough 
incomplete,, these help to round out the picture of 
supplies moving tO' market. 

Railroad shipments and mill-door receipts of whe^t^ 
rye, and flaxseed have been used to verify or correet 
estimates of the production of these crops in Mmúmm^, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota since 
1915, and more recently in other States. In the ease 
of the important feed crops, however, so small a 
proportion leaves the farm, that data oe commerüíal 
movement obtained from the railroads have a very 
limited use for this purpose. In the case of thc^ canning 
crops the quantity packed, as reported by^ the eanning 
companies,, serves as a check on the estiniatecl quanti- 
ties of raw^ products utilized in commercial canning or 
manufacture. Reports from the factories of the actual 
quantities of sugar beets manufactured into sugar are 
used as the basis for the final estimates of the produc- 
tion of sugar beets. Similar dat^ are secured on 
Louisiana cane sugar, and reports from rice mills as 
to the quantity of rice cleaned are used to check the 
estimates of rice production. 

Reports from sale agencies and associations handling 
major portions of certain crops are also utilized as 
check data, as are reports from irrigation projects. 
In some instances, for highly specialized products, 
handled by a limited number of processors, enumera- 
tions are made by the branch offices of the Division. 
In like manner, the results of dependable surveys 
made by any other agencies are used whenever they 
furnish some measure of the production of a commodity 
or even when they may indicate only the forthcoming 
potentialities for production as in the case of fruit-tree 
surveys made by State and Federal quarantine officials. 

Check data are used not only to verify the accuracy 
of the estimates of crop and livestock production and 
thus provide a basis for the final revised estimates of 
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production which form the historical record, but they 
are used also for making estimates of production late 
in the season. Records of cotton ginnings and car-lot 
shipments of fruits and vegetables, are reported as 
soon as harvest is well under way, and are used as one 
of the most important advance indications of the 
probable size of the crop that is being harvested. 

Although the number of livestock assessed is below 
the actual number on farms, the ratios of change in 
these assessment figures give rather dependable indica- 
tions as to change in the actual numbers. These 
assessment data are not available for making current. 
estimates of numbers but are used for checking and 
revising the estimates of the previous year. 

Data collected from stockyards and packing plants 
(outside of stockyards) setting forth the State of 
origin of livestock receipts and the State of destination 
of shipments of stock intended for feeding or grazing 
are fundamental to the estimation of livestock produc- 
tion by States. Railroad-company data showing the 
loadings and unloadings of livestock by stations, 
records of brand inspections or sanitary board inspec- 
tions of livestock shipped out and (or) shipped in, 
and local records of livestock slaughter further help 
to complete the picture of livestock production. The 
data collected quarterly by the Division of Dairy 
and Poultry Products on the manufacture of dairy 
products serve as a valuable check upon the produc- 
tion of milk. 

Not many of these series of check data are country- 
wide in their scope,  but the number of individual 

series, fragmentary though some are, constitute a list 
of considerable length. 

Production check data are not in all cases accepted 
as conclusive and substituted for production indicated 
by the sampling method. Because of the varying 
degrees of completeness or duplication in certain of 
these data, time series are constructed to indicate rela- 
tive changes from year to year and are utilized as 
supplementary evidence. 

Data of this nature must also be evaluated as to 
comparability with the estimates on the basis of time 
or period covered and the unit or terms employed to 
express the data. For example, an assessors^ enumera- 
tion of acreage planted (or intended) made in April 
cannot be evaluated in terms of harvested acreage 
without adjustments for degree of completeness, the 
extent to which intentions are carried out, and the 
proportion of the planted acreage that is harvested. 
Nor, for example, can shipments of beans be taken to 
represent production, since shipments are largely on a 
cleaned basis, whereas production is 'afield run.^' 
These or similar characteristics of various check data 
are usually known or are readily uncovered through 
analysis. Regardless of such limitations of check 
data in their original form, they frequently reflect 
major changes in acreage and production that may not 
be fully indicated by the established sampling methods. 
Thus they may serve as a warning that for some one 
commodity the sampling process needs to be extended 
and given more detailed analysis or supplemented by 
additional inquiry to cover special phases. 

ESTIMATES OF ACREAGE 

A DIFFICULT PROBLEM 

The determination of the harvested acreage of 
crops, which has always been one of the primary 
objectives of the crop-reporting service, is still one of 
its most difficult problems. The statistical bent of 
the present generation has demanded considerable 
enlargement of the original crop-acreage work and the 
problems encountered have increased manyfold. The 
demand for more and better acreage data has been 
expressed in two ways: (1) For information concern- 
ing more and more crops, and (2) for earlier and yet 
earlier forecasts of acreage intended, planted, or 
harvested. It is not uncommon to receive inquiries 
covering next year's sowings before this year ^s crop is 
fully harvested. 

The present program covers in a general way: 
(1) Indicated acreage of important crops (except 

cotton) to be planted, made before planting time on 
the basis of reported intended plantings. 

(2) Estimates of acreage occupied by a few major 
crops at or about planting time (such as acres of 
winter wheat sown and acres of cotton in cultivation 
Julyl). 

(3) Early season estimates of acreage of crops 
available for harvest or to be harvested. 

(4) Estimates (after harvest) of acreage of crops 
harvested. 

Since a complete and accurate enumeration is 
entirely impracticable for these purposes, it is neces- 
sary to derive approximate acreage variations from 
sample data that provide indications of changes taking 
place from year to year or month to month, and to 
apply these figures to the best base data available to 
obtain indications of current acreages. Thus the 
percentage change in acreage of oats for grain from 

last year is applied to last year's acreage to indicate 
the acreage this year. As the season progresses, 
abandonment or diversion of acreage from its original 
purpose must be taken into account. Estimates of 
acreage, therefore, require both satisfactory indica- 
tions of current changes and adequate base data. 
Such base data may usually be found in the enumera- 
tions of the Federal or State censuses or in year-to- 
year projections from such census data. 

CENSUS ACREAGE AS A BASE 

A complete and statistically accurate census is not 
so simple an undertaking as it may seem. The census 
enumerators are instructed to make a report for every 
farm in their enumeration districts, but in discussing 
the degree of accuracy of the statistics in the Thirteenth 
Census (1910) the Bureau of the Census said (vol. V, 
p. 20): 

It is believed that most of the agricultural statistics * * ''■ 
are accurate enough for all general purposes. * * * There 
is, however, room for error even in these statistics. Some of 
the great number of enumerators, naturally, proved more or 
less incompetent. A few of the inquiries on the census schedules 
were not fully understood in some districts either by the 
enumerators or by the farmers. In the case of certain inquiries 
some farmers were unwilling to give the facts required. This 
was particularly common with respect to the inquiries pertain- 
ing to mortgage indebtedness. Again, some enumerators 
failed from time to time to ask all of the questions on the 
schedules. In such cases it was usually necessary to resort to 
correspondence with the farmers, and even then it was not 
always found possible to secure the information. 

Some small mistakes have doubtless crept into the statistics 
because of duplication between the reports given by owners of 
land and by tenants of the same land. A considerable number 
of cases were discovered in which farm operators who owned 
some land which they did not operate but leased to others 
reported as to all the land which they owned rather than as to 
that which they operated, while the tenants in turn reported, 
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usually to other enumerators, as to the land occupied by them. 
Under such conditions there was duplication of farm acreage, of 
values of farm property, and sometimes of farm products. 
* * * Altogether the statistics * * * may be said to be 
as nearly accurate as can be expected under the present system 
of using large complicated schedules and employing temporary 
enumerators. 

Some checks on census enumerations of production, 
and hence indirectly on acreage, are available in cotton 
ginnings, mill receipts of certain grains, car-lot ship- 
ments of fruits and vegetables, assessors' returns, etc., 
and in a few cases the crop-reporting service of the 
Department of Agriculture has departed somewhat 
from the census enumerations. It is, however, the 
general policy to accept the agricultural census as the 
basis of the acreage series. 

THE INTENTIONS-TO-PLANT REPORTS 

If price or other economic factors influence growers 
to underplant or o verplant a crop, information which 
will tend to prevent such action should be of value to 
growers. Such information must be available before 
planting actually takes place. Beginning in 1923, the 
Department began the issuance of ^intentions'' 
reports. These are based upon an intentions-to-plant 
schedule (fig. 34). At first the report gave only the 
percentage derived from the computation of sample 
acreage grown in the preceding year and intentions 
for current plantings, adjusted for the general over- 
statement of feed crops uniformly found in the 2-year 
type of schedules. When a background of reported 
intentions had been secured, however, the policy with 
respect to publication was altered and now these are 
correlated with acreage actually harvested and an 
acreage indicated for the current year is published. 
This indicated acreage may be said to be the acreage 
that will be planted if growers make the usual adjust- 
ment to weather conditions and other factors affecting 
their final action and if the growers fail, to the extent 
they usually do, to plant as large an acreage as they 
planned or hoped. 

THE JULY ACREAGE ESTIMATES 

For nearly all crops for which estimates of acreage 
and production are made, forecasts of production are 
now made during the growing season. This program 
requires an acreage base. To serve as such a base the 
Crop Reporting Board estimates, on July 1, the acreage 
of each crop for harvest. These estimates are based 
upon the June acreage schedules (fig. 35). These 
reports are not intended to represent the total acreage 
planted, since some early planted acreage may be 
abandoned before July 1. Moreover, some small por- 
tion of the acreage on July 1 is every year abandoned, 
or is diverted to other use, such as pasture, between 
July 1 and harvest. Such incidental loss of acreage 
after July 1 is allowed for in the process of estimating 
in order that the forecasts of production may be more 
nearly comparable with the estimates of production 
made in December. Where abandonment is material 
after July 1, the low forecast production is partly re- 
flected in the low condition reported. Intermediate 
estimates of acreages for harvest, as unusual abandon- 
ment becomes apparent, are therefore not made, 
although in years of extreme abandonment special 
surveys are often made to determine its approximate 
extent. In such cases, the decrease in production is 
expressed as decreased forecast yield on the acreage 
as estimated for harvest on July 1. 

THE DECEMBER ACREAGE ESTIMATES 

In December of each year, acreage actually har- 
vested is separately and independently estimated, 
taking into account the various changes in utilization 
of many crops. Small grains are cut for hay (or some- 
times pastured), hay crops are often pastured, certain 
crops like legumes are harvested partly for grain and 
partly for ha.y, some acreage is plowed under for green 
manure or plowed under because the return will not 
warrant harvesting. Revised estimates of acreage 
planted are not ordinarily prepared except for cotton 
and fall-sown grains, although in years of unusual 
abandonment estimates (for office use) of acreage 
planted to spring-sown crops are prepared. 

Extensive and detailed data are collected for the 
December estimates, since these are the measures of 
production that stand on the record to represent trend 
of agricultural production. 

MEASURING ACREAGE CHANGES 

No single universally accurate measure of annual 
changes of crop acreages has yet been found but several 
good indications of such changes are available. Taken 
altogether they give reasonably accurate results al- 
though any one of them may be unsatisfactory under 
certain conditions. In the early days of the crop- 
reporting service ^'judgment" inquiries concerning 
acreage changes were the principal indications used 
concerning acreage changes. In these inquiries a crop 
correspondent was asked to express his judgment of 
changes in acreages of crops in his locality by reporting 
the current acreages as percentages of the correspond- 
ing acreages of the previous year. Analysis of the 
results from this type of schedule indicates that it is 
difficult for a farmer or anyone else to report with 
sufficient precision as to the acreage changes that have 
occurred within the locality for which he is reporting; 
and such indications from this type of inquiry con- 
cerning acreages of crops were generally inadequate. 

In 1888 the use of supplemental questions concerning 
acreages of crops on sample (individual) farms was 
tried, but there is no record of the results. In 1911, in 
an eíÍFort to tie back to the 1909 census, an inquiry was 
made asking for acreages on sample farms for the 3 
years 1909, 1910, and 1911. In 1912 a similar inquiry 
was made relating to the major crops grown in 1911 
and in 1912, and this type of inquiry was repeated in 
1913. In 1916 this type of inquiry was again made 
and continued annually without interruption until 
1924. In 1912 a sample farm-acreage inquiry con- 
cerning acreage of cotton was made as of June 25 and 
this practice has continued unbroken to date although 
the time to which the inquiry refers was later changed 
to July 1. The computed change in acreage as a per- 
centage of the preceding year from this type of inquiry 
is called the ^^direct'' indication. 

Analysis of the results obtained from the record of 
actual acreages of crops on sample farms from year to 
year indicates that this method is much superior to 
the use of judgment inquiries. Consequently the in- 
quiries requiring the judgment of the correspondents 
concerning acreage have been practically discontinued. 
They are replaced by sample-farm acreage data— 
records of actual acreages of crops on farms of crop 
reporters. The change to this basis was a definite for- 
ward step toward increasing the accuracy of the re- 
ports, but such data are subject to cash-crop bias as 
well as to bias due to selectivity of the sample. 
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Farmers who are willing to report on a complicated 

acreage questionnaire are unquestionably better-than- 
average farmers and consequently data for their farms 
are not exactly representative of all farms. The sam- 
ples of cotton acreage on farms this year and last year 
uniformly understate the current year's acreage in rela- 
tion to last year's acreage. This is more or less true 
with regard to samples of acreage of all cash crops 
grown on a commercial scale. The amount of this 
bias is influenced by propaganda for reduction of acre- 
age. In 1921 for example, there was considerable 
agitation in the South to decrease cotton acreage be- 
cause of the low price received for the 1920 crop, and 
the sample of acreage change received by the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture understated the 1921 acreage in 
relation to 1920 by considerably more than the usual 
amount. This was probably due in part to the fact 
that the men who are sufficiently public spirited to 
report voluntarily to the Government concerning their 
crops are men who would be the most likely to be 
influenced by public sentiment to reduce their acreage, 
whereas those who were trying to take advantage of 
the situation by maintaining or increasing their acreage 
would not be likely to report to the Department. 

In an effort to detect, and if possible to make allow- 
ance for, some of the bias in the sample-farm-acreage 
reports, a relative indication of acreage was developed 
about 1922 from a comparison of the ratio of the 
acreage of a given crop, such as cotton, to the acreage 
of all land in farms or to the acreage of all land in 
crops in 1 year, with the corresponding ratio for the 
previous year. This comparison of the ratios of crop 
acreage to total farm area for the farms reporting for 
the 2 years, when expressed as a percentage, is known 
as a ^^ratio-relative'' indication of acreage change. 
To the extent that bias or understatement of the 
sample is constant from one year to the next bias is 
offset when two such inquiries are used in a relative 
sense. The use of the ratio-relative was an important 
improvement in compensating for the downward bias 
in the correspondents' reports concerning acreage on 
their own farms, and makes possible a direct comparison 
between the sample for any year and the base or census 
year, thereby reducing cumulative error over a period of 
years. Its most serious limitation is the extreme 
dispersion found in the acreage ratios which neces- 
sitates the use of a very large sample, although this 
may be partly overcome by tabulating and weighing 
the sample size-of-farm groupings. 

In an effort to obtain a less selective, and at the same 
time much larger, sample of individual-farm acreages 
of crops the cooperation of the Post Office Department 
was obtained in 1924 for a survey to be made by the 
rural mail carriers covering a definite number of farms 
on each rural mail route. Although this survey does 
obtain a very large sample it also has been found to 
have some selective bias at times. Apparently it 
represents farms operated by the better class of 
farmers who are willing to fill out the questionnaries. 
As the rural-carrier schedule contains crop acreages 
for the current year only the data may be used for 
ratio-relative comparisons for any preceding year's 
sample including the census base year. The form of 
this rural carrier card schedule is shown in figure 36. 

In 1928 a direct comparison was made between the 
actual acreages of the various crops for the years 
1927 and 1928 on identical farms reporting on the 
rural-carrier schedules.    This method eliminates the 
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''memory bias" inherent in the replies to inquiries 
which ask for the acreage for both the current year 
and the previous year. It also serves to reduce the 
influence of the great dispersion that must be overcome 
in connection with the use of the ratio-relative method. 
The difficulty of a lack of comparable representative- 
ness of the sample data used in a relative sense for the 
2 years is also overcome. The greatest drawbacks in 
connection with the use of these matched and com- 
pared reports from identical farms, on acreage, are 
the time consumed, the follow-up correspondence 
necessary to obtain and segregate the reports for the 
2 years for the same farm, and the tendency for the 
sample to be selective of the more progressive farmers. 
Furthermore, where there is a sharp upward trend in 
acreage coming into cultivation or going out of culti- 
vation the matched reports are not secured from new 
farms nor from abandoned farms. 

Another improvement in procedure was effected in 
1925 by making the estimates of acreage for all crops 
(except winter wheat and rye) as of one date, July 1. 
When the estimates of acreage were based on replies 
to a judgment inquiry from the crop reporters, it was 
the practice of the Department to estimate the acreage 
of hay in connection with the May 1 report, of spring- 
sown grains on June 1, and of corn and potatoes on 
July 1. This piece-meal procedure was not satisfac- 
tory as it was impossible to give consideration to the 
all-important matter of total acreage in all crops, in 
connection with the estimates of acreage made in 
June and May. Shifting the date for the earher 
estimates to July 1 permitted the use of an acreage 
''balance sheet". This is a valuable check on the 
estimates of acreage for individual crops. 

Most of the statisticians who have utilized sample 
data from crop reporters as a basis for estimates of 
changes in the acreages of various crops from year to 
year have appreciated the need for a more objective 
method of obtaining data. A number of years ago, the 
agricultural statistician for South Carolina when trav- 
eling about his State made counts of the fields of the 
various crops. Thef method was crude but showed 
indications of promise and field counts from trains were 
used in a number of States for several years. This 
developed naturally into attempts to count field front- 
age by recording the number of telephone or telegraph 
poles opposite the fields planted to each crop. This 
method was known as the "pole count." 

About 7 years ago a somewhat more refined objective 
method of measuring the changes in acreage was devel- 
oped by the agricultural statistician for Mississippi and 
has since been widely used as one of the most dependable 
indications of changes not only in acreages of various 
crops but in the total crop acreage. This objective 
method is based on the measurement of the frontage of 
cotton, corn, and other crops in linear feet along a high- 
way by a "crop meter" attached to an automobile 
speedometer (fig. 4). It has been of inestimable value 
in indicating the relative change in acreage from one 
year to the next for cotton and some other crops. From 
a few hundred to as much as 7,500 miles on representa- 
tive routes are measured in each of the States using this 
method. The same routes are covered each year, 
making possible a direct comparison of the number of 
feet in cotton, corn, and other crops along identical 
routes for the current year and the previous year. The 
crop meter is being used with success in other than 
cotton States. 
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Because of the inherent bias in many of these acreage 
indications and the necessity of making proper allow- 
ance for them, insofar as practicable, it is customary to 
study the relations between the reported data and final 
estimates of acreage by means of charts. These 
show the "accepted" percentage changes in acreage 
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FIGURE 4.—The crop roeter, useá to measure crop frontages along higliways, is essen- 
tially a multiple distance-mea-suring instrument which may be attached to an 
automobile and be driven by the regular siH'odoinctcr drive. It was invented by 
the senior agricultural .<t at i.stlcian for Missi.s.si|)piand used by him in 1926 to secure 
a cotton-acreage check free from iMîrsonal bias. The instrument was later devel- 
oped to register 12 items on each side of the road. The crop meter provides oneof the 
most accurate indications of acreage changes, where local conditions permit its use 

from year to year on the vertical scale and the reported 
or indicated changes on the horizontal scale. These 
charts are constructed on the same plan as those used for 
forecasting and estimating yields. (See p. 25.) This 
is really a graphic method of correlating tiie two 
series of data and has a distinct advantage in that any 

FIGURE 5.—Relation of change in Iowa oat acreage shown by individual farm acreage 
reports, and final estimated change in acreage for Iowa. This chart shows some 
tendency toward an underindication of acreage. 

unusual relationship for a particular year is at once 
apparent. The accepted percentages must, of course, 
be based upon other data such as annual assessors' 
enumerations or upon annual samples "tiedin" at each 
end against the base (census) year. 

The results of the individual farm acreage reports 
are illustrated by figures 5 and 10. Figure 5 sets forth 
data for the oat crop of Iowa. In this figure each dot 
represents on the horizontal scale the acreage as a per- 
centage of the preceding year shown by the sample and 
on the vertical scale the Board's final estimate of acreage 
as a percentage of the preceding year. This "direct" 
weighted percentage is computed from the summation 
by crop-reporting districts of actual acres reported (1) 
of "acreage harvested last year" and (2) of "acreage 
for harvest this year", weighted according to estimated 
acreage in each crop-reporting district "last year". 
The Board's final acreage in Iowa is based upon the 
annual enumeration made 1)3' assessors beginning on 
January 1 of the succeeding year. It will be noted that 
while the reports for 4 of the years were very close to 
the final estimates for those years, in 3 other years the 
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FIGURE fi. — Relation of change in Texas cotton acreage shown by individual farm 
reports, and actual change as finally determined. This chart depicts graphically 
the tendency for direct acreage reiwrts to indicate less than the actual acreage, witli 
the greatest departure in the lower and upjier ranges. 

reports underindicated the final acreage and in 1 other 
year overindicated the final acreage by about 2 percent. 

The tjqjical relation of the "direct" indication of 
acreage change for cotton is illustrated in figure 6. 
In every year since 1920 this type of indication has 
understated the actual acreage (based upon ginnings 
as enumerated by the Bureau of the Census). Typical 
also is the sha])c of the curve, depicting as it does the 
tendenc}' for a greater understatement in both the 
lower and higher ranges of acreage change. The 
observation for 1921, the j^ear discussed on page 17 falls 
above even the curved line of relationship. 

A similar cash-i'rop bias is illustrated by the direct 
indication of the June returns for spring wheat in 
North Dakota as shown in figure 7. The existence of 
this bias is somewhat obscured by occasional heavy 
abandonment in that State. In 1926 and 1931, the 
dots for wiiich fall below the line of exact relationship, 
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abandonment of acreage occurred after June and the 
final estimated harvested acreage was lower than the 
direct indication in June. This occurrence has a 
further influence on the indication for the succeeding 
year, as illustrated by the dots for 1927 and 1932, 
which are much above the line of exact relationship. 
This phenomenon reveals that in June following a year 
of heavy abandonment, the reporters (at least some 
of them) report acreage planted instead of harvested in 
the preceding year. This error in reporting deflates 
the direct indication and allowance must be made for 
this deflation or other indications must be used in 
estimating acreage for harvest for use in the July report. 

For the group of States in which abandonment of 
some magnitude occurs more or less frequently, it is 
necessary to estimate for office use the acreage of crops 
planted or in cultivation in June for the years covered 
by the data. Utilizing these estimates and ratio rela- 
tive indications, it is possible to ascertain currently the 
approximate acreage in cultivation at the time of the 
survey.    An estimated acreage for harvest for use 

100 120 
JUNE SAMPLE"DIRECT"PERCENT 

FIGURE 7.—Relation of change in North Dakota spring-wheat acreage shown by 
June sample farm reports and final estimated change in acreage harvested. The 
June direct indication is often misleading in States where abandonment of acreage 
is frequently large. 

in preparing forecasts of production is then calculated 
by allowing for average abandonment between June 
and harvest. 

The ''ratio relative'' to afl land in farms derived 
from the acreage reported on sample farms through the 
rural carriers has proven exceptionally helpful in 
ascertaining the acreages of crops harvested. A 
comparison of the results of these ratio relatives to the 
Board's final estimates is shown in figure 8. In States 
in which the total acreage in farms is relatively stable, 
a similar degree of precision is ordinarily found. Where 
the total acreage in farms in a State has a distinct 
trend (either upward or downward) this indication 
does not measure fully the change in acreage. Thus 
in figure 9 for North Dakota, the observations tend to 
fall above the line of exact relationship^ In this State 
there was an expansion of total farm acreage as shown 
by the 1925 and 1930 census data. This figure also 
illustrates the comparative precision of the method 
even when fluctuations in acreage are very great, as 
for example in 1931 and 1932. 

Where the indication from the ratio relative to all 
land in farms fails to reflect changes in acreage fairly 
closely it is often possible to explain this failure by the 
use of a second factor. 

In flgure 10, the ratios (not ratio relatives) during 
the period 1924 to 1932 show a lack of precision which 
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FIGURE 8.—Relation of change in Iowa oat acreage shown by sample farm-acreage 
reports and final estimated change in acreage. The ratio relative indication 
from the rural carrier survey indicates very closely the final acreage as determined 
largely from assessors' enumerations. 

was found to be largely the result of a downward trend 
in acreage of all land in farms during that period. 
The deviations from curve A (taken about midway 
of  the  range  of  the  observations),   can  largely  be 

90 110 130 150 170 
RURAL CARRIER SURVEY "RATIO RELATIVE" PERCENT 

FIGURE 9.—Relation of change in North Dakota spring-wheat acreage shown by 
sample farm-acreage reports and final estimated change in acreage expressed as 
percentage of preceding year. The ratio relative indication from the rural carrier 
survey measures acreage change comparatively accurately even when fluctuations 
from year to year are very great. 

explained by plotting against time to determine the 
trend or against a factor such as acreage in principal 
crops which reflects trend in total farm acreage. In 
the lower section of figure 10, the residuals from curve 
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A (in the upper section) have been plotted against the 
acreage in 10 principal crops. The two curves com- 
bined account for most of the variation in corn acreage 
during this period. The acreage in all crops or in 
principal crops is frequently used by the Crop Report- 
ing Board as a second factor. 
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FIGURE 10.—Relation of Illinois corn acreage in percent of all land in farms as shown 
by rural carrier survey to final estimated acreage in thousands. A second factor 
which allows for trend of acreage in all crops is often utilized to secure a more 
precise estimate of acreage. 

In certain sections of the United States, the ratios 
and ratio relatives to all land in farms are subject to 
material fluctuations in sampling due to one or both of 
two reasons. The first reason is the varying number of 
reporters who report for ^'all land in farm'^ the total 
acres ^^farmed'', that is, the total acres of land culti- 
vated. The second, typical of the ranch area of the 
Western States, is the varying proportion of total land 
in ranch which is in crops. In these areas, ratios and 
ratio relatives to all land in crops (including fallow 
land in the West) are computed to secure figures less 
affected by sampling fluctuations. These ratios assunie 
no change in the total crop-land base. In the analysis 
and interpretation of these ratios and ratio relatives, 
indications of change in total crop acreage must be 
secured from sources outside the sample. 

SAMPLE CENSUS OF REPRESENTATIVE AREAS 

The annual enumerations of acreage made by the 
assessors have served in some States, such as Iowa, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, 
Indiana,   and  Colorado,   as  a  basis  for  dependable 

estimates of crop acreage. Where the enumeration is 
taken historically as in Iowa it serves as a basis for 
historical revisions and as a check on the methods used 
in determining acreage. 

In States where the assessor's annual enumeration is 
taken in the spring and relates to the plantings (or 
intended plantings) of the current crops, returns 
from part of the farms or part of the enumeration 
districts are usually available before July 1. These 
partial returns are frequently used in preparing the 
July estimates of acreage for harvest. In figure 11 is 
shown graphically the relation of these early returns 
from 20 to 40 percent of the townships in Wisconsin 
which were currently compared with the returns from 
identical townships in the preceding year. Data of 
this kind are exceptionally useful in ascertaining the 
acreage for a State. 

In a number of States the assessors' enumeration of 
acreage is taken early in the spring and represents 
partly plantings and partly intentions to plant. To 
convert these data to indications of acreage harvested, 
inquiries are addressed annually after harvest to 
individual farmers selected at random from the 
enumeration rolls. These inquiries record from the 
rolls the acreages planted (or intended) as reported to 
the assessors and request reports on (1) acres actually 
planted and (2) acres actually harvested. From these 
data it is possible to compute indications of (1) actual 
plantings as a percentage of acres reported planted or 
intended, (2) abandonment between planting and 
harvest, and (3) harvested acreage as a percentage of 
planted or intended as reported to the assessors. When 
these percentages are converted into indicated State 
totals, these may then be compared on a planted-to- 
planted or harvested-to-harvested base for successive 
years. 
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FIGURE 11.—Relation of change in Wisconsin tobacco acreage shown by partial 
returns of the assessors' census to final change in acreage. Preliminary returns 
from assessors' enumerations are a reliable guide in the preparation of estimates 
of acreage. 

It has been suggested by economists, statisticians, 
and others, that the Federal census be taken each year 
as a basis for accurate figures on acreage and production. 
There are two serious obstacles to this procedure—the 
expense  involved   and   the   delay  in   obtaining   the 
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results. It usually takes about 2 years to complete 
the tabulations of the census enumeration but estimates 
of harvested acreage and production must be made 
not later than December of the current year, if 
crop reports are to help farmers in marketing their 
products. 

Tn Alabama, State funds have been made available 
for making cross-section enumerations twice each 
year. One enumeration is made in June to ascertain 
the planted acreage of cotton and of other crops, in 
the fall another enumeration is made to ascertain the 
harvested acreage of cotton and other crops as well as 
numbers of livestock on farms, yield per acre, and 
other information. Reports from farms operated by 
white and colored farmers are obtained in somewhere 
near the same proportion as they occur in each county, 
and the same is true for owner-operated and tenant 
farms.    This partial census, which comprises about 10 

percent of all the agricultural area of the State, makes 
it possible to secure a larger and a much more repre- 
sentative sample than would ever be possible on the 
basis of voluntary reporters. It also makes possible 
estimates by counties, which are not practicable on the 
basis of voluntary replies to a questionnaire. 

To place the acreage-sampling work of the Depart- 
ment on a fully adequate and satisfactory basis, it 
will be necessary to have a partial census in all States 
in which there is not, at present, a satisfactory annual 
assessor's enumeration. Such a partial census for the 
entire country would cost only a small fraction of the 
expense of a complete enumeration. It would not 
only supply the United States Department of Agri- 
culture with adequate representative sample data as 
a basis for its acreage, yield per acre, and livestock 
estimates, but would be useful in a wide range of 
agricultural economic research. 

ESTIMATES OF YIELD PER ACRE 

Estimates of crop yields per acre made at or after 
harvest are based on analyses of reported community 
or individual-farm yields in relation to census or other 
known yields. It is customary to study these relation- 
ships of reported to actual yields by means of charts on 
rectangular cross-section paper showing actual yields 
on the yertical scale and reported yields on the hori- 
zontal scale. A combination of a dot and number 
shows the relation for each year of the series under 
consideration. This general method and some refine- 
ments that have recently been applied are discussed 
more fully on pages 22 to 32 in connection with 
forecasting methods. 

Because of the more-or-less selective sample repre- 
sented by crop reporters, their reported yields per 
acre usually need some adjustment to conform to the 
average for all farms and aU communities. Memory 
and cash-crop bias also have to be considered in con- 
verting reported yields to actual yields. It is believed, 
however, that estimates of yield per acre have generally 
been more reliable than acreage estimates. 

The judgment inquiry is much better adapted to 
obtaining information concerning the condition of a 
growing crop or the yield per acre after harvest than 
it is to ascertaining changes in acreage or number of 
livestock on farms. The fact that the crop reporters 
are better-than-average farmers is an advantage as 
they are, undoubtedly in better position to make an 
estimate for their locality than the average farmer, 
who might be less well informed. The yield per acre 
of various crops is a matter of more-or-less common 
knowledge at harvest time. Farmers exchange help 
in threshing and harvesting, and crop yields are a topic 
of general interest and conversation. The crop 
reporter therefore, has, some actual facts as a basis 
for his judgment concerning yields. 

The estimates of crop yields per acre for the 12 
North Central or Corn Belt States are not only more 
reliable than those for any other section of the country, 
but are about as accurate as such estimates are likely 
to be on the basis of reports secured from voluntary 
crop correspondents. The estimates are least reliable 
in the Rocky Mountain and Pacific coast States, and 
in some of the smaller Eastern and Southern States. 

The more uniformly the acreage of a given crop is 
distributed over a State, the more reliable are the 
estimates likely to be.    Consequently the estimates of 

such generally grown crops as corn, oats, wheat, and 
hay are usually more reliable than those of crops of 
highly localized production, such as commercial 
potatoes, beans, peanuts, and tobacco. The estimates 
of crops of relatively little importance in a State are 
much less reliable than those of the major crops. 

Reports on important and somewhat specialized 
cash crops, such as cotton, tobacco, commercial pota- 
toes, peanuts, and beans, are likely to be biased and 
less reliable than the reports on crops that are largely 
consumed on the farm or in the locality where pro- 
duced. Fortunately this situation is not so serious as 
might at first appear, as it is principally for crops 
which are sold that check data of the commercial 
movement are obtainable. These check data make it 
possible to correct the estimates and largely overcome 
the bias existing in the original reported data. 

One of the greatest difficulties in obtaining satisfac- 
tory sample data concerning yields per acre of crops 
is the tendency of the reporter to be overconservative 
in estimating for his locality the yield of important 
cash crops, like cotton, potatoes, and tobacco, espe- 
cially in areas of commercial production, when 1 or 2 
crops form the principal source of farm income. This 
conservatism is also manifested when the reporter 
gives his acreage of certain cash crops for both last 
year and this year on the same schedule. With 
cotton, for example, this cash-crop bias results in low 
reports of yield during the early part of the harvesting 
season; the reported yields become progressively 
higher as the season advances until, in the following 
March, when the crop has largely left the farmers' 
hands, the highest yields of all are reported by the 
correspondents. 

In the far Western States it is extremely difficult 
to obtain reports of yields that are fully representative 
because of the great variety of conditions existing 
in most of these States, in which crops are grown on 
both irrigated and nonirrigated land and in which one 
valley varies greatly from another. There is so much 
variation in yields per acre in these States that it is 
difficult to obtain samples that have sufficient size to 
render the average stable. There is also some diffi- 
culty in obtaining samples of adequate size in some of 
the smaller Eastern and Southern States. 

The inquiries on yield per acre are made as soon 
after harvest as the limitations of monthly schedules 
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permit. To facilitate such a timing of inquiries 
separate schedules are printed for the Northern and 
Southern States, and yield inquiries are spread over 
the season from July to December. The inquiry for 
winter wheat, for example, is made for the Northern 
States in July, for the Southern States in June. 

During recent years the individual-farm sample has 
been used to obtain a ^^derived yield ^^ from the acreage 
and production of the various crops on the individual 
reporter's farm. (See fig. 37.) These yield figures, 
coming largely from the better farmers, are generally 
higher than the average for all farmers and this spread 
may be greater in years of low average yields than in 
years of uniformly good yields. These yield figures 
can be used, however, as a relative indication from 
year to year, and when fairly satisfactory yield indica- 
tions can be obtained in a census year as a basis 
for comparison, this type of information is helpful 
in supplementing answers to the regular judgment 
inquiries concerning yields per acre. 

Yields per acre derived from individual-farm reports 
on acreage and production have been found extremely 
useful in years when the problem of ascertaining the 
acreage harvested is complicated by unusual abandon- 
ment, by diversion of small-grain acreage to hay, 
hay acreage to pastures, grain-corn acreage to hogging 
down, etc. Such a derived-yield series can be more 
accurately related to the acreage base than can the 
reported judgment yield, for which the acreage base 
is indefinite. 

A sample census of representative areas would be 
extremely valuable in affording a check on the yield- 
per-acre sample obtained from crop reporters and 
could be used as a basis for the final estimates of 
yield per acre. 

When official estimates of yield per acre are com- 
pared with the yield per acre derived by dividing 
production reported by the census by the acreage 
reported by the census, it is found that the two are 
in reasonably close agreement. The agreement is 
close in the case of the yield per acre of corn, oats, and 
wheat in the North Central States. Flax yields check 
very closely. 

In the North Atlantic States estimates of corn 
yield per acre are usually lower than the yields derived 
from the census data, undoubtedly because of the 
inclusion of bushel baskets (instead of bushels of 56 
pounds of shelled corn) in some of the census figures 
on production. With corn, and small grains generally, 
there is a tendency for the estimates of yield per 
acre to exceed the yields derived from the census 
figures. This may be caused by the fact that the 
production reported to the census enumerator is 
frequently from a smaller acreage than that reported 
to him as the acreage in a given crop. That is, the 
fields are relatively small and a larger proportion of 
the planted acreage is utilized for purposes other than 
those included under the term production, such as for 
pasture and for soiling purposes, than is so utilized 
on the farms of crop reporters. 

FORECASTS OF CROP PRODUCTION 

THE PROBLEM OF FORECASTING 

Although the recording of crop production is the 
basic and original objective of the crop-reporting ser- 
vice, the forecasting, prior to harvest, of the probable 
outturn of the crops is a phase of the current work in 
which producers and traders are keenly interested. 

Estimates of the probable production of a crop made 
prior to harvest are called ^^forecasts^' of crop produc- 
tion as distinguished from ^^ estimates '^ made at harvest 
time or later. The problem of forecasting the probable 
production of the given crop during the growing season 
may be divided into two phases—estimating the acreage 
of crop to be harvested and forecasting the probable 
yield.    The second phase is discussed here. 

The grain and cotton trades have long used the 
official estimates of the condition of crops as a basis for 
making a forecast of yield per acre which, when used 
with acreage, results in a forecast of production. Few 
producers were in a position to do this. In 1906 the 
Keep Commission, which made a careful study of the 
Department's crop-reporting service especially as re- 
lated to cotton, recommended that the Department 
make such forecasts; but it was not until about 1912 
that the Government began to interpret the condition 
reports in terms of probable yield per acre, and not until 
1915 that forecasts of cotton production were made 
prior to harvest. 

Buyers and sellers of farm products demand, early in 
the season, forecasts of crop production. Private agen- 
cies can and do supply such forecasts. As a neutral 
crop-reporting agency the United States Department of 
Agriculture cannot avoid its responsibility by omitting 
these forecasts. The fundamental problem and duty 
of the Crop Reporting Board is to make as accurate a 
forecast of what the final yield per acre is most likely 
to be as is humanly possible at that time of the season. 

The extent to which crop yields per acre can be 
predicted are definitely limited, but the reported con- 
dition of a crop serves as a fairly adequate basis for 
such a forecast. Naturally the late-season forecasts 
are usually more accurate than are early-season fore- 
casts, and the condition figure is a much more satis- 
factory measure of the probable yield per acre for some 
crops than it is for other crops. During the last few 
years, studies of the relation of weather to yields, 
counts of damaged and undamaged cotton bolls, and 
other objective methods have served to supplement 
the condition reports as a basis for making forecasts 
of yields per acre. These studies have increased the 
accuracy of the forecasts materially. 

The making of a forecast of final yield per acre on 
the basis of the data available on the 1st of a given 
month during the growing season is a statistical prob- 
lem in relationship between series of data currently 
available and a yield-per-acre series over a period of 
years. In actual practice these series are graphically 
related and the average relationship is shown by a 
'4ine of beîst fit'\ fitted either by a mathematical for- 
mula or by a freehand curve. This line can be used 
as a basis of forecasts on the assumption that, on the 
average, past relationships are likely to hold for the 
coming year. 

CONDITION IN PERCENTAGE OF NORMAL 

The crop reporters are asked to report on the condi- 
tion of the growing crop in percentage of a normal or 
full crop. (See figs. 38-40, pp. 70 to 74.) The Depart- 
ment is frequently asked, '^Just what is a 'normaP 
crop? Is it not too vague and abstract a term for this 
use? '^ In early years the Department considered ''av- 
erage crop^', and '^normal crop'' as practically synony- 
mous   terms.    Undoubtedly   the   early   statisticians 
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hoped to be able, after a few years of experience, to 
calculate an average crop which could be used as a 
basis for interpreting the condition figures they were 
collecting the 1st of each month during the growing 
season. They were really asking for the appearance of 
the crop, with 10 as a measure of an average crop; later 
they shifted to 100 percent as the basis for comparison. 

In a report dated September 10, 1884,* the following 
statements of the meaning of normal are found: 

There is occasional inquiry as to the meaning of figures used 
in crop reporting. The standard of comparison, 100, in reports 
of condition of growing crops means that the plants occupy the 
ground fully, exhibiting a complete ''stand"; that they appear 
in full healthfulness, uninjured by disease or insects; and that 
they have a medium growth for the date at which the report is 
made. It means a condition of full development that can only 
be exceeded by some luxuriance of growth.    *    *    * 

It will readily be seen that ''condition" cannot be expressed in 
bushels or pounds. There are no bushels of corn in a field just 
sprouting, and it is a misnomer to call first growth a final product. 
It is the result of characteristic American haste thus to discount 
the experiences and accidents of the whole season, and say that 
three inches of potato vine above the surface means 90 bushels 
of potatoes per acre. Absurd blunders in crop report reading 
have often been made that way.    *    *    * 

It is true that the public want to know what these reports of 
early growth indicate. It may be proper to gratify this public 
anxiety, if it is understood that the expected result is subject to 
the limitations and contingencies of the future. 

Any intelligent reader will perceive from the above that, so 
far as growth may indicate a harvest, 100 must point to different 
results in different districts. It may promise 35 bushels per acre 
in the Ohio Valley or 15 on the Gulf coast. Each State must be 
considered separately, and all returns consolidated for an average 
of the whole field. This average, which has in some years been 
reported at 28 bushels for corn, would be less with a larger pro- 
portionate area in low-yielding districts, and larger with an 
increased proportion in the great corn-growing States. So it 
will be seen at once that a definite figure to represent 100 for corn, 
wheat, or any other crop, as a whole, cannot be made exact and 
unchangeable, on account of the changes in the territory repre- 
sented and other circumstances producing variations in average 
yield.    *    *    * 

Another fact is obvious from the above, that 100 indicates 
more than "average" crop.    *    *    * 

An average crop is the actual mean rate of yield in a series of 
years, which include some marked by 100 or more, and others by a 
much lower figure.   Then 100 means a full crop, not an average one. 

In instructions to reporters and in articles appearing 
in Crops and Markets, and in other material issued 
from time to time the following description of a normal 
condition has been given: 

To begin with, a normal condition is not an average condition, 
but a condition above the average, giving promise of more than 
an average crop. Furthermore, a normal condition does not 
indicate a perfect crop, or a crop that is or promises to be the very 
largest in quantity and the very best in quality that the region 
reported upon .may be considered capable of producing. The 
normal indicates something less than this, and thus comes 
between the average and the possible maximum, being greater 
than the former and less than the latter. The normal may be 
described as a condition of perfect healthfulness, unimpaired by 
drought, hail, insects, or other injurious agency, and with such 
growth and development, as may be reasonably looked for under 
these favorable conditions. 

A normal condition is rarely reported for the entire 
corn, wheat, cotton, or other crop area, at the same 
time or in the same year, but its local occurrence is 
rather common. The tendency of reporters, when a 
crop is normal or above, is to understate the condition, 
as there seems to be an instinctive objection on their 
part to reporting more than 100 at any time. This 
factor must be taken into consideration in interpreting 
condition reports. 

* DODGE, J. R., REPORT ON CONDITION OF CROPS, ON WHEAT IN INDIA, AND ON 
FREIGHT RATES  OF  TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES.      U.S.   Dept.  Agr.,   Bur.   StatLs. 
fn.s.) Rpt. 11: 45-46.    1884. 

The normal as used by the United States Department 
of Agriculture has been criticized by several eminent 
statisticians on the ground that it has no definite statis- 
tical basis, and, therefore, by itself cannot convey any 
meaning. But it has been found that the crop reporter 
does have a well-defined judgment of what constitutes a 
normal for his locality. Representing the mass judg- 
ment of a multitude of observers, it adjusts itself slowly 
and naturally to any actual trends in yields per acre, 
such as might arise from the development of improved 
strains of higher yielding seed or the introduction of 
plant pests like the bollweevil. 

The stability of the general conception of ^'normal'' 
is evidenced by agreement in the returns received by the 
Department from separate and independent lists of 
reporters. The condition of a crop, as reported by 
one list of crop reporters, such as the township list in a 
given State, has seldom differed by more than 2 or 3 
points from the figure reported by the field-aids list 
in the same State. 

It has been suggested that condition be reported in 
ternis of percentage of an average crop. Several 
foreign countries are now using this system. It is 
difliicult for a farmer to have a clear concept of an 
average over a period of years, as his mental picture of 
appearance and yield of the crop would undoubtedly 
be dominated by the few years in the immediate past. 
This is probably also true of his concept of the normal 
but not to the same degree. The experience of the 
official statisticians of countries or States where the 
average is used as a basis for comparison, indicates that 
the farmer really makes his comparison with the ^'full 
crop'' or ''normar' rather than with the average. 
The farmer tends to remember the best crops, and the 
usual crops, and does not always take into considera- 
tion the years when the crop failed. As a matter of 
fact, however, if the proper statistical procedure is 
followed, it really makes little difference for yield- 
forecasting purposes whether the average crop or 
tlfs normal crop is used as a standard by which to 
measure current crop conditions provided there is 
available a long series of reports in which the same 
measuring stick has been used. 

THE PAR METHOD OF FORECASTING 

For several years prior to 1912 (at which time the 
Crop Reporting Board began to make forecasts of 
crop production during the growing season) some 
private statisticians had been using a mathematical 
method of interpreting the crop-condition figures into 
terms of probable yield per acre. These forecasts of 
yield could be applied in turn to the official estimates 
of planted acreage made early in the season, to obtain 
a forecast of production prior to harvest. 

In the report of the Keep Commission (1906) there 
appears the following recommendation concerning 
the interpreting of the condition figures into forecasts 
of yield per acre. 

We can see no reason why, instead of leaving this calculation 
to individuals, it should not be performed bv the Bureau. 
The formula to be used, which is well known, may be stated in 
the form of a proportion as follows: 

The average condition for a given month for 10 years is to the 
monthly condition announced for that month for the current 
year as the lO-year average yield per acre in pounds of lint cotton 
IS to X. X is the indicated yield per acre of Hnt cotton for the 
current year. The first three terms of the proportion being 
known, X is readily found, and the acreage having been deter- 
mined, either by estimate or enumeration, the indicated yield 
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(production)    can   be   easily   obtained.    The   announcement 
of the Bureau of Statistics might be in the following form: 
*'The condition of cotton on — was — percent, indicating a 
crop of — bales." 

This plan, known as the '^par method/' was adopted 
by the United States Department of Agriculture in 
1912 as a basis for official forecasts. It was in general 
use, in a somewhat modified form, until the end of the 
1929 season. Beginning with 1930 another statistical 
method was adopted for practically all crops for which 
forecasts are made during the growing season. 

If this proportional formula is expressed in symbols, 
the origin of the par may readily be seen. 

When C, = 10-year average condition, 
F^= 10-year average yield per acre, 

Í7== current condition for a given month, 
F= forecast of yield per acre, 

C     Y m      Y 
The proportion becomes -yr = "xr or y^ 

C_ 

and Y= C X Im 
OTY=CX © 

Then (F^/Í7^) == the 100 percent equivalent yield per 
acre. 

The 10-year average yield per acre could be divided 
by the 10-year average of conditions at the beginning 
of the crop season and the result (F^/0^) used as a 
constant, which could be multiplied by the condition 
figure when it became available. This procedure 
assumes a 1-to-l relationship between condition in per- 
centage of normal and yield per acre in percentage of 
normal regardless of whether such relationship exists 
or not. 

In actual practice the 100 percent equivalent yield 
was computed for each month of each year, and 5-year 
and 10-year moving averages of these figures were 
computed for each month. The 10-year average of 
100 percent equivalent yield for a given month (aftd 
State) became known as the ^^ computed par'^ If a 
study of the 100 percent equivalent yields and these 
moving averages revealed variations caused by un- 
usual seasons or trends, an allowance was made in the 
''adopted par''. This ''adopted par" was multiplied 
by the condition figure to obtain a yield forecast. 

Since the reported condition figure, on the average, 
tends to become smaller as the season advances, the 
par must become progressively larger in order to com- 
pensate for the average decline in the condition figure 
as reported. It frequently happens that the condition 
figure will decrease several points from a given month 
to the next, but unless it shows more than an average 
decline the forecast will be higher than for the previous 
month. It is difficult for many users of crop statistics 
to understand this apparent paradox. It is this 
tendency for the condition, on the average, to decrease 
from month to month through the growing season that 
makes a fixed par for all months impossible. With the 
same par for all months and condition figures tending 
to decrease as the season advances, the early forecasts 
would always be higher than the late forecasts and the 
final estimates. 

The apparent mathematical precision of the "fixed 
par" method tends to create a confidence in this 
method of interpretation that is unwarranted from a 
statistical standpoint.    That one can calculate  the 

100 percent equivalent, or par, to several decimal 
places does not necessarily imply that the par method 
is the best statistical way of interpreting the relation- 
ship between condition and final yield per acre. 

The fixed par method of forecasting yield per acre 
from condition was unsatisfactory in seasons when crop 
development varied very materially from average 
because of factors which were present when the crop 
correspondents made their condition reports but which 
had not yet affected the crop and were not allowed for 
in the reported condition. For instance, a moderately 
dry season frequently results in disproportionately 
heavy tobacco crops and an incipient heavy infestation 
of cotton bollweevil is often unnoticed. Such a situa- 
tion was formerly met by raising or lowering the 
condition figure but this procedure resulted in distor- 
tion of the 100 percent equivalents and pars. 

By 1926, experiments and experience had demon- 
strated that better results could be obtained by 
adjusting the pars to meet unusual current situations 
as well as for trends and unusual past seasons. 
This system known as the "flexible par method" 
assumed a simple linear relationship between reported 
condition and yield per acre which was anchored to a 
0 yield associated with 0 condition (that is, Y/Yrn = 
b{C/Cm) or Y=bC (YJCm), b being the adjustment 
factor). The opportunity it afforded of adjustment 
to meet unusual current situations, independently of 
the reported condition and before the condition figure 
was known was a distinct advantage but its mathe- 
matical limitations caused its abandonment after 4 
years for the present method of graphic analysis of 
condition-yield relations. 

GRAPHIC INTERPRETATION OF YIELD FROM CONDITION 

It had been realized for some years that mathemati- 
cal correlation methods were adaptable to forecasting 
yield from condition and other factors, but the rela- 
tively great amount of time required for the computa- 
tions made these methods impracticable for use by 
the Crop Keporting Board in the preparation of its 
monthly crop forecasts. The development, about 
1927, of simple graphic solutions for correlation prob- 
lems provided the first practical means of forecasting 
yield from condition or other currently available data 
on a really satisfactory basis. 

Forecasting yield per acre from reported condition 
is essentially a simple correlation problem with yield 
per acre for the State over a period of years as the 
dependent variable, and the appearance of the crop 
as of a given date, such as August 1, measured by the 
crop reporters' estimate of "condition of the crop in 
percent of normal", as the independent variable (that 
is, Y=a-\-bC). A simple scatter diagram of these 
two variables will show whether there is any ap])arent 
relationship and if there is a relationship, whether it 
is positive or negative. If the dot representing the 
pair of observations for any given year is labeled with 
its year number any general change in this relationship 
over the period will become apparent, and allowance 
can be made for changes in relationship associated with 
the passage of time. If such a change in relationship 
between the two variables appears, "time" should 
be taken as the third variable or factor. To allow 
for a change in the relationship associated with the 
passage of time, constitutes a problem in multiple 
correlation; yield is the dependent variable, and condi- 
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tion and time are the independent variables. Solution 
by successive elimination is a satisfactory method of 
handling this problem. That is, the residuals from 
relationship of yield and condition may be related to 
time as a variable and the two regression lines may be 
used as a basis for a forecast. 

This graphic method of forecasting, which was 
definitely adopted in 1930, has several distinct advan- 
tages: 

(1) Lines of best fit (to be used as a basis for fore- 
casting) may be established freehand or mathematically 
before the current data are available. 

(2) The method is not limited to linear relationships. 
(3) Years that fall ^^off the line'' stand out and can 

be studied separately or in connection with other 
similar years. 

(4) Frequently one or more distinct ^'levels" of 
relationship are observed. Research into similarities 
in years on the several levels make it possible to improve 
the forecasts. 

October being +0.963. Condition and yield data 
for corn in Minnesota have been selected not to show 
either the best or the worst examples of the data from 
which forecasts of yield must be made, but rather as 
a fair sample of a moderately good relationship between 
condition and yield. It will be noted from these charts 
that the correlation coefficient for reported October 1 
condition and final yield for the entire 32 years for which 
data are presented is only + 0.770, whereas it is + 0.963 
for the last 11 years. This is primarily because of a 
trend toward higher yields in the later years. The 
crop reporters tend to remember only the most recent 
years and to associate their normal with the best of 
these years. If it were otherwise, the reporters' 
ideas of normal yield would probably have been some- 
what lower and the correlation coefficient for the entire 
period would have been somewhat higher. 

There is an increase in the correlation coefficient as 
the season progresses. This is graphically indicated by 
the position of the dots on the chart with respect to 

60 70 80 
CONDITION (PERCENT) 

FIGURE 12.—Relation of Minnesota corn yields to July 1 condition. This chart and those shown in figures 13 to 15 graphically present the relation of Minnesota corn yields 
per acre to the condition (as percent of normal) of the crop on the 1st of July, August, September, and October. Note the relatively wide range of July 1 condition 
with respect to yield. 

(5) The method is not limited to condition-yield 
relationships but can be used with any measurable data. 

(6) Several factors may be related to yield by graph- 
ical multiple correlation methods. 

In Kansas, for example, the coefficient of correlation 
between condition of corn on September 1 as reported 
by correspondents, and the final yield for a period of 
25 years, is + 0.984, whereas in Maine the coefficient of 
correlation between reported August condition and 
final yield of potatoes is quite low and negative. 
In figures 12 to 15 inclusive that show the yield-fore- 
casting charts for corn in Minnesota for the months 
of July, August, September, and October, there are 
reasonably good positive correlations for the later 
months for the more recent years, the coeflicient for 

the regression line. The par, or 100 percent equiva- 
lent yield line for the 10 years ended in 1929, is also 
shown on each chart. It is obvious from figure 16 
which shows relationship between various indicators 
of yield as they approach zero condition, that the par 
line is not satisfactory for forecasting yields in this 
particular case on the basis of condition figures much 
below 50 percent of normal. It is, however, evident 
that when the condition is within a few points of 
average it makes little difference whether forecasts 
of yield are based upon a 10-year 100 percent equiva- 
lent yield (or par) or upon the regression line. As a 
matter of actual procedure, regressions are seldom 
computed, but the par or 100 percent equivalent yield 
lines are sometimes shown on the charts with which 
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the Crop Reporting Board works to aid in properly 
orienting the data with respect to the intersection of 
the Unes of zero condition and zero yield. 

fits the data, and from this he judges what will be the 
most likely final yield. In the case of corn in Minne- 
sota, shown on these charts, the actual relationship 
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FIGURE 13.—Relation of Minnesota corn yield to August 1 condition.   Tlie range of condition on August 1, with respect to yield, is much narrower than on July 1 (fig. 12) 
and the upward trend of yield with respect to condition is shown by the lower position of the dots for earlier years. 
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FIGURE 14.—Relation of Minnesota corn yield to September 1 condition.    In Minnesota, the September 1 condition of corn is no better indicator of yield than the August 
1 condition (fig. 13).   In 1927 some corn was frosted in August and on September 1 it seemed probable that there would be more serious frost damage than eventually 
occurred. 

For the actual reading of the yields indicated by 
any given condition each Board member draws for 
himself a freehand curve, which in his judgment best 

of condition to yield is not a straight line and cannot 
therefore be accurately represented by either the par 
or the linear regression line. 
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FiGUKE 15 —Relation of Minnesota corn yield to October 1 condition.    The curvilinear relation between Minnesota corn yield and condition is shown here and in figure 
I 14.   Note the rather close grouping of the dots for 1920 to 1930 around the freehand curve. 
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FIGURE 16.—Relation of Minnesota corn yields to September condition.   This chart shows the relation as condition approaches zero.   It is based on the same data as 
are shown in more detail in figure 14. 
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Figures 17-20, showing the relationship of condi- 
tion and yield per acre of winter wheat in Ohio, only 
a par line and a freehand curve are shown; these charts 

YIELD 
IN 

BUSHELS 

20 

the case of wheat in Ohio the yield per acre associated 
with a relatively high reported condition was very 
much lower than usual in 1921  and  1922.    Unusual 

10 

CONDITION (PERCENT) 
100 

FIGURE 17.~Relation of Ohio wmtcr-wheat yield to April 1 condition.   The four charts (figs. 17 to 20) showing the relation of Ohio winter-wheat yield and condition.on 
the first of April, May, June, and July are similar to those actually used by the Crop Reporting Board in making forecasts of yield per acre. 
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FIGURE 18.-Relation of Ohio winter-wheat yield to May 1 condition.   May 1 condition of Ohio winter wheat is a fairly good indicator of yield per acre if the character 
of the season is not unusual. 

are therefore similar to those used by the Crop Report- 
ing Board.    It is perhaps worth pointing out that in 

weather was the cause—the 1921 season was unusually 
hot and the spring of 1922 was unusually wet. 
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CONDITION (PERCENT) 

FIGURE 19.—Relation of Ohio winter-wheat yield to June I condition.   This chart shows clearly the inability of the crop reporters to properly evaluate weather effects 
upon yield, prior to harvest. In.the three dry years, 1925,1926, and 1930, yields were larger than the appearance of the crop indicated and the reverse was true in 1922. 
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FIGURE 20.—Relation of Ohio winter-wheat yield to July I condition.   The relation of Ohio winter-wheat yield to July 1 condition appears to be slightly curvilinear. 
Except in^unusual years, either the 100 percent equivalent yield line or the freehand curve is fairly satisfactory for purposes of forecasting yield. 
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Such unusual relationships are not so frequent as 
might at first be supposed but it is because of such 
occurrences that it is necessary for the members of the 

(figs. 21-24) illustrates very well the difficulties that 
are encountered when a negative correlation exists 
between reported condition and yield per acre.    Not 
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FIGURE 21.—Relation of Maine potato yields to July 1 condition.   July 1 condition of potatoes in Maine is of little value as an indicator of yield.  Although the 1920-29 
correlation is positive, the range of yield with respect to condition is very wide. 
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FIGURE 22.—Relation of Maine potato yields to August 1 condition    The low and negative correlation of August 1 condition and yield of potatoes in Maine makes 
August 1 condition useless as an indicator of yield.   This is unusual foi a major crop in an important State. 

Board  to  arrive  at  a judgment figure  based upon 
experience and research. 

The set of charts showing the relationship between 
the condition and yield per acre of potatoes in Maine 

only is there a very low correlation but the years of 
high reported condition have frequently been years of 
low yields per acre, and years of low condition on 
August 1 have been years when the yield per acre has 
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turned out to be high. With corn in Minnesota, the 
par hne can bé used as a basis for making a forecast 
with the assurance that it will be a good indicator of 

The data for potatoes in Maine represent an extreme 
case. For other crops and other States, the relation- 
ship between condition and yield varies from a negative 
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FIGURE 23.—Relation of Maine potato yields to September 1 condition.   September 1 condition of potatoes in Maine is unsatisfactory for purposes of forecasting 
yield.   The slope of the regression line is logical but the relationship is not close. 

CONDITION (PERCENT) 
FIGURE 24.—Relation of Maine potato yields to October 1 condition.   Even as late in the season as October 1, the condition of Maine potatoes is not a very good indi- 

cator of yield per acre.   A condition of 100 would, for example, indicate a yield somewhere between 260 and 310 bushels per acre. 

final yield per acre except when condition is very low, 
but with potatoes in Maine the par line does not 
appear to represent at all the apparent relationship 
between   condition   and   yield   early  in   the   season. 

relationship to the high positive relationship shown 
for corn in Minnesota, in October. 

With some crops there is apparently little relation- 
ship   between   the   vegetative   appearance   and   the 
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ability to produce, in a given year. In the case of 
those crops the production of which depends on vege- 
tative growth, as the hay crops, it is rational to assume 
that there is a direct or nearly direct 1 to 1 relationship 
between the appearance of the crop as measured by 
condition and its final outturn per acre, each expressed 
in percentage of normal. With other crops, the par 
method of interpreting condition is logical only to the 
extent that a fundamental relationship exists in the 
way assumed by the par. 

PREHARVEST REPORTS OF PROBABLE YIELD 

Since 1926, the regular monthly questionnaires have 
included questions on ^* probable  yield per acre this 
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FIGURE 25.—Relation of reported condition and reported probable yield of oats in 
Kentucky to final yield. In unusual years, the preharvest reports of probable 
yield are of great value in preparing forecasts of yield per acre. In most instances, 
the reported probable yield confirms the indication from reported condition. 

year'' of the major crops. This question accompanies 
the final inquiry on condition. For example, in July 
this inquiry is made for winter wheat and rye, in 
September for spring grains, and in October for corn, 

potatoes, and tobacco. In preparing the forecast of 
yield for these crops in these months separate deter- 
minations are made by each member from condition 
charts and from the *^probable'' yield charts, and his 
final estimate is based on these two indications supple- 
mented by any special studies available. In general 
it may be said that these reports show a high degree of 
correlation with final yields, though affected by the 
relative progress of the crop. In most instances the 
*^probable yield" reported is slightly lower than the 
'^average yield per acre this year" as reported in 
the succeeding month. 

Reports on probable yield per acre have proven 
especially valuable in preparing forecasts of yield per 
acre in years in which the reports on condition fall out- 
side the range of previous reports, or in years when 
the reporters' concept of a normal yield is undergoing 
a change. Thus figure 25 shows how these reports on 
oats in Kentucky provided the basis for more depend- 
able forecasts in 1930 and 1931. The data on condi- 
tion in 1930 available when the forecast was being 
prepared indicated a forecast yield of about 14 bushels 
per acre, while the reported probable yield indicated 
more nearly the final yield of 13 bushels. In 1931, 
these reports again improved the forecast, since condi- 
tion indicated a forecast yield of about 19 bushels, 
while the reported probable yield indicated more 
nearly the final yield of 21 bushels. 

The chart for Kentucky was valuable in these years 
of unusual relationship of condition and final yield. 
It should be stated, however, that in the vast majority 
of instances, the indications from the two sources 
are in close agreement. 

OBJECTIVE FORECASTING METHODS 

Studies of the relation between weather and crop 
yields during past years, counts of boll damage, and 
other objective methods, have served either to supple- 
ment or to replace the condition figure as a basis for 
making forecasts of yields and have increased the 
accuracy of forecasts of crop production materially. 

The relationship of weather to crop yields has been 
discussed by a few interested persons, but it is difficult 
to find records of extensive fundamental research in 
this field. Much research needs to be done by the 
Department of Agriculture to determine (1), how early 
in the growing season it is feasible to make forecasts 
of yield per acre of a given crop; (2) to ascertain the 
fundamental relations between environmental factors 
and plant growth under various soil and climatic con- 
ditions; and (3) to discover the significant relations 
between weather, economic factors, etc., and crop 
yields per acre. This whole problem of increasing the 
accuracy of the Government's forecasts of production 
is being given careful consideration and the results 
already obtained suggest the possibilities of further 
improvement when facilities permit this phase of 
work to be fully developed. Present research is 
closely limited by the pressure for current reports 

FARM VALUE, GROSS INCOME, AND CASH INCOME FROM FARM PRODUCTION 

Several years ago the Division of Crop and Live- 
stock Estimates undertook the compilation, by States, 
of estimates of farm value, gross income, and cash 
income from farm production. Estimates of gross 
farm value from farm production were prepared for 
many years in the Division on the basis of December 1 
prices and only for the United States as a whole.    The 

use of the December 1 farm price was considered faulty 
when prices were changing rapidly at about that time 
of year. Certain inherent defects in the definition of 
farm value as utilized in that report were also acknowl- 
edged. Then, too, it was felt that, because of the large 
amount of the crop production which was utilized in 
the further production of farm products in the form of 
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animal products, this series contained much duplication 
that might in some years obscure the actual returns 
to farmers from farm production. Accordingly, it was 
decided to prepare estimates of cash income from sales 
and estimates of gross income, including income from 
both sales and use by the farm family. As there was also 
a great interest in and demand for information con- 
cerning income by States, it was deemed advisable, when 
revising the series, to prepare the report on a State basis. 

As a foundation for proper estimates of income, it 
was necessary to initiate a series of estimates of live- 
stock production on a more adequate basis than had 
been previously attempted. For this reason the Divi- 
sion undertook the project of preparing estimates of 
production of meat animals and chickens, milk, eggs, 
etc. Adequate data for the preparation of such esti- 
mates were available back to 1924. For meat animals 
such estimates involved the preparation of balance 
sheets of livestock to determine the net poundage of 
meat animals on the hoof which were produced in a 
given year. It was also necessary to prepare estimates 
on the size of herds and flocks and the production of 
milk per herd and per animal and of eggs per hen and 
per flock. Such a series of estimates covering the years 
1924 to 1928 was completed during the year 1929. 
(For more detailed descriptions of these estimates see 
pages 58 and 59, inclusive.) 

Estimates of the proportion of agricultural produc- 
tion that was sold or used in the farm household in each 
State were prepared in various ways. In the case of 
meat animals, data were available covering receipts of 
livestock at principal markets by State of origin and 
some supplementary information with respect to car 
loadings by States was at hand. A great deal of mate- 
rial was available concerning car-lot shipments of fruits 
and vegetables and of some of the important staple 
crops, like grain and hay. Numerous check data were 
available from cooperative associations that handled 
large percentages of the total production of certain 
minor crops. To supplement all these data, question- 
naires were sent to individual farmers, beginning in 

1925, upon the utilization of staple commodities for 
seed, for feeding to livestock, for consumption by farm 
families, etc. An analysis and interpretation of all 
these data was necessary to the formation of estimates 
of utilization. 

The questionnaires sent to farmers generally asked 
for quantities produced, brought in, and purchased 
as component parts of the supply; and for quantities 
sold, used for seed, fed to livestock, used in the home, 
and carried over, as component parts of the disposition. 
The resultant totals were tabulated in various ways to 
obtain disposition items as percentages of production, 
as disposition per farm, per acre planted, etc. As a 
result of much research devoted to these data and 
covering a period of years, the various items are now 
estimated on the most closely related base factor. For 
example, home consumption is determined as consump- 
tion per farm growing the commodity; seed, as quantity 
per acre planted; feed, as percentage of production, 
etc. A detailed itemization of the various determina- 
tions is contained in a preliminary report on farm 
income issued in 1930.^ 

To obtain properly weighted average prices, it was 
necessary te ascertain the rate of marketings of the 
many commodities. A series of reports on monthly 
marketings by farmers was available for the staple 
crops. Market receipts in the nearby markets were 
used for some commodities; for others, car-lot ship- 
ments by months were used, or railroad loadings by 
months, or market receipts by months, or by State 
of origin. 

The weighted average price received by producers 
for farm commodities was used in evaluating not only 
that proportion of the commodity sold but also that 
portion consumed by the farm family. The estimates 
of quantity utilization, of farm price, of value of gross 
income, and of cash income from farm production, were 
published for the first time in September 1929 for the 
years 1924 to 1928, inclusive. These data have been 
assembled in various convenient forms for the use of 
the public and have met with great public approval. 

REPORTS ON FIELD CROPS 

REVISIONS TO CENSUS BASE 

The important field crops—corn, wheat, oats, barley, 
rye, buckwheat, potatoes, hay, and tobacco—were 
regularly reported upon from the initiation of official 
reports on crops in 1863. For many years, condition 
on the 1st of each month during the growing season 
was published as well as an annual estimate of produc- 
tion. These annual estimates were not revised on the 
basis of Subsequent information, even when census 
data became available at the end of a 10-year period. 
In the next succeeding report following the publication 
of census figures a shift to a new base was made. As a 
result, the early records for these crops appear in 9-year, 
10-year, or 11-year segments, beginning in the year 
ending in 1 or 2. In 1910, annual revisions of the pre- 
vious year's current estimates were begun as a means 
of truing up the estimates. In 1915 a revision tying the 
estimates for the two decades 1889 to 1909 to the three 
census reports of 1889, 1899, and 1909 was made and 
published for the United States only. During the last 
8 years, a comprehensive survey of all data from 1866 
to 1919 has been made, and a revised series by States is 
now being prepared for publication. 

ADDITIONAL CROPS COVERED 

Not all of the field crops were covered in the earlier 
crop reports. This was mostly because there was no 
adequate base in the census figures for acreage and 
production. The first reports on flaxseed were made 
in 1902 and estimates of the rice crop were begun in 
1904. In 1890 the Bureau of the Census first secured 
separate figures for spring wheat but it was not until 
1929 that the census segregated durum from other 
spring wheat. However, spring-wheat estimates were 
divided, on the basis of sample data, between durum 
and other spring wheat as early as 1916. The first 
attempts to estimate grain sorghums and other minor 
field crops were begun about that time. With the 
increased use of and demand for statistical information 
on agricultural commodities, additional crops have been 
taken up from time to time in recent years. 

So that the supply of grain corn can be estimated, for 
the last few years estimates of corn production have 
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been divided into (1) corn for grain, (2) corn for silage, 
and (3) corn for '^hogging. ^' 

Grain sorghum for grain, as distinguished from that 
for '^all purposes" is now estimated separately. The 
production of oats and other small grains includes that 
harvested ripe or nearly ripe for feeding without thresh- 
ing, but excludes small grains cut green for hay. That 
part of these crops appears in the grain-hay figures. 

DATA FOR TYPES OR VARIETIES 

The methods employed in estimating and forecasting 
the staple crops are those described in pages 22 to 32. 
There are, however, certain variations such as found 
in the use of check data for certain crops. For instance 
sales of tobacco are used as an indication of production 
which may, through yields per acre, be tied back to 
acreage. In the case of this crop it has been found 
necessary to make estimates on the basis of the princi- 
pal classifications and types rather than upon the basis 
of the entire crop in any given State. 

Reports from growers concerning tobacco are segre- 
gated by counties or areas according to the predomi- 
nating type and the types are handled as separate 
crops. The totals for all types in each State are added 
to obtain State figures for acreage and production, and 
weighted average yields and condition are derived from 
the State totals. This is a very distinct advantage 
when checking production estimates against sales. 

In the case of rice in Louisiana, acreage and yields 
are reported both for the crop as a whole and by varie- 
ties. It has been found that when drought or storms 
injure late rice it is necessary to give due allowance to 
the effect of these factors upon the yield of the different 
varieties. 

FARM STOCKS OF GRAIN 

For some of the field crops, stocks on farms are 
important economic factors. Consequently, March 1 
estimates have been made of the stocks of corn and 
wheat on farms since 1883, of March 1 farm stocks of 
oats since 1897, and March 1 farm stocks of barley 
since 1910. For more than 20 years estimates of farm 
stocks of corn, wheat, oats, barley, and hay have been 
made at the end of the season; that is, at or just before 
harvest of the next crop. For several years informa- 
tion has also been obtained four times a year concern- 
ing the stocks of grain on individual farms as a basis 
for estimating quarterly stocks of grain on farms. 
This information is for the same date as that to which 
the commercial wheat stocks reports of other agencies 
refer so that the total stocks of wheat in all positions 
may be determined four times a year. 

Stocks of corn on farms were formerly estimated as 
a percentage of the total corn crop, but since estimates 
of corn for grain are now available, the corn stocks 
on farms are now based upon the corn harvested for 
grain and not as formerly upon the entire crop. 

COTTON REPORTS 

The preparation of cotton-production forecasts is 
one of the most important functions of the Crop 
Reporting Board. The crop is handled as a separate 
project. Separate lists of cotton correspondents are 
maintained, special cotton schedules (see figs. 41 to 46, 
inclusive, pp. 75 to 80) are used, the estimates are 
prepared by a special board convened to consider cot- 
ton only, and the finished reports are published 
separately and independently as provided by law. 
Because of the special nature of the project and the 
general interest in the crop, this discussion of methods 
used in the preparation of cotton forecasts is presented 
in addition to the discussion of crop-reporting methods 
in general. 

At present the cotton-crop reports issued by the 
Crop Reporting Board consist of an estimate of 
acreage in cultivation on July 1, estimated acreage 
remaining for harvest September 1, forecasts of probable 
yield per acre and production (ginnings) as of the first of 
each month from August to November; and estimates 
of probable final ginnings, harvested acreage, and 
yield per acre as of December 1. The December 
estimates are revised in May of the following year to 
conform with the final census report of ginnings. 

The preparation of this series of reports includes the 
solution of the two major problems of determining the 
acreage in cotton and of forecasting the probable 
yield per acre. The method of estimating acreage is 
essentially the same as that presented in the general 
discussion (pp. 15 to 21). In estimating cotton acreage, 
however, there is an advantage in having the annual 
enumeration of the number of bales ginned, made by 
the Bureau of the Census, as an indirect check upon 
the cotton acreage each year. 

FORECASTING YIELD FROM CONDITION ONLY 

The crop correspondents are asked on the first of each 
month  from  August  to   November  to  report   their 

judgment of the condition of cotton in percent of a 
normal condition for that date. In the interpretation 
and use of these ^^condition figures'' the policy and 
practice of the Board has undergone considerable 
development since such statements were first made. 
Prior to 1915 no forecasts or statements of indicated 
production of any kind were published by the Depart- 
ment. The condition of crops was published substan- 
tially as reported, with such helpful items for compari- 
sons as the 10-year average condition and the condition 
in each of a number of prior years. 

In 1915 the Board began to interpret condition in 
terms of indicated yield per acre and indicated pro- 
duction. In this interpretation at first only condition 
in preceding years and final yield per acre in the same 
years were considered. No attempt was made to 
evaluate the bearing of supplementary or modifying 
factors upon the relationship. The indicated yield 
per acre as published had as its basis the assumption 
that all known factors were considered in condition 
figures, and that their subsequent infiuences upon the 
crop would be average. 

Soon after the inauguration of these statements of 
yield and production as indicated by condition, the 
boUweevil spread rapidly over the remainder of the 
previously uninfested portion of the Cotton Belt 
proper and at once became an important factor in the 
relationship of condition and final yield per acre. 
With the methods used at that time, a given condition 
on August 1 in each of 2 years would indicate substanti- 
ally the same probable yield, but if weevil damage 
were heavy in 1 year the final yield would be materially 
below the indicated yield. On the other hand, if 
weevil damage were light in the other year, the final 
yield would be considerably above the indicated yield. 

Apparently the early-condition figures reported by 
farmers reflect primarily the appearance of the crop, 
the stand, foliage, fruiting, etc., but do not include 
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sufficient allowance for early weevil infestation or for 
variations in infestation from month to month and 
from year to year. Furthermore, the Board, using the 
par method of interpretation, was faced with the task 
of interpreting condition in terms of probable yield 
per acre in years of heavy weevil damage on the basis 
of averages and relationships established during years 
of negligible weevil damage, and interpreting condition 
into yield per acre in years of light damage on the basis 
of averages established over a series of years in which 
there were years of heavy damage. Such a situation 
led to statements of indicated production early in the 
crop season which were likely to be misleading. Be- 
cause of this situation, the Board has found it neces- 
sary to devise methods of anticipating and discounting 
weevil damage as a modifying factor upon the relation- 
ship between condition and yield. 

YIELD INDICATED BY CONDITION AND BOLLWEEVIL INDEX 

Although other factors influence the relationship 
between condition on a given date and final yield, 
studies indicate that the major portion of variation of 
final yields from yields indicated by condition as of a 
given date is due to variation in bollweevil damage 
and the Board's greatest departures during the past 
5 years from the basic assumption of average influence 
of all factors upon the crop after the dates to which 
the reports relate were based upon studies of probable 
weevil damage. This, of course, involves the determi- 
nation of approximate probable weevil damage to the 
cotton crop each year. 

The Department has made inquiry of its crop cor- 
respondents in February each year since 1909 of their 
judgment of the yield per acre in percentage of normal 
and the reduction from a normal or full yield due to 
stated causes, including bollweevil. The variation 
in amount of weevil damage from year to year has 
exceeded that of any other single factor. This series 
of reported percentages of '^reduction from full yield 
due to boUweevir' is used as a general index of weevil 
damage in connection with studies of the relationship 
between reported condition figures and final yields per 
acre. This series may or may not be an absolute 
measure of the extent of bollweevil damage in any 
year. No amount of research would prove or disprove 
such an elusive quantity as the loss of potential cotton 
from this cause. The fact that the index figures 
explain a large part of the failure of reported condition 
to reflect probable yields in unusual years, indicates, 
however, that the index is a satisfactory measure of the 
relative year-to-year loss from bollweevil. 

The reported percentage reductions from full yield 
per acre due to bollweevil damage for the United 
States are shown in table 3. 

TABLE 3.—Reported percentage reductions from full yield of cotton 
per acre due to bollweevil damage in the United States 

Year Percent Year Percent Y^ear Percent 

1915 10.2 
14.2 
8.6 

15.4 
13.0 
19.7 

1921  31.2 
23.3 
19.2 
8.1 
4.1 
7.1 

1927  18.5 
1916 1922  

1923 
1928  14. 1 

1917 1929      13.3 
1918 1924  1930  5.0 
1919 1925  1931  8.3 
1920 1926         1932  15.2 

For several years special inquiries have been made 
of crop correspondents during the growing season 
concerning the relative number of weevils present, 
percentage of full infestation, and the percentage of 

squares punctured. Studies have also been made of 
the relationship of. weather to weevil damage. This 
material and other evidence of this nature have been 
used by the Board in estimating, in August and 
September, the probability of relatively light or heavy 
damage from boUweevils during the current season. 

Flexible pars were first resorted to in an effort to 
allow for weevil damage. However, an understanding 
of the Board's present policy and practice in the 
interpretation of reported condition and estimated 
damage by weevils in terms of probable yield per acre 
does not involve an understanding of the par system, 
as cotton pars have not been used by the Crop Report- 
ing Board for forecasting probable yield of cotton 
since 1929. 

The problem is one of multiple correlation in which 
condition on a specific date and estimated percentage 
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damage. Deviations (residuals) of actual yields from yields indicated by reported 
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tional allowance to be made in yield for such damage not included in condition- 

reduction in yield by boUweevils are the known factors 
used as a basis for forecasting probable yield per acre 
in the current year on the basis of the relationship 
between the three factors in previous years. The 
graphic curvilinear method of solution is used by the 
statisticians of the Board. The condition figures are 
plotted against final yields in the form of a dot chart 
with a curve drawn through the observations. When 
probable bollweevil damage is being considered as 
a third factor this first curve is placed so as to express 
the approximate relationship between condition and 
final yields with the third factor held constant. The 
deviations of the individual years from the first curve 
are then plotted against weevil damage to obtain a 
measure of the allowance to be made for weevil damage. 
A typical study of this relationship is shown in figure 2^. 
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OTHER INDICATIONS OF PRODUCTION 

Beginning with October 1, the Board secures esti- 
mates of the probable yield per acre from its corre- 
spondents. It now has a record of these reports 
covering a number of years, together with estimates 
made in subsequent months for the same years. 
These early estimates of average yield per acre are 
usually much below the yields reported later, but 
after an allowance is made for bias they form another 
important basis for estimating the crop on October 1, 
November 1, and December 1. The extent to which 
the reporters' early yield-per-acre estimates are biased 
is largely dependent upon the relative advancement 
of picking and ginning at the time the reports are 
submitted.    The tendency is for the crop correspon- 
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December 1 and percent ginned to December 1. The influence of the percentage 
of the crop already ginned upon reports of probable yield is measured by relating 
percent ginned to deviations (residuals) of actual yield from yield indicated by 
reported probable yield. 

dents to be more conservative in estimating yield per 
acre when only a small percentage of the crop has 
been ginned than when a large proportion of it 
has been ginned. 

This tendency has been so marked in the past that 
the statisticians of the Crop Reporting Board have 
been using the percentage of the crop ginned to the 
date of the report as a measure of the extent to which 
they should depart from the usual allowance for bias 
in the reporters^ estimates. The method of using the 
reported probable yield figures and percentage ginned 
as an indication of final yield is illustrated in figure 27. 

One of the most important single indications of pro- 
duction after October 1 is based upon estimates of the 
percentage of the crop ginned to certain dates.    For a 

number of years the regular crop correspondents and 
ginners have been asked to report their judgment on 
the percentage of the crop  ginned to certain dates. 
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FIGURE 28.—Georgia cotton percentage actually ginned related to percentage re- 
ported ginned. This chart provides a measure of bias in reported percentage of the 
crop ginned and thereby permits the Crop Reporting Board to estimate very closely 
the percentage actually ginned. 

These reported percentages, when correlated with the 
actual percentages ginned as shown by the census 
reports, make it possible for the Board to estimate very 
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closely the percentage ginned to a given date. The 
relation of reported to actual percentage ginned in 
Georgia is shown in figure 28.    These estimates by the 
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Board of the percentage of the crop ginned are appHed 
to ginnings to date for an indication of final ginnings 
for the season. For a number of years this has been a 
dependable indication of the size of the crop. It has 
the added advantage of being an entirely independent 
indication from those involving the use of acreage, 
condition, and yield per acre. 

Estimates are also obtained from key reporters in 
practically all counties as to the number of bales they 
estimate their county will make. In a number of 
States these bale estimates have been surprisingly 
accurate after allowance is made for bias (fig. 29). 

The Crop Reporting Board has been developing cer- 
tain phenological data in recent years which are already 
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(1) Condition and reported yield per acre are inter- 
preted into yield and multiplied by acres for harvest. 

(2) Percentage ginned, as interpreted from reports 
on percentage picked and ginned is divided into current 
ginnings, and adjusted for estimated weight of running 
bales. 

(3) County estimates of probable ginnings are inter- 
preted, and adjusted for probable bale weights, 

(4) In some States supplemental indications of pro- 
duction are derived from special studies of production 
on the reporters' individual farms, and the rate and 
progress of ginning. 

In addition to these various forecasts of production, 
the Board gives consideration to the recommendations 
of the statisticians in the respective States, as well as 
to the observations of the various members of the Board 
taken while making personal examinations of the cotton 
in the fields, and to any other pertinent information 
that may be available. 
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indicating that they have considerable value. For 
several years objective counts and observations have 
been made on certain dates of the number of safe bolls 
per unit of row. These data, when considered in con- 
nection with the number of immature bolls, the size of 
boUs, rate of squaring and blooming, relative abundance 
of weevils, relative advancement of the crop, etc., give 
promise of developing into valuable indications of per- 
acre yields. 

From the foregoing discussion it will be seen that for 
the later months in the season the Board prepares an 
independent forecast of production for each State, 
based on each of the following indications: 

The estimates from the sources indicated above are 
placed side by side for study and analysis by the Crop 
Reporting Board. The relative accuracy of the differ- 
ent indications in previous years is studied and, after 
considerable deliberation, a production estimate in 
bales is adopted for each State. 

During the winter of 1930-31 considerable progress 
was made in determining and measuring relationships 
of various weather factors to the yield per acre of 
cotton. Although the results are promising, indications 
from this source will not be used by the Board until 
they have been thoroughly tested for dependability 
in actual forecasting. 
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In the South Atlantic and Gulf States the studies 
indicate that the major variations in yield per acre 
from year to year may possibly be accounted for by 
some combination of the following factors: 

(1) The relative number of weevils entering hiberna- 
tion as indicated by the estimated reduction in yield 
per acre by bollweevil the previous year, modified 
upward or downward according to moisture conditions 
in the fall of that year. 

(2) The value of lint per acre of the previous year's 
crop is useful as an index of the quantity of fertilizer 
used per acre in a number of States. 

(3) April and (or) May average temperature at 
selected stations. 

(4) April and (or) May rainfall at selected stations 
give an index of weather influences during those months 

(5) Average relative humidity during the summer 
months provides an index of the combined eft'ect of 
rainfall and temperature. 

The use of these factors in explaining variations in 
yield per acre is a problem in multiple correlation. 
Figure 30 illustrates the use of several of the factors 
in a study of Georgia yields by the method of ''succes- 
sive elimination''.^ The four factors were used in the 
order of their chronological occurrence. In using 
this method it is necessary to draw the curves so that 
they represent logical relations. The curve or line of 
fit for each factor indicates the approximate influence 
of that factor upon yield. The studies are experimental 
and considerable work remains to be done in this 
direction. ACCURACY OF FORECASTS 

The improved methods of interpreting the reported 
condition in terms of prospective yield, the increased 
accuracy of ascertaining acreage, and the greater use 
of ginnings to date (reported by the Bureau of the 
Census) as a separate indication of prospective pro- 
duction,all have contributed materially to the increased 
accuracy of the cotton forecasts and estimates during 

COMPARISON OF COTTON FORECASTS, ESTIMATES. AND FINAL GiNNINGS, 1915-1932 

FORECASTS. JUNE 25 TO SEPT 25 AUG. 1 TO NOV. I 

FIGURE 31.- 
from 

-Comparison of cotton forecasts, estimates, and final ginnings, 1915-32.   The cotton forecasts and estimates of the Crop Reporting Board are based on reports 
thousands of cotton growers, ginners, and others as well as personal investigation by experienced agricultural statisticians throughout the Cotton Belt. 

(6) In Texas and Oklahoma total rainfall in the fall 
and winter months preceding the cotton season has 
been found to be an important factor. 

the last few years (fig. 31). This is particularly true 
since 1927, in which year the Board first began to make 
separate allowance for prospective weevil damage. 

FRUIT REPORTS 

DEVELOPMENT OF FRUIT REPORTS 

Quantitative estimates and forecasts of fruit produc- 
tion are comparatively recent innovations. Condition 
and percentage-production reports for the four prin- 
cipal fruits—apples, peaches, pears, and grapes—w^ere 
first obtained from crop reporters for all States in 1866, 
for the months from June to November and the series 
is continuous since then for some of the more irnportant 
fruit crops. It was not until 48 years later, in 1914, 
that these condition and percentage-production figures 
were interpreted into quantitative-production esti- 
mates. At that time, the general policy of interpreting 
crop condition in terms of production was a compara- 
tively new venture in the field of crop estimates and it 
was essential that several census enumerations be in- 

cluded in the period covered by the condition data 
before the more or less abstract percentage figures for 
the fruit crops could be properly interpreted. By 
1914, also, the possibilities opened up by refrigerator- 
express movement had become more pronounced and 
the keen competition developed between the various 
fruit areas created a greater demand from growers and 
trade organizations for more information as to probable 
supplies. The European war created a further urgent 
demand for information concerning food supplies. 

With a 48-year background of condition reports and 
percentage-production figures, the first forecast of 
apple production was made in August 1914 and the 

8 Bean, L. H. Application of simplified methods of correlation to problems in 
acreage and yield variations. Jour. Amer. Statis. Association, v. 25: pp. 428-439, 
illus. 1930. 
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first estimate of production was made in December of 
that year. In 1915, production of peaches and pears 
was estimated and since that time similar estimates 
have been undertaken for other fruits, as their impor- 
tance has increased and as the crop-reporting service 
could be expanded to do the work. By 1916, a fruit 
speciahst was employed whose full time was devoted 
to working up the historic data and establishing a basis 
for the forecasts. 

SOME INHERENT DIFFICULTIES 

Estimating the production of tree fruits presents a 
somewhat different problem than in the case of field 
crops. With field crops probably the most difficult 
figure to obtain is the change in acreage from one year 
to another. After the acreage of field crops is once 
ascertained, the yield per acre can be estimated within 
relatively narrow limits owing to the fact that in a 
homogeneous area the yields of a given crop tend to 
run fairly uniform or at least they present somewhere 
near a normal distribution. Changes in bearing acre- 
age of tree fruits are usually more gradual than in field 
crops. It takes 3 or 4 years to bring a peach or sour- 
cherry tree into bearing; consequently with an agri- 
cultural census every 5 years the changes in bearing 
surface can be approximated fairly closely by making 
1 or 2 sample surveys during the intervening years. 

Although this would seem to simplify the problem, 
the very fact that trees are long-lived and gradually 
increase their bearing capacity to an optimum point 
and then gradually decrease it, complicates tremen- 
dously the problem of obtaining a yield figure. To 
illustrate, assume a single commercial orchard of 10,000 
peach trees. Usually in such a planting are trees vary- 
ing in age from 1 year to old trees past the peak of 
production that are being left for a year or two before 
being pulled out. Complicating the problem further 
are some solid blocks of trees and some where, owing to 
winter injury or other causes, a large number have 
died and been removed. If the operator of this orchard 
were asked to report the average yield per acre or per 
tree for the entire orchard, it would be difíicult for him 
to give a significant figure without considerable calcu- 
lation, and voluntary reporters are reluctant to take 
the time to go through lengthy calculations when filling 
in a questionnaire. Furthermore, when such figures 
are received they are difficult to interpret, since one 
reporter might give an average based on total produc- 
tion divided by total trees; another might divide only 
by bearing trees (and here would arise a question as to 
when a tree is considered in bearing) another might 
give a yield per acre in the equivalent of solid acres; 
while another might give the yield in the actual acres 
in trees. 

To carry the illustration further, however, assume 
that the operator could give a fairly accurate estimate 
of the yield per tree and, further, assume that a sample 
of the average yield per tree or per acre were taken of 
an area, homogeneous as to soil and climatic factors. 
In such an area would probably be found some highly 
commercialized orchards, some general farms with 
fruit as a supplementary project, and some with a few 
trees primarily for home use. In such a situation, in 
addition to the variation caused by the wide range in 
ages of trees and the number per acre, a variation due 
to care and attention given the fruit in the commercial 
orchard at one extreme and the farm-home orchard at 
the other, would enter into the problem.    A frequency 

distribution of fruit yields from such an area seldom 
gives anything like a normal distribution, and it is 
consequently impossible to arrive at an average yield 
per acre which means anything at all for an area as a 
whole. 

This question has been here discussed in some detail 
because it is frequently asked why the estimates of 
fruit production are not based on reported yield per 
acre or per tree. Although considerable experimental 
work has been, and is being, done with this type of 
inquiry, it has thus far been found less satisfactory, 
than the method now used, both from the standpoint of 
obtaining reports from growers and from the stand- 
point of utilizing the reports after they are received. 
It is, of course, possible that in a section such as the 
Wenatchee Valley in Washington, where apple trees 
are practically all located in commercial orchards, the 
returns on a questionnaire asking yield per acre would 
give fairly reliable results, provided the individual 
growers could properly weight the replies according to 
the ages of trees, etc. 

Owing then to the great differences in the production 
of trees of different ages, it is difficult to obtain a figure 
which would approach the true average yield per tree 
even within an area of otherwise homogeneous condi- 
tions. For this reason production per tree multiplied 
by the number of trees cannot be considered to give 
the total production. This reason, combined with the 
variation in the number of living or producing trees 
per acre, eliminates the use of production per acre as a 
basis for estimating. It has therefore been necessary 
to develop different methods for estimating production 
of most of the fruit crops. 

THE MEASURE OF PRODUCTION 

To avoid the difficulty encountered in obtaining 
yield estimates, the farmers are asked to make their 
reports in percentages of a full or normal production. 
Early in the season the fruit grower is asked to report 
^^ condition in percent of a full crop'^ as of the 1st of 
the month, and at the end of the season he is asked for 
I ^production in percent of normal'\ Schedules carry- 
ing these questions for the months of August and 
October are shown in figures 38 to 40 inclusive. This 
normal is not a fixed quantity nor is it the same for 
every reporter but, as will be shown later, it makes 
little difference, so far as estimating the crop goes, 
what the individual concept of normal may be. It 
has been found that where the bearing acreage is not 
changing materially these reports of the production 
in percent of normal tend to show rather accurately 
the changes in production from year to year. 

Perhaps the greater strength of this practice of 
asking production in percent of normal lies in the fact 
that it is the easiest way for the farmer to estimate. 
For example, if each of a number of people are asked 
to estimate the number of beans in a partly filled 
glass jar some will guess much too high and others 
much too low, with probably a wide scatter in between. 
On the other hand, if they are asked to estimate what 
percentage of the jar is filled, the distribution of the 
guesses will probably come within a much narrower 
range. In the same way, when a group of crop corre- 
spondents is asked what percentage of a normal crop 
was produced or is expected, their replies tend to fall 
close together and the average of a large number may 
be considered more reliable. The percentage figure 
automatically allows for most of the variation occurring 
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in other factors than the yield per tree—such as age 
of trees, condition of trees, whether well cared for or 
not, and other differences between orchards. 

The fruit questions are included in the regular 
questionnaire going to all crop correspondents. These 
naturally include predominantly general farmers with 
a sprinkling of commercial growers. In addition to 
the general reporters, practically all branch offices in 
States having commercial fruit interests maintain lists 
of specialized fruit growers, to whom are sent special 
fruit questionnaires carrying the usual questions and 
supplementary questions by varieties and other details. 
A sample of one such special questionnaire is shown 
in figure 47. In connection with the final check on 
production, special production and utilization question- 
naires are sent out to all lists, both general and 
commercial (fig. 48). 

As the correspondents report the percentage of a full 
crop produced, the problem is to interpret these per- 
centage figures into a quantitative production estimate. 
The originators of the par or 100 percent equivalent- 
crop method apparently had in mind a figure which 
would represent the full producing capacity of a given 
fruit in a State. In practice, however, this par was 
obtained by dividing the census production by the 
percentage of a full crop reported and multiplying by 
100. The figure so obtained was called the basic par. 
To meet the requirements of the theoretical basis set 
up for the par, it would be necessary to assume that 
each grower was able to measure accurately the true 
bearing capacity of the orchard or orchards for which 
he reported and that he reported accurately the per- 
centage of the full capacity that was obtained in the 
census year. Such exactness was, of course, impossible, 
consequently, the basic par has come to mean that 
production of a fruit which would be realized if the aver- 
age of reports from all growers was 100 percent. 

An example will serve to make the method clear. 
Assume that the percentage production reported 
in November for apples and the census production 
in a given State, for a series of years, are as shown in 
table 4. 

TABLE 4.—Determination of the par or 100 percent equivalent of 
fruit-crop production 

Year 
Percent 
produc- 

tion 

Produc- 
tion 

100 percent 
or 

full crop 

1899              --- 
Percent 

53 
76 
88 
42 
60 

Bushels 
2, 672, 000 
3, 456, 000 
4, 265, 000 
1,940, 000 
2, 744, 000 

Bushels 
5,041, 000 

1909                                   -_ -- 4, 540, 000 
1919  __. 4,850,000 
1929                                    4, 620,000 
1930  4, 574,000 

Taking the census years for the base, it is obvious 
that, if in 1899 the average of a large number of reports 
showed that growers considered the production as 53 
percent of a normal crop, the 100 percent crop would 
be 2,672,000 bushels ^^Koo, or in this case, 5, 041,000 
bushels. In like manner, the 100 percent crop can be 
determined for the other census years. These 100 per- 
cent equivalents for the census years are termed basic 
pars. The basic assumption behind this method is, of 
course, that the growers who report the percentage pro- 
duction represent the universe sampled (a State in this 
case), and it assumes a straight-line relationship in 
which a reduction in the percentage of a full crop re- 
ported will represent a proportionate decrease in the 

production. To the extent that the samples for suc- 
cessive years are comparable (that is, regardless of how 
biased the report may be so long as it is consistent) this 
method of computation automatically eliminates such 
bias. For example, if the correspondents consistently 
report too low, the 100 percent equivalent will be cor- 
respondingly higher. If the reported percentage in 
1899 had been 45 percent, the basic par would have 
become 5,940,000 instead of 5,041,000. 

Having established basic pars for the 4 census 
years 1899, 1909, 1919, and 1929, it now becomes neces- 
sary to estimate the crop in 1930, a year in which there 
is no census. By inspection, or when plotted, there is 
apparent a downward trend in the basic pars. This 
trend of the 100 percent equivalents is perhaps one of 
the best ways of handling trend in the series. Actually 
it is the production related to the percentage production 
reported. To the extent that the reported percentage 
production reflects the character of the season this 
method eliminates the variation caused by weather, 
etc., and the series represents more nearly the time 
trend in production possibilities. Projecting the trend 
of this series immediately gives one indication of a basic 
par figure for the next year. In addition to this indi- 
cation, however, it is necessary to take into account the 
changing acreage or bearing surface of fruit. An indi- 
cation of the trend is afforded by the census enumera- 
tion of the trees of bearing and nonbearing age. The 
bearing trees are, naturally, those which produced the 
current crop, while the nonbearing give an indication 
of the potential increase or decrease in bearing surface. 
In the present problem,suppose it were determined that 
the bearing surface was decreasing at the rate of 1 per- 
cent a year; the basic par for 1930 would be established 
by reducing the 1929 basic par by that amount, and it 
would become 4,574,000. Assuming that the percent- 
age production reported in November 1930 was 60 per- 
cent, the production indicated would be 2,744,000 
bushels. This figure for 1930 would be regarded as 
the preliminary production estimate. 

The method of establishing the basic par has been 
outlined briefly. Actually, at present, there is con- 
siderably more evidence as to trend than the 100 per- 
cent equivalents and the census enumeration of pro- 
duction and number of trees. These have been used 
here primarily because when the first estimates of pro- 
duction were made about all the information available 
was a series of reported percentage-production figures 
and the census production and tree numbers. For 
recent years there are available a considerable quantity 
oif supplementary information from special surveys on 
numbers of trees by age groups and data from State 
censuses and the like which give current indications of 
changes in bearing surface and production. All such 
information is compiled and used in arriving at the 
par production of the various States. 

The basic par as established for any one State is an 
effort to appraise the basic bearing capacity of that 
State, estabhshing what is beheved to be the produc- 
tion which would most probably result if a full or 100 
percent crop were reported by correspondents. It is 
obvious from the preceding discussion that the par 
production may not be the actual producing capacity 
of the State because in many States there is a definite 
bias in the reports. Correspondents show a definite 
conservative tendency in reporting. It appears that 
in years of very large crops the percentage reported is 
not sufläciently high and in years of unusually small 
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crops it is not low enough. Since the par is based upon 
the past relation between the reported percentage pro- 
duction and the actual, it may be higher or lower than 
the actual producing capacity of the State. 

Each year after the final estimates have been estab- 
lished, the basic pars are checked. One method used 
is to compare the basic par with the 100 percent equiv- 
alent computed for the year. For example, the situa- 
tion that developed in two States is shown in table 5. 

TABLE 5.—Comparison of apple pars in New York and Idaho, 

New York Idaho 

Year 

Final 
per- 
cent- 
age 
pro- 
duc- 
tion 

Final 
esti- 
mate 

of pro- 
duc- 
tion 

100 
per- 
cent 

equiv- 
alent 

Pars 
as 

used 

Final 
per- 
cent- 
age 
pro- 
duc- 
tion 

Final 
esti- 
mate 

of pro- 
duc- 
tion 

100 
per- 
cent 

equiv- 
alent 

Pars 
as 

used 

1928  
1929  
1930  

Percent 
49 

•37 
62 

1,000 
bushels 

21, 900 
16, 250 
27, 683 

1,000 
bushels 
44, 694 
43, 919 
44, 650 

1,000 
bushels 
44,650 
44, 650 
44,650 

Percent 
79 
80 
73 

1,000 
bushels 

5,500 
5,500 
5,000 

1,000 
bushels 

6,960 
6,880 
6,840 

1,000 
bushels 

6.000 
6,000 
6,250 

A divergence shown by this comparison in a single 
year may not be sufficient evidence to raise or lower 
the basic par, since some special condition arising in 
the State may have caused the variation. WTiere, 
however, the par multiplied by the reported percentage 
consistently runs too high or too low, it is fairly con- 
clusive evidence that the par changes have not kept 
up with the developments. In the case of New York, 
the 1928 final production was 21,900,000 bushels, the 
percent production reported was 49, the 100 percent 
equivalent was computed and is shown at 44,700,000 
bushels, as compared with 44,650,000 bushels, the basic 
par for 1928. This shows a variation of about 0.1 
percent. The par on tnis basis seemed rather accurate 
and, as other evidence showed no trend and tended to 
support the figure, this par was carried forward to 
1929. The 100 percent equivalent for 1929 turned out 
44,650,000 bushels under the par as shown. This evi- 
dence was discounted, however, by other indications 
and the par was again held at 44,650,000 bushels for 
1930. 

The outturn of the 1930 crop justified the par taken, 
the 100 percent equivalent being the same as the par. 
The New York acreage of apples shows practically no 
change for these years. For Idaho, however, it would 
appear that the increase in par had not kept up with 
the increasing producing capacity of the State. In 
1928 the percentage reported and the final yield gave 
an equivalent of a 100 percent crop at 6,960,000 
bushels. The par for 1929 was 6,000,000. Supple- 
mentary information was apparently insufficient to jus- 
tify the increase indicated and the par was carried 
forward, which proved to be an error. In 1930 the 
par was raised 250,000 bushels, which still proved in- 
sufficient, the 100 percent figure turning out at 
6,840,000 bushels with the par 6,250,000. The 1931 
par in this case has been raised 500,000 bushels. 

New York may be considered a fair average example, 
while Idaho represents an extreme case. There are a 
number of States for which the 100 percent equivalents 
check out exactly with the pars. The situation shown 
in Idaho is most likely to occur in areas in which the 
bearing surface is changing rapidly. It brought out 
strikingly the necessity for more current checks on 

acreage and number of trees—probably one of the 
greatest needs at present. 

Although the report issued at the end of the season 
is termed a preliminary estimate and is usually rather 
close to the production as finally estimated, it actually 
partakes of the nature of a forecast. It is determined 
on the basis of a reported percentage of a full crop 
produced and the relationship which has existed in 
other years between this percentage and the production 
as finally estimated after analysis of check data, addi- 
tional production indications, and, in years of census 
enumerations, on the production so found. Check 
data and check indications are, therefore, extremely 
important and are necessary to the establishment of 
the final production figure. 

CHECK DATA CONCERNING PRODUCTION 

Through a cooperative arrangement with common 
carriers—railroads and boat lines—the shipments of 
fruits and vegetables are reported to the Division of 
Fruits and Vegetables of the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics. That Division likewise obtains records 
of the unloads of fruits and vegetables at 66 of the 
more important cities. Records of truck shipments 
are also obtained in some States. 

These car-lot and truck shipment data constitute one 
of the most important sources of check data for the 
estimates of production. In order to make the best 
use of this material, it is necessary to await final returns 
for the crop season after sales and shipments have been 
completed. For a crop like apples, shipped from June 
of the year of production through to the June of the 
following year, production cannot be finally estab- 
lished until after data for the entire shipping season are 
available. At present the revised estimate of produc- 
tion is published with the first report of the year fol- 
lowing the year of production. For example, the 
revised estimate of apple production in 1932 was 
published in the July 1 report of 1933 and the revised 
1932 peach estimate was published in the report of 
June 1, 1933. 

In addition to the shipment and unload records certain 
additional material is gathered which may be classified as 
check indications, since it is actually sample material col- 
lected from growers' organizations, packers, and others. 

The most useful of this information is that obtained 
through the utilization questionnaire (fig. 48). From 
this questionnaire the average home consumption per 
farm can be approximated and this, multiplied by the 
number of farms in the State, gives an indication of the 
quantity of fruit thus consumed. Waste and per- 
centage sold can likewise be determined. Change 
from the previous year in production affords a further 
indication of production. Comparing returns from 
identical reporters for 2 years gives probably a more 
accurate measure of change and, in addition, a measure 
of any bias in the reports. Further information as to 
utilization is obtained from canners, driers, and other 
processing plants. 

Coming then to the end of the season all sources of 
information have been tapped and all of the various 
indications summarized. For many States and impor- 
tant areas there is a remarkable agreement between 
the various indications. It is frequently found that 
after all information as to shipments, utilization, can- 
ning, and so forth, is in, the preliminary estimate 
(derived by multiplying the par by the percentage of a 
full crop reported by the crop correspondents) needs 
no adjustment. 
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FORECASTS BEFORE HARVEST 

Although correspondents tend to be conservative 
in making the reported percentages, and although 
growers sometimes fail to appraise the condition 
accurately, it is not to be inferred that they intend to 
misstate conditions. It is natural that early season 
reports should be less accurate appraisals of the final 
outcome than those made later. 

Up to 1930 the method of interpreting the monthly 
condition figures into quantitative production fore- 
casts had been accomplished by a system of monthly 
pars. The method of establishing these pars was 
essentially the same as used for other crops, except that 
the October or November basic par was first established 
and then the monthly pars were determined on the 
basis of the past relationship between the monthly 
condition reports and the final. The figure for the 
given month being established, it was assumed that 

NOVEMBER 
PERCENT 

PRODUCTION 
(Y) 

100 

During 1928 and 1929 studies were made of the 
relationships between condition for the various 
months and the final percentage production, which is 
comparable to the yield figure reported for field crops. 
These studies disclosed a high degree of relationship 
between the two series in most cases, but at the same 
time it disclosed a difi^erent type of relationship than 
was previously supposed to exist. Figure 32 relating 
to Pennsylvania apple production, brings out the 
situation existing in that State and is a fair example 
of what was found in most of the others. 

The departure of the observations from the 1-to-l 
line is quite appreciable in the upper and lower ranges 
of figure 32, while for the condition reports falling 
within 10 to 15 points of the mean, that line is a fairly 
satisfactory indication, particularly if trend is taken 
into consideration. The August par line, for 1929, the 
last year in which monthly pars were used, would have 

80 

60 

40 

20 

40 
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50 60 
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FIGURE 32. -Pennsylvania apple production related to August 1 condition.   Production, as represented by November 1 reported percentage of a full crop, is related 
to reported August 1 condition.  This relation is not rectilinear throughout the range but curves sharply above 60 percent of a full crop 

the size of the crop would be in proportion to the con- 
dition reported and the par was multiplied by this per- 
centage condition to derive the forecast of production. 

These pars, both for the individual months and for 
the year, were considered as flexible. The condition 
was taken about as reported and if this figure did not 
reflect the conditions at a given time, the par was 
shifted to meet the situation. In practice, this method 
worked out satisfactorily in States in which large 
samples were obtained and the indication was fairly 
close to average. The method was most likely to be 
in error in a year of a very large or a very small 
crop. Fundamentally this practice of changing pars 
amounted to saying that the variation during any one 
season occurred in the producing surface and not in the 
weather or other seasonal or temporary factors; this 
is an error, if the fundamental concept of the par, as 
previously stated, is to hold. 

fallen close to the 1-to-l line. The heavy black curved 
line was put in freehand, and fits the data more closely 
than does either of the other two lines. To correct 
the error in the old method of forecasting a change 
was made in 1930 whereby the actual relationship 
between the reported condition and the reported 
percentage production, expressed graphically, was 
used. 

In forecasting the probable production of a fruit 
crop by the method now employed the fundamental 
nature of the basic par should not be lost sight of. 
This basic figure represents, as nearly as may be, that 
production which would most probably result if the 
average of all reports for a given State were to equal 
100 percent. To that extent, it reflects the producing 
capacity of the fruit trees within a State. Assuming 
that this figure has been established with reasonable 
accuracy, the only thing that should be allowed to 
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alter it is an actual permanent change in the producing 
surface. From year to year such changes may be 
brought about by changes in number of trees, advanc- 
ing ages of trees, etc. During any one season, however, 
it is seldom that the par may be raised or lowered and 
still remain true to the basic par theory. 

The condition reported during or at the end of the 
season is supposed to reflect the character of the partic- 
ular season being dealt with. The variation in the 
type of season is the factor that causes the short time 
fluctuation in the size of the crop; therefore, if the 
fundamental concept of this method of forecasting is 
to be followed, the condition should be allowed to 
measure these variations and not the par, as was 
formerly the case. If the condition reported were 
absolutely free from bias in all ranges, the forecast 
could be made simply by multiplying the condition 
reported by the basic par. This situation does not 
exist, however, as shown in the chart for Pennsyl- 
vania (fig. 32). It will be noted that in the rniddle 
ranges the 1-to-l line is a fairly good approximation of 
what the final production will probably be. When, 
however, the condition reported lies in the upper or 
lower ranges, a plus correction must be made. Fur- 
thermore, these corrections are not always confined to 
the upper and lower ranges. In the case of a crop 
like apples, with a tendency toward alternate bearing, 
it is often found that in some States a correction must 
be made for the character of the crop season, whether 
the crop in question is preceded by a small or a large 
crop. Other corrections in the interpretaion of the 
condition figure are necessary for wet and dry seasons, 
for frost years, and for other factors that enter into 
the series with sufficient frequency to afford a meas- 
ure of their effect. These corrections vary between 
States. 

The method of forecasting introduced in 1930 w^as 
predicated upon the foregoing reasoning. The par is 
considered a fixed base for any given season and the 
variation during the season is measured by the varia- 
tion in the reported condition and the interpretation 
of that condition in terms of a full, or 100 percent, crop. 

The mechanics of making the forecast have been 
indicated and are practically the same as those em- 
ployed in forecasting the yield of a field crop, except 
that the percentage production reported at the end of 
the season is substituted for the final yield figure. 

A single example will suffice to show the method. 
In 1931 the condition of the apple crop on August 1 
for Pennsylvania was reported at 68 percent. In 
this range (fig. 32), this reported condition needs a plus 
correction of 6 or 7 points and the indicated percentage 
production was interpreted at 75 percent. The par is 
then multiplied by the interpreted percentage pro- 
duction to obtain the forecast for August. This is not 
the place to go into the accuracy of this method of 
forecasting, but it may be noted that the percentage 
production reported in Pennsylvania on November 1 
by the same list of growers used in the August 1 report 
was 75 percent (the same as interpreted on August 1). 
Although this degree of accuracy is not typical of all 
States, it is not unusual and in most cases the variation 
has not been large. It is only reasonable to expect 
some variation during a season. Often the fact that 
a forecast figure during the season is the same as the 
final figure reported is the result of a fairly uniform 
season although even under such conditions it must be 
admitted that the method cannot be far from accurate. 

The following comparison will give an idea of how 
the method has worked out on the average for the 
United States during the 2 years it has been in use. 
In 1930 the August 1 forecast was 47.1 percent of a 
full crop and the November 1 report was 53.1. That 
was the first year the method was used and it was a 
year of extreme drought. In 1931, on August 1 the 
forecast was for 72.1 percent of a full crop and on 
November 1 the report was 72.1 percent, or exactly 
the same as the interpretation on August 1. 

For example, early in the season it is particularly 
difficult for anyone to give an estimate of the pro- 
duction to be expected. In the first place, small green 
fruits are not readily seen. Furthermore, a grower 
may fairly estimate the July 1 condition of apples at 
50 percent and by August 1 the condition may have ac- 
tually changed, necessitating a different condition figure 
on that date. The fact that future weather conditions 
cannot be forecast makes the early-season condition 
reports for many crops a poor basis for forecasting 
production. As the June 1 condition of apples shows 
little relationship in many States with the November 
percentage of a full crop, no June forecast of apple 
production is made. For these reasons, the condition 
reports become increasingly better as a forecasting 
basis as the season progresses. The nearer the crop 
comes to harvest the better the correspondents can 
appraise the prospects. 

SPECIAL SERVICES FOR FRUIT GROWERS 

The crop-reporting service covered a total of 21 
fruit and nut crops in 1932. The list as it then stood 
and the type of report published each month is shown 
on page 6. Monthly fruit reports are published as 
a part of the regular monthly crop reports. 

In addition to these monthly reports, some special 
reports are issued through the Washington office 
when exceptional conditions demand. Such a report 
was issued in August 1930 when a heat wave caused 
serious damage to the California grape crop. A 
special survey was made by the California branch 
office and a mid-month report was issued. Frost or 
storm damage in an important area may require a 
special report. 

The fruit estimates and forecasts are prepared in 
the State offices as is the case with other crops. The 
State figures are forwarded to the Washington office 
where the Crop Reporting Board reviews them and 
establishes the final figure. In the Washington office 
a fruit statistician is a permanent member of the 
Board; it is his duty to exercise final review of the 
fruit figures and to make recommendations to the 
Crop Reporting Board for its action in matters per- 
taining to the fruit estimates. This fruit statisti- 
cian is responsible for maintaining comparability of 
method and practice between States. Acting in con- 
junction with the statistician in charge of research, 
the fruit statistician advises in all matters pertaining 
to fruit research carried on in the field and he himself 
conducts research with a view toward improvement in 
methods. 

Special studies are also conducted through the 
Washington office.    A few examples are given. 

In 1929, a survey was made to ascertain the number 
of peach trees in commercial orchards, by age and va- 
riety, in five Southern States. Mailed questionnaires 
were used and were supplemented by reports secured by 
special enumerators who visited the various orchards. 
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This project was directed from the Washington office and 
carried out in the State offices in cooperation with the va- 
rious State experiment stations and extension services, 
and State departments of agriculture. The results were 
analyzed in cooperation with the Division of Farm Man- 
agement and Costs and the Division of Fruits and Veg- 
etables and were published as a mimeographed report.^ 

A similar survey was made for apples in 1927 in 
all States, and included both farm and commercial 
orchards. The results of this survey also appear in 
mimeographed reports.^ 

Another type of study of a more unusual nature was 
made by the fruit statistician of the Washington office. 
This special study of weather factors influencing the 
sizes of apples had for its primary object the fore- 
casting, early in the season, of the size of fruit. The 
results are applicable only to the Hood Kiver district 
and were remarkably satisfactory. If similarly de- 
tailed records were available for other important fruit 
districts, probably equally satisfactory forecasting 
formulas could be developed through the same gen- 
eral approach. 

TRUCK- AND CANNING-CROP REPORTS 

PROGRAM OF REPORTS 

The present program of truck-crop reports includes 
regular estimates regarding 21 crops for fresh consump- 
tion and 11 crops for canning, packing, or manufac- 
ture. The fresh market crops for which such reports 
are issued are: Asparagus, beets, snap beans, lima 
beans, cabbage, cantaloupes, carrots, cauliflower, 
celery, cucumbers, eggplants, escarole, lettuce, onions, 
green peas, peppers, potatoes, spinach, strawberries, 
tomatoes, and watermelons. Occasional reports are 
made on kale, peppermint, and horseradish. Crops 
for canning, packing, or manufacture for which regular 
estimates are made are: Asparagus, beets, green lima 
beans, snap beans, cabbage for sauerkraut, cucumbers 
for pickles discontinued in 1932, sweet corn, green peas, 
pimientos, spinach, and tomatoes. (For dates of these 
reports see page 7.) 

Estimates of commercial truck-crop production are 
concerned only with those areas that grow the crops 
primarily to supply consuming markets more or less 
distant from the producing center. Production in 
home and market gardens, intended principally for 
local sale or use, is almost entirely excluded as the 
estimating of this type of production involves such 
detailed field investigations and technical difficulties 
as to make it impossible under present facilities. 
Market-garden areas are included in the estimates 
only in rare instances; usually the area contributes 
some long-haul shipments by rail, truck, or boat and 
therefore partly qualifies under the commercial 
description. Compared with the strictly commercial 
areas, however, the acreage of market gardens is of 
minor importance except in certain Northern and 
Eastern States. Similarly with truck crops grown for 
commercial canning or manufacture; the estimates 
include only quantities grown for use by canning or 
packing establishments and exclude quantities canned 
in the home. The truck-crop estimates are designed 
to include the total quantity produced on the estimated 
commercial acreage harvested in the areas concerned, 
whether or not the entire crop finds a market or a use. 

In the case of each fresh market crop, the acreage is 
divided into groups of States or areas according to the 
usual period of harvest. These groups usually consist 
of early, second-early, intermediate, and late-shipping 
States. Estimates are made for each of these groups 
and the various groupings are carried separately 
throughout the season. This gives a useful statistical 
picture which shows what part of the crop has already 
been harvested, the portion in the process of being 

' UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL 
ECONOMICS, COMMERCIAL PEACH ORCHARD SURVEY.   Mar. 18,1930.[Mimeographed.] 

8 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL 
ECONOMICS, ESTIMATED NUMBERS OF APPLE TREES BY VARIETIES AND AGES IN 
COMMERCIAL AND FARM ORCHARDS. March 1929. [Mimeographed reports for the 
United States and individual States.] 

harvested, the planted acreage in later shipping areas, 
and perhaps the intended acreage in other areas. With 
canning crops, this grouping has not been considered 
necessary, since the greater part of this acreage is grgwn 
in areas that have approximately the same growing 
season. Since these crops are processed and stored, 
and the greater part of the total production is marketed 
later under direct competition, seasonal groupings are 
of less vital importance. 

Most of the commercial truck and canning-crop 
production is a localized and exceedingly specialized 
business, concentrated in areas particularly adapted to 
the various crops, and often controlled by a group of 
distributors and grower operators or by packers. 
Because of the several circumstances described, the 
crop-estimating procedure for these crops differs 
markedly in a number of respects from^methods used 
on the more generally grown crops. In some areas, 
the individual farm-sample method can be employed 
to advantage to obtain necessary information on the 
acreage of crops like cabbage, onions, potatoes, strawber- 
ries, and watermelons. The use of this type of inquiry 
is however, limited to States or areas in which the 
specific crop as grown by a large number of producers, 
frequently as a cash-crop enterprise on general farms. 
For the most part, constant contact and investigation 
must be maintained through the travels of trained 
field representatives in order to obtain and issue 
timely information. 

Schedule inquiries by mail are a necessary adjunct 
to the field investigations but they are invariably 
secondary to them in value. Without field investiga- 
tion, schedule returns are likely to prove misleading. 
It is rarely possible to secure fully adequate representa- 
tion by the schedule method because of inability to 
secure reports from a large number of growers and 
operators, consistently, season after season. Many of 
the growers are unfamiliar with the general situation 
in their localities or they are handicapped by language 
or educational limitations in making satisfactory 
answers to inquiries. In a number of instances, large 
operators who are in position to report on the local 
situation, object to furnishing the requested informa- 
tion, or, for other reasons, are indifferent to mail 
inquiries. Many of these operators gladly cooperate 
by furnishing full details in personal interviews with 
the field man and assist in every possible way when he 
arrives^ for first-hand observations. Objections to 
answering schedules are not necessarily based upon a 
desire to withhold the information. More pronounced 
is the feeling that the Government estimates cannot 
give a true conception of production changes in these 
specialized crops unless they are viewed personally by 
a competent investigator. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF TRUCK-CROP REPORTS 

The first Government truck-crop report was made 
on November 5, 1914. It dealt with the acreage and 
production of onions and cabbage in the Northern 
States that produced a surplus for storage and future 
comsumption. It was based upon the first field 
investigation devoted strictly to the estimating of 
truck-crop production. Then, as now, onions and 
cabbage were the most highly speculative of that 
group of perishable commodities usually embodied in 
the term ''commercial truck crops.'' For the reason 
that most interest attached to these speculative crops, 
the very limited truck-crop project, when first devel- 
oped early in May 1914 was concentrated upon field 
investigations and reporting services covering the 
two crops. The reports aimed to fill a need for timely 
statistical information on plantings in each important 
State, on progress of the crop from planting to harvest 
and sale or storage, and finally, on the size of the crop 
and its value in returns to the growers. 

Organization of this new phase of crop reporting 
was undertaken with the idea of having the system 
fully operative beginning with the 1915 crop season 
and of gradually adding more crops to the list. Since 
funds were lacking for personal field investigations of 
all the important truck crops in every section of the 
country, schedule inquiries were to form the major 
background of the reports. The beginning of a 
representative reporting list was made by requesting 
names of commercial growers from township crop 
correspondents, postmasters, growers' associations, 
and other informed sources. 

From July 1914 until January 1917, the truck-crop 
work was handled entirely by one person. This truck- 
crop specialist divided his time between Washington 
and the field. He prepared and mailed schedules 
before leaving for the field where he observed crop 
conditions, established new contacts, and obtained 
additional reporters. He returned to Washington in 
time to tabulate the schedules and issue the report. 
This program prevented adoption of any very exten- 
sive program of reports to be issued at intervals through 
the season although, by the close of 1916, the service 
included estimates of acreage and production for 
cabbage, onions, commercial early potatoes, canta- 
loupes, watermelons, celery, and strawberries; and 
for corn, peas, and tomatoes for canning and cucumbers 
for pickles. 

On January 1, 1917, two field assistants were 
appointed, one assigned to the Atlantic Coast States, 
the other to the Pacific coast and most of the inland 
Western States. In May 1917 an additional assistant 
was obtained, who was assigned to the interlying 
territory east and west of the Mississippi River. 
There were also employed 25 paid reporters in key 
locations in important commercial truck-crop areas. 
The work progressed favorably until the winter of 
1918-19, when the special emergency appropriation 
for ^'estimating agriculture" under which this expan- 
sion of the truck-crop work had been accomplished 
was discontinued. The truck-crop force was held 
together until the spring of 1920 but, lacking definitely 
allocated funds, it was then reduced to the specialist 
in charge with one clerk for assistant, and such field 
assistance as could be arranged through State offices. 

From 1920 to the date of the special allotment for 
fruit, potatoes, commercial truck, and canning crops 
(in July 1929) estimates were continued on the full list 

of truck and canning crops, but with considerable 
difficulty and with very little assurance that the reports 
fully and accurately covered the situation with respect 
to each crop reported. 

When new funds were made available in 1929, a 
separate section was organized in the Washington 
office of the Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates 
in charge of a senior agricultural statistician with two 
technical assistants, to handle the fruit, truck, and 
canning-crop estimates. Additional field men were 
employed so that most of the important truck-crop 
areas were covered by experienced investigators. 

In 1931 seven trained regional truck-crop estimators 
had been assigned to field investigations in major com- 
mercial areas as follows: (1) California; (2) Washing- 
ton, Oregon, and Idaho; (3) New York and northern 
Pennsylvania; (4) southern Pennsylvania, Delaware, 
Maryland, West Virginia, and Virginia; (5) North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida; 
(6) Alabama and Mississippi; and (7) Texas. A num- 
ber of the remaining commercial areas are handled by 
the State agricultural statisticians in charge of the crop 
and livestock estimating work in the States concerned, 
or by one of his assistants who devotes part time to the 
collection of data on truck crops. Colorado, Utah, 
Arizona, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, Illinois, 
New Jersey, and New England are the chief areas in 
which this method is followed. 

COLLECTION OF TRUCK-CROP INFORMATION 

The seven truck-crop estimators devote practically 
their full time to the collection of information on truck 
and canning crops, although a few give a varying 
amount of attention to the fruit crops. Since truck 
crops are of a perishable or semiperishable nature, the 
element of timeliness is of vital importance in the col- 
lection and dissemination of all information pertaining 
to condition of the growing crops and to probable 
production. A report that is delayed a few days 
may be comparatively useless when it reaches the 
producer, dealer, or processor. Therefore the regional 
estimator spends a large part of his time in field travel, 
personal observation, and investigation. The auto- 
mobile is chiefly used for this travel as it not only gives 
the investigator a freer range into all sections of his 
area, but enables him to work more quickly and 
efficiently. Moving rapidly from one point to another, 
he observes the growing crops and makes the necessary 
contacts with growers, dealers, cooperative associa- 
tions, bankers, and others who may have the informa- 
tion he is seeking. From these sources he obtains 
information on the number of acres planted, the general 
condition of the growing crop, or probable yields per 
acre, the date when harvest will begin, the time when 
peak movement is expected, quality of the product, 
prices paid to the grower, and other pertinent details 
regarding the crops. 

Owing to limited time and large territory covered, it 
is impossible for the investigator to interview a great 
number of growers in each locality or to make very 
many ''repeat" visits during the season. After 
becoming thoroughly acquainted with his territory, he 
finds there are certain men in each community whose 
knowledge and information on truck crops can be 
taken as reliably representing the situation. These 
men are usually glad to furnish information for their 
localities because they realize that they are cooperating 
in an enterprise that gives them a picture of the truck- 
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crop situation in the country as a whole. They know 
that a report giving similar information for competing 
areas is of real value in marketing the current crop and 
in planning future plantings. 

As the investigator travels through his territory he 
is constantly summarizing and analyzing his data in 
order to forward it to Washington as quickly as pos- 
sible, for use in current reports. If the crop in his 
territory has been subjected to unusual conditions, like 
floods or frosts, he may find it advisable to telegraph 
his report directly from the field to Washington, where 
it is immediately put on the leased wires through 
arrangement with the market news service and trans- 
mitted to all parts of the country. Otherwise, after 
each trip (usually taking 5 or more days, traveling from 
100 to 150 miles a day), he returns to his field office 
before attempting to complete his report. Here he 
will have the benefit of supplementary information 
obtained through special questionnaires mailed to 
growers and others. This is analyzed, together with 
the information secured by field travel, and his report 
is prepared and mailed to Washington without delay. 

When the field investigator's report reaches the 
Washington office it is summarized with reports from 
other areas. In doing this work the Washington 
members of the fruit and truck crop section carefully 
review and verify the data from all sources for each 
State. While the investigator has been working in the 
field standard questionnaires have been mailed from 
the Washington office to a special list of 6,400 growers 
and cooperators. (Samples of these schedules are 
shown in figures 49 to 52 inclusive.) By means of 
these returned inquiries, check indications have been 
secured which can be compared with the growers' 
reports received by the field investigator and the 
results of his own travel. These inquiries are also of 
great value in securing information from certain areas 
that may not be adequately covered by field travel. 
The final published reports for each crop show the 
data by States and for the country as a whole. 

From a statistical point of view, the general method 
of obtaining information from truck-crop correspond- 
ents by schedule and analyzing this material is some- 
what similar to the method ^sed with field crops. In 
general, the procedure is as follows: 

The first inquiry on many of the crops is made before 
planting operations begin. It requests information 
on the acreage that growers have in mind to plant for 
the coming season compared with that grown during the 
last season. This inquiry is to make it possible for 
the Department to put before the growers a compre- 
hensive report on intentions to plant which will serve 
as a guide in further planning and adjusting of acreage 
in line with seasonal marketing requirements, before 
planting operations are very far advanced. 

After planting is completed, another request is made 
for data on actual plantings. This information helps 
to establish a preliminary estimate of planted acreage, 
which is used later in making seasonal forecasts of 
probable production. 

During the growing season for each crop, growers 
are asked to report the condition on the 1st of the month 
and to report further on the progress of the crop 
on the 15th of the month. Condition is asked as a 
percentage of ^^normal'', letting 100 pe^rcent represent 
a normal state of growth to the date of inquiry. From 
these condition reports an estimate of probable yield 
per acre is made.    The method of analysis is similar 

to that used in determining yield on field crops; that 
is, a study is made of the relationship existing for a 
period of years between the average condition reported 
on certain dates and the yields finally obtained. More 
recently, reports from growers on the yields to be 
expected, judging by conditions existing at the time 
of inquiry, have been helpful in forecasting production. 
In a few instances, weather relationships have furnished 
valuable suggestions of yield prospects. 

On the condition and progress schedules, is an item 
asking for the prices paid to growers during the preced- 
ing 2 weeks on all crops upon which sales have been 
made. The prices thus obtained, weighted by the 
quantities that go to market during these 2-week 
periods, are a valuable check against the seasonal 
prices finally reported after harvest is complete. 

When the crop is completely harvested, an inquiry is 
sent to the cooperators asking figures for harvested acre- 
age for the current season compared with that of the pre- 
vious season, the percentage of the total crop produced 
which was not harvested, the average yield per acre on 
the harvested acreage, the average seasonal price received 
by growers, and the utilization of the harvested crop. 

Local or shipping-point data are obtained from 
cooperators, who are usually commercial growers, 
officials of cooperative marketing associations, county 
agents, and responsible dealers or operators. Nearly 
all the information on truck crops grown for fresh 
market consumption is collected on a locality or ship- 
ping-point basis rather than for the individual farm. 
It has been found that, sample-farm reports are less 
reliable for truck crops than for field crops. As 
commercial truck-crop growing is concentrated in 
certain restricted areas and as the number of growers is 
relatively small compared with those growing field 
crops, it is very difficult to obtain uniform and repre- 
sentative samples. There is also the element of indif- 
ference on the part of the small grower which tends 
to limit the number of schedules returned to the Wash- 
ington office. But it has been found that there are a 
sufficient number of interested and observant growers 
and operators who are well enough informed about 
their particular localities, to furnish satisfactory judg- 
ment figures on a locality or shipping-point. An 
average of locality judgment data usually gives a 
reliable indication regarding the crop, although the 
number of reports may be relatively small. 

ANALYSIS OF TRUCK-CROP DATA 

In the analysis of data secured by schedule, various 
methods must be employed with reference to (1) 
acreage changes, (2) indicated yield per acre, (3) fore- 
casts and estimates of production, (4) utilization of 
harvested production, and (5) average farm price for 
the season. 

Basic figures on acreage are first established. 
These are determined for a census year in conjunction 
with the findings of the Federal census for those 
counties or areas represented in the commercial 
truck-crop estimates. The census data for such areas 
are analyzed along with the evidence upon which the 
estimates were previously based consisting of recorded 
shipment and utilization and other details secured 
by mail inquiry or through the investigations of the 
field estimators. Census figures are not always strictly 
comparable with the estimates of commercial truck- 
crop production even when both are presumed to 
cover an identical area. 
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A number of circumstances may give rise to such 
differences. The most important point of difference 
is due to the fact that the census data include market- 
garden acreages, whereas truck-crop estimates empha- 
size the acreage devoted to production for shipping. 
In some counties the acreage consists almost entirely 
of market-garden plantings; in others, it may be a 
combination of market-garden and commercial-ship- 
ping acreage. Again, in areas in which more than 
one crop is usually grown on the same land in a given 
season, the census data may not always reflect the 
full acreage devoted to each crop. Succession crops 
are always difficult to enumerate, especially when the 
enumeration is made a year or more after the crops 
are harvested. Another point of difference arises 
from the fact that the census season does not always 
correspond with that of the crop estimates. In 
States that produce for the early market, the season 
for some crops begins in the late fall and extends into 
the following year, thus embracing parts of two 
calendar years. In such instances—of harvest and 
shipments continuing without a break from late fall 
into the following year—crop estimates correspond 
with the shipping season rather than with the calendar 
year. A fourth point of difference, in the case of 
minor crops, is due to the large acreage of '^other'' or 
^^mixed" vegetables carried by the census. 

Any comparison with census data must take into 
consideration these four points of difference. In 
cases in which the acreage as reported by the census 
is exceeded in results obtained by other dependable 
surveys, or when car-lot shipments and other sound 
utilization records indicate it to be too low, the 
establishing of basic-acreage estimates is largely 
influenced by the latter type of data. 

Once the basic acreage is established, the procedure 
is to determine the change in acreage from one year 
to the next. On this point, the field investigator 
sends in his judgment of change based on information 
gathered through travel, personal interviews, and 
records from other sources. Supplementing this, the 
material received by schedule in the Washington 
office is listed by States, counties, and shipping 
points, and is subjected to careful analysis. From 
these listings an average percentage change for each 
major county or group of counties is determined; then 
each percentage is weighted by the approximate 
acreage that was grown in the county or area during 
the preceding season. Thus a weighted measure of 
change is obtained for each State. 

The chief problem in this type of analysis is the 
element of bias. There is always the probability of 
a strong downward bias in reports dealing with cash 
crops grown for commercial sale. Consequently, the 
statistician reviewing this material must always be on 
guard to make the proper allowance to offset this bias, 
as developed from past reports of similar character. 

Much progress toward discounting bias has lately 
been made by the comparison of reports from identical 
reporters. Kecords are kept, year after year, showing 
the acreage reported by each correspondent during 
the growing season and after the crop has been mar- 
keted. In this way, a fairly good measure of bias can 
be determined for a given group whose members 
report consistently season after season. Acreage 
changes shown by such a group, with allowance for 
bias, are followed more closely than the changes 
indicated by the average of all reports. This method 
goes a long way toward eliminating the influence of 

^'in-and-out'' reporters, whose degree of reliability 
has not been thoroughly established. Its usefulness, 
of course, depends upon the consistency of corre- 
spondents in reporting regularly on all acreage inquiries. 

Other methods of measuring acreage changes in cer- 
tain areas are comparisons of seed sales and fertilizer 
shipments, and the use of the frontage measurements 
along identical routes. Seed sales are a reliable indica- 
tion only in those areas in which all seed used is grown 
in some other part of the country and shipped in. 
Such an indication has proved very dependable on 
early commercial potatoes in Florida and south Texas. 
Fertilizer shipments are a rough measure of change 
only. The accuracy of such an index depends upon a 
knowledge of the relative quantities to be used on each 
crop and the application per acre, which may vary 
from season to season. Frontage measurements by 
means of the crop meter have been made for several 
years in the Eastern Shore of Virginia potato section. 
This is a highly specialized potato section concentrated 
in two counties. With uniform distribution of the crop 
and a network of roads touching all points, it has been 
possible to measure a frontage on both sides of the 
road of approximately 90 miles of potatoes in the 
course of 3 days. A comparison of these linear front- 
ages along identical roads from one season to the next 
has given a very dependable measure of acreage 
changes. In fact, it has now become the most reliable 
indication for that area. Its use can be extended to 
other areas that have similar characteristics. 

As with acreage reports, the analysis of condition 
figures in relation to yield per acre, is based upon the 
county or local area unit rather than upon a wider 
territory. Truck crops are more restricted in area and 
location than are field crops and are subject to greater 
changes in condition over a short period of time. Crop 
conditions in adjacent localities may be entirely 
different, owing to sudden inroads of insect pests and 
disease, or caprices of the weather. In the same 
general area, one locality may have irrigation, the 
other be devoted to dry-land trucking; another 
locality may have a muck soil which is subject to 
floods or to frost damage, whereas the neighboring 
locality may be on high ground and of an entirely 
different soil type. Again, the same condition in 
percentage of a normal crop may mean an entirely 
different yield per acre for different but adjacent 
localities. An area favored with a fertile soil or having 
the assurance of a constant supply of moisture through 
irrigation will have a higher normal yield than one less 
favorably situated. In the commercial truck-crop 
industry, such conditions are quite common within 
the same State and even within the same county or 
locality. Therefore, with a limited and nonuniform 
distribution of crops, and with special conditions 
applying to each area, the analysis of condition must 
be carried out on a small-unit basis. 

The procedure involves the careful determination of 
the average condition for each area and the bringing 
together of these averages into properly weighted 
State figures. Here, again, the method of estimating 
the change in condition from one period to another 
by a comparison of successive reports from identical 
reporters is applicable. Although this gives an excel- 
lent measure of change in condition, its strict applica- 
tion depends upon the representativeness and relia- 
bility of the average condition established for the 
preceding period. As applied to condition, the com- 
parison of successive reports from identical reporters 
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does not attempt to measure bias, for such a measure 
is not necessary. Kepresentativeness is by far the 
more important consideration. Since to ascertain the 
probable yield per acre from condition, an analysis is 
made of the relationship that has existed for past 
years between condition reported on specified dates 
and the yield finally harvested at the end of the season, 
the element of bias is taken care of in this average 
relationship. In other words, if the reported condition 
is consistently too low, the 100 percent equivalent, 
or par yield, will be high. If the reported condition 
is consistently too high, the reverse will be true as 
to par yield. Thus, the effect of bias tends to be 
eliminated. 

In the practical application of the condition-yield 
relationship, as is the case with general crops, two gen- 
eral procedures are followed, each being appHed chiefly 
on a State-wide basis: The first is the graphic analysis 
by dot charts upon which freehand curves of best fit 
are drawn. At present, this type of chart has its limi- 
tations in connection with truck-crop estimates, prima- 
rily because records on most truck crops cover a period 
of only 14 years (1918-31). Since the value of the 
condition-yield relationship depends largely upon the 
size, uniformity, and representativeness of the sample, 
great rehance cannot be placed upon the records of the 
earlier years, when the work was getting under way 
and methods of analysis were in the process of develop- 
ment. Owing to the specialized and localized nature 
of truck crops, it has always been a difficult matter to 
obtain a representative sample by mail, and this will 
probably continue a major problem of the future. 

The second approach to estimates of yield based on 
condition is the par or 100 percent equivalent yield 
method which assumes a constant relationship between 
condition and yield for all values of condition. A 
third approach, which shows some promise but has not 
yet had adequate test, is the reporting of correspond- 
ents of the prospective yield indicated by current 
condition of the crop in their locahties. 

Neither the first nor the second mentioned approach 
to yield per acre as applied to truck crops takes into 
ful] account the factor of trend. For most truck crops, 
however, the period for which estimates have been 
made is so relatively short that it is rather difficult to 
determine trend as a separate factor. At the same 
time it is conceivable that a shifting of the areas of pro- 
duction and the introduction of new varieties, better 
cultivation, or more liberal application of fertihzer, 
may cause a change in pars over a short period of years. 
At present, the only attempt to measure this trend in 
connection with most truck crops is to adjust the par 
closely in line with the 100 percent equivalents for the 
last 3 or 4 years and to give close attention to acreage 
shifts from one locality to another. 

The third-yield approach mentioned is an attempt 
to obtain a check against the yield indicated by the 
par-condition method. This is obtained through an 
item of inquiry recently added to the condition sched- 
ule. Toward the latter part of the growing season, 
when yields can be more definitely ascertained, the 
grower is asked to report the probable yield per acre in 
connection with the condition of the crop. Since this 
type of inquiry, as appHed to truck crops, is at present 
little more than an experiment, no definite assertions 
can be made as to its value. Any judgment on prob- 
able 3âeld is subject to bias. Eventually, when records 
on probable yields for a series of years become available. 

it is fully expected that this item will furnish a valuable 
indication in its relation to final yields. For the pres- 
ent, its usefulness comes largely in checking against 
careless condition reports or as an approximate measure 
of the reliabihty of the yields indicated by the par- 
condition method. 

In the early part of the growing season no attempt 
is made to interpret condition reports in terms of yield 
per acre. Since all such interpretations involve the 
assumption that average growing conditions will pre- 
vail during the remainder of the season, any forecast 
of production at the beginning of the season would be 
of little value. However, these early condition figures 
are always published as a measure of the relative prog- 
ress of the crop. When published in comparison with 
condition on the same date for the previous season and 
with the 10-year average condition for the same date, 
they give a relative picture of the state of growth for 
the current season. A comparison with condition for 
the preceding month of the same season is often mis- 
leading. With many crops there is a seasonal down- 
ward trend in reported condition with a lower condition 
for a given month frequently signifying the same yield 
per acre as a higher condition reported the preceding 
month. Therefore, such condition changes may have 
relatively insignificant effect upon production prospects 
even at times when the difference in reported condition 
is material. Frequently also, the condition figures for 
States in w^hich successive plantings of the same crop 
are made, may reflect widely different conditions as one 
crop ends and the next begins. 

From a study of the foregoing, it is readily apparent 
that a forecast of production of truck crops based 
upon the reported condition on a certain date cannot 
be precise. It is, rather, an attempt to portray the 
state of growth of a crop on a certain date and to give 
an indication of production should average growing 
conditions prevail for the remainder of the season. 
Such a forecast does not anticipate unusual growing 
conditions which may subsequently develop, nor does 
it attempt to forecast the future, except in the light 
of what has happened, on the average, during past 
years. Its primary objective is to keep growers and 
the general pubhc advised of the crop's progress and 
promise. It is about the only practical method of 
following the sudden and wide variations in condition 
which are especially peculiar to truck crops. When 
used in conjunction with the observations of field 
investigators, the forecast of production has proven a 
reliable measure of the possibilities throughout the 
growing season. 

Estiinates of production differ from forecasts of 
production in that they are based upon reported yield 
per acre and harvested acreage at the end of the season. 
Insofar as truck crops are concerned, estimates of 
production are usually closely in line with the pro- 
duction actually harvested. At present, whenever 
unusually large quantities of a crop are left unhar- 
vested in the fields by reason of low prices, these 
quantities are included in the estimates of total pro- 
duction, but unit values are applied only to harvested 
production. Harvested acreage consists of that com- 
mercial acreage from which any quantity of produce 
is taken, no matter how small. No deductions in 
acreage are made for poor stands or spotted conditions 
within fields, these losses being reflected in the yield 
per acre. Allowances made for abandoned acreage 
include only that part of the acreage which was a 
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total failure  through destructive floods,  hailstorms, 
frosts, drought, etc. 

As in the case of acreage changes, the harvested 
yields per acre reported by growers are subject to 
bias, especially for those crops that are commonly 
stored, like cabbage, onions, and potatoes. With 
these crops, the reported yields per acre are usually 
considered as minimum indications and further checks 
are necessary to establish their vahdity. The first- 
hand observations and personal investigations of the 
traveling estimator or field men, are given foremost 
consideration. Other check information that may be 
used after the crop has moved to market consists 
chiefly of records of car-lot shipments of fruits and 
vegetables which are reported by all railroads and 
steamship lines to the Bureau of Agricultural Eco- 
nomics. These reports, summarized weekly by the 
Division of Fruits and Vegetables, show comparative 
State totals for corresponding weeks of the current 
and preceding season together with seasonal totals to 
date compared with the total season's shipment for 
the past season. At the end of the current season, 
these totals may be converted into the unit equiva- 
lents of production and may be used in conjunction 
with utilization studies as a check against total 
estimated production. 

Utilization data are secured on the harvest schedule 
along with harvested acreage and yield per acre. The 
most important item of the utilization inquiry refers 
to the percentage of harvested production that moves 
to market by rail or boat. A similar item, of growing 
importance in recent years, is the movement by 
motor truck. With representative judgment data on 
rail and boat movement for each important State, it 
is a comparatively easy matter to use car-lot shipment 
records as an index of total harvested production. 
However, this type of check is becoming much more 
complicated for these highly perishable crops because 
of the increasing volume of movements over the 
highways by motor truck. For example, more than 
half of the commercial crop of strawberries grown in 
Virginia, Maryland, and Delaware now moves to the 
centers of consumption by truck. A large part of the 
North Carolina crop moves in a similar manner. It 
is now possible to secure an approximate check on 
truck movement for these particular areas, but there 
are many other areas for which no similar information 
is available. 

With reference to truck-crop estimates, ^^ price to 
the grower'^ is a term that is often misunderstood and, 
therefore, requires a word of explanation. The 
objective of this type of estimate is to arrive at the 
average price per unit for the season received by the 
grower at the farm or shipping point, this then to be 
applied to the estimate of harvested production as a 
measure of farm value to the grower. Actually, it 
is likely that this objective does not uniformly display 
itself in the various series of truck-crop prices from 
1918 to date, since may difl&culties operate to prevent 
collection of comparable truck-crop prices for all 
crops and all areas in any one crop-movement season. 
Methods of analysis used since 1928 indicate that the 
published seasonal prices for recent years are fairly 
comparable, having roughly identical methods of sale 
between States, but that their greatest use is in relating 
prices one year with another in a given State, assuming 
the prices  to  be  approximate  averages  of  sales  at 

shipping point in the customary mode of delivery 
whether in bulk or in containers. 

Since truck crops are usually marketed in some form 
of package or container the price per unit is largely on 
the basis of the packaged product. At first glance, the 
price per unit, including the container, may be consid- 
ered too high to represent the true farni price, and it 
may be argued that the cost of the container should be 
deducted from the price received. However, when it 
is considered that the cost of the container is just an- 
other item in the cost of producing and delivering the 
crop at the local shipping point, its inclusion is justified. 
The object is not to estimate the net price to the grower, 
but to arrive at the price actually received without 
reference to cost of production. The average price per 
unit, as finally estimated, is usually a combination of 
prices at the shipping point of the packaged product 
and sales that may be made locally or directly from the 
field to dealers who do their own packing. 

Reference has already been made to the methods of 
obtaining price data. During the harvesting season 
prices paid to the grower are asked twice a month, and 
refer to sales made during the preceding half month. 
These prices are weighted by county car-lot shipments 
during the period for which the prices are reported, and 
an indication of the seasonal price is thus obtained. 
At the end of the season, the grower is asked to report 
the average price received for the season in his partic- 
ular locality. These prices are then weighted on a 
county or area basis similar to the weighting in the 
case of acreage and condition reports. In addition to 
these indications, there are other available checks con- 
sisting of a daily range of shipping-point prices collected 
by the market news service for certain points, records 
of auction sales, the marketing transactions of coopera- 
tive marketing associations, and supplemental informa- 
tion secured through field travel by truck-crop esti- 
mators and State statisticians. 

Reference has been made only to those methods 
which are usually employed in gathering and analyzing 
data on truck crops. These methods, for the most 
part, have been based upon personal judgment inquir- 
ies. Recently, some progress has been made in the 
way of an objective approach in truck-crop estimating. 
This approach involves studies of price-acreage, 
weather-yield, and production-price relationships. 
Prices received during the previous season have been 
studied in their relation to acreage changes the follow- 
ing season; precipitation and temperature during the 
growing season have been related to final yields per 
acre; and the influence of size of production upon prices 
of the current season has been analyzed. To date, 
some promising relationships have been obtained in the 
study of the effect of weather upon yield of potatoes in 
Maine, Virginia, and Florida; upon the yield of onions 
in Massachusetts and of cantaloupes in Michigan. 
However, this method of approach is still in the experi- 
mental stage. It has given promise of becoming a val- 
uable check on estimates, but a background of more 
extensive research must be developed before the results 
can be considered anything more than another indica- 
tion to be used in connection with established methods. 

CANNING-CROP REPORTS 

Although the making of estimates for truck crops 
for canning or manufacture follows the same general 
procedure as outlined for truck crops for fresh con- 
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sumption, there are certain features about the industry 
that deserve special consideration. 

Canning crops differ from the fresh-market truck 
crops in that possibly 90 percent of the acreage devoted 
to canning or manufacture is either on a contract basis 
or otherwise under the control of the packers. The 
vegetable-packing industry is carried on by some 2,300 
firms. Each of these firms contracts with nearby 
farmers to grow a definite number of acres each season, 
the produce of which is delivered to the canning factory. 
Some firms grow a large percentage of their require- 
ments on their own lands. Open-market purchases are 
hmited to only a few areas, and such purchases are 
negligible on some crops, as green peas and sweet corn. 
Each firm keeps accurate records of acreage under its 
control, total tonnage of each crop handled during the 
season, total number of cases packed, and average 
prices paid to growers. Moreover, canners keep in 
close touch with the progress of the crops throughout 
the growing season. Thus they are in a better position 
than anyone else regularly to furnish reliable informa- 
tion on these crops. 

Practically all information, therefore, is secured 
directly from the canners rather than from individual 
growers. Inquiries are based upon the operations of 
the individual firm rather than upon the locality. 
Most of the estimating work is handled directly from 
the Washington office with only supplementary assist- 
ance from the traveling estimator in checking up on 
firms from whom reports are lacking. California and 
the New England States are the only areas for which 
the canning inquiries are handled entirely through the 
State branch offices. 

Under the conditions peculiar to this industry, the 
program of gathering data on canning crops takes on 
some fairly definite statistical aspects. The ''uni- 
verse'^ to be sampled is limited to about 2,300 canners 
and packers, who, in the aggregate, are able to give a 
complete statistical picture of the industry. It is 
always possible to determine what percentage of the 
''universe'^ is represented by a sample of reports. 
Comparison of reports for identical canners and 
packers becomes a matter of comparative ease. On 
the other hand, the failure of 1 or 2 of the larger firms 
to report may cause serious errors in estimates for 
those States in which they are the dominating factors. 
So far, however, most of the larger firms have been 
among the most consistent and willing cooperators in 
furnishing information. On some inquiries, more than 
80 percent of the total acreage is sometimes repre- 
sented in the sample. Incidentally, the furnishing 
of data by all cooperators is done voluntarily. Such 
information is strictly confidential and is used only 
for the purpose of making up State totals. Those 
States which have only 1 or 2 canning firms are 
thrown together in 1 group called ''other States'' in 
order not to disclose the operations of individual 
firms. 

Since canners are interested primarily in the probable 
size of the season's pack for the several canning crops, 
the main objective becomes one of furnishing forecasts 
and estimates of production which will be reliable 
indexes of the probable number of cases that will be 
packed. For the major canning crops (sweet corn, 
snap beans, green peas, and tomatoes) the United 
States Department of Commerce makes a census of 
the packs at the close of each season. During the 
growing season, however, the industry and trade wish 

statistical information on the crops so that the situa- 
tion can be systematically appraised in arranging for 
the disposal of the carry-over and in booking orders 
for future sales. 

The present program of estimates consists of the 
following: Preliminary plans to contract acreage, 
intended acreage, preliminary estimate of planted 
acreage, condition reports on the 1st and 15th of the 
month during the growing season, forecasts of produc- 
tion at 2-week intervals after the crops are sufficiently 
advanced in growth, and revised estimates of planted 
acreage, harvested acreage, yield per acre, production, 
seasonal price to growers, and farm value at the end 
of the season. The final estimate of total production 
on tomatoes for manufacture is supplemented by an 
estimate of that part of the total tonnage which is 
used for canned tomatoes and for other tomato 
products, such as puree, paste, catsup, and juice. 

The report on preliminary plans to contract acreage 
is issued about 2 months before general planting begins. 
Its purpose is to put before the industry an approxi- 
mate measurement of the acreage which packers have 
in mind to contract so that proper adjustments may 
be made before these contracts are actually entered 
upon. Later, when packers are in the process of 
making these contracts, another report on intended 
acreage is issued to serve as a guide for further adjust- 
ments that may be necessary. Neither of these 
reports is in the nature of an estimate of the acreage 
that will finally be planted. They are, rather, indica- 
tions of the acreage that would be planted should the 
packers carry out their reported intentions. The 
acreage actually planted is determined after planting 
operations have been completed. 

In all requests for data on intended or planted 
acreages, packers are asked to give the acreage con- 
tracted or planted for the current season and the 
acreage planted or contracted during the past season. 
Thus, all comparisons are kept on a planted basis. 
This has been found to be more satisfactory than 
asking packers to report planted acreage for the cur- 
rent season compared with harvested acreage the past 
season. Since most of the acreage is on a contract 
basis, packers are more likely to keep in mind the 
planted acreage of the previous season than they are 
the harvested acreage. Although the planted acre- 
age reported during the previous season is kept on 
record for each firm, it is highly desirable to include 
this item again on all acreage requests during the 
following season. 

This duplication of requests for last season's acreage 
accomplishes two purposes. For those firms operating 
several factories, it serves to keep the data on a 
comparable basis. A firm's report for the current 
season might refer to only one of its plants whereas for 
the preceding season, the firm may have included all 
of its plants in the report. Again, a packer may 
purchase another plant and include data on it for the 
current season. In either case, the current reports 
in the respective seasons would not be comparable. 
The other purpose is to get a check on the acreage of 
those firms that failed to report during the past season. 
In this way, information is obtained on the past 
acreage of firms for which no previous reports are on 
record and of other firms that have just started 
operations. 

Condition reports and forecasts of production are 
handled by much the same methods employed in the 
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case of truck crops for fresh consumption. For 
canning crops, however, reports on condition are issued 
every 2 weeks from May until October. The two 
reports each month refer to condition of the crop on 
the 1st and 15th, respectively. After the crops are 
sufñciently advanced in growth, forecasts of production 
are also made at 2-week intervals. 

In connection with the reports on condition, packers 
are also requested to give their judgment on probable 
yield per acre on those dates when forecasts of produc- 
tion are made. This item has so far been found a more 
significant check on the yield of canning crops than on 
the crops grown for fresh consumption. In years when 
acreage is large and an overproduction is threatened, 
there is a tendency to harvest some crops at an earlier 
stage of maturity and to cull more closely on others. 
This tendency has lately become more pronounced by 
reason of the effects of the McNary-Mapes law, which 
requires the labelling of all goods that are substandard 
in quality. In areas in which a sudden shift may be 
made toward earlier harvesting and closer culling, the 
reported condition will not fully reflect these factors. 
Therefore, a judgment figure on probable yield per 
acre is needed as a check on the par-condition indica- 
tion. The probable yield item, however, must be 
taken as a minimum indication, since it is subject to 
personal bias. During the past season, a comparison of 
the reported probable yield with that indicated by 
condition, has shown a remarkable agreement in most 
of the important States. 

With reference to the inquiry on harvested acreage 
and production, it is possible to make a very satisfac- 
tory set-up when dealing with canning vegetables. 
On this inquiry, packers are asked to report for the 
current season the acreage planted, acreage harvested, 
yield per acre on harvested acreage, tonnage or quanti- 
ties procured from contract and open-market acreage 
separately, and the total number of cases packed in 
terms of a standard unit. The repetition of the item 
on planted acreage serves the purpose of catching any 
changes that may have taken place after the prelimi- 
nary estimate of planted acreage was made. From 
reports on tonnage or quantities procured by individual 
firms, checks on yield per acre may be calculated. A 
direct comparison on production may also be made for 
those firms that have reported similar data during the 
past season. The chief uses made of the reported 
pack are to learn the number of cases packed per ton 

and to check against the estimates of total acreage in 
each State. From a representative sample of reports 
giving planted acreage and total number of cases 
packed for identical firms, the yield in terms of cases 
per acre may be determined. After the complete 
census of pack is taken by the Department of Com- 
merce, an approximation of the total acreage in each 
State is obtained by dividing the total State pack by 
cases obtained per acre. For such crops as green peas, 
snap beans, and sweet corn, of which most of the pro- 
duction goes into the canned product, this method has 
proved to be a good check on acreage estimates. Its 
reliability, of course, depends upon obtaining a repre- 
sentative sample of the average number of cases packed 
per acre. 

At present, no attempt is made to forecast or esti- 
mate the size of the pack in terms of cases. The work, 
as now organized, is devoted primarily to the problem 
of giving the industry accurate estimates on production 
which may prove useful in approximating the size of 
the pack in a relative way. Forecasts and estimates 
of production have both been a means to this end. 
With tomatoes for manufacture, there is a high degree 
of correlation between the first forecast of production 
on August 1 and the number of cases of canned toma- 
toes that are finally packed. For sweet corn, green 
peas, and snap beans, there is a close relationship 
between preliminary estimates of production and size 
of pack. The closeness of this relationship is illustrated 
by a comparison of reports on green peas for canning in 
1931. The July 15 forecast of production bore a 
straight percentage relationship to production of the 
previous season which, applied to the pack, of the 
previous season indicated a pack of 13,640,000 cases 
for 1931. The final census of the pack showed a total 
of 13,286,000 cases. A similar relationship, in con- 
nection with the preliminary estimate of tomatoes for 
manufacture in 1930, indicated a pack of canned toma- 
toes of 16,580,000 cases. The final outturn, as shown 
by the census survey, was 16,998,000 cases. In fact, 
indications of pack based upon preliminary estimates of 
production of the four major canning crops (tomatoes, 
sweet corn, green peas, and snap beans) do not usually 
vary more than 5 percent from the final census figures. 
Both the canning industry and the trade have come to 
rely upon these estimates as one of the closest indica- 
tions of the total number of cases that will finally 
be packed. 

LIVESTOCK REPORTS 

A COMPARATIVELY NEW PROJECT 

The present work of the Division of Crop and Live- 
stock Estimates covering estimates of numbers, pro- 
duction, supplies, and value of and income from live- 
stock, is a comparatively new project, the greater part 
of it having been developed since 1923.^ The increase 
in the statistical information on the livestock industry 
can best be shown by a comparison of the livestock 
reports issued by this Division 10 years ago with those 
issued in 1932. 

Prior to 1923 the reports or estimates of this Division 
that had to do with livestock were limited to the fol- 
lowing: By States—annual estimates as of January 1 
of the number of head, the value per head, and total 
value of the different species; estimates in the spring 
of the number of brood sows and of livestock losses 

» For discussion of dairy reports see pp. 55 to 57; for poultry reports see pp. 58 and 59. 

from various causes during the preceding 12 months; 
an estimate in the summer of the weight per fleece and 
total production of wool; and an estimate in the fall 
of the number of stock hogs. For several years, also, 
figures showing the indicated monthly changes in num- 
bers of cattle and hogs on farms had been published. 

At present, the reports or estimates of this Division 
cover a wide range of subjects having to do with many 
aspects of livestock production and marketing. Among 
these are annual estimates, by States, as of January 1 
of the numbers of livestock by species separated into 
significant age and sex classes; annual estimates by 
States of the amount of production in pounds of live 
weight of various meat animals, the value of this pro- 
duction, and the annual income from sale and slaugh- 
ter; annual balance sheets showing the items of increase 
and decrease in livestock numbers by States; estimates 
of the spring and fall pig crops by States and of the 
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number of sows to be kept for farrowing during the 
following 6 months; estimates of the size of the lamb 
crop by States ; estimates of the change in the number 
of early spring lambs and reports on their development 
and probable marketings; estimates of the number of 
cattle and lambs on feed in important States at stated 
dates and periodic reports on developments in the feed- 
ing situation; estimates of the probable marketing of 
different species of livestock over seasonal periods ; and 
monthly reports on range and livestock conditions in 
the Western States. 

This enlarged program of livestock reports and esti- 
mates has necessitated a material increase in the pro- 
portion of time devoted to livestock work both in the 
Washington and the field offices of this Division. In 
the Washington office a separate section devoted en- 
tirely to livestock has been developed with two tech- 
nical men assigned to it and with two technical men 
in the field devoting their time entirely to livestock 
work. In the field offices the livestock work, especially 
in the important livestock States, has developed from 
a position of an incidental character to one of primary 
importance, with a material proportion of the office 
activities devoted to procuring and tabulating live- 
stock data and preparing reports that cover a large 
variety of livestock information. 

Because of the peculiar difficulties involved in pro- 
curing information on livestock in the Western States, 
the livestock work in that area has been decentralized 
to a considerable extent. The area has been separated 
into two groups of States and a regional livestock 
statistician is in general charge of the work of each 
group. The regional statisticians prepare and release 
reports peculiar to this area and they review most of 
the regular livestock reports from the separate States 
in these areas. 

As a basis for many of these estimates and reports a 
large amount of statistical information has been 
compiled, much of it from original sources. This 
includes monthly shipments of livestock from and into 
different States, car loadings and unloadings by 
stations in different States, brand and sanitary board 
inspections, livestock slaughter by States, shipments 
of wool and mohair by States, etc. 

There has been a marked change both in the char- 
acter of the information used in making livestock 
estimates and in the methods of securing it. Judgment 
questions on livestock have been largely discarded 
and replaced by reports of numbers on sample farms. 
The use of such sample data has necessitated the secur- 
ing of much larger and more representative returns. 
The samples upon which the principal livestock esti- 
niates are now based are obtained from schedules 
distributed and collected by the rural mail carriers 
(figs. 53, 54) except in the western States where 
special cattle and sheep schedules are mailed directly 
to stockmen who return these reports by mail to the 
State office. These sample data, when finally organized 
on summary sheets for the States and the United 
States, represent a cross section of the livestock 
industry in this country. Practically all of the primary 
tabulation work is now done in the various field offices 
and detailed summary sheets are sent to the Wash- 
ington office where the final estimates are prepared 
and released.    (See figures 63, 66, 67, 68, and 69.) 

Livestock, as such, was not bought and sold for 
future delivery on organized exchanges until such 
trading was inaugurated by the Chicago Livestock 
Exchange early in 1930 and this practice has since 

been discontinued. There has been future trading in 
hog products for many years but this ''provision 
markef, so-called, has been very limited in its 
activities compared with the grain or cotton futures 
markets. Hence, the regulations and procedure 
followed in preparing and releasing the speculative 
reports have not been applied to livestock reports. 
For the two pig-survey reports in June and December, 
however, and the annual inventory report as of 
January 1, the day and hour of publication are set in 
advance and the releases are made in the same room 
and in the same way as are those of crop reports. 

ESTIMATES OF PRODUCTION AND VALUE OF LIVESTOCK 
PRODUCTS 

Although annual estimates, by States, of the quan- 
tity and value of crop production had been issued for 
many years, similar estimates for the principal meat 
animals—cattle, hogs, and sheep—have been made 
only since 1924. 

Because of the marked difference in the methods of 
production, estimates of livestock production are 
much more complicated than estimates of crop pro- 
duction. Crops are largely raised in definite yearly 
quantities that are ascertained by multiplying the 
estimated acreage by the estimated yield per acre, and 
production is in terms of fairly uniform units, as 
bushels, bales, or tons. Crops are produced entirely 
within the locality in which the acreage is located. 
Livestock production, on the other hand, is not in 
definite yearly amounts but results from an addition 
to numbers due to births and from increase in weight 
due to growth of young animals toward maturity. 
Only a fraction of the animals born reach matu- 
rity, since disposition is continuous, with no uni- 
formity in ages or weights or in the proportions dis- 
posed of from year to year. Livestock production is 
not always completed within the locality in which the 
animals are born. There is an extensive movement of 
unfinished animals out-of some States into others to be 
grown out or finished. The weight added to these 
animals is also livestock production. 

In the raethods worked out for ascertaining the 
yearly amount of livestock production by States there 
are three distinct operations. The first is concerned 
with inventories. The number of each species, as 
estimated at the beginning and end of each year, is 
separated into different significant age and sex groups. 
The average weight per head of each of these groups is 
estimated and the sum of the total weights of all groups 
gives the total inventory weights at the beginning and 
end of the year. The difference between these total 
weights is the difference in inventory. Although 
differences in feed supplies, weather conditions, and 
other factors from year to year, doubtless result in 
differences in average weights of different classes of 
each species at the end of each year, specific data on 
inventory weights per head are lacking and the esti- 
mated average inventory weights per head of the 
various age groups are held constant from year to 
year. 

The next operation is to determine the items of 
increase and decrease responsible for the changes in 
inventory numbers during the year. For this purpose 
State balance sheets (fig. 69) are prepared, in which 
estimates are made for each species, on the debit side, 
of the number on hand at the beginning of the year, 
the number of young animals born (or saved), and the 
number shipped into the State; and on the credit side. 
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of the numbers shipped to markets, sold locally for 
slaughter, slaughtered on farms, and lost through 
accident or natural causes. The sum of the credits, 
subtracted from the sum of the debits, gives the 
number at the end of the year. 

The third operation is to convert into pounds the 
items in these balance sheets that are factors in deter- 
mining the amount of production. This is done by 
multiplying the number of head by an estimated 
average weight per head. These total weights are 
then combined to arrive at the total production. The 
method of combining these is as follows: The total 
weight of animals shipped, sold for local slaughter, 
and slaughtered on farms (which give the amount 
disposed of during the year) is obtained; from this 
total is subtracted the total weight of animals shipped 
into the State during the year; the resulting difference 
is then either increased or decreased by the change in 
inventory weights according as the inventory has 
increased or decreased. This final amount is the total 
production in pounds. 

This total production is evaluated by multiplying 
the weight produced by the weighted average farm 
price per pound. This weighted farm price is obtained 
by weighting the monthly farm prices by each month's 
proportion of the total yearly marketings. The 
inventories at the beginning and at the end of the 
year are not evaluated; hence, changes in inventory 
values due to change in unit values are not included in 
value of production. The animals shipped into the 
State are not evaluated at an average cost; only the 
increase in weight of these is evaluated, not separately, 
but as a part of the total production. Animals that 
die are not considered as animals produced. In the 
case of young animals that die within the year in 
which they were born no consideration is given them 
in the production figures; animals that were in the 
beginning-of-the-year inventory, and that die during 
the year, were included in the previous year's pro- 
duction but are deducted from that of the following 
year. These inclusions and these deductions, how- 
ever, are made in the balance sheets and not in the 
actual production figures. 

SAMPLING AND BIAS 

A large part of the technical methods used in 
estimating crop production is not applicable to live- 
stock. But since, in both cases, estimates are based 
largely upon sample data the problems involved in 
sampling are common to work with both. The same 
problems of memory bias and of intentional or ^^ price- 
conscious'^ bias are encountered in livestock sample 
data as in crop data. Methods for measuring or 
eliminating such bias have had to be developed in 
much the same way. 

THE   PIG   SURVEY 

A detailed description of the methods used in han- 
dling the pig-survey cards may be useful as illustrating 
how the problems of sampling and bias are approached. 
A copy of the June 1, 1932 survey card is shown in 
figure 54. On this card information is furnished on 
pigs saved, lambs saved, and wool shorn, during 
different periods prior to June 1, these periods being 
determined by the character of the product. 

The hog schedule asks for inventory numbers June 
1, number of sows farrowed and pigs saved during the 
preceding 6 months and during the same period of the 

previous year, and number of sows bred or to be bred 
for farrow during the following 6 months and sows 
farrowed during the same 6 months of the previous 
year. The most important part of the report is that 
showing the change in the spring pig crop from that 
of the previous year. 

The first question that arises relates to the adequacy 
of the sample. Since timeliness is an important ele- 
ment of the report, it is issued as soon as practicable. 
Hence, only the minimum number of reports needed 
to give stable results can be tabulated. It has been 
found that in the principal hog-producing States a 3 
percent sample of farms that handle hogs is sufficient, 
if the farms are well distributed. Hence, for these 
reports there have been established county quotas of 
cards to be tabulated-—an equivalent of one card for 
every 30 farms reporting hogs as shown by the 1925 
census. In States in which returns are small, all cards 
are tabulated. The tabulation is by crop-reporting 
districts and straight and weighted percentages of 
change or averages are computed. In States in which 
county quotas are used the sample is self-weigh ted. 
When thus tabulated a number of indications as to 
hogs can be obtained and different methods must be 
used in obtaining them. 

The inventory numbers, since they cover only the 
current year, cannot be compared directly with the 
previous year. This comparison is made by first com- 
puting the ratio of hogs per farm or per 100 acres of 
land from the current tabulations of the 2 years and 
then comparing these ratios—the so-called ratio- 
relative method. 

Both current and historical reports are made as to 
sows farrowed and pigs saved. By relating the num- 
ber farrowed in 1932 with the number reported in 1932 
as farrowed in 1931 a direct ratio of change can be 
obtained. This ratio, however, may be affected either 
by memory or by intentional bias. For instance, the 
report for a farm for 1932 may be correct but that for 
1931 may be wrong, because of a faulty memory of 
the number last year; this would give a memory bias 
to the ratio of change. Incorrect memory bias alone 
would tend to be compensating—that is, about the 
same proportions of reports would overremember last 
year as would underremember. But there are other 
elements of bias that are not compensating. 

If there were intentional bias in the report, this 
would tend to underindicate the ratio to the previous 
year-—that is, to make the increase appear less than it 
was or to make the decrease appear greater than it 
was. These biased reports might be of two kinds; 
this year's number might be reported correctly but 
last year's might be too large; or this year's number 
might be reported too small and last year's might be 
either correct or too large. 

Several methods of checking these indications of 
change for bias are available. The ratio relatives of 
sows farrowed and pigs saved per farm and per 100 
acres may be computed. Since the ratios used are 
based upon the current reports, no memory bias can 
be involved. If the intentional l3Ías is in overreporting 
the previous year, it will be eliminated; but if it is in 
underreporting the current year it will bef eliminated 
only if it is a constant bias occurring from year to year. 

A second method of measuring bias is to use reports 
from identical farms for the two years and to tabulate 
for the previous year both the current and the histori- 
cal numbers reported, to determine how and to what 
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extent the historical reports differ from the current; 
that is, how the number of sows reported June 1, 1931, 
as farrowed in the spring of 1931, differs from the 
number reported June 1, 1932, as farrowed in the spring 
of 1931. If the bias is due to faulty memory or is 
intentional through overreporting the previous year, 
this method will give a measure of it. If it is inten- 
tional through underreporting the current year, the 
method will not measure it. 

These comparisons for identical farms show that 
there is apparently some intentional bias in the reports 
from the North Central States—the area of commercial 
hog production. In all these States the historical re- 
ports tend to be somewhat larger than the current 
reports, while in other areas the historical reports are 
larger in some States and smaller in others. 

Check-data on the indications of the survey, which 
may be a measure of bias or a measure of represent- 
ativeness of the sample, are the comparisons of hog 
marketings over seasonal periods to determine whether 
the change in the size of the pig crop shown by the 
survey is reñected in marketings during the months 
when the crop is marketed. These data, however, 
are better adapted to measuring the accuracy of the 
combined spring and fall surveys than of either of 
them separately, since there may be variations in the 
months of marketing of both the spring and fall pigs 
from year to year. If the sample is representative, 
then such a check would be a measure of bias. If the 
change in marketings agrees with the change in the 
size of the pig crops indicated by the comparison of this 
year's current data to last year's historical data, cor- 
rected for bias shown by identical-farm tabulations, it 
is evident that the bias was about as shown by the 
identical farms. If the change in marketings does not 
agree with the survey indications corrected for bias, it 
is not possible to determine whether this was due to 
unrepresentativeness of the sample or to error in the 
measure of bias. 

It is to be noted that prior to 1932 the results of these 
pig surveys as published are not estimates of changes in 
the size of the pig crop but are simply the changes 
shown by the tabulation of reports from a large number 
of farms with no allowance for bias or unrepresenta- 
tiveness. 

This type of report was published (1) because the 
number of years in which these pig surveys had been 
made were too few to give a series from which depend- 
able estimates by States could be made in view of the 
fact that allowance needed to be made both for bias and 
for unrepresentativeness of the sample, and (2) because 
no basic data from census enumerations or elsewhere 
were available as to the number of sows farrowing in 
the spring, or in the fall, or in any year. 

For some years, however, there had been a growing 
demand for actual estimates of the size of the pig crops 
instead of these survey reports which, in themselves, 
did not give accurate indications of percentage change in 
the size of the pig crops by States and did not show what 
the percentage changes shown would mean in numbers. 

After the 1930 census figures became available (they 
gave the number of brood sows and gilts on farms 
Apr. 1 that^had farrowed since Jan. 1 or would farrow 
before June 1 in 1930) and had been studied in relation- 
ship to information from the surveys as to pigs saved 
per litter, and to records of marketings, and records of 
farm and local slaughter and death losses, it was decided 
that they gave a basis for making actual numerical esti- 
mates of sows farrowed and pigs saved.    In June 1932, 

therefore, the type of report was changed and instead 
of issuing a report showing the result of the survey 
tabulation as made, an actual estimate was issued show- 
ing the number of sows farrowed and pigs saved in the 
springs of 1930,1931, and 1932, and giving a forecast of 
the number of sows to farrow in the fall of 1932 with an 
estimate of the number farrowed in the fall of 1931. 

The studies conducted before it was finally decided 
to make this change showed that the ratio-relatives of 
sows farrowed per farm and per hundred acres, and the 
percentage changes in these items from the identical- 
farm tabulations, gave better indications of actual 
changes, as checked by records of marketings and 
slaughter, than did the current to historic changes in 
which the apparent bias from year to year was not 
constant. Hence, it was decided that in the future the 
historical questions would not be included on the sur- 
vey cards and that estimates would be based upon 
these other indications. 

SHEEP,  LAMBS, AND WOOL 

The questions on sheep and lambs are designed to 
secure information on the size of the lamb cropland the 
amount of wool production. A question is asked as to 
lambs saved the previous year, but the indicated change 
shown by comparison of the number of lambs in the 2 
years is not used in determining the size of the current 
year's crop. This is obtained by first computing the 
ratio of lambs saved per 100 ewes on January 1 and 
then applying this ratio to the number of breeding ewes 
on January 1 as estimated in the previous January. 
Determining the ratio of lambs saved to ewes is an 
undertaking similar to determining the yield of crops 
per acre from individual farm returns, showing acres 
harvested and total bushels obtained. The lamb-crop 
report is made in terms of actual head and not of ratios 
of change from the previous year. 

The wool returns are handled in somewhat the same 
way as those for lambs. The total number of sheep 
reported on the cards as shorn, is divided into the total 
wool reported shorn, to get an average weight per fleece. 
The actual number of sheep shorn is computed from the 
estimated number on farms January 1, by subtracting 
from this number the marketings, slaughter, and death 
losses between January 1 and shearing. The product 
of sheep shorn and average weight per fleece gives the 
total amount of wool shorn. The weight per fleece is 
a figure similar to yield per acre. 

The experience of the last few years in using sample 
returns for estimating livestock numbers shows the 
need of methods for either measuring or eliminating 
bias when the sample is sufficiently large to give 
stability in the indications. Stability in this case is 
used in the sense that further increase in the size of the 
sample would not materially change the indications. 
When the sample is not large or representative enough 
to give such stability, other methods are needed to 
secure dependable indications of change. 

MORE CHECK-DATA NEEDED 

For eliminating or measuring bias the method of 
comparing reports from identical farms is the most 
promising and in the future it will be depended upon 
very largely. There are some types of livestock 
information, however, concerning which dependable 
indications cannot be secured by the sample method. 
In some cases a survey amounting to a complete 
enumeration is needed. For others an annual enumer- 
ation of selected areas would be of great value, provided 
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such enumeration be made by trained and experienced 
enumerators. 

At present, it appears that the reports covering num- 
bers, supplies, and production of livestock are sufficient 
in number and kind to cover the immediate needs of 
the industry. For the next few years efforts will be 
devoted to improving the character of the information 
upon which these reports are based and to securing 
additional check-data by which the accuracy of the 
reports can be measured. 

For livestock valuable check-data on estimates of 
inventory numbers of livestock are available in many 
States in the records of livestock assessed. Although 
the totals shown in these assessment records are below 
actual numbers, the ratio of changes in the number 
assessed from year to year have been found to be very 
dependable indicators of actual changes. With accu- 
rate census enumerations as a basis, estimates that are 
revised each year in line with changes in assessments 
will never be far from actual numbers in the case of 
all species except hogs. 

That these estimates may be periodically checked 
against actual enumerations made by the Bureau of 
the Census, the date of these enumerations should 
be that of the estimates, which are as of January 1 
each year.    The  census  enumerations  of  1920  and 

1925 were made as of January 1. The enumeration 
of 1930, however, was made as of April 1 and is not 
comparable either with the enumerations of 1920 and 
1925 or with the estimates by the Department of 
Agriculture. In order that these April numbers could 
be compared with January numbers, it was necessary 
to increase the April numbers, excluding young 
animals born between January and April, by the 
amount of disappearance from January 1 to the date 
of enumeration. No exact information of such dis- 
appearance was available for any State, although 
information as to shipments to market during this 
period was available. Other items of disappearance, 
such as death losses, farm slaughter, and local retail 
slaughter, could only be estimated. 

The Department used all available information as to 
changes in numbers between January and April, by 
States, to adjust the census April figures to a January 1 
basis, and these converted figures were used to check 
the estimated numbers of January 1, 1930. Such 
checks revealed any large errors in the estimates, 
but when the difference between the estimates and 
the census adjusted figures was relatively small—3 
percent or less—it was not possible to determine 
whether the error was in the estimate or in the adj ust- 
ment of the census figures.^^ 

DAIRY REPORTS, 1899 TO 1931 

The first comprehensive national records of milk 
production in the United States were those obtained 
by the census of 1890. A much more complete record, 
supplemented by estimates for missing items, was 
published in the census of 1900 but the census of 1930 
was the first really adequate enumeration of produc- 
tion and utilization of milk, made in such detail that 
the individual records could be checked and missing 
figures accurately supplied. 

Unfortunately the last 6 census enumerations of 
agriculture have been taken on 4 different dates 
and careful analysis of the records on milk production 
show that they were very greatly affected by the 
quantity of milk being obtained at the time of the 
enumeration. As a result, the census enumeration 
of April 1930 appears to be comparable with the 
enumeration made in April 1910 but it does not ap- 
pear to be comparable with the earlier census record 
taken in June or the 1920 and 1925 enumerations 
made in January. 

To meet the need, annual estimates of production 
were, for a while, prepared by the Division of Dairy 
and Poultry Products chiefly from reports of crop 
correspondents on farm use of milk, reports from 
city boards of health, and records of dairy products 
manufactured, with missing items estimated. This 
series was discontinued in 1926 and no further official 
estimates of milk production in the United States 
were issued until November 1932 when the detailed 
reports of the 1930 census and a further study of both 
production and utilization indications made it possible 
to begin publication of a new series of estimates by 
States. For some important dairy States, however, 
statisticians employed in cooperation with State 
agencies have been preparing annual estimates of milk 
production for a number of years, and the experience 
gained in preparing these State estimates has greatly 
facilitated the task of preparing estimates for all 
other States. 

SOURCES OF DATA 

The foundation for the present reports on the current 
trend of milk production was laid in September 1924 
when the regular monthly schedules sent to crop 
correspondents included questions on the number of 
milk cows on their farms on the first of each month, on 
the number of these cows milked, and on the quantity 
of milk produced on that one day. These records, 
covering an average of somewhat over 20,000 herds 
each month, have provided an invaluable record of 
monthly changes in the percentages of the cows being 
milked and of the quantity of milk produced per cow. 
From these records it has also been possible to deter- 
mine in a general way the increase or decrease in milk 
production that may ordinarily be expected to result 
from a given change in the condition of pastures or 
from a change in the relative prices of dairy products 
and feed. 

In addition to the monthly records for their own 
herds, crop correspondents have supplied much informa- 
tion regarding conditions in their respective localities. 
They have submitted estimates of the average yearly 
production per cow, of the average butterf at test, of the 
average percentage of the cows of each breed, and of 
the percentage of the calves dropped by dairy cows 
that are born in each month. They have also reported 
on the ages of the milk cows and heifers in their own 
herds and the yearly production of butter on their 
farms. From these reports and available census 
records it has been possible to calculate fairly closely 
the quantities of milk and butterfat produced in 
various parts of the country as well as to collect much 
valuable information as to the cause of the regional and 
seasonal differences that exist. 

The next step in developing dairy statistics was to 
secure semiannual records of milk cows, cows being 

30 For an appraisal of the 1930 census of livestock and a detailed description of the 
methods used in converting the census April numbers to a January 1 base, see the 
July 1932 issue of the Journal of Farm Economics. 
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milked, and milk production on about 140,000 farms, 
by putting questions regarding these items on the 
livestock survey cards distributed and collected each 
June and December by* rural mail carriers. These 
records differ from those secured from crop corres- 
pondents in that, while often less accurate individually, 
they are more representative of farms as a whole. 
This is because they show the production on average 
farms rather than that secured by the skillful and 
progressive farmers who serve as crop correspondents. 

Another forward step in the direction of better dairy 
statistics was made when, by cooperating with the 
Bureau of the Census, the agricultural schedule for the 
1930 census was expanded to secure a more complete 
and accurate record of both the annual production of 
dairy products and of the daily production of milk at 
the time the census was taken. The 1930 census also 
obtained from farmers their estimates of the quantity 
of butterfat sold from their farms during 1929 as well 
as the usual records of butter made and of butter, milk, 
and cream sold. These records are of inestimable value 
to the dairy industry in that they provide a basis for 
reasonably accurate annual estimates of milk and 
butterfat production. 

The chief difficulty with the dairy production records 
of previous censuses has been that many of the individ- 
ual farmers questioned have not known the annual 
production of milk on their farms. In the case of the 
1930 census records, however, production at the time 
of enumeration was so close to the average daily 
production during the year that annual production 
could be calculated fairly accurately from daily pro- 
duction at the time of enumeration. Furthermore, 
the 1930 census record of butterfat sold can be com- 
pared directly with the butterfat in the creamery 
butter manufactured, and, after proper allowance is 
made for butter manufactured from whey cream and 
from whole milk, it is possible to calculate the extent 
to which the farmers' estimates of butterfat sales 
differed from actual deliveries. 

Beginning in the fall of 1930 the Department secured 
the cooperation of thousands of dairymen in all parts 
of the country and began the collection of more com- 
plete monthly records for their herds. From a small 
beginning the number of herds included has been 
increased to a total of about 6,000 each month. These 
reports show the quantity of milk produced,the number 
of milk cows on the farm, the number of cows milked, 
pounds of grain fed, and the butterfat test where this 
is known. Four times each year beginning with Feb- 
ruary the records show the disposition of the milk pro- 
duced, including the quantities used in the farm house- 
hold, fed, skimmed for sale of cream, skimmed for 
making butter on the farm, and sold as whole milk. 
These quarterly records also show how many of the 
milk cows on these farms were milked, how many were 
partly milked by hand and partly sucked by calves, 
how many were sucked by calves and not milked, and 
how many of the cows were dry. Such records are 
particularly important in the areas in which it is cus- 
tomary for the farmers to allow the calves to suck the 
cows when the price of butterfat is low. Four times 
each year beginning with December the inquiries deter- 
mine the prices being received for the milk, cream, and 
butterfat sold. Twice each year information has been 
secured regarding the numbers of young stock being 
raised, the number of cows and heifers freshening by 
months, and the plans of farmers to increase or decrease 

their dairy herds.    Samples of three of these schedules 
are shown in figures 55, 56, and 57. 

These regular reports from dairy correspondents 
furnish a vast quantity of information regarding meth- 
ods of dairying in various parts of the country and 
regarding the adjustments being made to meet current 
conditions. If, for example, milk deliveries in an area 
decline, it is possible to learn from these records whether 
the decrease was due principally to a decrease in the 
number of milk cows, to an increase in the number of 
calves allowed with the cows, to a decrease in the quan- 
tity of grain fed, to a shift in freshening dates, or to a 
change in the quantity of milk retained on the farms. 

DIFFICULTIES IN SAMPLING 

One of the difficulties that has delayed the prepara- 
tion of adequate statistics of milk production is the lack 
of uniformity in the use of some common English terms. 
For example, there is considerable individual, regional 
and seasonal variation in the point of view of farmers 
as to which animals should be classed as ^^milk cows.'' 
Thus some farmers report cows as milk cows in those 
months of the year when they are being milked and as 
beef cows when they and their calves are on the range 
or pasture with the beef herd. Even cows milked reg- 
ularly may be in fact kept ^'principally for beef and 
be so reported, particularly when the price of butterfat 
is low compared with the price of beef cattle. In some 
areas grown heifers not yet fresh are commonly reported 
as milk cows but on the other hand young cows with 
their first calves are sometimes reported as heifers ; in 
other words a heifer may be either a young cow or one 
which has not yet had its first calf. 

Securing comparable reports on milk production is 
sometimes equally difficult. In market-milk areas 
many farmers are so accustomed to thinking of milk 
production as the output of their farms that no matter 
how the questions are asked they report as production 
only the pounds of milk marketed. On the other hand, 
farmers who allow calves to suck part of the milk often 
include some of the milk sucked in their calculations of 
milk production, thus including as ''produced'' all milk 
secreted by the cows. The Department of Agriculture, 
in preparing its estimates, has endeavored to follow ttie 
wording most commonly in use. Thus the estimates 
of numbers of milk cows aim to include all cows milked 
for an appreciable length of time during the year but to 
exclude heifers not yet in production. The estimates 
of milk production aim to include all milk drawn by 
hand or machine except milk spilled or wasted. This 
definition excludes milk sucked by calves but includes 
all drawn milk fed to calves, all milk used on the farms 
where produced, and all milk marketed in any form. 
The estimates, therefore, differ somewhat from census 
and other statistics based on slightly different defini- 
tions of these words. 

There are some other questions of definition which 
should be understood by those using the published 
estiniates of milk cows, cows being milked, milk pro- 
duction, and grain fed to milk cows. The milk pro- 
duced the first few days after calving is different in 
composition and is known as colostrum. Even if 
drawn by hand this colostrum is not usually included 
in the quantity of milk reported as produced but it is 
frequently included in the quantity of milk reported as 
fed to calves. Farmers reporting on sales of milk, 
cream, and butterfat naturally report the quantities 
for which they receive payment.    Actual deliveries 
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may, however, exceed quantities paid for by an average 
of perhaps 1 percent, because purchasing agencies, in 
calculating deliveries, do not usually allow for frac- 
tional pounds and do not usually calculate the test of 
milk closer than tenths or of cream closer than 1 
percent. In estimating the number of cows being 
milked at any one time some difficulty is encountered 
from differences in point of view as to whether a cow 
that is practically dry is milked or merely stripped. 
The quantity of milk produced by cows that are 
nearly dry may be negligible but the inclusion or exclu- 
sion of such cows may materially affect^ the indicated 
production per cow milked, and there is some reason 
to believe that farmers who take pride in the good 
showing of their herds are inclined to be somewhat 
conservative in reporting the number being milked. 

Estimating production and deliveries of dairy 
products from the reports of individual farmers is also 
made difficult by the wide differences in the dairy 
practices of the various classes of producers. For 
example, farmers with only 1 or 2 cows commonly use 
on their own farms a large part of the milk produced. 
For this reason a large proportion of the cows in these 
small herds are of the breeds that produce milk of 
high butterfat content. On the other hand, the very 
large herds are found chiefly in market-milk sections 
and include a high proportion of the breeds that pro- 
duce milk of a lower butterfat content. The test of 
milk delivered is thus often misleading as an indication 
of the average test of all milk produced, so in areas in 
which farmers do not know the test of the milk pro- 
duced, estimates of butterfat content have to be based 
in part on such information as can be obtained on the 
relative number of cows of high- and low-testing breeds 
kept. 

ESTIMATES AND FORECASTS 

Annual estimates of milk and butterfat production 
in each State are now based primarily on the 1930 
census record of production in 1929, with careful 
allowance for differences in definitions and for definite 
evidence of incompleteness. The annual change in 
production is calculated from estimated changes in 
numbers of milk cows and from indications of change 
in milk production per cow, the results being checked 
against commercial deliveries wherever possible. The 
estimates of milk cows are based principally on the 
rural-carrier surveys and the Department's published 
estimates of ''cows and heifers, 2 years old and over, 
kept for milk on farms, January 1'', with allowances 
for 2-year-old heifers not yet fresh and for the extent to 
which the average number of milk cows on farms 
during each year exceeds the number on farms on 
January 1. The estimates of changes in milk pro- 
duction per cow are based principally on the daily 
production reported by crop correspondents on the 
1st of each month, on the daily production obtained 
by special dairy correspondents (adjusted so as to 
include a proper proportion of herds of each size) and 
on the semiannual records on milk production per cow 
secured in connection with the semiannual livestock 
surveys that are conducted in cooperation with rural 
mail carriers. In using these indications, however, 
allowance is made for the fact that most of these 
records are obtained from progressive farmers who 
have more-than-average skill and who have larger and 
better herds than are typical of all producers. 

Monthly estimates of milk and butterfat production 
will be based on similar statistics with careful allowance 
for the weather conditions prevailing on the days for 
which production is reported and for the extent to 
which the seasonal trend of production secured by crop 
correspondents, dairy reporters, and other groups dif- 
fers ifrom the true seasonal trend. Furthermore, allow- 
ance will have to be made for the seasonal trend in the 
percentage of butterfat in the milk produced, for this 
varies rather sharply between regions according to the 
time of year at which the cows freshen. As these 
regional differences are not accurately known, monthly 
estimates of milk and butterfat production for indi- 
vidual States cannot be undertaken until much pre- 
liminary research work has been accomplished, and, 
except in a few States, the necessary accuracy cannot 
be secured until the estimates are based on a much 
larger number of reports than can now be handled. 

Forecasts of milk production have not yet reached a 
point at which definite statements can be made, for 
time will be required to develop and test out new statis- 
tical technic. In a broad way, however, it seems 
probable that the general trend of milk-cow numbers 
can be calculated from the number of young stock 
being raised, from the number of cows being marketed, 
and from the reported plans of farmers as to increasing 
or decreasing their herds. Milk production per cow 
tends to respond rather definitely to changes in feed 
and pasturage conditions, to changes in season fresh- 
ening, and to variation in the number of calves allowed 
to suck the cows. Considerable information concern- 
ing these items is published monthly in the mimeo- 
graphed reports. Milk Production Trends. Charts, 
reprinted from those reports, are shown in figures 64 
and 65. 

With all available information on current changes 
in number of milk cows, milk production, pasturage 
condition, rate of feeding, young stock being raised, 
time of freshening, and so forth, summarized in terms 
of the probable effect on production, producers should 
be able to adjust their output much more accurately 
to prospective supply conditions than has hitherto been 
possible. In the past, lack of adequate information 
has at times caused farmers to reduce too much the 
number of heifer calves raised in times of depressed 
markets for dairy products and increase too much the 
number of heifers raised when prices were temporarily 
high. This has resulted in cyclical movements of cow 
numbers and milk production with very heavy losses 
to the industry when the number of cows brought into 
production was too great for stability. 

Lesser cycles in the production and prices of dairy 
products have been due to shifts in the intensity of 
feeding. When prices of grain have been relatively low 
in comparison with butterfat, there has been a shift 
toward more intensive feeding and heavier production 
which brought about a realignment of prices so as to 
cause a relatively unfavorable feeding situation, fol- 
lowed in turn by a further readjustment of feeding 
practices, production, and prices. These irregularities 
in production have been largely- due to the lack of 
adequate information regarding current practices on 
competing farms. Each producer has been compelled 
to adjust his practices to the prices that have been 
received rather than to prospective demand and supply 
conditions. 
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POULTRY REPORTS 

PRESENT PROGRAM STARTED IN 1925 

Little work on poultry was done by the crop-report- 
ing service prior to 1919, except that farm prices of 
eggs and chickens were collected monthly beginning 
with 1910.    In 1919 an inquiry was inserted in the 
annual January crop  schedule,  which at that time 
carried   questions   concerning   numbers   of   different 
classes of Hvestock on the reporter's farm, asking for 
the numbers of poultry (layers and nonlayers) in the 
current year and the previous year.    This inquiry was 
repeated each year until January 1924.    When the 
United States census of 1920 was pubhshed it was found 
that the number of chickens relative to number of 
work stock enumerated as on hand January 1 was 
practically identical with the relations existing between 
the two on the farms of crop reporters as shown in the 
January 1920 livestock schedule.    Estimates of num- 
bers of work stock on farms had been pubhshed for 
many years.    Thus it appeared that by determining 
the relation of the number of poultry reported by 
farmers for their own flocks to the numbers of work 
stock reported for the same farms, and applying this 
relation to the current estimates of numbers of work 
stock, reasonably close annual estimates of numbers of 
chickens and of the changes in numbers of chickens 
from year to year were possible.    Such estimates of 
percentage of change were appHed to the census figures 
of chickens on hand January 1, 1920, to give figures 
on hand January 1, 1921.    Estimates estabHshed by 
this method were made annually until January 1925. 

Pending provision of an adequate service of informa- 
tion on numbers of poultry and production of poultry 
products, a better groundwork for poultry estimates 
was laid by inclusion, in the annual livestock schedule 
and the monthly crop schedules sent to crop reporters 
in 1925, of additional basic questions concerning their 
own flocks.    The annual inquiry, with some subsequent 
amplification and refinement of the form of question, 
now  asks  for number of  hens,  number  of pullets, 
number of other chickens and total number of all 
chickens   on   hand,   number  of  young   and  mature 
chickens eaten on farms reporting chickens and number 
of each sold during the preceding year, numbers of 
turkeys and of ducks and geese on hand and numbers 
raised in the previous year. 

In addition to these questions on the annual sched- 
ules of inquiry, questions were added to the regular 
monthly crop schedule concerning the number of hens 
and pullets of laying age in the farm flocks and the 
number of eggs laid by these on the first day of the 
month. Some additional questions have been included 
subsequently in certain months. In April, May, June, 
and July the number of chicks and young chickens 
of the current year's hatching is asked. In October 
the number of puUets of laying age and number not of 
laying age, and the number of other chickens than 
hens and pullets, are asked. The number of roosters 
is called for in April, and num«ber of pullets being 
saved for layers in December. In February, questions 
are asked regarding eggs sold, eggs eaten on the farm, 
average weight of young chickens and of old chickens 
sold, and number of turkeys, sold and eaten. 

Practically all of these questions relate to definite 
quantities and concern matters within the personal 
knowledge of the reporter. These additional sources 
of information have been used as the basis of the 
poultry  estimates  since   1924.    As  the  reports  are 

sufliciently numerous to establish stability in the 
averages for most States, they afford a dependable 
basis for estimates, and the indications drawn from 
them have agreed closely with conditions on farms as 
a whole, so far as could be determined by available 
checks, including receipts at markets and the results 
of the 1930 census. These data are assembled and 
analyzed when the pressure of work on estabHshed 
projects permits, and they have afforded indications 
of annual and nionthly changes in numbers of poultry, 
and of production and disposal of poultry products, 
that are extremely useful to the industry. They afford 
in gross form information heretofore lacking of the 
direction and extent of current changes in numbers of 
layers, numbers of puUets being saved, surplus birds 
for market, production of eggs, etc. Properly ana- 
lyzed, they afford indications not only of current 
trends, but of probable future changes in numbers 
and production. These indications relate to farm 
flocks of less than 400 hens and puUets on January 1, 
and will not give a true reflection for the entire poultry 
industry until it is possible to collect comparable 
information from commercial producers. 

ANNUAL AND  MONTHLY ESTIMATES 

The estimates of numbers of chickens on hand at 
the beginning of 1925 agreed rather well with the 
numbers shown by the 1925 census enumeration. 

Revised estimates were made for 1924 and 1925 on 
the basis of the census figures with some allowance 
for an apparent incompleteness of a few percent in a 
number of States, in the census numbers of chickens 
on hand. The census for 1930 was taken in April. 
Allowing for changes in numbers from January to 
April and adjusting census figures to a January 1 basis, 
the 1930 estimates were found to agree rather closely 
for the United States as a whole, although adjustments 
were needed in a number of individual States. 

Starting with figures in the census year, based mainly 
on the census enumerations, supplemented by State 
enumerations and other available data, estimates are 
made of numbers on hand on the first of each succeeding 
year in accord with the indications of change shown in 
farm fiocks. For the purpose of this comparison aU 
flocks of 400 or more birds reported on January 1 are 
excluded from the tabulations, as it was found that the 
inclusion of large flocks disturbed the averages unduly 
and lessened the accuracy of the indication. No 
adequate data are available concerning changes in 
commercial flocks. A separate tabulation of the 500 
to 600 large flocks usually reported afl'ords some indica- 
tion, though rather doubtful, of changes in these for the 
United States as a whole, but returns for commercial 
flocks in individual States are too few to afford trust- 
worthy indication of changes in any particular State, 
bemg especially inadequate in the States where com- 
mercial production is most important. Estimates of 
total production for such States are made only partly 
on the basis of farm returns, and partly upon the 
study of records of receipts at primary and central 
markets, so far as these are available. 

The estimates of the a'nnual production of poultry 
are based for census years on the census enumerations 
of reported numbers raised, on studies of market 
receipts, of urban consumption as indicated by receipts 
for a few principal markets and by a limited number of 
city surveys of consumption, and upon farm consump- 
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tion as indicated by reports from crop correspondents 
concerning number of chickens eaten in their own 
households. Changes in numbers of chickens pro- 
duced from year to year are estimated on the basis of 
changes in the number of young birds eaten on the 
farm, number sold, and number remaining on hand 
at the close of the year, as reported by crop correspond- 
ents. Farm consumption in the census year is based 
upon census-reported production minus census-reported 
sales with allowance for change in number of chickens 
on hand at the beginning and at he end of the census 
year, and upon the reported numbers consumed in the 
households of crop reporters, checked by studies of 
various surveys of farm consumption, and by analysis 
of indicated farm consumption shown by successive 
census reports on numbers raised minus the numbers 
sold. 

Estimates of sales of poultry are based mainly upon 
the estimates of total supply available for disposal, 
minus estimated farm consumption and loss, supple- 
mented by study of the records of shipments and of 
reported receipts at principal markets. 

Estimates of annual production of eggs in the year 
covered by the census enumerations have been made 
by adding to the census figures for 1924 an allowance 
sufficient to provide conservatively for the number 
consumed on farms and in towns and cities, and used 
for hatching, as estimated on the evidence before men- 
tioned! The census figures of 1920 and 1925 on pro- 
duction of eggs were disproportionately low compared 
with numbers of chickens, as shown by other censuses. 
These low figures can probably be attributed to the 
fact that the enumerations of those 2 years were made 
on January 1, when the number of eggs being laid 
on general farms is the lowest during the year, and 

when the producer is therefore most likely to under- 
estimate the yearly production. 

Estimates for production of eggs in the years inter- 
vening between censuses are based upon the estimated 
changes in numbers of layers and on the reported pro- 
duction of eggs per 100 hens and per flock on the farms 
of crop reporters for the different States checked by 
records of shipments and receipts at principal markets. 
Such checks are especially needed for States in which 
large commercial flocks are an important factor in the 
total production. Estimates of farm consumption of 
eggs in the census year are made from reports by crop 
correspondents for numbers used by their own house- 
holds, from various farm-consumption surveys, and 
from analysis of successive census returns of numbers 
of eggs produced minus the number sold and used for 
hatching. Estimates of farm consumption in subse- 
quent years are based upon changes in the annual re- 
turns of numbers consumed in the households of the 
crop reporters. The estimates of sales of eggs in census 
years are made in the same way as are those of sales of 
poultry. Estimates of changes in numbers sold from 
year to year are based upon the changes shown by the 
returns of crop correspondents to the annual inquiries 
on this subject and upon the computed number avail- 
able after deducting from the estimate of number of 
eggs produced the estimated number consumed on 
farms where produced and the number used for 
hatching. 

Estimates of absolute number of hens, pullets, and 
other chickens at different periods of the year, and of 
the monthly quantitative production of eggs, have not 
been published, but monthly figures are available 
showing the relative numbers of these from month to 
month compared with previous months and years. 

FARM-PRICE REPORTS 

ESSENTIAL DATA FOR AGRICULTURE 

An adequate knowledge of relative changes in farm 
prices, especially as they compare with the trends of 
other prices, wages, land values, and so forth, is funda- 
mental as a basis for an intelligent, constructive pro- 
gram for agriculture, whether of Federal or State 
agencies, or of organizations of farmers. 

Prices and price changes are both causes and effects 
in the field of economic phenomena. In the long run 
the prices of farm products tend to control the supply. 
Changes in farm organization and types of farming can 
frequently be traced to absolute and relative changes in 
farm prices. For many problems of this kind it is 
desirable to have a price series which represents price 
changes in the local farm market and at the same time 
is a composite for a definite geographical unit, such as 
a State, as well as a composite for the entire crop, 
including all grades and classes. 

Three distinct types of price series are collected by 
the Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates: The 
annual estimates of December 1 farm prices of crops 
and January 1 farm values of livestock which consti- 
tute the oldest series, beginning [in 1867; the 15th-of- 
the-month farm prices of commodities sold by farmers, 
which were first collected in 1908, for crops, and in 1910, 
for livestock and livestock products ; and the prices of 
articles bought by farmers, beginning in 1910. 

HISTORY AND METHODS OF COLLECTING FARM PRICES 

Systematic collection of farm prices by the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture began in 1867, when farm prices of 
crops and farm values of livestock as of January 1 were 
obtained from correspondents. In 1872 the date for 
reporting prices of crops was changed to December 1. 

After this change was made it became customary to 
consider the crop prices reported as of January 1, 1867- 
72, as equivalent to the prices prevailing one month 
earlier (December 1 of the previous calendar year), and 
for many years past these prices have been pubhshed 
as of December 1, 1866-71, making a full series of 
December 1 prices for crops since 1866. No change 
has been made in the date for reporting values of live- 
stock. The prices of crops and the values of livestock 
for the period 1866-78, as now published, have been 
reduced to a gold basis, using equivalents supplied by 
the United States Treasury Department. Both the 
December 1 crop prices and the January 1 livestock val- 
ues are reported by the township list of crop reporters. 

Beginning with the development of the field-aid list, 
the December 1 prices of crops and the January 1 val- 
ues of livestock have been obtained from both the 
township and field-aid lists, and the separate results 
have been combined in obtaining the State average 
published. 

Beginning with 1867, the January 1 values of 
livestock have been obtained by asking the average 
value or price per head for all ages and sexes of a given 
kind of livestock. This method has been employed 
to date in reports on swine and milk cows, but begin- 
ing with 1894 the inquiry on horses, mules, sheep, and 
^'other cattle'^ (as distinguished from milk cows) has 
been made on the basis of an age classification and, 
in the case of sheep, on the basis of a sex classification. 
The values as obtained for the different age groups 
were averaged to obtain the value per head of all the 
animals of a given kind. This change in the nature of 
the inquiry was undoubtedly an improvement, but the 
comparability of the series was somewhat disturbed. 
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Between January 1926 and January 1928 the value 
of swine was obtained in the old way; that of ''swine 
of all ages'' from some of the correspondents; and 
from the rest of the correspondents values were 
obtained on the basis of three subclasses: (1) Sows 
and gilts bred or to be bred for spring pigs, (2) all 
other hogs 6 months old and over, including boars, 
and (3) pigs under 6 months old. When the results 
of these two inquiries were compared for individual 
States, the average value of swine of all ages obtained 
by the old method was lower than that obtained by 
the subclass method. A similar comparison between 
the value of all cattle on the basis of the inquiry used 
beginning with 1894, and the value as obtained by a 
more detailed subgrouping, showed that the price 
ascertained by the old method was higher than that 
ascertained in the new way. 

In January 1908 the Department began to collect 
monthly prices paid to farmers for corn, wheat, oats, 
barley, rye, buckwheat, flaxseed, potatoes, cotton, 
and hay. The following February, butter, eggs, and 
chickens were added to the schedule. These prices 
were as of the 1st of each month, and were obtained 
from crop reporters of the Department. Beginning 
January 1910 prices were collected as of the 15th of the 
month from a list of coimtry dealers and merchants, for 
the following products: Hogs, beef cattle, veal, sheep, 
and lambs, per 100 pounds live weight; horses and milk 
cows per head; wool per pound; apples, pears, dry 
beans, sweetpotatoes, onions, and cloverseed, per 
bushel; and peanuts, per pound. Prices for timothy 
seed and cottonseed were first obtained in September 
1910. Maple-sugar and maple-sirup prices date from 
March 1912; prices for alfalfa seed from June 1912; 
prices for turkeys, per pound, from October 1912. 
The prices for a few other farm products have been 
added from time to time. 

The 15th-of"the-month prices are reported by an 
additional list of about 13,500 voluntary correspond- 
ents, most of them country merchants, or dealers 
at country shipping points, and a few well-informed 
farmers. Prior to December 1923 the prices of the 
major crops were reported on the 1st of the month by 
the county reporters in connection with monthly 
crop reports. Beginning with December 1923 all 
monthly prices are for the 15th of the month. The 
Ist-of-the-month prices for the period prior to Decem- 
ber 1923, have been converted to an approximation 
of a 15th-of-the-month price by taking the average 
of the prices reported on the 1st of two consecutive 
months. The monthly prices of livestock have always 
been reported on the 15th of the month. For a few 
products prices had been reported both on the 1st and 
15th. Whenever possible, the 15th-of-the-month 
prices have been used. 

One would expect a greater lag upon the current 
prices at primary markets when the reporters are 
farmers than when they are dealers. A comparison 
of dealers' and farmers' reports on staple crops indicate 
that there is no great difference other than a slight 
lag. It is felt that the old and the new series of the 
monthly prices may be safely combined. Since March 
1913 all egg prices and since May 1913 all chicken 
prices are those reported on the 15th of the month. 

In several of the small States the change from crop 
reporters to country dealers and merchants marked 
the end of reports on prices of crops unimportant in 
those States, such as wheat in the New England States. 

The source of the information and the wording of the 

inquiry ^^ influence the price quotation. For example, 
the monthly price of horses, as determined from the 
reports of the regular price reporters of the Department 
when they are asked for the ''average prices paid to 
producers in your market'', is usually considerably 
higher than the January 1 value obtained from the crojp 
correspondents, who are requested to report the 
''average price per head of horses in your locahty" 
by size groups. The 15th-of-the-month price repre- 
sents more nearly the price at which horses were being 
bought and sold in a given locahty and would tend to be 
higher than the January 1 price, which is really an 
estimate on the average value of all horses of a certain 
age on farms in'that locality. 

The same difference exists between milk-cow prices 
from the two sources. Although the monthly prices 
of milk cows and horses vary considerably and tend 
to have a seasonal movement, the general trend 
indicated by the series is practically the same as that 
of January 1 values. 

The prices of articles bought by farmers were first 
collected in 1910 when crop reporters were asked to 
report the prices paid for certain articles, like feed, 
implements, and fertiUzer. This inquiry was made 
annually up to 1922 when it was placed on a quarterly 
basis. At the same time the inquiry was shifted to a 
greatly expanded Ust composed largely of small-town 
dealers in farmers' supphes. Subgroupings were made 
according to the types of dealers and the schedules 
were subgrouped accordingly. Prior to 1927 prices 
were obtained on about 100 commodities and beginning 
with 1927 on about 175 commodities. 

DESCRIPTION OF FARM PRICES 

The prices received by producers of farm products 
commonly called "farm prices", represent the price- 
reporting estimate of the average price of all grades 
and classes of commodities being sold in the local farm 
market on or about the 15th of each month. The 
grades and classes vary from one season to another and 
even from one month to the next. The "wholesale 
price" of farm products usually means the price of a 
particular grade or class at a primary or central market, 
such as Chicago, Kansas City, New Orleans, or New 
York, for a given day or weekly or monthly average of 
daily quotations. Both farm and wholesale prices are 
distinguished from future prices in that they both 
represent cash transactions for immediate delivery. 

The farm price is seldom an f .o.b. price, except where 
products are marketed cooperatively. In the case of 
potatoes, for example, there is usually some agency at 
the local market to buy from the producer, and these 
buyers must receive some compensation for their 
services. There is usually some spread between the 
farm price and the f.o.b. price. When the farmer sells 
direct to the consumer in a neighboring town the farm 
price and the retail price may be one and the same. 

Strictly speaking, the actual farm price or "price at 
the farm" of a farm product is practically impossible 
to learn. The price which is usually ascertained is the 
one the farmer receives at his local market. For most 
farm products there is no price at the farm. The price 
is made only when the product changes hands. The 
prices reported to the Department of Agriculture are 
the prices at which the products first changed hands 
when sold by the producer.    The price of wheat as 

" A representative sample of the schedules used is shown in figures 58 and 59. A 
complete set of the schedules may be obtained upon request to the Division of Crop 
and Livestock Estimates, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 
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reported includes the cost to the farmer of handUng 
and deUvering the wheat to the local elevator. The 
local handling cost may be relatively large with such 
products as butter, eggs, wool, and cotton. 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

The most reliable sources from which current, local 
market, or farm price data on farm products are 
gathered may be classified into seven groups: (1) 
Country mill and elevator operators, (2) managers 
of local creameries and milk-receiving stations, (3) 
country merchants, (4) farm-produce dealers at local 
shipping points, (5) cooperative marketing organiza- 
tions, (6) country bankers, and (7) well-informed 
farmers. 

On the other hand, the principal sources of current 
local market price information on commodities farmers 
buy are: (1) Country merchants, (2) furniture dealers, 
(3) operators of lumber and coal yards, (4) hardware 
dealers, and (5) feed, seed, and fertilizer dealers. 

ORGANIZATION 

The satisfactory collection of current local market 
price data requires an organization which may well be 
classified under three heads: (1) A section is devoted 
to the organization and maintenance of lists, and the 
mailing of schedules. Before a representative and 
reliable price sample can be obtained, a competent 
list of price correspondents must be built up. This 
task is accomplished by circularizing a representative 
list of farmers, askmg to whom they sell their agricul- 
tural produce and of whom they buy their groceries, 
machinery, equipment, supplies, etc. The reporters 
solicited in this manner may then be requested to act 
as regular price correspondents. Ordinarily, little 
difficulty is encountered in assembling a list of reporters 
in this manner. 

(2) The second group is the tabulating and compu- 
ting section. The functions of this unit are to list 
the information on returned questionnaires on especi- 
ally prepared tabulation sheets, to summarize the 
data by means of arithmetic and weighted averages 
for districts within the universe sampled, combina- 
tions of these districts, or strata, and finally for the 
universe as a whole. 

(3) The third unit of the organization necessary 
for the efficient handling of the collection of current 
data regarding local market prices is concerned with 
the editing of the data, their analysis, preparation for 
pubhcation, and the appraisal of their reliability and 
adequacy. Editing is particularly necessary to detect 
errors due to the reporter's misunderstanding of 
various questions and to delete nontypical items in 
the price sample. 

UNITS OF MEASURE 

Many of the discrepancies apparent in a cample of 
local market price data may be accounted for by the 
careless statement of price on the schedule in a unit of 
measure entirely different from that requested. This 
is especially true where a general questionnaire is 
distributed throughout a comparatively large universe 
wherein local customs and marketing practices decree 
that the same product shall be bought or sold in terms 
of two or more units. For example, apples are sold 
by the bushel, the barrel, the box, or the ton in various 
parts of the United States. Even in the same locality, 
fruit may be sold according to two or more different 
units of measure. 

The Department of Agriculture has surmounted 
this diflSculty in collecting data on farm prices (local 
market prices of farm products) by asking prices of 
such commodities according to the two most prevalent 
methods of sale. The price of potatoes, and of 
timothy, clover, and alfalfa seed are asked on both the 
bushel and hundredweight basis. Apple prices are 
asked on both the bushel and barrel basis. The price 
of baled hay is asked separately in order that baled- 
hay prices will not be reported mistakenly in the 
space provided for the report on loose hay. Quota- 
tions are more likely to apply to a given unit of measure 
if space is provided for the reporter to enter the price 
in the unit with which he is most familiar. It is a 
simple matter to convert the price of potatoes from 
the hundredweight basis to a bushel of 60 pounds after 
the questionnaires are returned and the reports tabu- 
lated. 

SAMPLING 

A weighted stratified sample as used by the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture in the collection of farm prices, is 
generally conceded to be the most practical means of 
securing representative samples of local-market or 
farm-price data. According to this method the coun- 
ties of a typical State are subdivided into nine districts 
of approximately equal size which are in most States 
the same as the crop-reporting districts. 

A regrouping of counties for price-report weighting 
is resorted to where more homogeneous marketing or 
trading areas may be segregated by such a procedure. 
An effort is then made to secure reports from each 
county within each district, the mmaber of reports per 
county varying in accordance with its importance in 
agricultural production. This provides for including 
within the sample all known diiïerentiations of the 
universe from which the sample is drawn. The returns 
are checked month by month to see from which counties 
reports are received and which are not represented. 
Steps are then taken to secure new reporters in the 
agricultural counties not represented and thereby 
maintain a well-distributed list of correspondents. 

The choice of the interval at which local-market 
prices are to be sampled depends entirely upon the 
frequency of price fluctuations and the use to be made 
of the data. The interval may vary from a year to 
a day. 

Although the collection of prices as of a single date 
is fairly satisfactory for the evaluation of most crops, 
the collection of annual average prices received for 
farm products by means of a questionnaire sent out 
once a year usually fails to give representative returns. 
Answers to such inquiries are usually biased by the 
prices prevailing at the time the questionnaire is filled 
out by the correspondent. Even when the reporter 
attempts to give an estimate of the average price during 
the entire marketing season his replies are commonly 
influenced by the price he received for that last portion 
of the product sold. This is especially true when an 
attempt is made to gather annual average prices from 
farmers, since the reporter seldom keeps account of the 
amounts sold at different prices throughout the entire 
marketing season. In consequence, the mean of the 
returns on the average price of eggs for the year would 
be biased upward if the inquiry were made during the 
winter season of light production and high prices, while 
the returns would be biased downward in most cases, if 
the inquiry were made in the spring and summer sea- 
son of comparatively heavy production and low prices. 
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It is necessary, therefore, to sample the farm prices 
of agricultural products more often than once a year 
if reliable indications of annual average prices are to 
be obtained. Seasonal fluctuations of farm prices may 
also be determined when this procedure is followed. 
The frequency of such sampling will depend largely 
upon the relative amount of change in the prices of 
different products throughout the season and the pur- 
pose for which the data are collected. 

Thus, when it is desired to construct an index of 
changes in local market prices of commodities farmers 
buy, the quarterly assembly of information on prices 
of these commodities will suffice. Local market prices 
of food, clothing, furniture, building materials, equip- 
ment, and supplies vary but little from month to 
month. Hence, unless a relatively large sample of 
monthly data were obtained, it would be most difficult 
to ascertain whether minor changes from month to 
month were due to actual price changes in the universe 
from which the sample was drawn or to mere fluctua- 
tions of sampling. Moreover, farmers buy nearly all 
of their fertilizer and seed prior to or during ^he spring 
and fall planting season and it would be useless to 
collect prices of the commodities in these groups more 
than twice a year. Feed, then, is about the only group 
for which local prices vary to any considerable extent 
from month to month. Even here the local market 
prices of mixed feed and by-product feeds from the 
milling and livestock-packing industries do not show 
any pronounced degree of monthly change in normal 
times. 

Prices of products sold by farmers fluctuate to a 
much greater extent, owing to rapid changes in the 
present and prospective supply and demand situation. 
These changes may be seasonal, as in the case of work 
animals, dairy and poultry products, or may occur 
intermittently without regard to season as with cotton 
which is traded on a highly organized speculative 
market. It is desirable, therefore, to sample prices of 
farm products at much shorter intervals than is the 
case with articles farmers buy, as for example at 
monthly or weekly intervals. Hence, the Department 
of Agriculture collects prices paid producers for farm 
products on or about the 15th of each month in order 
to measure current changes in the farm-price level, 
and to secure a basis for ascertaining weighted average 
prices for the year or crop season. 

COLLECTION OF DATA 

The collection of current farm-price data is handled 
by means of mailed questionnaires. Constant check- 
ing of returns and the filling of gaps with new reporters 
is necessary to assure a representative sample. While 
the returns are selective to a certain extent, this is no 
serious handicap in price sampling, since the more 
intelligent type of dealer who will answer questionnaires 
usually handles a goodly portion of trade in his locality 
and is naturally familiar with prices in the local market. 

Errors in farm-price data collected through mailed 
questionnaires are most often due to misinterpretation 
of the question. Even when the greatest care is taken 
in wording the inquiry, instances of misinterpretation 
are found to occur now and then. For example, 
reporters in deficit areas of grain production in the 
Western States are likely to report prices farmers pay 
for grain on a hundredweight basis when asked the 
price per bushel received by producers. In other 
instances, the reporters may enter farm prices in a 
different unit than that specified on the questionnaire, 

especially where space does not permit the statement of 
the question in all of its varied units in a general inquiry. 
The reporter also may record the farm price in the 
wrong column. The latter type of error can be avoided 
generally, however, by definitely marking off the space 
provided for the answer so that it will not be confused 
with spaces allotted for other questions. Confusion 
of units can usually be detected when editing the 
returns, if the question is asked for two of the most 
common units. 

Six different questionnaires are circularized each 
month. A sample is shown in figure 58. These may be 
classified according to the section of the country to 
which they are sent: (1) Questionnaires are sent to 
the southern States which ask the farm price of general 
farm commodities produced in that territory. (2) A 
separate questionnaire is sent to the northern States; 
this differs from those sent into the South in that 
questions on buckwheat and fiaxseed are substituted 
for cotton and cottonseed, questions are added to cover 
the seed crops, and the price of spring wheat is asked 
as well as the price of winter wheat. (3) A special 
questionnaire is sent to the durum-wheat States 
(Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Mon- 
tana). This schedule requests additional information 
on wheat prices, splitting the spring-wheat question 
into durum wheat and other spring. Some crops of 
minor importance, like tobacco and pears, are also 
omitted from this schedule. Three other question- 
naires are provided—one each for New England, for 
the northern grain-sorghum States,and for the southern 
grain-sorghum States. These are designed to meet 
the particular needs for farm-price information for 
each section. 

The questionnaires circularized quarterly by the 
Department of Agriculture in the collection of local 
market prices of commodities farmers buy are similar 
to the sample shown in figure 59. 

These questionnaires are classified according to the 
type of dealers from which this information is solicited. 
Thus, prices paid by farmers for clothing, food, and 
household articles are obtained from country mer- 
chants, prices paid for furniture and floor-coverings 
from furniture dealers, and so on. Questionnaires cir- 
culated among farm-implement dealers and the feed, 
seed, and fertilizer dealers vary slightly for the different 
quarters in order to cover commodities that are 
purchased seasonally. For example, seed and ferti- 
lizer prices are asked only in March and September, 
the months corresponding to the spring and fall 
planting seasons; these questions are omitted from the 
schedules sent in June and December. In regard to 
farm machinery, prices on corn planters and other 
spring crop-planting equipment are asked in March, 
prices on mowers and other harvesting machinery in 
June, prices on grain threshers and fall crop-planting 
equipment in September, and prices on automobiles, 
and trucks (commodities for which prices usually 
change but once a year) in December. 

LISTING AND SUMMARIZING FARM PRICES 

Quotations received from the correspondents on 
the questionnaires concerning prices paid farmers, are 
tabulated alphabetically according to county of 
origin, in their respective price-reporting districts. An 
arithmetic average is computed for the reports received 
from each district on each commodity. These aver- 
ages are transferred to the State summary sheets 
where they are weighted with the production estimates 
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for the corresponding commodities and districts during 
the calculation of weighted averages for the State. 
The State averages are then transferred to commodity 
summary sheets for the United States, where they are 
reviewed by a member of the Crop Reporting Board. 
Changes in reported prices from surplus-producing 
States are checked with changes in available market 
price quotations and the official estimates of prices paid 
farmers are made at this point. A United States weight- 
ed average of these estimates is then computed for each 
commodity using current production data as weights. 

Prices paid by farmers for articles bought in local 
markets are listed and summarized in a somewhat 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

The methods of analysis of farm-price samples have 
been discussed in a bulletin issued by the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture.^^ Averages of commodity prices 
obtained in the way described in the preceding section 
provide the basis for the making of farm-price estimates. 
State price estimates then are averaged by geographical 
divisions and for the country as a whole. Weighted 
averages of State prices are always used by the Depart- 
ment in combining the estimates for a group of States. 

The selection of weights for this purpose depends 
upon the purpose for which the average is being 
computed.    If an average price for the total produc- 

FARM PRICE OF CORN, JANUARY   1931 
( Cents per bushel ) 

Total number of reports for State   -297 
Sfate price ( v^eiqhted overage of district prices) - 56 

State price ( s/rnp/e average of a// reports) - 57 

FIGURE 33.-Distribution  of Iowa  reports  on  farm price of corn, January 1931.  Each report is entered in its respective county, all counties except three bein? 
represented.   District prices are shown for each of the nine districts. 

different way, inasmuch as practically no information 
is available for weighting district and State averages 
of reports. The information on the questionnaires 
returned by local dealers is listed alphabetically by 
counties in the State as a whole. No district averages 
of prices are computed and a simple average of the 
returns for each item is computed for the entire State. 
These averages are transferred directly to United 
States summary sheets where an arithmetic mean is 
calculated for each commodity for the country as a 
whole. Thus the number of reports acts as the sole 
weighting factor as between the districts within a 
State and between States. This makes it necessary 
for the Department of Agriculture to secure a repre- 
sentative return from various sections of the country. 

tion is desired, the individual State estimates naturally 
would be weighted by the production of the particular 
cornmodity in the corresponding State. If it is 
desired to compute the average price received for 
that portion of a particular commodity which is sold, 
State price estimates are weighted by sales. 

The importance of obtaining a representative price 
sample has been adequately stressed in mmierous 
statistical papers. As an example of the method 
suggested earlier in this discussion for the testing of 
the geographical representativeness of the price 
sample, a chart showing the distribution of reports on 
Iowa corn prices, for January 1931 is shown in figure 33. 

12 SARLE, C. F.   RELIABILITY AND ADEQUACY OF FARM-PRICE DATA. 
Agr.Bul. 1480: 20-43, illus.   1927. 

U.S. Dept. 
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It is evident from this distribution that a fully repre- 
sentative price sample was obtained. Reports were 
received from about 97 percent of the counties. Of 
the 3 counties missing, no 2 were immediately adjacent 
to each other, although 2 of the 3 were in district 5. 
All of the variation that might be expected in the price 
of corn in Iowa was certainly included. The represent- 
ativeness of the sample was further improved by the 
method of weighting the average price for each district 
by the production of corn in computing a weighted 
average price for the State. 

Another check on the geographic representativeness 
of the sample is made by comparing the straight or 
simple average of all reports with the weighted average. 
The closeness with which the simple arithmetic mean of 
all reports checks with the weighted average for a State 
indicates that the sample is distributed in the various 
districts in about the same proportion as the crop. 
Under some conditions, weighting brings a marked im- 
provement in representativeness. This is true in the 
case of cotton prices in Mississippi where it is much more 
difficult to secure reports on the relatively high-priced 
long-staple cotton grown in the Delta section than on the 
short-staple crop produced on the upland. Weighting 
wheat prices by production of the various classes ma- 
terially improves the representativeness of the average. 

The possibility of bias in current farm-price data col- 
lected by the questionnaire method has been suggested. 
A marked tendency to quote top prices instead of aver- 
age prices is apparent at times. This tendency is most 
often noticed in reports on livestock prices. Prices of 
livestock and poultry may be reported on a dressed 
basis, although it is requested that they be made on the 
basis of live weight. Although the latter discrepancies 
can usually be detected and edited out, it is not always 
possible to distinguish top prices of live animals from 
average prices where there is considerable variability 
in the universe. Thus, farm-price samples may be 
biased in some instances.    Farm prices of fruits and 

vegetables may also be biased owing to the inclusion of 
too large a proportion of f.o.b. prices. In some locali- 
ties, dealers may tend to report f.o.b. prices of graded 
potatoes almost exclusively instead of the prices paid 
to farmers for the field-run ungraded product, on which 
basis the purchases are made. In other instances, f.o.b. 
prices of dry edible beans will be given on a cleaned 
basis even when the commodity is sold as thresher-run 
beans. This type of bias is not characteristic of the 
dealer reporter alone; the same type of error is experi- 
enced with farmer reporters who are asked to give the 
average price received for their potatoes or beans. 

This kind of bias is not a very grave sort of error when 
farm prices are collected for the express purpose of 
showing relative changes from month to month or from 
year to year. Such bias is more or less constant since 
farm prices change in about the same percentage as 
f.o.b. prices, therefore, it is not nearly so serious as lack 
of representativeness. 

Another type of error is prevalent in farm prices col- 
lected by the schedule method. Collectively, these 
errors are termed errors of observation. It is difficult 
for a dealer to estimate accurately exactly the average 
farm price for all grades and classes of a commodity pur- 
chased as of a given date. This need not destroy the 
value of the results, however, since the estimates made 
too high by one may be» compensated by those of 
another made too low. Thus, the average from a large 
number may represent the true value very closely. 
Errors of observation in farm-price data are usually 
accentuated by the tendency of correspondents to 
report prices in round numbers which are divisible by 
five. For example, in the chart showing Iowa farm 
prices of corn for January 1931, 168 of the 297 replies 
were given on even 5-cent intervals, such as 50, 55, 60, 
or 65 cents. Insofar as these errors of observation are 
truly compensating, they do not affect the accuracy of 
the average, provided the sample is large enough to 
enable them fully to compensate. 
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(C. E. 2-3650J UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 

INTENDED ACREAGE OF CROPS, MARCH  1,  1932 

Heport made by, 

P. 0. Address  

County   

State  

R. D, .Yo, 

The United States Department of Agriculture 
has established regular annual reports on intended 
acreage of important crops to be planted. Such 
reports, published before spring planting is actually 
accomplished, are of great value to farmers in modi- 
fying their plans to prevent serious overplanting or 
underplanting of particular crops. Will you coop- 
erate by giving for your own farm the information 
requested? Please return schedule in the inclosed 
envelope, which requires no postage. If you receive 
more than one schedule, hand extra copy to a neigh- 
bor to fill out and send in. 

¿¿¿tCU&,.,..^á4/ 
Chairman, Crop Reporting Board. 

RETURN SCHEDULE EVEN THOUGH YOU CAN REPORT FOR ONLY ONE OR TWO ITEMS 

Show below acreage of crops grown on your 
for harvest last year (1931) 

farm Show below intended acreage of crops to be grown on 
for harvest this year (1932) 

your farm 

Winter wheat    acres Winter wheat (left for harvest)  acres 

Spring wheat  acres Spring wheat  acres 

Rye  acres Rye (left for harvest)  acres 

Corn  acres Corn  acres 

Oats  acres Oats  ...acres 

Barlev  acres Barley  acres 

Potatoes, Irish  acres Potatoes, Irish  acres 

Sweet potatoes and yams  acres Sweet potatoes and yams  acres 

Grain sorghums  acres Grain sorghums  acres 

Beans, dry edible  acres Beans, dry edible  acres 

Peanuts  acres Peanuts  acres 

Rice 

Tame hay cut, all kinds (alfalfa, clover, 
grains cut for hay, annual hay crops 

 acres Rice 

Tame hay to be cut, all kinds (alfalfa, clover, timo- 
thy, grains cut for hay, annual hay crops, etc.)  ... 

-.. acres 

timothy, 
, etc.)      ....  acres  acres 

All other crops  acres All other crops  „acres 

Total of all crops last year  acres Total of all crops this year  acres 

Total of ALL LAND in farm  acres Total of ALL LAND in farm  acres 

COMMENTS CONCERNING CHANGE IN ACREAGE IN YOUR LOCALITY WILL BE APPRECIATED.   USE SPACE BELOW 

COMMENTS:  ^...  

FiGPEE 34 —This type of schedule requests historic data for "last" year and current data for "this" year thereby permitting computation of current X historic, current 
X current, and ratio relative indications of acreage changes.    Abandonment data are also obtained. 
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ßowa, m^ Kang., Nebr., Mo.] 10. E. 2-3743] [JUNEp 19321 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS—DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

SPECIAL ACREAGE SCHEDULE 

J^ame _ _      

P. O. Address _ _    R. D, JVb. 

County in which I live. ^_  

State _  

Total acres of all land In this farm or ranch 
(Include pasture, land lying idle and fallow, woodland, etc., as well as crop land) 

If you operated a dififerent farm or ranch last year, or had 
more land or less land, report total acres in fairm or ranch 
last year 

CROP CO-RESPONDENT: 

The purpose of this inquiry is to assist the 
United States Department of Agriculture in 
estimating the acreage planted to principal 
crops this year as compared to acres grown 
last year. Please fill out schedule for your 
own farm or ranch, and return in the 
inclosed penalty envelope, which requires 
no postage. If you receive more than one 
schedule, please hand extra copy to a neigh» 
bor to fill out and send in. 

Thanking you in advance, I am. 

Very truly yours, 

Chairman, Crop Reporting Board. 

Please report acreages for BOTH years; otherwise comparisons can not be made. For 1932, 
show acreage already planted and any you still intend to plant for this year. For 1931, 
show acreage grown last year. 

1 Corn for all purposes 
2 Spring wheat for grain 
3 Oats for grain 
4^ Barley for grain 
5* Flax 

For winter crains show acreage you 
EXPECT TO HARVEST this year 
and acreage HARVESTED last year 

Winter wheat for grain 
Rye for grain  

Acres, this year, 
1933 

8 Grain sorghums (kafir, milo, feterita, etc.) 
9 Sweet sorghums for all purposes 

10 Sugar beets or cotton (cross out crop not grown) 
11 Potatoes 

12 Soy beans grown alone for all purposes 
13 Cowpeas grown alone for all purposes 

14 
15 
16 

17 

For hay crops show acreage 
you EXPECT TO CUT for 
hay this year and acreage 
CUT for hay last year 

Alfalfa hay 
Clover and timothy hay (both alone and mixed) 
All  other tame hay   (include red top, sudan, 

millet, grain hay, etc.) 
Wild hav 

18 Broomcorn 
19 All crops not listed above 
20 Total acres of all crops (sum of items 1 to 19, above).    This sum may be more 

or less than the acres of land in farm or ranch.    Some land may not be in crops, or more than 
one crop may be grown on the same land in a single season. 

21 Plowland idle (no crop taken off and not pastured) 
22 Land used only for pasture  

Acres, last year, 
1931 

1 

2 

3 
4 

6 

7 

. 8 
9 

10 
11 

12 

_13 

14 

15 

16 
17 

18 
19 

20 
21 
22 

USE BACK OF SCHEDULE FOR COMMENTS 

FIGURE 35.—These schedules are used to obtain sample indications of relative acreages of crops for the current year and samples of change in acreages of crops upon which 
to base the estimates of acreage used in making forecasts of production. 
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jlQQrt 
C. E. 2-3774] Minn, N. Dak., S. »ak. 

SPECIAL CROP ACREAGE SURVEY 

fOST OFFICE DEPARTMENT IN COOPERATION WITH THE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

REASONS FOR MAKING THIS SURVEY 

Before   filling   out   read  carefully   instructions   on 
other side of card,     

Name     State  

Post office -r     County  

R. D ......._    Show by X if OwnerQ or Renter □ 
Acre* in 1932 

1. Total number of acres of all land in this farm or ranch 
(include land rented from others)     1 

Crops harvested or to be harvested this year 
2. Corn for grain, silage, fodder, and hogging off   2 

3. Winter wheat for grain (acres harvested this year) 

4. Winter wheat sown or to be sown this fall 
5. Durum wheat for grain (include H oi the acreage of 

mixed durum wheat and flax) 

6. Other spring wheat for grain (include ^ of the acreage 
of mixed wheat and üax)  

7. Oats for grain (include also oats cut to be fed unthreshed 
as a combined grain and hay ration) 

8. Barley for grain 

9. Eye for grain (acres harvested this year) 

10. Rye sown or to be sown this fall 

11. Buckwheat (acres harvested this year) 

__ 3 

]4 
. 6 

_ 6 

. 7 

. 8 

- 9 

lo 
.11 

12. Flax (include J^ of the acreage of mixed flax and wheat)       12 

13. Sugar beets for sugar« 

14. Potatoes 

15. Dry edible beans  

16. Alfalfa cut for hay 

17. Sweet clover cut for hay 

18. Clover and timothy, alone or mixed, cut for hay 

19. Grains cut for hay (wheat, oats, barley, rye, etc.) 

20. Other grasses and legumes, tame or cultivated, cut for 
hay (peas, millet, Sudan, Brome, etc.) 

21. Wild, marsh, or prairie grasses cut for hay from uncul- 
tivated lands - 

22. Land in fruit orchards and vineyards 

-13 

..14 

^15 

.-16 

,.17 

.18 

.19 

_20 

.22 

-23 

.24 

.25 

23. All other crops not listed above      

24. Land which has been plowed or cultivated in past years 
and which was used this year for pa*sture only   

25. Other land used this year for pasture only   

26. Land which has been plowed or cultivated in past years 
and which was idle or in summer fallow this year 
(not used for crops or pasture)   

27. Land from which no crop was harvested this year be- 
cause of crop failure or destruction from any cause     27 

(Write oa back of card names of crops and acres that failed) 
3-6790 [OVER] 

A 

.26 

The purpose of this survey is to furnish a basis for determining the acreage 
in each of the important crops grown in the United States. 

Government Crop Reports are valuable to farmers in urnishing a basis 
for the exercise of intelligent judgment in— 

1. Planning his future production program. 

2. Deciding upon the disposition of his crops when sn alternative is 
possible; that is, whether to harvest the crop or graze it off; whether 
to market the crop or feed it to livestock, etc. 

3. Determining whether the market   situation warrants sale  of Bis 
products immediately or later in the marketing season. 

If Government reports were abolished, farmers would be compelled to 
depend almost entirely on crop reports prepared by dealers in farm products. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT SCHEDULES 

Give the information asked for on this schedule as accurately and com- 
pletely as circumstances will permit. Where acreages of crops are not 
definitely known, careful estimates should in all cases be made. 

Total acres in this farm (Item 1).—In answer to this inquiry include 
all land in the farm, ranch, or plantation whether in cultivation, idle or 
fallow, pasture, woodland or other unimproved land, and that occupied by 
farm buildings and yards. Include any land rented from others but do 
not include land rented to others. 

Crops harvested or to be harvested on this farm In 1932.—Report 
acres from which crop was cut, dug, picked, or otherwise harvested. Omit 
acres abandoned. Study carefully the list of crops printed on the schedule, 
and if crops other than those listed were grown, report combined acreage of 
such crops under "All other crops." 

Land plowed past years used this year for pasture.—Do not include 
land that was pastured after a crop was harvested, nor grain fields which 
were pastured for a time in the spring but which later produced a crop, nor 
land upon which there was a crop failure and later was'pastured. Land 
previously plowed but now grown up in brush should not be included. 

Other land used this year for pasture.—Include permanent pasture 
and woodland pastured. 

Land plowed past years Idle (or In summer fallow) this year.—Do 
not include any land which is to be reported as pasture or under crop failure. 

Land on which there was crop failure this year.—Land from which 
no crop was harvested on account of failure, even though it afforded pas» 
turage, should be reported under this inquiry. 

When you have filled out the card, simply put it Into your mall 
box.   The carrier will forward it to the Department. 

CROP FAILURE, 1933 
(Total reported on other side) 

Name of crop Acres failed 

. -7-—  TT.-rrrTrsT  
[OVERl 

PiGURE ; -These crop-acreage schedules are distributed by the rural mail carriers to 10 farmers on each rural route.    The returned schedules give one of the best indi- 
cations of changes in acreage of crops harvested.   A, front of schedule; B, back of schedule. 
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[C. E. 2-3854] UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

(Va.. N. C, S. C, Ga., Pia, 
Ala., Miss., La., Tenn., 
Ark., Tex., Okla.) 

INOVEMBER IS, 13321 

ACREAGE   AND   PRODUCTION   OF   PRINCIPAL   CROPS 

Name. 

Post Oßce ._ _....     Ä. Z>. No. 

County in which I live....   ___  

State... _ _ __     __   
Total acres of all land in your farm or plantation 

this year   
Total acres of all land in your farm or plantation 

last year    

. acres 

acres 

CROP CORRESPONDENT. 

DEAR SIR: 

To provide further information on the yield of 
the principal crops, can you fill in the schedule 
below iFOR YOUR FARM OR PLANTATION? 
Please return this schedule promptly in the inclosed 
penalty envelope, which requires no postage. 

Respectfully, 

¿^^^^tl¿^^^za.<,a4/ 
Chairman, Crop Reporting Board. 

RETURN SCHEDULE EVEN THOUGH YOU CAN REPORT FOR ONLY ONE OR TWO ITEMS 

CROP PRODUCTION, 1933 Acres harvested or 
to be harvested 

Quantity harvested or 
to be harvested CROP 

1 Corn for grain 

2 Corn for silage 

3 Corn for forage, hogging off, etc. 

. bushels 

. tons 

X   X   X   X   X 

Corn for grain (1) 

Corn for silage (2) 

Corn for forage, hogging off, etc. (3) 

4 Winter wheat 

5 Oats  for  grain,  including cut  when 
ripe to feed without threshing 

6 Barley 

, bushels 

, bushels 

. bushels 

Winter wheat 
Oats for grain 

Barley 

(4) 
(5) 

7 Grain sorghum for grain (kafir, milo, durra, etc., 
including cut in head but not threshed) 

8 Sorghum for forage (and ha;^) 

. bushels 

. tons 

Grain sorghum for grain (kafir, milo, 
durra, etc.) (7) 

Sorghum for forage (and hay) J8) 
9 Rice 

10 Cotton 

. bushels 

. bales 

Rice 

Cotton 

(9) 

11 Peanuts for nuts 

12 Soybeans gathered for beans 

13 Cowpeas gathered for peas 

.pounds 

. bushels 

. bushels 

Peanuts for nuts (11) 

Soybeans gathered for beans (12) 

Cowpeas gathered for peas (13) 

14 Potatoes (Irish) 

15 Potatoes (sweet) 

16 Tobacco. 
(Write name of type grown by you) 

17 Tame hay of all kinds except sorghum 

18 Wild hay 

. bushels 

. bushels 

.pounds 

. tons 

. tons 

Potatoes (Irish) 

Potatoes (sweet) 

Tobacco 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Tame hay of all kinds except sorghum (17) 

Wild hay (18) 

19 Alfalfa cut for seed 

20 Clover cut for seed . 
(Write name or kind) 

. bushels 

. bushels 

Alfalfa cut for seed 

Clover cut for seed 

(19) 

(20) 

SEEDING   OF   FALL-SOWN   GRAINS 

21 Acres of winter wheat seeded or to be seeded for grain this fall (1932) 

22 Acres of winter wheat seeded for grain last fall (1931) 

23 Acres of winter oats seeded or to be seeded for grain this fall (1932) 

24 Acres of winter oats seeded for grain last fall (1931) 

9.cres (21) 

acres (22) 

â.cres (23) 

acres (24) 

USE BACK OF SCHEDULE FOR COMMENTS 

FIGURE 37.—These schedules are used to ascertain acreage, yield, and production of important crops on a large number of individual farms.   Such data provide a valuable 
check on information obtained from the regular monthly reports and from the acreage schedules used by rural mail carriers. 
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[C. E. 2-3788] UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 
WASHINGTON. D. C. 

[AUGUST» 19321 

AUGUST  CROP  SCHEDULE 
This schedule is to be mailed by August 1, 1932. Report ONLY on such crops named as are grown in your locality; report for that 

part of the country about you which comes under your personal observation, or with which you are familiar. Please read carefully the 
instructions on the other side before malcing report. 

Condition should be reported on the basis of 100 representing a normal condition.   (See instructions 1 and 2 on other side.) 
RETURN SCHEDULE EVEN THOUGH YOU CAN REPORT FOR ONLY ONE OR TWO ITEMS 

Corn Winter 
wheat 

Durum 
wheat 

Other 
Oats Barley Rye Buck- 

Wheat 
Flax 

for seed Potatoes »5?;='    (all"taine) 
edible        (See in- 

struction 5) 

Hay 
(wild,salt, 
or prairie) 

Alfalfa 
hay 

Grain cut 
green for 

hay 
Pasture 

CoQditioa 
Yield 

per acre 
thLj year 

(3) 

Condition 

(4) 

Condition 

(5) 

Condition 

(G) 
What 

percent- 
age of 

last year's 
oat crop 
remains 
on farras 
Aug. 1. 
1932? 

(See in- 
struction 4) 

(7) 

Condition 

(8) 
What per- 
centage of 
last year's 

barley 
crop 

remains 
on farms 
Aug. 1. 
1932? 

(See in- 
struction 4) 

(9) 

Yield 
per acre 
this year 

(10) 

Condition 

(11) 

Condition 

(12) 

Condition 

(14) 

Condition 

(16) 

Condition 

(17) 

Condition 

(18) 

Condition 

(19) 

Condition 
of grow- 
ing crop 

(20) 

Yield 

this year 
(dry 

weight) 

(21) 

Condition 

I'er cent Bushels of 
GO lbs. 

Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent ñi^^heh of 
S6 lbs. 

Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent 
2,000 lbs. 

A. 

[C. E. 2-37881 AUGUST" CROP SCHEIDULE: [AUGUST, 1932] 

INSTRUCTIONS    TO    REPORTERS 
WASHINGTON, D. C, 1932. 

1 Tbo condition of the crops on the date indicated for mailing the schedule is not in comparison with a condition at any former period, but with a normal condition of 
growth and vitality, such as would be expected at this time in a crop starting out under favorable conditions and not subjected afterwards to unfavorable weather, iuscct pests, or 
other injurious agencies.   If condition is asked for any crop that has already been harvested, give condition at time of harvest. 

2 In estimating condition of crops in comparison with a normal condition of growth and vitality giving promise of a full yield per acre, 100 is the basis; if nine-tenths of a full 
(normal) yield per acre are indicated by the present condition, the answer should be filled in as 90; if one-tenth, or 10 per cent, more than a normal yield per acre is indicated, the 
answer should be reported as 110, etc. 

3 Reporters are requested to note briefly and clearly after "Remarks" the effect on the crops of weather conditions in July, whether favorable or otherwise, and other causes for 
very high or very low conditions of the growth and vitality of the crops. Exceptionally favorable seasons support very high figures; long-continued drouglit, excessive moisture,, 
disastrous floods, etc., show why a report is very low. 

4 In estimating the percentage of last year's oat and barley crops remaining on farms August i, 1932, make comparison not with the amount on farms a year ago on 
August 1, but with the total production of 1931. Do not include any that may have been harvested this year, but do include that wnich may have been carried over from 
preceding years. Suppose, for example, the quantity of oats remaining on farms from 1931 and preceding years is 1,000 bushels, and the production of 1931 was 4,000 bushels, then 
the quantity of oats on farms would be one-fourth, or 25 per cent, of the crop of 1931. Include in the amount of oat and barley crops remaining on farms August l, 1932, only 
such as is actually on the farm on which produced or in the producer's private granary, and not such as may have been removed to public elevators, public granaries, railway 
stations, or on board cars, even though still belonging to the producer,   (See items 6 and 8.) 

5 Include under "AH tame bay" all cultivated grasses an_d legumes, alone or mixed, such as timothy, clover, alfalfa, millet, Johnson grass, etc., as well as other grasses which 
naturally come into meadows, including June grass, red toi^^ etc., and all grains, including field beans and peas, intended to be cut green and cured for hay; but exclude salt or 
prairie grasses, or other wild or swamp meadows which are not cultivated in rotation.   (See item 17.) 

FIGURE 38.—This is a typical monthly crop schedule mailed by and returned to branch oflBces.    A, front of schedule; B, front of schedule (p. 71); C, back of schedule 
I), back of schedule (p. 71).   It is folded backward down the middle to fit into a no. 9 envelop. 
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PLEASE WRITE PLAINLY YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS BELOW 

SYMBOLS   XO    BE    USED 
X Use cross (X) when crop is not grown at all or is grown to so small an extent as not to be worth reporting^ 

■^— Uso dash (—■) when information is not sulTicient for an estimate. 
"Failure'* Write in the word "Failure" to indicate an enfre failure. 

O Use cipher (O) only when zero or none is meant. 
THIS SCHEDULE SHOULD BE MAILED BY AUGUST 1,  1932 

Use Symbols as directed 

^ame         County in which I live . 

Post Office  ....    R. D. JVb     State  

Apples Grapes Milk production 
(Report for your own farm) 

Egg production 
(Report for your own 

farm) 
Farm labor 

(22) 

Condition 
(per cent 
of a full 

crop) 

(26) 

Condition 
(per cent 
of a full 

crop) 

(27) 

Number 
of COWS 
milked 
on your 

farm 
yesterday 

(28) 

Number 
of all 

milk cows 
in your 

herd 
yesterday 
(both dry 

and in 
milk) 

Total production of 
milk by your herd 

yesterday.   (Report in 
either pounds 
or gallons) 

(3.i) 

Number 
of hens 

(includinK 
pullets of 

tayins age> 
in your 
poultry 

flock 
yesterday 

(32) 

Number 
of eggs 

produced 
. by your 

flock 
yesterday 

Number of persona 
working on this farm 

(Do not include 
household workers) 

(33) 

F.-imily 
labor, 

including 
operator 

(34) 
Hired help 
including 
monthly, 
day,and 
piecework 

hands (29) (30) 

Percent Per cent Number Numbir Pounds Gallons Number Number Number 
on Aug. Í 

Number 
on Aug. I 

[OVERi 

FaUure** 
O 

SVMBOL.S   XO    BE    USETO 
Use cross (X) when cropris not grown at all or is grown to so small an extent as not to be worth reporting. 
Use dash (■■=■) when information is not sufficient for an estimate. 
Write in the word. "Failure" to indicate an entire failure. 
Use cipher (O) only when zero or none is meant. 

Use Symbols as directed 

THE  RERORX 

7 Use the schedule only for the report.  Make all other communications on a separate sheet of paper, which may be inclosed in envelope with schedule; but each sheet of paper 
should have your name, county. State, and post-office address written plainly thereon. 

8 It is important that reporters mail their reports by the date indicated, as the report of the Department can not be delayed for those which are not promptly returned. 

Respectfully, 

PRIVTINO OrrtCB:  I Chairman, Crop Reporting Board. 

REMARKS:. 

[OVER] 

FIGURE 38 (continued).—The form of the schedule permits very rapid and accurate listing of replies on permanent listing sheets having identical ruling, 
be done much more satisfactorily and quickly on listing sheets than on the individual schedules. 

Editing can 
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rC. E. 2-3824] UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
SUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS—DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 

(OCTOBER, 1932] 

OCTOBER CROP SCHEDULE 
This schedule is to be mailed by October 1, 1932. Report ONLY on such crops named as are grown in your locality; report for that 

part of the country about you which comes under your personal observation, or with which you are familiar. Please read carefully the 
instructions on the other side before making report.     

Condition should be reported on the basis of 100 representing a normal condition.   (See instructions 1 and 2 on other side.) 
RETURN SCHEDULE EVEN THOUGH YOU CAN REPORT FOR ONLY ONE OR TWO ITEMS 

Corn Durum 
wheat 

other 
Oats Bartey Rye Buck- 

wheat Flax for seed Potatoes Beans, dry, edible 

Hay 
(all tame) 

(See 
instruc- 
tion 4) 

Alfalfa 
hay 

Millet 
and 

Sudan 

other hay 
(red top, 
orchard 
grass.       Pasture 

mixed hay 
on old 

meadows) 

Condition 

(2) 

Probable 
yield p.-r 

year 

(3) 

Yield per 
acre this 

year 

(4) 

Yield per 
acre thia 

year 

<5> 

Yield per 
acre this 

year 

(6) 

Yield per 

year 

(7) 

Yield per 
acre this 

year 

Condition 

harvest 

(9) 

Condition 
at time of 

harvest 

(10) 

Probable 
yield per 
acre this 

year 

(11) 

Condition 

(12) 

Probable 
yield per 
acre this 

year 

(20) 

Condiüon 

(21) 

Probable 
yield per 
acre this 

year 

(22) 

Yield per 
acre this 

year 

(23) 

Yield per 
acre 

(all cut- 
tings 

combined) 
this year 

(24) 

Yield per 
acre this 

year 

(27) 

Yield per 
acre this 

year 

(28) 

Conditioa 

Per cent Bu. of 70 
Iba. in car 

Bushels of 
60 10a. 

Bushels of 
{¡0 lbs.. 

Bushels of 
32 lbs. 

Bushels of 
43 Iba. 

Bushels of 
56 Iba. 

Per cent Pvr cent Bushels of 
66 lbs. 

Per cent Bushels of 
60 lbs. 

Per cent Bushels of 
60 lbs. 

Tona of 
2,000 Iba. 

Tona of 
2,000 lbs. 

Tons of 
2,000 lbs. 

Tons of 
2.000 lbs. 

Per cent 

[C. E. 2-3824] UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS—DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

OOXOBEIR   OROP   SCHEIDULEI 

[OCTOBER, 1932} 

INSTRUCTIONS   TO   REPORTERS WASHINGTON, D. C, 1932. 
1 Tho condition of the crops on the date indicated for mailing the schedule is not in comparison with a condition at any former period, but with a normal condition of 

Erowth and vitality such as would be expected at this time iu a crop starting out under favorable conditions and not subjected afterwards to unfavorable weather, insect pests, or other 
miurioiis agencies   'if condition is asked for any crop that has already been harvested, give condition at time çf harvest.      ,    , „    . ,^ ,«« ■   .u   u   •    T   •     *    ,u    r   r .n 

9 Tn p^^iniatln«" condition of crous in comparison with a normal condition of growth and vitahty giving prom.ise of a full yield per acre, 400 is the basis; if nine-tenths of a full 
{normal) yield pcr'a'cre are indicated by the present condition, tho answer should be filled in as 90; if one-tenth, or 10 per cent, more than a normal yield per acre is indicated, the 

answer shou^ ^cCequest^ed to'noté briefly and clearly after " Remarks" the effect on the crops of weather conditions in September, whether favorable or otherwise, and other causes 
for very high or very low conditions of the growth and vitality of the crops. Exceptionally favorable seasons support very high figures; long-contmued drought, excessive moisture, 
disastrous iloos,ec., s^^ovvw^^^^ or mixed, such as timothy, clover, alfalfa, millet, Johnson grass, etc., as well as other grasses which 
naturally come into m'eadows, including Juno grass, red top, etc., and all grains, including field beans and peas, cut green and cured for hay; but exclude salt or prairie grasses, or 
other wild or swamp meadows which are not cultivated in rotation.    (See item 22.)    

Farm wages 
ÍAveraeo wages being paid to hired farm 

at present time in your locality) 

By the 
day, wiih 

(including 

daily earn- 
ings of 

workers) 

(including 
average 

Farm labor supply 
and demand 

(See instruction G) 

compared 
with 

normal 

Number of persons 
working on this 
farm.    (Do     not 
include   household 

(55) 

Family 

including 
operator 

(5G) 
Hired help, 
including 
monthly, 
day. and 
piecework 

FIGURE 39.—Another typical crop schedule.   A, front of schedule; B, front of schedule; C, back of schedule; D, back of schedule.   It is folded backward down the middle 
to fit into a no. 9 envelop. 
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PLEASE WRITE PLAINLY YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS BELOW 

SYMBOLS  -TO   BE   USED 
X       Use cross (X) when crop is not grown at all or is grown to so small an extent as not to be worth reporting. 
■■■■      use dash (■—; when information is not suflBcient for an estimate. 

•'Failure'» Write in the word "Failure** to indicate an entire failure. 
O       Use cipher (O) only when zero or none is meant. 

THIS SCHEDULE SHOULD BE MAILED BY OCTOBER 1, 1932 

Use Symbols as directed 

^cnne   ___    County in which I live  

Tost Office _,_     R. D. .A^o     State . 

Apples 

Condition 
(per cent 
of afuU 

crop) 

Condition 
(per cent 
of a f uU 

crop). 

Milk production 
(Report for your own farm) 

milited 
on your 

farm 
yesterday 

in your 
herd 

yesterday 
(both dry 

and in 
milk) 

Number 

Total production of 
millt by your herd 
yesterday. (Report 
in either pounds 
or gallons) 

Cliicicens and eggs 
(Report for your own farm) 

(38) 
Number 
of hens 

(including; 
puUcts oí 
laying age) 

in your 
I>oultry 

flocli 
yesterday 

Number 

î^umber 
of eggs 

produced 
by your 

flock 
yeeterday 

Pullets of 1932 hatch 
being saved for 

layers 

laying 
age.    (See 

Number 
not yet 
of laying 

age 

(42) Other 
chickens 
(including 
roosters, 

cockerels, 
capons, 

pullets not 
for layers, 
and late- 
hatched 
chicks) 
Number 

(43) 

Total 
number of 
bushels of 

wheat 
produced 

on this 
farm 

in 1932 

Bu. of 60 
pound« 

Number 
of bushels 
of wheat 
on hand 

Oct. 1. 
1932 

(45) 

Total 
number of 

bushels 
of oats 

produced 
on this 
farm 

in 1932 

Bu. of 32 
■pounda 

Number 
of bushels 

of oats 
on hand 

Oct. 1. 
1932 

Bu. of SS 
pounde 

(47) 
Total 

number of 
bushels of 

corn 
produced 

on this 
farm 

Number 
of bushels 

of Old corn 
on hand 

Oct. 1. 
1932 

[OVER] 

B. 

5 Pullets of the 1932 hatch now of laying age are to be shown under item 40 and also included in item 38 
and 54 ) ^' present farm labor supply and demand at current wages, in comparison with the normal supply and demand at'this season of the year.   (See items 53 

SYMBOLS   XO   BE    USED 
Use cross fX) when crop is not grown at all or is grown to so small an extent as not to be worth reportine. 
Use dash (■■") when information is not sufficient for an estimate. Use Symbols as directed ••Failure*» Write in the word "Failure" to indicate an entire failure. 

O       Use cipher (O) only when zero or none is meant. 
THE    REPORT 

.sho^d^'hlv^Ä'ateräÄ^StTtdÄ^ paper, Which maybe inclosed in envelope with schedule; but each sheet of paper 
9 It is important that reporters mail their reports by the date indicated, as the report of the Department can not be delayed for those which are not promptly returned. 

Respectfully, 

Chairman, Crop Reporting Board. 

REMARKS: 

[OVER] 

FIGURE 39 (continued) .- -As the season progresses different questions must be asked, as may be seen by comparison with the August crop schedule (fig 38)    This Octo- 
ber schedule also carries questions concerning farm wages and grain stocks on reporters ' own farms. 
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tC. E. 2-38261 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

WESTERN OCTOBER SCHEDULE 

[OCTOBER, 1932] 

J^ame — 

Post Office -     i?. B. JVo. 

County in which I live... —    

State — ^ - --   

This schedule Is to be mailed by September 
27,1932, Report ONLY on such crops named as 
are grown in your locality; report for that part of the 
country about you which comes under your personal 
observation, or with w^hich you are familiar. Please 
read carefully the Instructions on the other side 
before making report. 

Condition should be reported on the basis of 100 representing a normal condition.    (See instructions 1 and 2 on other side.) 
Production should be reported on the basis of 100 representing a production normally or usually raised m a favorable season. 

(See items 2 and 4.) 
RETURN SCHEDULE EVEN THOUGH YOU CAN REPORT FOR ONLY ONE OR TWO ITEWS   

FEUIT CROPS 

1 Apples, condition in per cent of a full crop 

2 Peaches, production this year, in per 
cent of a full crop 

3 Pears, condition in per cent of a full crop 

4 Prunes (for use fresh), production tbis 
year, in i)er cent of a full crop 

5 Prunes (for drying), condition in per 
cent of a full crop 

6 Grapes, condition in per cent of a full 
crop 

Put 
answers 
in this 
column 

GRAIN STOCKS 

7 Total number of bushels of ^heat pro- 
duced on this farm or ranch in 1932, 
in bushels of 60 lbs. 

8 Number of bushels of wheat on hand 
Oct. 1,1932, in bushels of 60 lbs.   (See 
instruction 4.) 

9 Total number of bushels of oats pro- 
duced on this farm or ranch in 1932, in 
bushels of 32 lbs. 

]0 Number of bushels of oats on hand 
Oct. 1,1932, in bushels of 32 lbs.   (See 
instruction 4.) 

11 Total number of bushels of corn pro- 
duced on this farm or ranch in 1931, lust 
year, in bushels of 70 lbs. in ear 

13 Number of bushels of old corn on 
hand Oct. 1,1932, in bushels of 70lbs. 
in ear.   (See instruction 4.) 

FIELD CROPS 

13 P¡ax for seed, condition at timo of har- 
vest, in per cent of a full crop 

14 FJax for seed, probable yield per acre 
this year, in bushels of 56 lbs. 

15 Sugar beets (for sug^r only), probable 
yield per acre this year, in tons of 
2,000 pounds 

:iC Millet and Sudan, yield per acre this 
year, in tons of 2,000 lbs. 

17 Other hay (red top, orchard grass, 
mixed hay on old meadows), yield per 
acre this year, in tons of 2,000 lbs. 

18 Pasture, condition in per cent 

19 Corn, condition in per cent 
of a full croi) 

21 Corn, probable yield per 
awe this year, in bushels 
of 70 lbs. in ear 

23 Spring wheat, yield per 
acre this year, in bushels 
of 60 lbs. 

25 Oats, yield per acre this 
year, in bushels of 32 lbs. 

27 Barley, yield per acre this 
year, in bushels of 48 lbs. 

29 Grain sorghums, condi- 
tion in per cent of a full 
crop 

31 Potatoes, condition in per 
cent of a full crop 

33 Potatoes, probable   yield 
per   acre   this   year,  in 
bushels of 60 lbs. 

35 Dry field beans (edible), 
condition in per cent of 
a full crop 

37 Dry field beans (edible), 
probable  yield  per acre 
this  year, in pounds. 

;59 Hay (all tame) (seeinstruc- 
.tion 5), yield per acre this 
year, in tons of 2,000 lbs. 

41 Alfalfa hay, yield per aero 
(all cuttings combined) 
this year, in tons of 2,000 
lbs. 

Put answers 
in this 

column for 
crops grown 

on Irri- 
gated land 

Put 
answers 
in this 
column 

Put answers 
in this 

column for 
crops grown 
on nonlrrl- 
gated land 

LIVESTOCK, ETC. 

Milk production (report for your own 
farm or ranch) ; 

43 Number  of cows milked  on  your 
farm or ranch yesterday 

44 Number of all milk cows in your herd 
yesterday (both dry and in milk) 

Total  production of milk by your 
herd   yesterday   (report   in   either 
pounds or gallons) : 

45 Report on this line, in pounds 

46 Report on this line, in gallons 
Chickens and eggs (report for your 

own farm or ranch) : 
47 Number of hens (including pullets of 

laying age) in your poultry flock 
yesterday 

48 Number of eggs produced by ' your 
flock yesterday 

PuUets  of  1932 hatch   being   saved 
for layers— 

49 Number now of laying age.   (See in- 
struction 6.) 

50 Number not yet of laying age 

51 Other chickens (including roosters, 
cockerels, capons, pullets riot for 
layers, and late-hatched chicks), 
number 

Farm wages (average wages being paid 
to hired farm labor at the present 
time in your locality): 

52 By the month, with board, dollars 

53 By the month, without board, dollars 

54 By the day, with board  (including 
average   daily   earnings   of   piece- 
workers), dollars 

55 By the day, without board (including 
average   daily   earnings   of   piece- 
workers), dollars 

Farm  labor supply and  demand 
(see instruction 7): 

56 Supply compared with normal, in per 
cent 

57 Demand compared with normal, in 
per cent 

Farm labor,number of persons working 
on this farm or ranch (do not in- 
clude household workers) : 

68     Fam ily labor, in eluding operator, num- 
ber on October 1 

Hired help, including monthly, day, 
and piecework hands, number on 
October 1 

Put 
answers 
in this 
column 

[OVER] 

FiGiRF 40 —This type of schedule brings a high percentage of returns but it is not so easily listed as the strip form shown in figure 38.   It is used in the Western States 
^ '    ""^ from ^iiich the number of returns is relatively small.   Note that information is requested concerning both irrigated and nonirrigated crops. 
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[C. E. 2-3716] UNITED STATES  DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

[JULY 1, 1932] 

JULY    COTTON    SCHEDULE: 

Xame      

Post Office       R. D. ^o. 

County in which I live ___    

State   

This schedule is to be mailed promptly in 
the inclosed penalty envelope WHICH REQUIRES 
NO POSTAGE. 

Chairman^ Crop Reporting Board, 

RETURN SCHEDULE EVEN THOUGH YOU CAN REPORT FOR ONLY ONE OR TWO  ITEMS 

REPORT FOR YOUR 
NEIGHBORHOOD OR COUNTY 

REPORT FOR YOUR OWN 
FARM 

(1) 

What was the 
ñverape date of 
planting cotton 
ibis vear in your 

county? 

(2) 

What was the 
average date 

that cotton was 
up to a stand 

this year? 

(3) 

On what date 
did cotton begin 
blooming in your 
locahty this year? 
(If blooms have 

not yet appeared, 
note the fact and 

give probable date) 

(4) 

Boll weevils 

Considering 
complete infes- 

tation as 100 
per cent, what 

would you 
estimate the 

present infes- 
tation in your 

locality? 

(5) 

Total acres 
of all land 
in your 
farm or 

plantation 

(G) 

How many 
acres of cotton 
now on your 

farm (standing 
or cultivated)? 

(Do not in- 
clude any 

already plowed 
under or 

abandoned) 

(7) 

IIow many 
acres of cotton 
in cultivation 
on your farm 
July 1 last 
year?   (Do 
not include 
any already 

plowed under 
or abandoned 
at that date) 

Date Date Date Per cent Acres Actual Acres Actual Acres 

USE BACK OF SCHEDULE FOR COMMENTS 

FIGURE 41.- -Cotton, because of its peculiarities and importance, requires consideration separately from other crops. 
typical cotton schedules are shown in figures 42 to 46. 

A complete separate series of schedules is used.   Other 
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[C. E. 2-3805] UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 

[SEPTEIVIBER 1, 1932] 

SEIP-TEIMBEIR    1    COTTON    SCHEDULE 

Jiame      _   

Post Office -  _ .._.     R, D, Xo, 

County in which I live....   _   

State           

This schedule is to be mailed promptly by 
September 1, 1932, in the inclosed penalty en- 
velope, WHICH REQUIRES NO POSTAGE. 
Pleasfe read carefully the instructions below 
before making report. 

INSTRUCTIONS    TO    REIPORTEIRS 

1 CONDITION OF COTTON 
A *' normal" or "full" yield, represented by 100 per cent, is that yield per acre which is expected when the season is favorable 

and insects and diseases have caused little or no damage. A " normal" or "100 per cent" condition of cotton is that condition 
of growth and vitality and relative freedom from insects and diseases which is expected in a generally favorable season. While the 
*' normal" (100 per cent yield or condition) is higher than that of ordinary seasons, it may be exceeded by the bumper yield, or very 
high condition, of an exceptionally favorable year. In estimating the condition of the cotton crop, a reporter should take into 
consideration not only the growth and appearance of the plant, but every factor within his knowledge which influences the probable 
yield per acre. In estimating condition, quality should not be taken into consideration except in so far as it affects the quantity that 
will be actually harvested. If the present condition is 10 per cent above the normal, the answer should be filled in as 110; if 
5 per cent below, it should be reported as 95, etc.    (See item 1.) 

2 Include under "abandoned" acreage only cotton standing July 1, which has been plowed up, turned out, or abandoned. 
(See item 2.) Respectfully, 

¿2^^^:au¿^>^^.tJeAy 
Chairman, Crop Reporting Boards 

RETURN SCHEDULE EVEN THOUGH YOU CAN REPORT FOR ONLY ONE OR TWO ITEMS 

REPORT    FOR    YOUR    IMMEDIATE:    L.OOALITV 
(1) 

CONDlTIO^ 

of cotton September 1,1932, 
as compared NOT with last 
year's condition, but with 
a NORMAL condition of 
growth and vitality, giving 
promise of a full yield per 
acre, represented by 100. 
(See instruction 1.) 

Per cent 

(3) 

Of cotton 
acreage under 
cultivation on 
July 1, what 

percentage has 
been aban- 
doned to 

date?  (See in- 
struction 2.) 

Per cent 

(3) 

'How many 
bolls per plant 

are safe to 
date this year? 

Number 

(4) 

Size of 
mature bolls 
this year com- 

pared with 
usual size? 

(Let usual= 
100%) 

Per cent 

(5) 

On what date did 
(or will) picking 
begin this year? 

(0) 
Boll weevils 

' Considering 
complete 

infestation as 
100%, what 
would you 

estimate the 
present 

infestation 
in your 
locality? 

Per cent 

(7) 

How many 
bales do you 
estimate will 
be ginned 

in your 
county 

this season? 

USE BACK OF SCHEDULE FOR COMMENTS 

FIGURE 42.—Measures of crop progress and boll weevil activity as well as condition and probable ginnings are obtained from this September schedule. 
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[Ö. È. 2-36881 [SEPTEMBER 23, 19321 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

SPECIAL COTTON COUNTS 
To Special Cotton Reporters: 

This is one of the series of four special reports which you 
volunteered to filKout in order to assist the Department 
in improving its cotton forecasts. Please make the counts 
promptly and return this card in the inclosed return 
envelope, which requires no postage. 

Very truly yours, 

Chairman, Crop Reporting Board. 
SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON OTHER SIDE 

Name . 

Pout Oßce      R, D. No. 

County  

State . 

FIGURE 43- 

[C. E. 2-3688] [SEPTEMBER 23,19321 

INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING SPECIAL 
COTTON COUNTS 

After having staked out 15 feet of a row, corre- 
spondents should stick to this particular section of row 
throughout the season, even though it becomes less rep- 
resentative of the field or locality than in the begin- 
ning. It is to be used as a sample and, even though it 
may cease to reflect conditions for the locality, it will 
show in our average the extent to which cotton fields 
as a whole change as the season progresses. 

This special inquiry, if carried out, will involve the 
destruction of a small number of bolls, but the benefit 
to the .growers of the information thus obtained far 
outweighs this small sacrifice of cotton. 

When the crop in the field is finished and entirely 
picked out, the reporter should send a final count 
report and state on the card, *' Crop all out and picked." 
If this is done, he can disregard later cards which may 
be sent him, as these will be intended only for sections 
where the crop is not yet picked out. 

Correspondents sometimes fail to fill in an answer 
to some one or more of the questions. It will save 
time and help us to avoid mistakes if no item is 
left blank, but always answered either by a positive 
figure or by *'0," or, in case you can not answer the 
question, if you will state the reason why you can not 
reply. 

Counts that require the pulling or injury of any bolls 
are to be made on a fresh strip of a near-by row, to 
avoid influencing later counts on the measured portion 
of row. 

Some report ''all " where number of squares or bolls 
is called for. We can not tell from such reports whether 
there are few or many squares or bolls injured or un- 
injured on the plants and w^e need to know just how 
many of each. 

Many reporters write explanatory notes on the card 
whenever their reports show unusual conditions or 
striking changes from the previous report, and such 
comments help us to understand the figures. 

The weight of the dry-seed cotton in August and 
October is desired where the reporter has conveniently 
at hand a scale weighing to the half ounce. Most 
grocery scales weigh that close. 

Reporters sometimes give estimates rather than the 
results of actual counts. When very busy one is 
tempted to do this. It is realized that this count will 
require a little extra work for reporters, but it is espe- 
cially asked that actual counts and not guesses be 
given. If unable to make the count, omit making the 
special boll count report for that date. At the same 
time we are anxious to have as many of the corre- 
spondents as possible make the counts regularly. 

[OVER] 
A B 

-During the season, in addition to monthly " opinion " inquiries and individual farm reports, definite sample measurements and counts are made by 
selected reporters.   This schedule is a convenient size to slip into a no. 9 envelop.   A, front of schedule; B, back of schedule. 

On the first card sent this year you were given the follow- 
ing directions for choosing row for counts: 

Select as convenient to your homo as possible a row of cotton that 
is fairly representative of cotton iirowing in your locality. Measure 
and mark olï with stakes 15 feet of the row,- with another stake to 
divide the 1.5 feet into a 6-foot and 9-foot portion, upon which certain 
counts may l.'C made during the season. 

On tlie ir)-foot strip of cotton, which you marked off, 
make the following counts: 

1 How many bolls as large as or larger 
than a 25-cent piece are in the 
entire 15 feet? (Include also 
open bolls and bolls already 
picked.)    

2 The   above   count   includes   how 
man}- bolls already picked? _ __ 

On the C-foot portion of the 15-foot strip 
make the following count: 

3 How  many   bolls  smaller than   a 
25-cent piece, but large enough 
to be seen without opening the 
form, are in the 6-foot portion?       

^From a near-by row, pick from a few 
plants all bolls as large as or larger than 
a 25-cent piece, including any that may 
be open, until you have picked 10 bolls. 
Examine them and report: 

4 How many locks, good and bad, in 
the 10 bolls?   

5 How many locks in the 10 bolls are 
damaged?    

Jn the same way pick 10 bolls smaller than 
a 25-cent piece, but showing out of the 
form. Cut each boll open and examine 
for weevil damage. 

6 How many locks, good and bad, 
in the 10 bolls?   

7 How many locks in the 10 bolls are 
damaged?    

Please be sure to answer every question 
[OVER] 
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[C.E. 1-85B] UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU   OF  AGRICULTURAL  ECONOMICS 

DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

To GiNNERS: 
In order to make our cotton estimate as nearly accurate as possible, we are asking all ginners to answer the questions listed below. 

It will be of great help if you will answer these questions IMMEDIATELY, in order that your reply may come to this office within two 
days after the date shown below. 

Use the enclosed envelop for your reply.    It does not need a stamp for mailing. 
Very truly yours, 
 ^__ Agricvlivrai Statistician. 

1 How many bales of cotton have you ginned this season prior to  bales 

2 About how many MORE bales do you expect to gin from the above date to the end of the season?      bales 

3 How many bales did you gin ALL last season?   bales 

4 How many bales do you estimate your COUNTY will gin all this season?  - bales  

J^anie of gin...   _      Reported by  „ _ _ 

Post office - - - -     County in which iin is located   
8—7295 

FIGURE 44,—This schedule sent to a selected number of ginners, provides information on tlie percentage of the crop ginned and the quantity ginned to specific dates. 
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[CE. 2-3858 J UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS-DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

[DECEMBER 1,1932] 

DECEIMBEIR   1   COHTTON   SCHEDULE 

J^ame   ._   

Post Office      B. B. ;Vo. 

County in which I live   

State  _   _ _  

This schedule is to be mailed promptly by 
December 1, 1932, in the inclosed penalty en- 
velope, WHICH REQUIRES NO POSTAGE. 
Please read carefully the instructions below 
before making report. 

INSTRUOTIONS TO  REPORTERS 
1 It is the intenti<5n of the Department of Agriculture to issue a preliminary estimate of the cotton crop of 1932-33, and with this 

object in view the Department is calling upon its regular and special corps of reporters to furnish the best information available at this 
time.    You are therefore respectfully requested to supply the information asked for below. 

2 PROBABLE YIELD IN POUNDS OF SEED COTTON AND OF LINT COHON PER ACRE (See items 1 and 2) 

While it may be too early to make an exact statement as to the final yield per acre, picking is undoubtedly sufficiently advanced 
to enable reporters to approximate it very closely. An estimate is desired as to the total yield per acre of SEED COTTON and of 
LINT COTTON as indicated by present conditions. It is to be borne in mind that this is to include the total yield in pounds per 
acre for the entire season. 

3 Do not include under abandoned area any that may have been planted early, and abandoned before July 1, the date when the 
estimate of acreage in cultivation was made. Include under abandoned only that part of the area which has not yielded and will not 
yield any cotton this year.    (See item 3.) 

Chairman, Crop Reporting Board. 

RETURN SCHEDULE EVEN THOUGH YOU CAN REPORT FOR ONLY ONE OR TWO ITEMS 

BEPOBT HEBE FOB YOUB IMMEDIATE LOCALITY (6) 

How many 
bales of 

cotton do 
you estimate 

will be 
ginned in 

your county 
this season? 

BEPOBT HEBE FOB YOUB OWN PABM ONLY 

œ 
Probable 
yield of 
SEED 

COTTON 
per acre 

this season 
(See instruc- 

tion 2) 

(2) 

Probable 
yield of 
LINT 

COTTON 
per acre 

this season 
(See instruc- 

tion 2) 

(3) 
What percentage 

of the cotton 
acreage under 

cultivation 
July 1 

has been 
abandoned? 
(See instruc- 

tion 3) 

(4) 

What per- 
centage of the 
total cotton 
crop in your 
locality was 

ginned 
by Dec. 1? 

(5) 

What per- 
centage of the 
total cotton 
crop in your 
locality was 

picked 
by Dec. 1? 

(7) 

Number of 
acres of 
cotton 

piclced or to 
be picked 

on this farm 
tbis season 

(8) 

Number of 
acres of 
cotton 

picked on 
this same 

farm 
last season 

(9) 

How many 
bales of 

cotton do 
you expect 

to make tbis 
season 

on this farm? 

(10) 

How many 
bales of 

cotton did 
you make 
last season 
on this same 

farm? 

(11) 

Number 
of acres 
ofaU 

. land in 
tbis farm 

Found» Pounds Per cent Per cent Per cent Bales Adual acres Actual acres - Bales Bales Acres 

USE BACÍK OF SCHEDULE FOB COMMENTS 

FIGURE 45. -In December different schedules are sent to five separate lists of cotton reporters.   The one shown above is typical of the two main approaches to production 
forecasts—acreage multiplied by yield per acre and ginnings. 
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[C. E. 2-3860] 
[COTTON GINNERS] 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS—DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 

[DECEMBER 1,1932| 

DEICEIMBER   1   COITTON   SCHEDULE 

J^ame   

Post Office      R, n. ^o. 

County in which ¿in is located  

State   

This schedule is to be mailed promptly by 
December 1,193?, in the inclosed penalty envelope, 
WHICH REQUIRES NO POSTAGE. This sched- 
ule is to be returned to the SECRETARY OF 
AGRICULTURE, and NOT to the CENSUS 
BUREAU. Please read carefully the instruc- 
tions below before making report. Informa- 
tion furnished on this schedule will be regarded as 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO   REPORTERS 
1 It is the intention of the Department of Agriculture to issue a preliminary estimate of the cotton crop of 1932-33, and with this 

object in view the Department is calling upon its regular and special corps of reporters to furnish the best information available at this 
time. The cotton ginners being on the ground, thoroughly posted as regards every phase of the cotton business, deeply interested in 
the outcome of the crop, and alive to the importance of accurate and trustworthy estimates, the Department feels that it can confidently 
call upon them for the information necessary to compile its estimates. They are therefore respectfully requested to supply the informa- 
tion asked for below. 

2 PROBABLE YIELD IN POUNDS OF SEED COTTON AND OF LINT COTTON PER ACRE   (See items 1 and 2) 
While it may be too early to make an exact statement as to the final yield per acre, picking is undoubtedly sufíiciently advanced to 

??/?ferSI^P°^^^^^ *^ approximate it very closely. An estimate is desired as to the total yield per acre of SEED COTTON and of LINT 
COTTON as indicated by present conditions. It is to be borne in mind that this is to include the total yield in pounds per acre- 
for the entire season. 

3 NUMBER OF POUNDS OF SEED COTTON REQUIRED TO MAKE 100 POUNDS OF UNI   (See item 5) 
The answer to this question should be for this year only. 

4 GROSS WEIGHT, AND WEIGHT OF BAGGING AND TIES, PER BALE   (See items 6 and 7) 
In answering the questions as to gross weight per bale and weight of bagging and ties, if no record is kept, reporters are respectfully 

requested to estimate as closely as possible, as the Department feels that it can confidently rely upon the judgment of the ginners. 
IMPORTANT * 

1 ^,^^ information furnished wiU be treated as strictly confidential, and under no circumstances wül the figures      y% • ^   ^^ 
relating to the operation of any particular gin be made public.    The public information will be given by States In    //jr^h^ /^ \a..ß 
such a manner as to render impossibie the separation of figures for individual gins. Respectfully, 4a>r-y; L^^^CyC^C^t^^i/t^^UÁr 

Chairman, Crop Reporting Board. 
RETURN SCHEDULE EVEN THOUGH YOU CAN REPORT FOR ONLY ONE OR TWO ITEMS 

REPORT HEBE FOE YOUR IMMEDIATE LOCALITY 

(1) 

Probable yield of 
SEED COTTON 
per acre this season 
(See instruction 2) 

Founds 

(3) 

Probable yield of 
LINT COTTON 
per acre this season 
(See instruction 2; 

Pounds 

(3) 

Estimate of the 
percentage of total 
,crop ginned to 

December 1 

jPer cent 

(4) 
What percentage 

of the total cotton 
crop in your 
locality was 
picked by 

December 1? 

Per cent 

TO COVER OPERATION OF YOUR OWN GIN 
ONLY 

(5) 
Number of pounds 

of SEED COT- 
TON required 

this year to make 
100 pounds of 

LINT 
(See instruction 3) 

Pounds 

(6) 
Average gross 

weight this sea- 
son per bale of 
cotton ginned, 

including bagging 
and ties 

(See instruction 4) 
Pounds 

(7) 

Average weight of 
bagging and ties 

per bale this season 
(See instruction 4) 

Pounds 

USE BACK OF SCHEDULE FOE COMMENTS 

FIGURE 46.—In December cotton ginners report on the above schedule, information relating to probable yield per acre, ginnings, and the average weight per bale. 
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United States Department of Agricultiire 
Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates 

Colorado Cooperative Crop Reporting Service 

Coloreado State Board of Immigration 

Office of the Agricultural Statistician, Denver,  Colorado 

SPSOIAL roUIT IKQUEY.  QCTOBSR 1.  1932 

To our Pruit Orowers: 
Please report for your locality upon the following fruit crops 

and return promptly in the enclosed franked envelope which requires no postage. 
Please mail  to reach Denver hy September 30th.    You will receive a copy" of the 
October 1 report when conroleted. 

Thanldng you for your cooperation,  I am 
Very truly yours, 

HLC-ab      9-23-32 H. L.  CQLLDIS, Agril Statistician. 

(Report COIIDITION on the basis of 100 representing a full crop) 

!• APPLES:    Condition  JÍ of a full crop 

2. PEIâCHES: Production this year  f¿ of a full crop 

3* PEARS :      Condition  fa of a full crop 

Report for your own district or locality 
Estimate of total commercial movement from your district tliis season,  includ- 

ing carlots, express shipments, and fruit to be moved by truck: 

Number of Cars 

4. APPLES:  , 

5. PEACHES:   

6. PEARS:   

County,  district,etc., 
covered in this reDort 

Report for your CTTIT fam 
(Total production in bushels) 

Harvested last year 
1931 Crop 

APPLES 

P2ACHES      

PEAES      

COmffiOTS covering development or change in fruit crops in your locality will be 

Harvested or to be 
harvested this year, 

1932 Crop 

appreciated: 

Report by (líame) (Post Office) (County) 
FIGURE 47.—The branch offices and States having important commercial fruit interests use special schedules adapted to their local needs to supplement the fruit questions 

on the regular monthly crop schedules. 
183174°—33 6 
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[C.-E. 2-3569]. 

NAME.. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRtCULTURAL ECONOMICS—DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 

[NOVEMBER, 1931] 

FRUIT PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 

POST OFFICE     R. D. No. 

COUNTY IN WHICH I XIVE  

STATE. 

DEAR CROP CORRESPONDENT: 
To* assist us in making more accurate esti- 

mates of fruit production, will you kindly 
fill out the schedule below and return in the 
inclosed addressed envelope which requires 
no postage? 

Thank you. 

Chairman, Crop Reporting Board. 

RETURN SCHEDULE EVEN THOUGH YOU CAN REPORT FOR ONLY ONE OR TWO ITEMS 

PLEASE REPORT FOR YOUR FARM 

1 Total acres of all land in this farm Acres         (1) 

APPLES PEACHES 

2 Trees of bearing age now on this farm 

3 Bushels harvested this year (1931) 

Trees       (2) 

Bushels   (3) 

4 Bushels harvested last year (1930* Bushels    (4) 

5 Bushels of this year's (1931) crop sold or for sale 
6 Bushels of this year's (1931) crop used or saved for use in the farm house- 

hold 

Bushels    (5) 

Bushels    (6) 
7 Of the total crop produced this year (1931) about how many bushels 

were not harvested on account of low price? Bushels    (7) 

PEARS PLUMS 

8 Trees of bearing age now on this farm 

9 Bushels harvested this year (1931) 

10 Bushels harvested last year (1930) 

11 Bushels of this year's (1931) crop sold or for sale 
12 Bushels of this year's (1931) crop used or saved for use in the farm house- 

hold 

Trees       (8) 

Bushels    (9) 

Bushels (10) 

Bushels (11) 

Bushels (12) 

Bushels (13) 
13 Of the total crop produced this year (1931) about how many bushels 

were not harvested on account of low price? 

14 Cherry trees of bearing age now on this farm 

15 Quarts of cherries harvested this year (1931) 

16 Quarts of cherries harvested last year (1930) 

17 Quarts of cherries of this year's (1931) crop sold 

18 Quarts of cherries of this year's (1931) crop used in the farm household 
19 Of the total crop produced this year (1931) about how many quarts of cherries were 

not harvested on account of low price? 

Trees (14) 

Quarts (15) 

Quarts (16) 

Quarts (17) 

Quarts (18) 

Quarts   (19J) 

20 Grape vines of bearing age now on this farm 

21 Pounds of grapes harvested this year (1931) 

22 Pounds of grapes harvested last year (1930) 

23 Pounds of grapes of this year's (1931) crop sold 

9A   P^iin«1c r\f orroTiac r>f fliic vpap'fi  ^Q'Í1^  pron nspH in fViA farm firmapl-inlrí 

Vines (20) 

Pounds (21) 

Pounds (22) 

Pounds (23) 

Pounds (24) 

Pounds  (25) 
25 Of the total crop produced this year (1931) about how many pounds ol 

not harvested on account of low price? 
f grapes were 

USE BACK OF THIS SCHEDULE FOR COMMENTS 
FIGURE 48.—These reports concerning operations of thousands of individual fruit growers are an important indication of production and of utilization and sales as well. 
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Ï.0.0»  706 

UNITE© STATB8 DKPiRTliBJT OF AGRICULTURB 
BIBEAU 0Ï AGRICUI/TIBAI ECONOMICS 

DlTision of Crop and liveetoolc Betlmates 
WASHINGTON, D.  0. 

CONDITIOH, YIELD AND PR 101 
of Oonnerolal Truok Crops 

sopracBai i, 1932. 

For our monthly eumnary of oonnerolal trutSc orop prospeots. we need a report on oonditlon In your area a» of the first 
„. v.^ month.   We hope that you will maJce proiupt return of this schedule, giving oomplete and timely information from your 
knowledge of the Itroortant truolc orops grown In the Tiolnity of your shipping point. 

We desire t^t you make a report. If possible, for all truolc orops produced in large qujmtlties in your locality. 
....«i.iw thoB* intended Drinoipally for shipment to distant markets by rail, truok or other means.    Some of these orop 

of the 

orops you 
especially those intended prinoipally for shipment ^     ^.  ^ ^ 
will find listed in this inquiry; please write in the names of others for i*iioh you oan report. 

^ öon«nents you oan fuiilsh (on other side of sheet)  concerning progress of the crops, marketing, etc..^will be of 
materlalassistance to us.    Your report should be mailed pronçtly in the enolosed official envelope, which requires no postago. 

Very truly youi'S. 
W.  F.  CALLANDSl, 
Ohi»^irman, Crop Report ing Board. 

INSmUOTIONS FOR FILLINQ IN REPORT 

OOBDITIONi    For each crop now growing, report condition on the first of the month.-on the basis of 100^, representing a full or 

normal condition for that date« 
yiBU), Tor gigowing oropfl. that have advanced sufficiently for you to Judge, give some idea of the yield to be wqpected on 

the basis of the condition you report. .,,...    ^ ^v       ♦.«- 
For crops pflTtiallv or i^ntlrglv harvested, give your estimate of the average acre yield obtained over the entire 

area covered in your report. ,   ^ ^      .        * ,c 
PRICE: Report the average prioe received by growers on sales made at the shipping point during the period from Au^st 15 

UNITt             Name and describe the paclcage or unit icon which you base your reports on yield and price, and if not a oonsuon unit, 
such as bushel or ton, state also the size and net weight of contents.  (For exanple. "crate of 46 pounds'«)  

CROP 

BEANS  (snap) 

t  CONDITION 

SEPTEMBER 1 
19 5 2 

BEANS  (lima) 

¿BL. 
CABBAGE (Domeatio)       ( 

(PafllBh) 

CANTALOUPES 

CARROTS 

ÇAV^IFLOWlfi 

TOifflY 

CCRN.( sweet) 

smm^i^ 
mamsL. 
ijssim^ 
çmsm^ 
jjip^  (gifeen) 

ygfrPHRS  (green) 

POTATOES, early Irish 

SPINACH 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS 

TOMATOES 

TURNIPS 

WATERMELONS 

AVSUGS 

YIELD 

PRICE RECEIVBDi 
BY GROWERS     » 

AuO.l5-3gPT.li 
NAME AND SIZE OF UNIT AND WEIGHT OF CONTSiTS 

SHIPPING POINT  (OR POINTS)  COVERSD . 

REPORT®  -.^_ 

COUNTY , 

J)ATE . 1932 

POST OFFICE , 

STATE . 

FIGURE 49.—Commercial truck and canning crops are usually grown in localities that specialize in particular crops.   This schedule is sent to 7,000 growers of truck crops 
for shipment.   Average yield is included with condition to secure information on that part of the crop which has been harvested. 
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T.O.S.527 

UNITED STATES DKPARTICENT OP AGKICULTURB 
BUREAU OP AGRICULTURA! ECONOMICS 

Division of Crop and Livestock Estiimteß 
WASHINGTON, D.  C. 

(November 1, 1931) 

PRODUCTION OP ONIONS 
(Harvest schedule) 

1931 

Dear Sir:    We are soon to prepare our report  covering the pio duct ion of onions in your State during the 1931 
season and we would be pleased to have a report from you in regard to the crop grown in the area arcwind your 
shipping point«    Space has been provided for inserting county information on this blank If you wish,to mEúce report 
for your county instead of, or in addition to, the shipping point report«    Answer all questions, if possible» 
giving your best estimate in each case* 

Tour report  should be returned in the enclosed franked envelope, which requires no postage»    It 
should be mailed not more than three days after you receive this schedule to be of use in our summary. 

Very truly yours, 
W.  P.  CALLANDIR, 
 Chairman, Cron Reporting Board« 

PRODUCTION OP ONIONS in 1931 

Por the área; 
adjacent to the 
SHIPPING POINTS 
 named 

Por your 
COUNTY 

!• How many acres do you estimate were HARVESTED in 1930  (a year ago)? 

2, What  is your estimate oif the acreage harvested in 1931  (this year)? 

_acre6 

acres 

3. How many of the total acres planted for harvest this year (1931) were ABANDONED OR 
LOST from various causes  (if any)? ••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• 

4. What percent of the total crop -produced this year (1931) was NOT HARVESTED 
(if any)?  P.ct. 

(state briefly, reasons for abandonment and non-harvest) 

acres 

JL*ot* 

5. What is your estimate of the HARVESTED YIELD PíR ACRE this year (1931)? ••••• t_ 

(Name the package you use in reporting yield, if not in bushels, specify 
size or net weight of contents) 

6o ^^at was the average PRICE RECEIVED BY GROWERS for the 1931 crop (per bushel or  : 
your own unitj? ••••»•• •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••: 

J3uahelst_ 
t 
t 
 t 

UTILIZATION OP THE HARVESTED CROP 
7. Considering the total crop harvested this year as lOOjê, in your opinion what 

percentage belongs in each of  the  following; 
a«Shipped to more or less distant markets by rail or boat  (including express)   • 

P.ct. 

b.Hauled to more or less distant narkets by auto truck • •••••« 

C«Sold for local  consui]5)tion in nearby (home) markets ••• ••* 

d.Stored on farms or in commercial storage for future sale  •• ••« 

e«üsed or to be used on farms where grown (for home consumption, etc«) 

f.Other uses  (please specify each)    ••••••••••• .••..•••... •: 
: 

g*Part of HARVESTED crop not   sold, used nor stored (i.e. wasted or otherwise lost)..j  

If you have shown the distribution of the entire harvested crop, your estimates will total to 100^ 

J)uahel5 

P.ct, 

1003Í 

Additional information concerning the production and marketing of the crop in your locality this year 
will assist us greatly«    Use other side of sheet for comments. 

SHIFPING POINT  (OR POINTS)  COVBRED . 

REPORTÎR  

JDIA3!B 193X 

JPOST OPPICB . 

COUNTY STATE . 

FIGURE 50.—Since movement and utilization of the onion crop are important, these data are requested by shipping points on the annual "harvest schedule" which carries 
questions concerning acreage, yield, and production. 
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[C. E. 2-3876] 
••N. A.»' 

LIVESTOCK  REPORT, DEC. 1, 1932 

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT IN COOPERATION WITH THE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Report for farm operated by—j State. 

Name. 

Post Office   

R. D -      County. 

1. Total acres of all land in this farm.. 
2. Number of COWS and HEIFERS, two years old 

and older, kept formilk. •<Include all milk cows 
whether now in milk or dry and all 2-year-old 
heifers which will be milked when fresh) 

5. Number of COWS and HEIFERS, two years old 
and older, not kept for milk. (Include beef 
cows, 2-year-old beef heifers, etc.) (Do not 
include any cows and heifers listed under Ques- 
tion 2) 

$. Number of STEERS, two years old and older 

¡6. Number of BULLS, two years old and older 

6. Number of HEIFERS, one year old and under 
two now being raised for milk cows 

7. Number of HEIFERS, one year old and under 
two intended for beef cows or for beef, not in- 
tended for milk cows. (Do not include any 
beifers listed under Question 6) 

8. Number of STEERS, one year old and under two . 

9. Number of BULLS, one year old and under two . 

10. Number of 1932 HEIFER CALVES 

11. Number of 1932 BULL CALVES and STEER 
CALVES ; 

12. TOTAL NUMBER OF ALL CATTLE AND 
CALVES OF ALL AGES NOW ON THIS 
FARM (about December 1, 1932). (Sum of 
answers to Questions 2 to 11, inclusive) 

Gallons.. 

17. Number of HENS (do not include pullets) on this 
farm NOW 

38. Number of OTHER CHICKENS on this farm 
NOW 

13. Number of COWS MILKED on this farm yester- 
day 

14. Number of ALL MILK COWS in this herd yes- 
terday (both dry and in milk).   (Do not include 
heifers not yet freshened) 

15. Total production of MILK by this herd yesterday. 
Report in either pounds or gallons: 

Pounds. _ 

(1) 

. (2) 

- (3) 

- (4) 

- (5) 

- (6) 

- (7) 

- (8) 

- (9) 

-(10) 

;,(11) 

-(13) 

-(14) 

(15) 

16. Number  of  PULLETS   BEING   KEPT  FOR 
LAYERS on this farm NOW -(16) 

-(17) 

-(18) 

Help to make these reports accurate and they will 
help you! 

(See other side for report on Hogs, Sheep, and Work Stock) 

IC. E. 2-3876] 
"N. A.** 

19. Total number of HOGS of all kinds over six 
months old now on this farm «—.—,*—.— (19) 

20. Total number of PIGS of all kinds under six 
months old now on this farm  v^OJ 

21. Total number of HOGS and PIGS of all ages now 
on. this farm (sura of items 19 and 20)  -H21) 

FALL FARROWING THIS YEAR, 1932 

22. Number of SOWS which farrowed (gave birth to 
pigs) on this farm during the last six months 
(between June 1 and December 1, 1932)  (2-) 

23. Number of PIGS SAVED from all litters far- 
rowed on this farm during the last six months 
(June 1 to December 1, 1932) ""ZIZIllZ——-. 

FALL FARROWING LAST YEAR, 1931 

24. Number of SOWS which farrowed (gave birth 
to pigs) on this farm between June 1 and De- 
cember 1.1931  ^¿4> 

25. Number of PIGS SAVED from all litters far- 
rowed on this farm between June 1 and Decem- 
ber 1, 1931  ^^^> 

SPRING FARRO>VING THE COMING     EAR, 1933 

26. Number of SOWS which have been bred or will 
be bred to farrow on this farm between Decem- 
ber 1, 1932, and June 1, 1933 - ^^^^ 

SPRING FARROWING THIS YEAR, 1932 

27. Number of SOWS which farrowed (gave birth to 
pigs) on this farm between December 1, 1931, _ 
and June 1, 1932  ''-'^ 

28   Of the SOWS which farrowed during the last six months (Question 
22), how many farrowed in each of the following months: ^^ 

June    July..- —   Aug  

Sept    Oct    Nov  (28) 

29. Number of EWES one year old and over  (20) 

30. Number of EWE LAMBS under one year  (30)/ 

31. Number of WETHERS and RAMS one year old 
and over  (^1) 

32. Number of WETHER and RAM LAMBS under 
one year -- ^^^) 

33. Total number of SHEEP and LAMBS (sum of 
items 29 to 32, inclusive)  -- -(^3) 

OF THE ABOVE, HOW MANY ARE ON FEED FOR MARKET? 

34. Number of SHEEP, including yearlings  (34) 

35. Number of LAMBS under one year  (35) 

36. Number of HORSES and MULES two years 
old and over  — wG) 

37. Number of HORSE and MULE COLTS one 
year old and under two  *ri37) 

38. Number of HORSE and MULE COLTS under 
one year   w^ 

39. Total  number  of HORSES  and MULES OF 
ALL AGES (sum of items 36 to 38, inclusive)      (39) 

KINDLY SEE THAT EVERY QUESTION HAS BEEN 
ANSWERED 

(If nothing to report, please indicate by cipher "0") 

(See other side for report on Cattle and Poultry) 

B 

FIGURE 53 —More than 700,000 of these schedules are distributed by the rural mail carriers.   The returns are the principal source of information used in estimating numbers 
" and production of livestock each year.   This schedule is a convenient size to slip into a no. 9 envelop.   A, front of schedule; B, back of schedule. 
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{CE. 2-3707] 

HOG, MILK COW, AND SHEEP REPORT 

JUNE 1, 1932 

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT IN COOPERATION WITH THE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

'Report for farm operated by- State_ 

Name _   

Post Office 

^^^P»—- - -     County . 

1. Total acres of all land in this farm or ranch 
12. Total number of HOGS of aU kinds over six 

months old now on this farm 
3. Total number of PIGS of all kinds under six ' 

months old now on this farm 
4. Total number of HOGS and PIGS of aU ages ' 

now on this farm (sum of items 2 and 3) 

SPEING FAEROWING THIS TEAK, 1933 
ß. Number of SOWS which farrowed (gave birth to 

pigs) on this farm during the last six month» 
(December 1, 1ÍK51, to June 1, líi32) 

6. Numberof PIGS SAVED from ail litters farrowed ' 
on this farm during the last six months (Dc- 

^  ^ cember 1, 19.31, to June 1,1932) 
i u ®^WS farrowed as shown under question   
5, how many were gilts; that is, farrowed for tho 
first time? 

SPRING FARROWING LAST YEAR, 1931 
8. Number of SOWS which farrowed (gave birth to 

pjgs) on this farm between December 1,1930. 
und June 1, 1931 

9. Numberof PIGS SAVED from all litters farrowed ' 
on this farm between December 1, 1930, and 
June 1, 1931 

FALL FARROWING THIS YEAR, 1933 
10. Number of SOWS which have been bred or wiU 

pe bred to farrow on this farm this year be- 
tween June 1 and December 1, 1933 

FALL FARROWING LAST YEAR, 1931 
n. Numberof SOWS which farrowed (gave birth to 

pigs) on this farm last year between June 1 
and Hecember 1, 1931. Eeport sows far- 
rowed, NOT pigs saved 

ÎZ Of the SOWS farrowed during the last six months 
(Question 5), how many farrowed in each of tho 
following months: 

Dec. 
Mar. . 

Jan.. 
Apr. _ 

Feb.. 
May.. 

MILK COWS AND MILK PRODUCTION 
13. Number of COWS MILKED on this farm yester- 

day 
14. Number of ALL MILK COWS in this herd yes-   

terday (both dry and in milk) 
15. Total production of MILK by this herd yesterday. 

Report in either 
Pounds 

pounds or gallons: 
Gallons   

16. Number of HEIFERS KEPT FOR MILK that 
freshened for the first time during tho last six 
months 

17. Number of HEIFERS FOR MILK expected to  
freshen durmg next six months 

18. Number of  A3ÍL2Í  CCV.S shipped to market, 
elaughtered, or sold lor slaughter during last six 
months 

19. Number of MILK COWS which will probably be 
so disposed of during next, six months 

20. Numberof this spring's HEIFER CALVES being 
saved for milk cows 

(1) 

(2) 

, (3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(0) 

(n 

(8) 

(0) 

-(10) 

.(V) 

(12) 

.(13) 

.(14) 

(15) 

-(16) 

.(17) 

.(18) 

-(19) 

-(20) 

[C. E. 2-3707] 

SHEEP REPORT, JUNE  U 1932 

SHEEP AND LAMBS 

EWES ON JANUARY 1, 1933 

^^- Number of BREEDING EWES, including EWE 
LAMBS kept for breeding ewes, OQ this farm 
or ranch January 1, 1933 (do not include 
ewes on feed for market) .(21) 

22. Of the ewes and lambs as shown under question 
21, how many were EWE LAMBS being kept 
for breeding ewes? -(22) 

LAMBS SAVED THIS YEAR, 1933 

23. Number of LAMBS SAVED Giving June 1 or 
sold before June 1) from lambs dropped on this 
farm or ranch between November 1, 1931. 
and June 1, 1933 .(23; 

24, 

LAMBS SAVED LAST YEAR, 1931 

Number of LAMBS SAVED (living June 1 or 
sold before June 1) from lambs dropped on this 
farm or ranch between Noivember 1, 1930. 
and June 1,1931 ' -(24) 

WOOL 

^^- '^orL"»^^'^^ ^^ SHEEP AND   LAMBS 
»HORN on this farm or ranch this year- 

January 1 to June 1,1933 -(25) 

26 Total weight of WOOL shorn (pounds) -(26) 

FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE FARMER 
A sound program for improvement in general agri- 

cultural conditions must be based upon accurate up-to- 
date information as to production, supplies, and demand- 
of agricultural products.    Information on demand is 
gathered by the Department of Agriculture from many 
sources.    Information on production must be obtained 
largely from-farmers themselves and the Department 
of Agriculture is the designated agency to secure it. 
The accuracy of such information depends upon the 
completeness and accuracy of reports made by farmers. 

This report has to do with prospective supplies of 
three important agricultural commodities—hogs, milk, 
and lambs.    The report from your farm is needed for 
this nation-wide survey.    Help your carrier by filling 
it out completely at once and returning it to him 
promptly. 

Help to make these reports accurate and they will 
help you! 

SEE OTHER SIDE FOR REPORT ON SHEEP 
SEE OTHER SIDE FOR REPORT ON HOGS AND IVHLK COWS 

FIGURE 54.—Cards are distributed to farmers by rural mail carriers and the returns are used as constituting the principal indicator of the lamb crop and the spring pig 
crop.   This schedule is a convenient size to slip into a no. 9 envelop.   A, front of schedule; B, back of schedule. ^ 
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[C. E.. 2-3738] UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

JUNE 1, 1932, DAIRY INQUIRY 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: (1) In reporting on cows, do not include heifers that have 

not yet freshened. (2) In reporting on milk production, do not include milk" sucked by calves. 
(3) Report milk in either gallons, quarts, or pounds as you fmd most convenient, but be careful to 
put answers in the proper columns.    (4) Be sure to report "0"'when that is the proper answer 

Jstame 

Post Office _ _-_. .._.:„...      R. D. Xo. 

County in which I live  __     

State    

DEAR SIR: 

The followiog questionnaire is for the purpose of 
providing farmers with better information for ad- 
justing the production of milk and dairy products 
to prospective demand. Reports covering items of 
interest to producers v/ill be sent to those returning 
questionnaires. 

The inclosed return envelope does not need 
a stamp. ^ 

Very truly yours,   ¿¿4^:CUCu,^tJeA/ 
Chairman, Crop Reporting Board. 

COWS AND MILK 
1. Number of cows milked on your farm yesterday 

2. Number of all milk cows on your farm yesterday (both dry and in milk) 
Gallons    or 

 number 

 number 
Quarts    or   Pounds 

pounds 

3. Milk produced on your farm yesterday 
FEED 

4. How many pounds of grain (including mill feeds and concentrates) were fed 
yesterday to milk cows on your farm?    (Report total amount fed 
to milk cows, not pounds per milk cow) 

PRICES  RECEIVED 
Report below the price for the product which you sell, and report the approximate 

average price received from all sales or deliveries during the latest month for which 
you have received payment or for which the price is known: 

5. Month for which price is reported     month 

6. (a) Milk, retailed, price per quart, bottled, cents per quart; not bottled, _.  cents per quart 
(6) Milk sold in bulk to distributors or others to be used chiefly for consumption 

as fluid mük or cream: 
Report either average price, including all allowances 

for butterfat, quality, surplus, etc. 

or show total pounds of mflk delivered 

and total of payments received 

(c) Milk sold or delivered to cheese factories 
(rf) Milk sold to condensarles, creameries, ice cream factories, 

etc., to be used chiefly for manufacturing purposes 

(e) Milk which was sold on a butterfat basis 

Í/) Sweet cream, cts. per lb. of butterfat; (g) Sour cream,   cts. per lb. of butterfat 

(h) Butter made on farm, per pound  cts. per lb. 

7. Approximate butterfat test of milk produced (if known)   per cent 
HEIFERS KEPT FOR MILK COWS 

8. Number of heifers one year old and over, not yet fresh, now being kept for milk cows  _ number 
MONTH OF FRESHENING 

Only approximate figures are expected and the total shown may not agree with the number on hand because of purchases and 
sales and because of cows freshening twice or not at all during the 12 months. 

9. Report below the number of milk cows how on hand that freshened in each of the last sic.months: 

$  per 100 lbs. 

  pounds 

$  
$—-  per 100 lbs. 

. per 100 lbs. 

cts. per lb. of butterfat 

Dec, 1931 Jan., 1932 Feb., 1932 Mar., 1932 Apr., 1932 May, 1932 

Number Number Number Number Number Number 

10. Report below the number of milk cows now on hand that are expected to freshen in each of the next six months: 
To freshen in June, 1932 To freshen in July, 1932       To freshen in Aug., 1932 To freshen In Sept., 1932 To freshen in Oct., 1932         To freshen in Nov., 1932 

Number Number Number Number Number Number 

11. Report below the number of heifers kept for milk cows now on hand that are expected to freshen for the first time in each 
of the next six months: 

1    To freshen in June, 1932     1   To freshen in July, 1932   1   To freshen in Aug., 1932 To freshen in Sept., 1932 To freshen in Oct., 1932 To freshen in Nov., 1932 

Number Number Number Number Number Number 

12. What percentage of the feed of milk cows is now being secured from pastures and stalk fields? 
(If the cows are not on pasture, report "0" per cent.   If living on pasture without other feed, report "100" per cent. 

If cows are on pasture and are also receiving hay or grain, give a guess as to the proportion of the feed secured from 
pasture, so that the progress of pastures in the various sections of the country can be measured.   Include with 
pastures grains, or other crops being grazed by milk cows.) 

USE OTHER SIDE FOR COMMENTS 
. per cent. 

FIGURE 55.—Monthly schedules similar to the above are sent to a limited list of dairymen to secure information concerning trends of milk production. 
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[C. E. 2- UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

OCTOBER  1, 1932, DAIRY  INQUIRY 
DEAR SIR: 

The following questionnaire is for the purpose 
of providing farmers with better information for 
adjusting the production of milk and dairy products 
to prospective demand. Reports covering items of 
interest to producers will be sent to those returning 
questionnaires. 

The inclosed return envelope does not need 
a stamp. 

Very truly yours, 

Chairman, Crop Reporting Board. 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: (1) In reporting on cows, do not include heifers that have not yet freshened. (2) In reporting on milk production, do not include 
milk sucked by calves. (3) Report milk in either plions, quarts, or pounds, as you find most convenient, but be careful to put answers in the proper columns. (4) Be sure 
to report "0" when that is the proper answer.   Please answer the first three questions even though your cows are all dry. 

^ame  Date. 

Post Office     R, D. JVo. . 

County in which I live  

State 

COWS AND MILK 
1. Number of cows milked on your farm yesterday 

2. Number of all milk cows on your farm yesterday (both dry and in milk) 

. number 

. number 

Gallons   or    Quarts    or   Pounds 

3. Milk produced on your farm yesterday  -  . 

FEED 
4. How many pounds of grain (including mill feeds and concentrates) w»ere fed 

  pounds 
Indicate by a (i/) the kind or kinds of other feed now 

being fed to milk cows on your farm. (Do not include 
here stalk fields or crops being grazed.) 

Alfalfa hay   

yesterday to milk cows on your farm?    (Report total amount fed to milk 
cows yesterday, not pounds per milk cow.) 

5. Show below the approximate number of pounds of each kind of 
grain (including mill feeds and concentrates) fed yesterday to 
milk cows on your farm: 

Pounds Fed Yesterday 
Home-Grown Purchased 

Corn, whole or ground   

Oats, whole or ground   

Barley, whole or ground   

Wheat, whole or ground 

Cottonseed   

Cottonseed meal or cottonseed 
cake XXXXX 

Gluten feed or gluten meal XXXXX 

Hominy feed XXXXX 

Wheat bran XXXXX 

Wheat shorts otmiddlings XXXXX 

Linseed meal XXXXX 

Commercial mixed feed XXXXX 
Other grains and concentrates. 

(Include here whole or ground 
rye, buckwheat, grain sor- 
ghums, cowpeas, soy beans, soy- 
bean meal, dried beet pulp, etc.)  

6. 

Other hay 

Straw 

Dry corn fodder, stover or sorghum 

Green feed, as corn or alfalfa cut and fed 
green 

Silage 

Cottonseed hulls 

Cull potatoes or sweet potatoes 

Other feeds 

7. What is the Talue per 100 pounds of the grain (including mill feeds and concentrates)  being 
fed to milk cows on your farm? $- 

(If feeding purchased grain, report the price paid; if feeding home-grown grain, report the price it would bring 
at your local market; if you are feeding a mixture of home-grown and purchased grains, give your best estimate 
of the average value per 100 pounds of the mixture.)   

FUTURE PLANS 
8. How many milk cows do you expect to have on your farm one year from now (October 1,1933)? ... 
9. What percentage of the feed of milk cows is now being secured from pastures? 

(If the cows are not on pasture, report "0" per cent. If living on pasture without other feed, report "100" per cent. 
If cows are on pasture and are also receiving hay or grain, give an estimate as to the proportion of the feed secured from 
pastute, so that the progress of pastures in the various sections of the country can be measured. Include with pastures 
stalk fields, stubble fields, or other crops being grazed by milk cows.) 

per 100 pounds 

number 

. per cent 

USE OTHER SIDE FOR COMMENTS 

FIGURE 56.—Dairy schedules are sent monthly to several thousand dairymen.   Some of the questions are asked monthly, others quarterly, etc.   See also pages 89 and 91. 
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[C. E. 2-3856] UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

^ame _ „„      Date  _ 

Post Office _ _     R. D. Jio, 

County in which Hive    

State     

NOVEMBER   1, 1932, DAIRY INQUIRY 
DEAR SIR: 

The following questionnaire is for the purpose 
of providing farmers with better information for 
adjusting the production of milk and dairy products 
to prospective demand. Reports covering items of 
interest to producers will be sent to those returning 
questionnaires. 

The inclosed return envelope does not need 
a stamp. 

Very truly yours, 

Chairman, Crop Reporting Board, 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: (1) In reporting on cows, do uot include heifers that have not yet freshened. (2) In reporting on milk production, do not include 
milk sucked by calves. (3) Report milk in either gallons, quarts, or pounds as you find most convenient, but be careful to put answers in the proper colunms. (4) Be sure 
to report "0 " when that is the proper answer. 

Please answer the first three questions, even though your cows are aU dry. 

COWS   AND   MILK 

1. Number of cows milked on your farm yesterday   number 

2. Number of all milk cows on your farm yesterday (both dry and in milk)  number 

Calions    or    Quarts     or      Pounds 

3. Milk produced on your farm yesterday  _ 

4. Approximate butterfat test of milk produced (if known)  percent 

6. How much butter was made on your farm during October? (If answering 
before the end of October, include an estimate of the amount that will be 
made during the remainder of the month)   pounds 

FEED 

6. How many pounds of grain (including mill feeds and concentrates) were fed 
yesterday to milk cows on your farm?    (Report total amount fed 
to milk cows, not pounds per milk cow) pounds 

7. What percentage of the feed of milk cows is now being secured from pastures? 
(If the cows are not on pasture, report "0" per cent. If living on pasture without other feed, report " 100" per cent. 

If cows are on pasture and are also receiving hay or grain, give an estimate as to the proportion of the feed 
secured from pasture, so that the progress of pastures in the various sections of the country can be measured. 
Include with pastures stalk fields or other crops being grazed by milk cows.)    percent 

USE OTHER SIDE FOR COMMENTS 

FIGURE 57.—This schedule is designed to secure data concerning milk utilization as well as the monthly milk-production trends.   See also pages 89 and 90. 
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tC Ê, 1-1311 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

DEAR SIR: The Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the United States Department of Agriculture desires to record the average prices paid to producers in each State for various^ 
farm products on or about the 16th of each month. For this purpose you are respectfully requested to report on this schedule your estimate of the average prices paid to producers 
in your locality, about the 15th of this month, for such products as you are familiar with. Asonly one quotation is desired for each product, it should be representative of all transactions; 
that is, such a price as, if multiplipd by the total quantity sold by the producers, would give approximately the total value of all such sales. Please return on or aboiat. the 15th in the 
accompanying envelope, which requires no postage. In return, a reprint of excerpts from " Crops and Markets, " containing the results of this inquiry, and special releases on items 
of particular interest in the agricultural situation will be mailed to you, y^ t ^  ^m. • 

Chairman, Crop Reporting Board. 

RETURN SCHEDULE EVEN THOUGH YOU CAN REPORT FOR ONLY ONE OR TWO COMMODITIES PRIOE:S PAID XO i 
FIELD CROPS 

(1) 

Corn, per bu. 

(2) 

Winter 
wheat, 
per bu. 

of CO 
pounds 

(3) 

St? 
per bu. 

ofeo 
pounds 

(4) 

Oats, per bu. 
of 32 pounds 

(5) 

Barley, per 
bu. of 48 
pounds 

(6) 

Rye, per bu. 
of 56 pounds 

(7) 

Buckwheat, 
per bu. of 
48 pounds 

(8) 

ilaxseed, per 
bu. of 56 
pounds 

Potatoes 
(Report in aither unit) 

(11) 

Sweet 
potatoes, 
per bu. of 
55 pounds 

(12) (13) 

of 70 pounds 
if in ear, or 56 

pounds if 
shelled 

(9) 

Per bu. of 
60 pounds 

(10) 

Per 100 
pounds 

Beans (dry 
edible), per 
100 pounds 

9         as. $         as. f             Cts. 9             Cts. $         as. $             Cts. $         as. f             Cts. $            Cts. $             Cts. $             Cts. $         as. 

\C. E. 1-131Î 

IMPORTANT.—THIS SCHEDULE SHOULD BE 

RETURN SCHEDULE EVEN YHOUGH YOU CAN REPO 

PRICEIS   PAID  TO   F 

LIVESTOCK—Continued LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS NOTE.—In answering items 36 and 37, give y 
mixed, p 

(26) 

Horses, per 
head 

(27) 

Mules,^per 

(28) 

Chickens 
(live weight), 
per pound 

(29) 

Turkeys 
Give weight), 
per pound 

(30) 

Butter, per 
pound 

(31) 

Butterfat, 
per pound 

(32) 

MUk (whole), 
retail, per 

quart 

(33) 

Milk (whole), 
vv'holesale, per 
100 pounds 
(11.6 gals.), 
to dealers, 

factories, etc. 

(34) 

Wool (un- 
washed), per 

pound 

(35) 

Eggs, per 
dozen 

(36) 

Hay, all 
(loose), per 
ton of 2,000 

pounds 
(See note) 

(37) 

Hay, all 
(baled), per 
ton of 2,000 

pounds 
(See note) 

(3S) 

Alfalfa hay 
(loose), per 
ton of 2,000 

pounds 

9 9 •       Cents Cents Cents Cents Cents 9            Cts. Cents Cents 9.           Cts. 9            Cts. 9        as. 

FIGURE 58.—Farm price schedule.   A, front of schedule; B, front of schedule; C, back of schedule; D, back of schedule.   It is folded backward down the middle to 
fit into a no. 9 envelop. 
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IMPORTANT.—THIS SCHEDULE SHOULD BE MAILED BY THE ISTH OF THIS MONTH 

ittame -     County. Bate. 

Post Office. R. D, ;W?      State. 

Report prices ONLY for such farm products as are produced in your locality and marketed in this month.   Do NOT report prices of farm products shipped INTO your market. 
Please quote prices in the unit of measure given for each product. .,.,., ^     . 
Quotations Should te, as near as can be given, the average prices paid to producers; that is, such a price as, if multiphed by the total quantity bought from the producer, would 

give the total value of all such purchases.   Do not give the range of prices.   Give the average prices.  

PRODUOEIRS RETURN SCHEDULE EVEN THOUGH YOU CAN REPORT FOR ONLY ONE OR TWO COMMODITIES 

FEUIT CROPS LIVESTOCK 

(14) 

Soybeans, 
per bu. of 
60 pounds 

(15) 

Cbwpeas, per 
bu. of 60 
pounds 

(16) 

Tobacco, per 
pound 

(17) 

povmds 

(18) (19) 

Pears, per 
bu. of 48 
pounds 

(20) 

Hogs Give 
weight), per 
100 pounds 

(21) 

Beef cattle 
Give weight), 

per 
100 pounds 

(22) 

¥eal calves 
Give weight), 

per 
100 pounds 

(23) 

Sheep Give 
weight), per 

(24) 

Lambs Give 
weight), per 
100 pounds 

(25) 

Milk cows, 
per head 

t        as. $         as. Cents $         as. $         as. $         as. $         as. f         as. $         as. $         as. $        as. $ 

[OYERl 

MAILED BY THE 15TH OF THIS MONTH 

RT FOR ONLY ONE OR TWO COMMODITIES 

PRODUCERS 

HAY CROPS 
our estimate of the average price of alfalfa, clover, timothy, 
rairie, and all other hay 

SEEDS 
(Report only prices paid to farmers for seed sold by them) 

(39) 

Clover bay 

(40) 

Timothy hay 
Goose), per 
ton of 2,000 

poimds 

(41) 

Mixed clover 
and timothy 
hay (loose), 
per ton of 

2,000 pounds 

(42) 

Prairie hay 
(loose), per 
ton of 2,000 

poimds 

Alfalfa seed 
(Report in either unit) 

Red clover seed 
(Report in either unit) 

Sweet clover seed 
(Report in either unit) 

Timothy seed 
(Report in either unit) 

(loose), per 
ton of 2,000 

pounds 

(43) 

Per bushel of 
60 pounds 

(44) 

Per 100 
pounds 

(45) 

Per bushel of 
60 pounds 

(46) 

Per 100 
pounds 

(47) 

Per bushel of 
60 pounds 

(48) 

Per 100 
pounds 

(49) 

Per bushel of 
45 pounds 

(50) 

Per 100 
pounds 

$        as. $        as. t        as. $        as. $        as. $        as. $         as. $         as. $        as. $        as. $        as. $         as. 

[OVER] 

FIGURE 58 (Continued).—Schedules of this type are sent each month to thousands of country merchants and dealers in farm products who are familiar with prices 
actually being paid to producers. 
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IC E. l-Wl UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 

PRICES PAID BY FARMERS FOR EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, AND MACHINERY 

^yame       Date  

Post Office     R, D. JVo.. 

County in which I live  

State   

IMPORTANT.—THIS SCHEDULE SHOULD BE MAILED BY 
THE 15TH OF THIS MONTH 

Quotations given should be for liinds usually sold to farmers 

DEAR SIR: The Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the 
United States Department of Agriculture desires to record the 
average price paid by farmers for equipment, supplies, and 
machinery. The Department is publishing monthly an index 
of prices received by farmers for what they sell. It is desired to 
show a corresponding index of prices paid by them for articles 
bought. A return of this schedule on or about the 15th of this 
month, with your estimate of the general average price for such 
of the articles listed below as are known to you, will be appre- 
ciated. In return, a news letter will be mailed to you each month 
showing these indexes and a discussion of the general business 
and agricultural situation. 

Respectfully, 

Chairman, Crop Reporting Board. 

RETURN SCHEDULE EVEN THOUGH YOU CAN REPORT FOR ONLY ONE OR TWO COMMODITIES 

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, AND MACHINERY 

Cream 
separators, 
centrifugal, 

hand, 250-qt. 
capacity, 

each 

Milk cans, 
10-gal., each 

(3) 

Qas engines, 
3-h. p., each 

(4) 

Farm wagons, 
double, 

complete, 
each 

(5) 

Horse 
collars, 
leather, 
each 

(6) 

Iron pipe, 
galvanized, 
2-in., per ft. 

(7) 

Auto tires, 
30 by 4.50 in., 

balloon, 
each 

(S) 

Cylinder oil, 
medium, per 

gallon 

(y) 

stoves, 6-hole 
kitchen 

range, wood 
or coal- 

burning, each 

(10) 

Kerosene 
stoves, 

4-burner 
range, with 

built-in 
oven, each 

(11) 

Wash-boilers, 
copper 

bottom, 
galvanized 
steel sides, 

each 

t $             Cts. $ $ $             Cts. Cents $            Cts. $             Cts. Í $ $             Cts. 

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES. AND MACHINERY—Continued 
K\2) 

Wringers, 
hand-power, 

each 

(13) 

Washing 
machines, 

hand-power, 
each 

(14) 

Incubators, 
250-egg 

capacity, 
each 

(15) 

Nails, 8d., 
wire, per lb. 

(16) 

Barbed wire, 
galvanized, 
per 100 lbs. 

(17) 

Poultry 
netting, per 

(5 by 150 ft.) 

(18^ 

Hoes, 7-in. 
blade, each 

(19) 

House paint, 
ready-mixed, 

per gal. 

(20) 

Pumps, wind- 
mill force, 

each 

(21) 
Windmills, 

8-it. double- 
geared, with- 

out tower, . 
each 

(22) 

Manure 
spreaders, 70- 
bushel capac- 

ity, each 

$            Cts, $             Cts. $ Cents $             Cts. $             Cts. $             Cts. $             Cts. $             Cts. $ $ 

EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, AND MACHINERY—Continued 

Corn 
planters, 

2-row, check, 
each 

Grain drills, 
disk drills, 

12 tubes, each 

Walking 
plows, 1- 

horsc, each 

(20) 

' Walking 
plows, 2- 

horse, each 

(27) 

Plows, 2-bot- 
tom, horse- 

drawn, each 

(28) 

Disk harrows, 
7 ft., single, 

each 

[29) 

Spiketooth 
harrows, 3- 

section, each 

(3Ü) 

John Deere 
tractors, 

15-30 h. p., 
each 

(31) 

Fordson 
tractors, 

each 

(32) 

I. H. C. 
Farmall 
tractors, 

each 

(33) 

McCormick- 
Deering 
tractors, 

10-20 h. p., 
each 

t $ $ $ $ $ $ $ Í $ $ 

USE BACK OF THIS SCHEDULE FOR COMMENTS 

FIGURE ñ9.—Thousands of small-town dealers in farmers' supplies report actual prices farmers pay for articles purchased.   The schedule shown covers machinery and 
equipment, others carry groceries, furniture, lumber, etc. 
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UNITED  STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU   OF  AGRICULTURAL   ECONOMrCS 

WASHINGTON,    D.   C. 

October 8, 1932, 11 A.M. (E.T.) 

COTTON REPORT AS OF OCTOBER 1, 1932 

The Crop Reporting Board of the United States Department of Agriculture makes tho 
following report frcm data furnished by crcp correspondents , field statisticians, 
cooperating State Beards (or Departments) of Agriculture and Agricultural Colleges. 
The final outturn of cotton will depend upon whether the various influences affecting 
the crop during the remainder of the season are more or less favorable than usual. 

i 
I  FOR  ||lO-yr. | 

I i Oct. 1 CONDITION 

STATE 

Mo  
Tenn  
Ala  
Miss  
La  
Texas,.. 

Okla  
Ark  
N.Mex... 
Ariz.. .. 
Calif... 
Other... 

j! YIELD PER ACRE 
liio-yr.j    I 

Va  
N.Car..., 
S.Car.... 
Ga  
Fla  

Ü. S. 
TOTAL... 
Lower 
Cal. e. 

HARVEST II av. | 
1932  II 1921-1 

(PRELIM.) II1930 a i 
Thous. II I 
acres 

I 

1931 ! 1932 
av. 

1921-- 
1930 

76 
1,251 
1,755 
2,924 

91 

344 
1,042 
3,030 
3,687 
1,753 
13,908 

2,960 
3,424 

113 
d 113 

123 
17 

P. ct.jp. ct.IF. ct. 
64 
59 
48 
50 
60 

61 
56 
56 
57 
54 
52 

49 
54 

c 79 
84 

0 83 

36.611 

27 

52.8 

80 
75 
68 
64 
76 

88 
77 
68 
63 
69 
69 

63 
80 
87 
80 
82 
83 

49 
56 
50 
46 
44 

65 
54 
48 
47 
52 
59 

58 
52 
83 
86 
89 

246* 
242 

165 
142 
124 

246 
180 
i5ê 
184 
164 
126 

133 
160 

c 302 
SO'^ 
329 

60 !|c 190 i!i¿ 

69.3 54.2 

76   91 

1931 

289 
271 
245 
194 
175 

397 
255 
200 
209 
220 
165 

178 
256 
412 
313 
440, 
363 

11 PRODUCTION (Gmnings) 
j[500 lb. gross wt. bales 

Indi-jl Î931 I 
caledij Crop I  1932 Crcp 
1932 

Lbs. 
182"^ 
198 
166 
130 
84 

265 
175 
132 
143 
147 
140 

155 
151 
385 
356 
467 
262 

151 4 201.2 149\3 

c 244   182   213 

Thous. 
bales 

42 
756 

1,005 
1,393 

43 

289 
594 

1,420 
1,761 
900 

5,320 

i  Indicated 
I Qct^J,__ 
I .Thous, bales^ 

29 
519 
610 
795 
16 

191 
381 
836 

1,100 
540 

4,063 

1,261 959 
1,907 1,081 

101 91 
115 d 84 
177 120 
12 10 # 

17,096 

26 

11,425 

12 

a Prior to 1924 interpolated frcm September 25 and O^tcber 25 reports. 
b Allowances made for interstate movement of seed cotton for* ginning 
c Less than a lO-year average 
d Including Pima Egyptian Icng staple cotton, 22,000 acres and 13,000 bales 
e NOT included in California figures NOR In United States total 

APPROVED: 

CF. MARVIN, 

ACTING SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE. 

CROP REPORTING BOi^RD. 
W. F. Callander, Chairman, 
John A. Hicks, Secretary, 
J. A. Becker, D. A. McCandliss, 
V. C. Childs, F. W. Gist, 

F. H. Whitaker, 

FIGURE 60.—This is a typical cotton report of the crop reporting service. 
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yNITED  STATES  DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU   OF   AGRICULTURAL   ECONOMICS 

WASHINGTON.    D.    C. 

CROP REPORT AS OF OCTOBER 1. 1932. 

Released: 
October 10, 1932. 
3:00 P.M. (E. T.> 

The Crcp Reportii:ig B'jard of  the United States Department of Agriculture makes the 
follcwing forecasts and estimates FOR THE UNITED STATES, from reports and data furnished 
by crcp correspondents, field statisticians, and cocperating State Boards (or Departments) 
of Agriculture and Agricultural Colleges: 

CROP 

CONDITION 

Hay, 
Hay, 

Hay, 

Cjrn bus. 
Winter wheat " 
Durum wheat, 4 States" 
Other spr.wheat, U.S." 
All wheat " 
Oats " 
Barley " 
Rye " 
Buckwheat " 
Flaxseed " 
Rice, 4 States " 
Grain sorghums d " 
Hay, all tame tons 

wild.... »' 
all clover and 
timothy e " 
alfalfa." " 

Pasture  
Beans, dry edible d 

100-lb. bags 
S:3y beans  
Peanuts (for nuts) lbs... 
Cowpeas  
Apples, total crcp....bus. 
Apples, ccm*l crcp..bbls. 
Pea.hes, total crcp..bus. 
Pears, total crcp. ... " 
Grapes i tons 
Pecans   lbs. 
Potatoes bus. 
Sweet potatoes " 
Tobacco lbs. | 
Broomcorn d tonsj 
H:ps d, lbs. | 
Sugar beets tonsj 

Oct.   1,   I 
10-yr.av.|   Oct.   1, 
1919-1928¡     1931 
_Per_cent\Per cent 

7871     """"71.4 

!    
i     

82.3 
72.4 

c 83.8 
79.8 

77.3 
41.4 
81.1 
70.3 

65.1 
48.0 
79.0 
68.4 

TOTAL PRODUCTION IN MILLIONS 

5-yr 
av. 

1924-1928 

Indicated 
a 

1931 I Sept. 1, 
!'  1932 

80.1 63.5 

f 80.3 82.2 
73.8 73.1 
71.6 76.5 
58.2 70.5 

f 60.4 69.3 
g 64.9 g 79.8 

68.2 64.3 
78.2 54,3 

f 51.2 59.6 
76.1 69.5 
75.8 67.8 
77.4 79.4 

67.1 

79.6 
63.5 
67.3 
48.6 
53.1 

g 50.4 
60.9 
74.6 
48.4 
69.3 
69.9 
65.8 

2,625 
549 
67 
213 
829 

1,277 
219 

44.1 
11.8 
23.3 
38.8 
98.1 
73.8 
12.0 

36.2 
23.0 

2,563 
789 
18 
86 

894 
1,112 

198 
32.5 
8.9 
11.1 
45.2 
105 

64.2 
8.1 

27.4 
21.0 

:,854 
442 
45 
228 
715 
,245 
303 

42.5 
7.2 

•13.3 
37.7 
118 
68.6 
11.4 

b 26.0 
26.5 

Oct. 1, 
1932 
2,885 
b 442 
b 43 
b 227 
b 712 

b 1,265 
b 313 
b 42.5 

7.1 
13.2 
37.7 
116 

b 68.5 
b 11.4 

b 26.0 
b 26.4 

759 

180 
32.4 

h 56.8 
21.5 

h 2.34 
56.8 
361 

57.S 
1,299 

i 51.2 
30.3 
7.39 

12.7 

1,083 

202 
34.6 
76.6 
23.3 

_ 1.62 
76.7 
376 

62.9 
1,601 

i 44.6 
25.9 
7.90 

9.9 

1,026 

h 
h 
h 

138 
29.6 

h 46.4 
22.2 
2.09 
51.2 
357 

•76. 2 
1,028 

i 57.1 
26.0 
8.21 

b 10.2 

1,019 

134 
27.9 

bh 46.3 
22.2 
2.14 
53.7 
357 
74.6 
1,012 

bi 34.7 
b 25.3 
b 8.59 

a Indicated production increases or decreases with changing conditions during the season. 
b Preliminary estimate. 
c 5 States including Missouri 
d Principal producing States. 
e Excludes sweetclover and lespedeza  For 1931-32 excludes minor States. 
f Short-time average. 
g Production in percentage of a full crcp. 
h Includes some quantities not harvested, 
i Production is the total for fresh fruit, iuice, and raisins. 
i 'Thousands of tons. 

FIGURE 61.—First page of a monthly crop report. 
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Page 2 
CROP REPORT AS OF OCTOBER I, 1932 

(Continued) 
Released: 
October 10, 1932 
3:00 P.M. (E.T.) 

CROP 
I. ACREAGE 

1>000 Acres 

Corn....: ......bus. 
Winter wheat " 
Durum wheat, 4 States" 
Other spr wheat,U.S." 
All wheat ...." 
Oats ......." 
Barley " 
Rye " 
Buckwheat ,........." 
Flaxseed.. " 
Rice, 4 States " 
Grain sorghums e ...." 
Hay, all tame.. tons 
Hay, wild " 
Hay, all clover and 

timothy f...... ..." 
Hay, alfalfa....... " 
Beans, dry edible e..lbs. 
Soy beans g..,  
Peanuts (for nuts) lbs. 
Cowpeas g  
Velvet beans g ,  
Potatoes... bus. 
Sweet potatoes " 
TobacbO' lbs. 
Broùnicorn e " 
Hops'e ...." 
Sugar beets tons 

|5-yr. av.¡ 
! 1924-19281 
1 99,979 

i 36,026 
I 4,932 
I 15,173 
1 56,131 
! 41,865 

8,991 
3,509 
718 

2,933 
934 

6,330 
55,771 
14,129 

1931 1932 

1932 
P. ct. 

of 
1931 

105,100 
41,363 

c 2,869 
: 11,067 
55,299 

; 39,719 
i  11,428 

3,12? 
505 

c 2,325 
974 

7,152 
53,431 
11,966 

30,960 
10,771 
1,614 
2,016 
1,068 
1,887 
h 99 

3,081 
641 

1,700 
298 
22 

701 

24,811 
11,643 
1,860 
3,058 
1,419 
1,468 

57 
3,371 
778 

2,030 
295 
21 

713 

108,609 
33,245 
4,141 
18,028 
55,414 
41,994 
13,895 
3,324 

495 
2,667 

845 
8,102 

52,424 
13,327 

23,668 
12,504 
1,477 
2,807 
1,586 
1,915 

57 
3,411 
872 

1,447 
285 
22 

i 745 

103.3 
80.4 
144.3 
162.9 
100.2 
105.7 
121.6 
106.3 
98.0 
114.7 
86.8 
113.3 
98.1 
111.4 

95.4 
107.4 
79.4 
91.8 

111.8 
130.4 
100.0 
101.2 
112.1 
71.3 
96.6 
101.4 
104.5 

YIELD PER ACRE 

27.2 
14.8 
11.8 
12.6 
14.0 
29.6 
22.8 
12.5 
16.8 
7.6 
40.5 
16.4 
1.31 
.88 

1.16 
2.18 

701 

109.3 
92.9 
769 

317.6 
1,254 
10.2 

24.4 
19.1 
6.4 
7.8 
16.2 
28.0 
17.3 
10.4 
17.7 
4.8 

46.4 
14.6 
1.20 
.68 

1.10 
1.80 
684 

763 

111.4 
80.9 
789 

302.4 
1,208 
11.1 

Indicated 
Oct. 1, 
1932 a 

26.6 
13.3 
10.5 
12.6 
12.8 
30.1 
22.6 

_  12.8 
14.3 
5.0 
44.6 
14.4 

b 1.31 
b .86 

b 1.10 
b 2.11 
b 693 

642 

104.6 
85.5 
699 

243.1 
1,167 

) 11.5 

b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
& 
h 

Indicated yield increases or decreases with changing conditions during the season 
Preliminary estimate. 
Acres harvested. Heavy abandonment of planted acreage 
5 States including Missouri. 
Principal producing States.  (See sheets for separate crops.) 
Excludes sweetclover and lespedeza  For 1931-32 excludes mijior States. 
Grcwn alone for all purposes. 
Short time average. 
Planted acreage less probable abandonment. 

APPROVED: 

C. F. MARVIN, 

ACTING SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE 

CROP REPORTING BOARD. 
W. F. Callander, Chairman,, 
John A. Hicks, Secretary, 
J. A. Becker, J. L. Orr, 
S. A. Jones,  C. G. Carpenter, 
P. L.'Koenig, J. H. Jacobson, 
S. R. Newell, L. M. Carl. 

FIGURE 62.—Second page of a monthly crop report. The crop reports are released in the form shown in this and preceding figure at an exact time that has been 
previously set. Skeleton forms, which do not contain the current figures, are mailed to the press about 2 weeks before each report is released for the convenience 
of press workers. 

183174°—33 7 
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17» S. DEPT. A&R. 
3UB. AGR. ECON. 

PIG REPORT JTJIffi 1. 1932 July 12, 1932. 
12:00 (Noon) (E. T.) 

'       Pigs Sa.ved Spring-       J. Sows__Farrowed  
¿ iDeCi 1 to_June l)   »  ""  Spring"       "   Fall 
»     »    l_1932l/_l  "  "I  l^^ec^,^! toj-une 1)_ _(june_.l_t;o Dec.l) 
t     »     If     iNo. per » ""  ""'    ' »    »     » _1932|r_. 
« No. ' No.  '^ of»     » litter » Hor » No. « Nô.i/ » No. "^ of« 

State 1 1930_i_193l 11931»lujnl3erll331»1932i 1930_» 1931 « 1932_L1231 11931 »NuinTDer^ 
(000) (000) ""   "      ~ ToooT " (000) 

U. S. DEPT, AGR. 
BUR. AGR. ECON. 

July 12, 1932. 
12 (Noon) (E. T. 

THE PIG CROP REPORT AS OF JUNE 1, 1932. 

The num"ber of pigs saved, duriing the six months Decemher 1, 1931 to 
June 1, 1932 for the United States was 50,093,000 r.ead » this "being a de- 
crease of 3,758,000 head or 7 per cent from the nv..:oer saved during the 
corresponding period a year earlier , according to the estimate of the 
United States Department of Agri'oi 1 tir e. Tnis decrease resulted from a de- 
crease of 3 per cent in the numher .of sows farro\7ed and of 4 per cent in the 
average numher of pigs skived pe,r litter.  This estirrate is based largely up- 
on the returns from the June Pig Survey made in cooperation with the Post 
Office Department through the lural mail carriers. 

The decrease forthe United States was due to the smaller numher of 
pigs saved in the Western part of the Corn Belt. Of the seven States in the 
West ïïorth Central group five showed decreases, ranging from 11 per cent 
in Io'^?a to 40 per cent in South Dakota, "but with increases in Kansas and 
Missouri,  Increases are reported for all the States in the East North Central 
group, except Wisconsin^ For the whole North Central group (The Corn Belt) 
the number of pigs saved this season was 39,783,000 head, a decrease of 
4,554,000 head or 10,3 per cent from a year earlier. 

In areas outside the Corn Bplt there was a general increase in the 
number of pigs saved, except in the Far Western States which suffered severe- 
ly from the drought of 1931, In the North Atlantic States the numher of 
pigs saved increased one half of one per cent, in the South Atlantic States 
10,2 per cent and in the South Central 17,2 per cent; in the Western States 
there was a decrease of 9.6 per cent. 

The nura'ber of sows to farrow during the six months , June 1 to December 
a, 1952 is estimated at 4,488,000 head, an increase of 53,000 head or 1.2 
per cent over the num"ber farrowed in the corresponding period of 1931.  In- 
creased farrowings are estimated for all regions except the West North 
Central and Far Western States. This estimate is "based upon interpretation 
of "breeding intentions reported a"bout June 1. Any changes in the hog price 
situation or in crop prospects during June and July materially different 
from normal changes during those months may he expected to result in far- 
rowings this year somewhat different from this estimate which is hased on 
average relationship "between "breeding intentions and estimated farrowings. 

Tile indicated number of hogs over six months of age on June 1, based 
upon the average numher of such hogs per farm and upon the relationship of 
hogs over six months to pigs saved as àiown'"by the pig survey reports , v/as 
a'bout 5 per cent larger this year than last for the iJnited States, Except 
in the States most seriously affected "by the 1931 draught , all of the Corn 
Belt States had larger indicated numhers this year than last and materially 
larger numhers are indicated in nearly all of the Southern States and in 
some Western States,  '- 

The decrease in pigs saved per litter this year resulted chiefly from 
the severe weather in March, which caused a"bove normal losses during that 

100 4 
100 1 
100 3 
90 8 
100 1 
100 3 
110 a 
90 8 

110 56 

105 104 
110 253 
106 321 
107   424 
110    67 
85   119 

10& _lal84_ 
' 83   199 
100 
111 
70 

100 
85 
97 

673 
410 
28 
95 
249 
241 

97 1,895 

100 _3j.079 
110    2~ 
108 
115 
107 
110 
110 
106 
100 

18 
64 
19 
88 

• 48 
118 
46 

108 
115 
118 
100 
105 
115 
110 
108 
110 

_4.Q4 
89* 
99 
66 
64 
70 
48 
96 

157 

^2_^Uö3_|_90 j_lj_884^ 6.1 _5j^9 _ 292 341J _321_i  247 _ 

§»296 _8_j_95l_{'8^654_Í4,435 

110 689 
70 18 
80 22 
SO 6 
80 43 
112 7 
90 3 
75 6 
80 2 
90 20 
95 24 
95 62 

 ._ _ 53j.851_j__93|50_i093Í6^02 5.79 
l/    Preliminary 
2/    Numher indicated to farrow this year from "breeding intentions reports 

Chairman, Crop Reporting Board, 

_8i ^ _213_ 

101    4,488 -"i   —^JL^. 

FIGURE 63.--Sample of pages i and 3 of an annual report showing the results of the June pig survey made in cooperation with the rural-mail carriers.   The report shows 
the size of the spring pig crop and probable farrowings during the following 6 months. 
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suiik'J'^^tr-t^^r^ 

UNlTE'ö    S-TATtîO    DEPARTMENT    OF    AGRICUt-TURE 
BUREAU   or  AGRICULTURAL.   ECONOMICS 

FIELp SEftVJCE, DIVISION OF CROP ANO LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

Idettticai COtt^arííoa   of J«w 1932 and Juao 1931 W« Survaya. 

Subject „ 

Date._... 

Ko. of farms 
Tabulated.for 

Hog»  
Entire 
amrrey     Itdentlc&l 

Hogt on Identleal Tarmg ^ 

Hogs 6 mo.  » 

-123áíL 
1 f3/ 

>A3 
-Ä<^/ 6>Se><f 

'2 ^/(^ 3 73 A. 

3 f^^ 9-/S s3 0/ / 
U 7.^ AVf <¡>¥^íi. 
5 / 0/ 0 ^-3^ 7" //<*• 
b ra^ :^ao ^f/í* r Syo /So ^^7^- 
8 ^Vä //s SLo/ ff^ 

^ ^?7 /f3 ^ypt 

J1311ÍL- 

Plga 6 

S'a 3 4     9f-f 
J^/i(a   /oJ/.*^ 

-1222S-. 

/^ 77/ 

_iaii£. 
Í2I25 
19310 

/M  /o^ 

/F <¿f 7 

S" ¥o<í> 
yo ffo 

S3.<f 

fít..3 

All Hogs 

;T^gg 
¿27 yJ^ 
/S- fo3 

JL3 7¿rj 

7 00 V 
/3 ¿00 o 

I93IÇ 

//  ^o / 
.27 ^Vi» 

A o f^f 
/4 <fff 

SS.7 

st»tt^   ^fi-^ù>      /fsfi. 

JL£    ,   13  lU- 15 i£. 

//^jA'^S,    /3ù,fS/        ^y./ /^/<¿v?<3    /'^^^¿/'^    fí^.-í" 

Sows farrowed spring 
-II- 

193« I93IH 

3y*^o 
^*'77 

333o 

/SJ/3 

1931c 

3 ^¿,S 
3 /^4 

/ f ^^ 

1932c 
Í93IH 

3 <¿77 

/ es¥- 

/ <Í3SL. 

/7.> 
f3.o 

1932c_ 

//vi" 

fcS 

Blas 

"■^TSl /o^.9- 

19 
Sows 

farrowsd 

12Í2C. 
Î931H 

■í<4¿ /OS-./ 

^.0 /cSS 

6.6 /07.S1- 
3^ /o3.C> 

f^.3 
rf-7 

9^-9 

17      15 - 16.     If 16 is less than I5 th« 
sign is plus.    If 16 is more    the 
si^ is minus. 

19     Trom the June 1932 Pig Survey 
colunm (21) 

25      23 - 2^     See note (17) abore for 
si^ 

27     rrpm the June 1932 Pig Survey 
coliunn (27) 

Statt    ^0^73    í>'3¥£'^     ÄA-f^vy     //./ 

-Iß- -i2_ _â2-. 

9>./ ¥0   /o*/.S' 

26 

^7-9 (20 ♦ 12)  (21 ♦ 13)   (22 ♦ lU) 

rrom June Pig Survey I 
Colvunns \ 

(17) (19) (18) J 

19320 

f4a gayed 99 Ueflt^giaTftrM 

I93IH 1931c 

1 :>-o Sfù, 

2 // ^ro 
X y:^ /£y I /f ¥^0 
% /<i Co-i, 

S /¥ af¥ 

7 f 3/ 7 
ff M^^/ 

9 f cyG 

Jú> o y o 
/<s- oÁ~¥ 
/3 fá>o 

Jt^/ S/o 
/f 3/¥- 
/¿^ //.A. 
//   /ff 

/o ^f7 

I932G 
193IH 

ASo SL./ 

/f r/*) 

/o ya'7 

á'a.3'- 

S 7./ 

/<^.7 
/o   i/>-f 

Statt'//7^y^7    /3f^^7^   /36'jA^Í    y^,^' 

^3.f 
»ù..¥ 
•"7. p- 
rt.3 
rf.7 

Bia 

^¿^ 

3 3 /o^.O^ 
¥3 y»^-^ 

9f'^ 
A¥ /o/. <o 
yL.:u y^si-.ù 
y.fi- /*/. V- 
3.¥ /a¥'/ 
a..». /*>?-. S" 

fir.r 
 *t: 

Ä.O /a£L.^ 

PigB 
Saved 

1932C 
1931 

77 7 

^¥>0 

éS.S 

28 29 30 31 32 33 

Pigs Saved t»r ] Litter - Spring 

Identical Tarnt Entire Survey 

1932 ig-jiE 1931C 19320 i9nH 1531C 
Stat 

tnly 

^áá- <¿..7 ^'¿7 ^>-7 ^■97 

ALL    CALOULATIOVS    TO 

si(»riTiciirr 
FIGURES 

3U .     J5 _ 36       ^ ̂       37_    _ 38 39 HO in U2 1*3 
R fctio Com»riton from Entire Survtyi 1932 - - 1931 

Ho a 6 mo. Pi« 6 mo.  - All Ik Pies Sai red - Sp. 
Stat« 
only 

per 
fan| 100 1. 

per 
farm AOO A. 

per 
farm 

per 
farm 100 A- 

per 
farm 

1932 

'"1931" 7/./          3^,8 

...-^7..^. .<.7f.... 

^3,3 

7 
^.7. it 

 'í¿-- 
//I 

3^.7 

e—ilftAÄC:^—- 

cuKp; Of). - J)ata from piti survey schedules received from the same farmers in 1931 and 1982 are summarized on forms like this.   They show, by direct comparison, the 
ehanííes in the 1932 spring piçi crop as comi)ared with that of 1931, and the relative comparison of the dift'erent classes of hogs per farm and per 100 hogs. 
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UNITCO   OTATES    DEPARTMENT    Or   AORfCULTUWC 
BUREAU  OF  AQRIOUl-TURAl.  ECONOMICB 

Siibjtit ....>. 
COLORADO 

X}o!u „.^£..^Mjt:M.<f.rj...z^i4ÂX^ 

WESTERN 

(2 +3 + *♦) 

AfoAf 

6 HZ Z F SUHVZT     JASTUAUT 19, 3 3.. 

(8*9) 

.118t.   Wt. 

/ 

Heport« 
Aged 

TW 
■1 

37 S/^f 
77          
Sa 
32- .ZÎÎ-50 

JSZéè 
3X73 
'0/0 

^Z'^/    JOZfS 

/S4f   /soog 

I Pams 
J  and 

coming   wethert 
yearling   all 

aget 

:oming 

Total Bbtep cf- laobt 

// 00 

Jan. 
1932 

Jan, 
121? 

193Í 

S8/¥■    3é7SS      ^fO^   ^S^7J-      79^. 
J B^S   Z3ûé3     ^3á£' 3zxyá     ¥oSo 

/87^ SSyéS -S'A/Of 
:t^/z á,/9o s-^-fù 
^éf /é>sy7 /S^zjg 

/^f/ ^f/07 sS /Jo 
/^/ J73x;o ^7f7r 

Lanibt 
Eaiied 
1932 

99^ JS 7zS 
//Z.6,    ^¿>39 

96. é   /ííS7¥ 
99.9 39S-X.O 
Ws As ^9 
g-^;y   /zz6:i^ 

/. ift»<¿ "Jos' "¿:9"70?i'//ï'/My ■/ Xoä^y "/¿t) w '^"/f'ûfù^ ' ' 'srsy '/¥¿'uiyf "/¥7^'7 '^ -f/. % /A,í> n7^' 
Avg. Ífo„ per report ' Yv'/- '      3f7J . ^^.7 .,       ss/.^^   ^ íz.£'j        /9o/ ^   <í3¿f /    ^/y¿ ^ Jtxx^ ^/¿o / 

^ ylc. *«•• i^iich are 1Mb«     ^      >• 
^ ^   (6 ♦ U) _£M.jt ^ 
$t liiiribe r»i«ed which ar«i 
-   Hada!    (b t 11) /^<^ > '^ 

farm ilwâitir 

1932 eunrey 

B. R.  1933/1932 

/JiÀÀ      ¿ILUL    iull.      JkW^      Mi      ¿JLL       /yy      '^'EB?    ^ 
93./ -    Jzi_'      ¿3.0 •'     S/.3J      9f.7i     áM^oln ±ZÁ^olcI¿l^ 

jf e¿c¿' ciäes ■ ¿f ■ iotii-l' W /£V '¿X'?^    "/'f.'jf 
1932 Surrey /J. 6 ^<?.^ ¿Ej[ 

.lid" 
10(^ 

acuAt iq^g p**t^ iq^g 

4á30 ^/s- 3l¥o â^^é/ 
¿3/ ^0 /3/ 3Í/>' 
¿fx Z8/ 23 ff // Z 90 

/¿?éj X31-, JL S OS- ^"^ ^ti //// z^-ifT- S'00 /Ù/Sf 

Uabt 

?l* 

fara   81«at^ter 

Sepsrtln^ 

7-í^:r       JÍ'/'    ^^■''y   /¿7 í<?/ 

^2,^3 /^^ Iff/X^ 

fie -^^   3 9' 

//z7z";^^,/û /s 

«T^ep 
A. ^^ Ates 

Uatn^ 

(25 *M 

average per farm 
report ■    tlan^^ter 

■haep 
ladba' 

({22 ♦ 2lA 
U23 ♦ 21); 

Z?'^ 

■haep (19 ♦ f ¿^'^ 

fool   Produced IT^Z 
Sheep 

•horn 

^^ /.^f 
/Jt >/f >** Jí/Z. 
v¿. S/ií> 
J;í. ézs // Jo/ 

(Í&7Z ^J7i^3 
/S'7S7 /é^i/3 
'Tjdo^x^ ¥ís(z9 
"■^7 S'a o J/-ZSO/7 
3JrS^S 31 7 éff 

(20 ♦ (11 ao)_ áUU, 

797^  • 
S.cé 

///¿lote 

laporte taovlnc 
•Itter Blauster «f 
•heep,  laäbe or 
both 

t    Calculatlona 
on« deoliaal 

é^kte ■  /o 17/ ^"'3Ïé/ '/¿/ 

19V îMh nmp 

^ /c¿3ot  "JOóW      ù'è^/l "jzù dzfz ' Zûjfzzà 

Spc.  W. Schedule 

B. C. Cbom) 
Opinion Inquiry 

Stallet 
fiec,. B«rd 
Vaehlnftoa 

rs.é 

4^ 70 

/fr'jzfz;" 

JMmnr Wïl   - TânlTi Bilift4 

ik \     (Zweet-l-32 ae a í of total eheep    _£4—- 
applied to ehe 6p for,       \'\'32,    . ifj, f / f .' repOrttáf 
1-1-33-    IZZlSÍálA.)' '-¡i-f/SH. 

^f/es /rom 'JX. //■ S», 
fl 
m t (Bureau Zat.  ewae 1-1-32 aa a ;¿ of total 

Sheep       2í'7      amlled to muAcre 

ftatMt 

..Of'^Uf ^ 

/OyUt / 

C 

//i-Zo 
¥o¿>3s 
^i/o 

'S'A 
/fii</ 
/3oS/ 

73^3(3 

/l-tZo 
¥.70 
3.S-(. 
J.o:iu 

S.l/ ^ 
ù..0^ 

Ji«lic   fflf-Vrfi<^Ktt,i</i.g 

FIGURE 67.—In the Western States, Texas, and South Dakota returns from individual sheep growers are summarized in this form to show changes in numbers from the 
preceding year, number in each class, method of disposal, and the lamb crop. 
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*Ç«©!5Jrt!ii5<Ç*,'»Sî.(i*   ■^•^ 

T>ic?.u'htt    1532    iiv 

STATES    DEPARTMENT    or    AQRICUL-TURE 
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FIGURE 68.—This summary of returns received from farmers shows the classification of cattle; the changes in numbers between December I, 1931 and 1932 by direct com- 
parison of numbers on farms reporting both years; and relative changes in numbers per farm and per 100 acres.   This is used in estimating numbers on farms January 1. 
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ÜNÍTSD STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL' ECONOMICS 
DIVISION OF CROP AND LIVESTOCK ESTIMATES 

WASHINGTON (\ 
(p/tJLJlA..A.-v^.^^        i^^^ STATE \^XfM-/U^-^  

V        (In Thousands) 
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_ Head_ j. lelë^^^ 1 _ í?ei^t_ 

Total 

JJj'icJlSÛÂQ. 

—jf— ) 
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Hn33 

193 3 _^ 
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_\vei£ht 
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J^l^ Jll^l^c 
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XiJidÄ L^ead @     / ? a 
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[lbs. 

lbs. 

Shipped 
Local  slaughter 
Total        / ¿I  é 

I ^ v_W 
lAo_ 

Li^dL. 
I51S "^ 

Jiead % 
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¿¿X IbB. .iiiii^n 
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_¿j¿_head @ 
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Minus,   shipped in_ 
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Difference in inventory,  plus, minus 
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VALUE OF PRODUCTION 
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US     lbs.        ;? ^ 0 .& 

^,f¥éJo^ 
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FKîUKE 69.—Stale summaries like tiiis cue are based upon estimated numbers on farms at the beginning and end of the year, estimated pig crops published in July and 
December, marketing records, farm and local slaughter based upon the 1929 census, and death losses based upon information from the disposition-of-livestock inquiry. 
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